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INTRODUCTION 
Research findings indicate the importance of the place of 
phonics in the reading program of the primary grades . Harrington 
defines phonics as "the ability to recognize and to produce the 
sounds of letters and combinations of l e tters when visual symbols 
1/ 
are presented . "- Reporting the relationship of certain word analysis 
abilities to the reading achievement of second grade children, she 
states, 11 There is a high positive relationship between knowledge of 
2/ 
phonetics and reading achievement . "-
This study is an attempt to evaluate a planned program in word 
analysis for children in grade two as it affects: 
1 . Reading achievement 
2. Spelling achievement 
J . The knowledge of phonics 
4. The ability to pronounce unfamiliar words . 
1/ Sister Hary James Harrington, S . C.L., The Relationship of Certain 
- Word Analysis Abilities to the Reading Achievement of Second Grade 
Children, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 
1953, P• 66 . 
?f Ibid ., P• 127. 
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CHAPI'ER I 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
In an attempt to discover improved methods of instruction, many 
studies have been concerned with the place of phonics in the reading 
program of the primary grades. 
The research reviewed in this chapter will be concerned with: 
1. The effect of the knowledge of phonics on reading achievement 
2. The effect of the knowledge of phonics on spelling achievement 
3. The effect of mental age on reading achievement 
4. Sex differences in reading achievement. 
The effect of the knowledge of phonics on reading achievement.--
"The idea of teaching all children in the country to give 
the same sound to each letter and to each of the important 
groups of letters occurred to ~bster as a means of teaching 
all young Americans to pronounce words the same way. And so 
phonics was introduced vigorously in his Blue Back Speller and 
taught for many years for the purpose of unifying spoken language 
in America •••• Eventually the patriotic emphasis on teaching 
phonics subsided and teachers discovered that learning the sounds 
of letters aided children in recognizing words in reading. 
Patriotism and phonics parted ways and pedagogy took over where 
patriotism left off. Pedagogy gave phonics a new function, that 
of helping children to attain independence in attacking new words 
while reading and in this role, phoniqs has been continued in the 
classroom down to the present time. 11!/ 
Subsequent to the introduction of phonics as a means of developing 
independence in word study, the pendulum of emphasis swung to the other 
I/ Nila B. Smith, U'What Research Tells Us About Word Recognition, 11 
- Elementary School Journal, (April, 1955), 55:440. 
- 2-
extreme. By the latter nineteenth century, elaborate phonics systems 
evolved, emphasizing the study of isolated sounds, "families," and 
diacritical marks. Foremost among the advocates of this approach was 
Pollard. 
Early in the present century the wisdom of this procedure was 
1/ 
questioned by Huey,- who stated: 
"If the child must stop to make the letter-sounds focal, 
he must necessarily interrupt the natural rate of thinking 
sentence meanings, to say nothing of his forgetting all about 
meaning of any sort in his concern about the sounds as such •••• 
If the recognition of the word must be learned by the use of 
marks, let it be done before the reading is attempted, and with 
the word in isolation, so that the child will not come to think 
of such learning as 'reading'." 
2/ 
Currier- conducted one of the first experunents to compare the 
effects of phonetic and non-phonetic methods in reading in Grades I 
and II. No statistical data are available, but the study seemed to 
indicate the phonetic group was superior to the non-phonetic group in 
the ability to pronounce words, but less able to gain meaning from 
context. 
3/ 
In 1928, Sexton and Herron- investigated the value of teaching 
phonics in beginning reading. Nearly 1,000 children were included in 
the experiment and were tested three times: (1) after five months' 
3 
instruction; (2) after ten months' instruction; and (3) after the first 
!/ Edmund B. Huey, The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1908, pp. JS0-351. 
2/ Lillian B. Currier, "Phonics or No Phonics," Elementary School 
- Journal, (December, 1916), 17:286-287. 
3/ Elmer K. Sexton and John S. Herron, "The Newark Phonics Experiment," 
- Elementary School Journal, (May, 1928), 28:701. 
4 
half of the next school year. The authors concluded: 11The results 
clearly indicate that the teaching of phonics functions very little 
or not at all with beginners in reading during the first five months. 
It begins to be of some value during the second five months but is of 
greater value in the second grade." 
1/ 
Garrison and Heard- studied four classes of first grade children 
in order to discover the effect of phonics in the reading program. 
Data were collected at the time of school entrance and during the first, 
second and third grades. They reported: 
"Training in phonics makes children more independent in the 
pronunciation of words. Children with no phonetic training make 
smoother and better oral readers in the lower grades •••• In the 
teaching of reading it seems probable that much of the phonetic 
training now given should be deferred until the second and third 
grades. It appears that work in meaningful exercises which are 
planned to increase comprehension and to teach discrimination of 
words is more important than phonetic training." 
2/ 
In 1938 Gates and Russell- evaluated the effect of three types of 
word analysis training on beginning reading, and stated: 
"The pupils were assembled in three groups according to the 
type of training: Group D, those who received the smallest amount 
of phonics or word analysis; Group E, those who were given moderate 
amounts of informal, newer- type word analysis, comparison, etc; 
and Group F, those who had substantial or large amounts of con-
ventional phonetic drill . Since the differences have low reliability, 
the indication is that it matters little which type or how much 
phonics is taught to the ablest pupils during the first grade, but a 
moderate amount of the newer, more informal types of word analysis 
is most promising. The average pupils (those of intermediate 
!/ S. c. Garrison and Minnie T. Heard, 11.An Experimental Study of the 
Value of Phonetics,n Peabody Journal of Education, (July, 1931), 
9:13-11+. 
2/ Arthur I. Gates and David H. Russell, "Types of Material, Vocabulary 
- Burden, Word Analysis and Other Factors in Beginning Reading, 11 
Elementary School Journal, (September and October, 1938), 39:123. 
reading readiness scores) appear more clearly to secure greater 
benefit from this type of experience and to profit least from 
the conventional formal phonics. The pupils of lowest reading 
readiness .scores show this trend more clearly. A moderate 
amount of informal word analysis is helpful; very little of this 
type seems to be better than large amounts of formal phonics 
drill. The latter apparently does not •take' well when taught 
to children of low readiness scores. 11 
1/ 
Tate, Herbert and Zeman- analyzed the effects of three types of 
word analysis training. Following a study of eight weeks' duration, 
they concluded: 
"1. Of the three methods investigated, formal phonic, 
non-phonic and incidental-phonic - formal phonic is the least 
efficient in developing comprehension or thought-getting. 
(2) The main value of formal phonics lies in the field of word 
recognition. (3) The incidental-phonic method is superior to 
the non-phonic method in developing the ability to recognize 
words. (4) The non-phonic method is superior to the formal 
phonic method in developing comprehension. (5) The incidental-
phonic method is superior to both the formal phonic and non-
phonic method in developing comprehension. 11 
5 
In investigating the results of varied amounts of phonetic training, 
2/ 
Agnew- discovered the need for longer periods of study rather than short 
isolated drills. Among the beneficial effects of regular phonetic 
training, Agnew lists: increased independence in word recognition, 
assistance in learning new words, and correct pronunciation and im-
proved quality of oral reading. 
y Harry L. Tate, Theresa M. Herbert, and Josephine K. Zeman, 11Non-phonic 
Primary Reading, " · Elementary School Journal, (March, 1940), 40:537. 
2/ Donald c. Agnew, ttThe Effect of Varied Amounts of Phonetic Training on 
- Primary Reading, 11 Duke University Research Studies in Education, No. 5, 
Durham, North Carolina, Duke University Press, 1939, pp. B-50. 
-.. 
. ,
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The manner in which phonics was taught was also the concern of 
1/ 
Tiffin and McKinnis,- who stated: 
"Though the present investigation shows that a functional 
mastery of the isolated principles of phonics is significantly 
related to reading achievement, the authors do not conclude that 
reading should be taught by drill in the isolated principles of 
phonics or that such drill should necessarily be given in all 
cases of retarded reading . But it is felt t hat a program of 
reading instruction which does not, by direct or indirect in-
struction, yield a mastery of the principles of phonics is not 
accomplishing its full purpose . " 
2/ 
MUrphy- evaluated the effect of specific training in auditory 
and visual discrimination. Three types of instruction were provided, 
visual, auditory, and a combination of both. These were studied as 
they affected learning rate, word recognition, and auditory and visual 
perception. She concluded : 
"All experimental groups were superior to the control group 
in Reading Achievement in November, February and June • • • • The 
reading achievement test in November showed the experimental 
teaching material to be in the following order of increasing 
effectiveness - auditory perception training, visual perception 
training, combined auditory and visual training. The February 
achievement test showed the same order, but the difference 
between the auditory and the other two was less than in November, 
and the June test showed the auditory group slightly superior to 
the visual. Visual training may be more effective in beginning 
teaching . " 
3/ 
Crossley- conducted an experiment to evaluate the effect of lantern 
slides on auditory and visual discrimination of word elements. Twenty 
y Joseph Tiffin and Mary McKinnis, "Phonic Ability: Its Measurement 
and Relation to Reading Ability, " School and Society, (February 10, 
1940), 51:192 . 
2/ Helen A. MUrphy, An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific Training in 
- Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning Reading, Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1943, p. 75 . 
3/ B. Alice Crossley, An Evaluation of the Effect of Lantern Slides on 
- Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Word Elements, Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1948, pp. 134-135. 
first grade classes, ten in the experimental and ten in the control 
group, participated in the study. The 416 children were equated on 
7 
the following variables: auditory discrimination, visual discrimination, 
learning rate and chronological and mental ages. Following ten weeks of 
teaching, Crossley reported: 
"The experimental group was superior to the control group 
in all analyses of auditory discrimination •••• The differences 
in reading scores were not statistically significant but the 
critical ratios were all in favor of the experimental group and 
close enough to the 2.576 level to indicate some tendency to 
superiority for the experimental group." 
A series of studies to evaluate the effect of planned programs in 
word analysis for grade two revealed gains for the experimental groups. 
1/ 
Gould- reported a significant difference in reading achievement at the 
2/ 
end of eight weeks. Comparable findings were reported by Nugent- at 
the end of her ten weeks' study. A study, similar in duration, was 
3/ 
conducted by Galvin,- who reported a difference in phonics and reading 
which, though not significant, favored those having instruction in 
phonics. Significant gains in phonics and reading achievement were 
4/ 
reported by Fancey et al,- following a six weeks' program. While no 
1/ Rita E. Gould, An Evaluation of an Intensive Program in Word Analysis 
- in Second Grade, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
2/ Esther M. Nugent, An Evaluation of an Intensive Program in lNord 
- Analysis on Spelling and Reading in Second Grade, Unpublished Service 
Paper, Boston University, 19$0. 
3/ Dorothea B. Galvin, An Evaluation of Exercises in Word Analysis in 
- Grade II, Unpublished Service Paper, Boston University, 1952. 
4/ Mildred Fancey et al., Evaluation of a Planned Program of Word 
- Analysis in Grade Two, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1958. 
1/ 
statistical data were available, Coates and Rogers- indicated an 
improvement in reading and more interest in independent reading as a 
result of their 86 lessons. 
2/ 
8 
Harrington- investigated the relationship of certain word analysis 
abilities to the reading achievement of second grade children and re-
ported the following order of importance among the factors studied, 
based on the correlations indicated: (1) visual discrimination, .451; 
(2) phonics, .322; (3) auditory discrimination, .257; (4) mental age, 
.ooo. 
3/ 
Bourke et al- conducted a similar experiment in all three primary 
grades. The order of importance established for Grade II was: (1) 
auditory discrimination; {2) phonics; (3) visual discrimination; {4) 
letter names. 
4/ 
Bear- studied two methods of teaching phonics. The population 
included 14 first grade classrooms. The control group received phonics 
training according to the "whole word approach,n while the experimental 
group received instruction in phonics from a phonics reader. He reported 
1/ Diana Coates ana Julia M. Rogers, Exercises in Applied Phonics for 
- Grade Two, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 195e. 
2/ Sister Mary James Harrington, S.C.L., The Relationship of Certain 
- Word Analysis Abilities to the Reading Achievement of Second Grade 
Children, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1953. 
3/ Anna J. Bourke et al., The Relationship of Certain Word Analysis 
- Abilities to Reading Achievement of First, Second and Third Grade 
Children, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
4/ David E. Bear, "Phonics for First Grade: A Comparison of Two Methods," 
- Elementary School Journal, (April, 1959), 51:402. 
9 
slightly higher scores on the Gates tests than on the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test for the experimental group. UThis finding might 
indicate that the experimental group was superior in reading from 
context, since two of the Gates sub-tests were concerned with testing 
this type of skill." 
A preliminar,y study to investigate the effect of teaching homo-
1/ 
phones to children in the primary grades was completed by Berry et al-
and revealed gains in reading achievement. 
2/ 
Santeusanio- conducted a more extensive study which involved 404 
children from two communities. At the conclusion of a twelve-week 
program, she reported statistically significant gains in favor of the 
experimental group on all the major factors measured: reading achieve-
ment1 ability to pronounce unfamiliar words, and ability to hear sounds 
in spoken words . 
In reviewing the opinions of those working in the field of reading 
relative to the teaching of phonics in the primary grades, there is 
3/ 
general agreement as to its value . Gates- suggested: 
11For some years, we have been forced to spend time and 
energy in debating an almost nonexisting issue, the relative 
merits of the phonic and a non-phonic 'whole word' or •word 
configuration' or •look and say1 or the •whole word' plus 
1/ Edna J. Berry et al., Teaching Homophones in Grades One, Two and 
- Three, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1960. 
2/ Nancy c. Santeusanio, Evaluation of a Planned Program for Teaching 
- Homophones in Beginning Reading, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
Boston University, 1962. 
3/ Arthur I. Gates, 11 The Future of Research in Reading," Education, 
- (May, 1962), 82:546. 
•frequen~ of repetition• method. No one advocates aQY one of 
the latter types of method; no one doubts the value of certain 
phonic skills . n 
1/ 
Betts- stated his agreement and gave his views on a preferred 
type of program. 
10 
"Should children be taught how to use phonic skills? The 
answer is Yes 1 So far as we are concerned, this is not a topic 
for debate . The basic questions are: When should phonics be 
taught? How should phonics be taught • •• • Briefly these conclusions 
appear to be sound: 
1. Phonics is only one aid to the identification of 
printed words . 
2. Sys tematic help in learning these skills develops 
more independence in word identification than a 
look and say method . 
) . Help is given on phonics after the child has 
to read a word in a reading situation. That is, 
drill on analyzing isolated words or on identifying 
phonograms is not likely to help a child when he 
meets a new word in a meaningful situation. 
4. Help on phonics is more effective when 
a. the child analyzes words which he needs to 
identify in order to get the thought 
b. the child learns to analyze a word for cues 
(groups of letters or pronunciation units) 
c . the child learns to verif.y his identification 
of the word with its meaning in the sentence 
d. the child sees cues in the whole word, as it 
appears in a reading situation 
e . the child associates natural rather than dis-
t orted sounds with the pronunciation units of 
printed words 
f . the child gradually learns new cues to the 
analysis of word forms . 
5. When phonic skills are applied to the syllabication 
of words, the child improves in both reading and 
spelling. " 
1/ Emmett A. Betts, 1'What About Phonics?n, Education, (May, 1955), 
- 75 :558-59 . 
1/ 
Cordts- emphasized: liThe test of any phonetic method is not how 
well do the children know the sounds of the words they meet, but how 
well can they read?ll 
2/ 
Bloomer- reiterated: "The goal of phonics is independence in 
meaningful reading." 
In discussing the changes which have evolved as a result of re-
3/ 
search in the teaching of word analysis, Hildreth- stated: 
"The fundamental change that has come about in teaching 
phonics for reading is, then, the shift from beginning with 
sounds which are blended to build up words to teaching 
recognition of recurring phonetic elements within the frame-
work of meaningful words. The child becomes acquainted with 
words separately and in simple sentences; his attention is 
directed toward the sound and pronunciation of word elements; 
then he receives practice in identifying the same element in 
new words.n 
4/ 
11 
Smith- summarized the current thought, 11 In modern methods phonics 
becomes an integral part of natural reading situations in which it is 
functional and meaningful." 
1/ Anna D. Cordts, "And It's All Known As Phonics," Elementary English, 
- (October, 1955), 32:378. 
2/ Richard Bloomer, "A Method of Teaching Phonics," Education, (May, 
- 1962), 82:526. 
3/ Gertrude Hildreth, 11New Methods for Old in Teaching Phonics," 
- Elementar,y School Journal, (May, 1957), 57:437. 
4/ Nila B. Smith, "Phonics Then and Now," Education, (May, 1955), 
- 75:565. 
The effect of the knowledge of phonics on spelling achievement.--
11To name or to write or to print in their proper order the letters of a 
word as a word - this is spelling." In suggesting this definition for 
1/ 
spelling, Stauffer- added, "At the primary level where reading in-
struction and spelling instruction are initiated, the relationship 
between the two skills seems to be most apparent." 
2/ 
Gates- shared this point of view and defined the place of phonics 
in spelling instruction as follows: 
"Spelling, reading, speaking and hearing words are all 
dependent upon the child's phonetic skills and phonics thus 
becomes a problem in every area. The pupil's spelling abilities 
are affected by the ways in which he reacts to words during read-
ing and by the word analysis skills he is taught in reading." 
3/ 
In an earlier study, Gates and Chase- studied the spelling 
performances of deaf children in an attempt to study the influence of 
phonics on the spelling process. The result of the study led the 
authors to report: 
11The hypothesis here offered is that nonnal children fail 
to develop the precise, accurate and - as far as the effects on 
spelling are concerned, - effective functions of word observa-
tions because they rely mainly on the easier, perhaps more 
natural - yet for spelling less productive - device of phonetic 
translation." 
"1/ Russell Stauffer, 11 The Relationship Between Reading and Spelling," 
- Education, (December, 1958), 79:206-10. 
2/ Arthur I. Gates, uneveloping the Basic Spelling Techniques in the 
- Language Arts Program," Education, (January, 1956), 76:275. 
3/ Arthur I. Gates and Esther H. Chase, "Methods and Theories of 
- Learning to Spell," Journal of Educational Psychology, (May, 1926), 
17:299. 
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1/ 
Garrison and Heard- studied the effect of phonics on reading and 
spelling achievement in the primary grades and concluded, "Children who 
have had training in phonetics have some advantage in learning to spell 
over children who have had no such training. Training in phonetics 
would be worth while for spelling alone if for no other reason." 
2/ 
In 1936, Acomb- studied the psychological factors in the spelling 
process and observed, "Visual and auditory factors are significantly 
related to spelling." 
3/ 
Hanna and Moore- suggested the benefit of an inductive approach 
to word analysis as an aid to spelling. 
"There are definitely groups of words and syllables in 
the English language ~ich belong in certain phonetic categories. 
The child should learn such group patterns inductively. He should 
eventually develop a sense of probable letter or letters to be 
used to represent the speech sound as they occur in words belong-
ing to group patterns." 
4/ 5/ 
Fancy et al- and Nugent- reported significant gains in spelling 
following planned programs in word analysis at second grade level. 
±/ s. c. Garrison and Minnie T. Heard, op. cit., p. 14. 
2/ Allan Acomb, A Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading and 
- Spelling, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1936, p. 87. 
3/ Paul Hanna and James T. Moore, Sr., "Spelling -- from Spoken Word to 
- 'Written Symbol," Elementary School Journal, (February, 1953), 53:337. 
~ Mildred Fancey et al., op. cit. 
2/ Esther M. Nugent, op. cit. 
·-
1/ 
In another second grade study, Fleishman- investigated the 
effect of a planned phonetic program and concluded: "After twenty 
weeks of phonetic instruction in relation to spelling, the group 
achieved much higher . The difference in means for September and 
February yielded a critical ratio of 3. 31 which is statistically 
significant. " 
2/ 
Barrett et al- conducted a study to evaluate the effect of homo-
phone training on spelling achievement. "In general the data are 
indicative of the fact that the experiment was more beneficial to the 
second grade children, who made statistically significant gains in 
every instance . " 
3/ 
Russell- was also concerned with the effect of phonics on spelling 
achievement. In his investigation two groups were observed; the first 
had early and extensive phonetic training; the second, later and more 
incidental training . He reported: "In the ' phonic group,' spelling 
ability is more highly correlated with reading ability than in the 
'little phonics group'; in the ' little phonics group' spelling ability 
seems more closely related to chronological and mental age . " 
!7 Jean G. Fleishman, Evaluation of a Planned Phonetic Program on the 
Formal Introduction to Spelling in Grade 2, Unpublished Master ' s 
Thesis, Boston University, 1951, p. 66. 
2/ Jean Barrett et al. , A Study to Ascertain What Effect the Study of 
- Homophones Has on Spelling Achievement, Unpublished Master's Thesis , 
Boston University, 1959, P• 52 . 
3/ David H. Russell, "A Diagnostic Study of Spelling Readiness," Journal 
- of Educational Research, (December, 1943), 37:283. 
15 
The approach to teaching spelling through word analysis techniques 
has been investigated by those working in the language arts. 
1/ 
Betts- advised: "Before a child tries to learn to spell a word, 
he needs to know (1) its meaning and (2) its syllables. Training in 
listening to both phonetic elements and syllables is started before the 
reading readiness stage and continued through beginning and advanced 
stages of reading." 
The interrelatedness of the visual and auditory aspects was pointed 
2/ 
out by Kottmeyer:-
'~en he (the child) comes to an unfamiliar word in reading, 
the visual symbols -- the letters -- are before his eyes and he 
needs to supply the sound, or 'think' the sounds. When he needs 
to spell a word the auditory symbols -- the sounds -- are known, 
and he needs to supply the visual symbols -- the letters. The 
need for accurate and precise association between visual forms 
and sounds is, of course, more pressing in spelling than in read-
ing. In reading we use configuration and context clues and use 
them in combination with more rudimentary sound blending skills 
while in spelling these devices do not apply. " 
The place of word analysis in the teaching of spelling is summarized 
3/ 
by Horn:-
"There is considerable evidence to suggest that well planned 
instruction in sound - to - letter and letter - to - sound asso-
ciations in appropriate relation to other learning procedures may 
be of benefit both in spelling and reading •••• It seems important 
that children should learn the ways, not the way, in which each 
sound is spelled." 
1/ Enunett A. Betts, "What About Spelling?11 Education, (January, 1956), 
- 76:319. 
2/ William Kottmeyer, "On Relationship of Word Perception Skills in 
- Reading and Spelling," Education, (May, 1952), 72:602. 
3/ Ernest Horn, "Phonetics and Spelling,n Elementary School Journal, 
- (May, 1957), 57:431. 
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1/ 
Johnson- concurred: "As a foundation for all work in spelling 
and reading the child must be able to recognize the sounds he hears in 
a word and to associate those sounds with the appropriate letter sym-
bols •••• If we want better spellers, we need to place greater emphasis 
on meanings and word analysis skills." 
The effect of mental age on reading achievement.-- In studies to 
evaluate the effect of mental age on reading achievement, two points of 
view are observed. The first gives emphasis to the acquisition of 
certain perceptual skills as prerequisites for success in beginning read-
ing; the second indicates the importance of a given mental age before the 
child can meet with success. 
2/ 
Gates- conducted a series of experiments in Grade I, wherein the 
quality of instruction was a distinct variable. He reported: 
"The most significant finding is the fact that the correla-
tions between mental age and reading achievement were highest in 
the classes in which the best instruction was done and the lowest 
in those in which the poorest instruction was provided. More 
specifically, the magnitude of the correlations seems to vary 
directly with the effectiveness of the provision for individual 
differences in the classroom." 
3/ 
Wilson- and others analyzed the data collected in a four year study 
of primary grade children. A total of 106 measures, including a case 
1/ Eleanor M. Johnson, 11Two Key Factors in Spelling Success," Education, 
- (January, 1956), 76:273-74. 
2/ Arthur I. Gates, "The Necessary Mental Age for Beginning Reading, 11 
- Elementary School Journal, (March, 1937), 37:$07. 
3/ Frank T. Wilson et al., "Reading Progress in Kindergarten and Primary 
- Grades," Elementary School Journal, (February, 1938), 38:443. 
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study and a parent questionnaire were available for each child . Their 
findings indicated : 
"No inherent qualitative differences among these children 
explain differences in their progress in reading . Varying 
abilities to see, hear, speak, and varying mental ability or 
personality traits do not seem to be closely or critically 
related to progress in reading, as revealed by either the 
statistical analyses or the case studies." 
1/ 
DeLaura- compared the scores on an intelligence test with those 
on a reading readiness test . The coefficient of correlation between 
mental age and readiness for the entire group of 275 children was . 68 
with a probable error of . 022 . 
2/ 
In a study to evaluate the place of phonics , Garrison and Heard-
reported: "In teaching children to read in the early part of the 
primary grades, first and perhaps second, bright children seem to be 
helped more by training in phonetics than are dull . " 
3/ 
Harrington- investigated factors related to reading achievement 
and discovered mental age was the least effective of the factors 
measured, having a correlation of .ooo. The perceptual abilities were 
significant. 
4/ 
Similar findings were revealed by Clark- who indicated that visual 
and auditory discrimination were more important factors than mental age. 
y Bertha A. DeLaura, A Study of the Predictive Value of Intelligence 
and Aptitude Tests to Reading Achievement in Grade One, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
g/ S. C. Garrison and Minnie T. Heard, op . cit., p. 13 . 
d( Sister Mary James Harrington, S. C.L., op . cit . 
~ Elizabeth M. Clark, op. cit . 
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1/ 
Gates- confirmed this point of view in a study conducted in 1926. 
"The perceptual factors, irrespective of intelligence are more closely 
associated with reading and spelling than all of the functions embraced 
in intelligence as measured." 
2/ 
Durrell et al- studied 2,000 first grade children and attempted 
to answer the following questions: "Does mental age of six assure 
reading success, lower mental ages indicate failure? Is there an 
3/ 
optimum mental age for beginning reading?" Their- findings indicated: 
11Mental age, as measured by the Otis Quick-Scoring Tests of Mental 
Ability, has a low relationship to reading achievement and to letter 
and word perception skills •11 
Various studies have been conducted which report a given mental 
age as predictive of success. 
4/ 
Arthur- reported significantly greater gains in reading achieve-
ment among children of mental ages 6.5 to 6.9 than those whose mental 
ages were 5.5 to 6.4. The lack of success of children whose mental 
ages are below five years led her to believe it is useless to attempt 
to teach these children to read. 
y Arthur I. Gates, "A Study of the Role of Visual Perception, Intel-
ligence and Certain Associative Processes in Reading and Spelling," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, ~ctober, 1926), 17. 
2/ Donald D. Durrell et al., "Success in First Grade Reading," Journal 
- of Education, (February, 1958), 140:3. 
21 Ibid • ' p. 5. 
4/ Grace Arthur, "A Quantitative Study of the Results of Grouping First 
- Grade Classes According to Mental Age," Journal of Educational Re-
search, (October, 1925), 12:173-185. 
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1/ 
In 1925, Morphett and Washburne- studied 141 first grade children 
and reported : 
.. 
"Correlation between mental age and ability to learn to read, 
as measured by reading progress and sight-word scores, showed a 
fairly high degree of relationship . The correlations ranged from 
.So to .6S •••• Consequently, it seems safe to state that, by post-
poning the teaching of reading until children reach a mental 
development of six and a half years, teachers can greatly decrease 
the chances of failure and discouragement and can cor respondingly 
increase their efficiency." 
2/ 
Dean- conducted a similar study and concurred with Morphett and 
Washburne : 11 It is extremely doubtful, therefore, whether children with 
mental ages of less than six years and six months should attempt the 
reading process Unless they have other talents which might reasonably 
point to success . " 
3/ 
Dolch and Bloomster- advocated postponement of the teaching of 
phonics until the child had reached a mental age of seven years . They 
stated: 
11 
•••• an experiment was conducted in the first two grades of 
a school in which the teaching of phonics had been uniform for 
at least two years and in which phonics had had some emphasis, 
though not an unusual amount. The plan was simply to measure, 
first, the children ' s mental development, and second, their 
phonic attainment, and to see whether one was in any way related 
to the other •••• Children with mental ages below seven years made 
only chance scores; that is, as far as the experiment indicates, 
a mental age of seven years seems to be the lowest at which a 
child can be expected to use phonics, even in the simple situa-
tion provided by these two tests . 11 
1/ Mabel v. Morphett and Carleton Washburne , '~en Should Children 
Begin to Read?11 Elementary School Journal, (Mar ch, 1931), 31:502- 503 . 
2/ Charles D. Dean, "Predicting First Grade Reading Achievement," 
- Elementary School Journal , April, 1939) , 39:613. 
3/ Edward Dolch and Maurene Bloomster, IIPhonic Readiness," Elementary 
- School Journal, (November, 1937), 38:230- 204. 
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1/ 
Murphy- stated the opposite view: 1111ental age is only one factor 
in learning to read. Studies have shown children to be successful with 
4, 5, and 6 year mental ages and others to be unsuccessful with 7 and 8 
year mental ages.n 
2/ 
Robinson- concurred: 
ttResearch supports the conclusion that a mental age of 6.5 
years or more is conducive to success in beginning reading . 
However, experience reveals that many children with mental ages 
of 6 or less do learn to read if they possess strengths not 
measured by intelligence tests and if teaching is carefully 
adapted to their needs. One is forced to conclude, therefore, 
either that our current intelligence tests are not valid or that 
factors other than intelligence influence reading success. 
Probably both conclusions are true to some extent, but the latter 
predominates.n 
3/ 
Durrell- reported current thinking in rel ation to the effect of 
mental age on reading achievement as follows: 
"We were sometimes content to attribute low reading achieve-
ment to low intelligence scores, when it should have been evident 
that the low intelligence scores were the result of poor reading. 
we ass~~ed that mental age set a fixed limit on learning when it 
was obvious that mental age was only the child's achievement on 
the items tested, with half of his attainments being above his 
mental age." 
y Helen A. Murphy, "Skills Instruction in Primary Reading, 11 The 
National Elementary Principal, (December, 1949), 29:5. 
2/ Helen M. Robinson, "Factors \ihich Affect Success in Reading, n 
- Elementary School Journal, (January, 1955), 55:263. 
3/ Donald D. Durrell, "Learning Difficulties Among Children of Normal 
- Intelligence," Elementary School Journal, (December, 1954), 55:201. 
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Sex differences in achievement.-- There are discrepant views 
regarding sex differences in reading achievement . 
1/ 
Carroll- analyzed the results of reading readiness tests to 
determine the type and scope of sex differences in the child ' s prepara-
tion for reading . She concluded: "All significant differences are in 
favor of the girls . n 
2/ 
Hill- investigated the percept ual skills of boys and girls and 
reported : "There are definite, although not statistically significant 
sex differences in favor of the girls in visual and auditory perception. 11 
3/ 
DeMichele- studied the scores of the Murphy-Durrell Diagnostic 
Reading Readiness Test administered to 2,600 boys and girls . She con-
eluded: "Girls showed a marked superiority in auditory discrimination. 
There was a difference of 4. 35 between the mean of the boys and the 
girls with a critical ratio of 4. 2. " 
4/ 
Prescott- conducted a similar study using the Metropolitan Reading 
Readiness Test . Again, the girls proved superior to the boys. 
!( Marjorie w. Carroll, Sex Differences in Reading Readiness, Unpublished 
Master ' s Thesis, Boston University, 1941, p . 39. 
2/ Barbara Hill , The Persistence of Perceptual Functions Related to 
- Reading and Spelling , Unpublished Master ' s Thesis, Boston University, 
1943. 
3/ Anna DeMichele, Sex Differences in Reading Readiness, Unpublished 
- Master 's Thesis, Boston University, 1949, p . 35. 
4/ George A. Prescott, "Sex Differences in Metropolitan Readiness 
- Results," Journal of Educational Research, (April, 1955), 48:605-610. 
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y 
In an analysis of auditory functions in primary grades, Barry 
reported the statistical superiority of girls in reading and auditory 
and visual discrimination. 
2/ 
Santeusanio- reported the girls were superior to the boys in both 
the experimental and control groups following a twelve weeks' program 
to teach homophones in grade one . 
3/ 
As part of her study, MUrphy- investigated sex differences in 
reading achievement and concluded the differences "disappear when 
specific training for auditory and visual discrimination is given in 
beginning reading . " 
4/ 
Crossley- reported the following results of her sub-study: nThe 
difference between the scores of the boys and girls was not statistically 
significant •••• at either time of testing . " 
!/ Florence M. Barry et al., Analysis of Auditory Functions in Grades 
One, Two, and Three, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Uni versity, 
1951. 
Sf Nancy C. Santeusanio, op . cit. 
3/ Helen A. MUrphy, An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific Training in 
- Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning Reading, op . cit., p. 78. 
~ B. Alice Crossley, op. cit. , PP• 133- 34. 
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1/ 
Clark- compared the results of an achievement test and an intel-
ligence test administered to children in grades 3, 5, and 8. He con-
eluded: "Differences in achievement in the basic skills areas of 
reading and arithmetic were not found. It follows that we must look 
toward the instructional materials area, toward interests and toward 
other educational factors when we find differences in performance." 
2/ 
In 1961 Gates- analyzed the results of three reading tests 
administered to children in grades 2 through 8, and reported: "Even 
in Grade 2 for which the tests are so difficult that they are not recom-
mended, the girls obtained higher scores on all three tests.n 
The research indicates a lack of agreement on the significance of 
sex differences in reading achievement. 
The present study is an attempt to evaluate the effect of a planned 
program in word analysis on reading and spelling achievement. The data 
will be further analyzed to determine the effect of mental age and sex 
differences. 
Chapter II deals with the development of the materials. 
1/ Willis W. Clark, "Boys and Girls - Are There Significant Ability and 
- Achievement Differences?" Phi Delta Kappan, (November, 195tl), 41:76. 
2/ Arthur I. Gates, "Sex Differences in Reading Ability, 11 Elementary 
- School Journal, (~, 1961), 61:431. 
CHAPl'ER II 
DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALS 
It was decided to utilize, in a seven-week program, a sampling 
of the Yarious elements to be included 1n a complete vord ~is 
program tor grade tvo. The .following were incorporatedt (1) consonants, 
1n beginning, medial and final positionsJ (2) blends, two and three 
lettersJ (3) digraph&J (4) Yowela, long and shortJ (5) phonogramsJ 
\ (6) homophones, those vhich sound alike and look different, those which 
look alike and sound ditf'erentJ (7) syllables, counting and analysis. 
Detini tion of terms.- For purposes of this study, these terms are 
defined a 
1. consonantt "a letter representing a consonant • usually used 
1n English ot aJ.l, letters in the alphabet except 
a, e, i, o, u."Y 
2. bleruh "the f"usion o! two or more sounds without the 
identity ot either sound being ~qstJ for example, 
the blend of b and l in black."!/ 
3. digraphs "a group of' two successive letters whose phonetic 
value is •••• not the sum of a value born~ by each 
in other occurrences (as ch in ch1n).";y 
Y Miliip B. Gove (Editor), Webster's Third Nev International Dictionarz 
ot the English Language (Unabridged}, G. and c. 11erriam Co., Spring-
?ield, Massachusetts, !961, P• 485. 
y Carter v. Good (Editor), Dict1ona1: ot Education, Mc-Graw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, 1959, p. o. 
2/ Philip B. Gove, op. : cit., p. 6)2. 
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4. vowel: 
5. phonogram: 
6. homophone: 
7. syllable : 
"a letter or other symbol representing a vowel -
usually used ~q English of a, e, i, o, u, and 
sometimes y."!/ 
"a succession of orthographic letters that occurs 
with the same phonetic value in several or many 
words (a~ 1the ight of bright, flight, fight, light.) ug_, 
"a letter or group of letters which could hive 
the same sound as a pronounced stimulus."l 
"a unit of spoken language that is next bigger 
than a speech sound and consists of one or more 
vowel sounds alone or of a syllable consonant 
alone or of either accompanied by one or ~9re 
consonant sounds preceding or following."!!/ 
The lessons.-- The unique features of this program are ear training, 
meaning in ever.y exercise and intensity of practice through the use of 
every pupil response techniques. Thirty-five lessons were developed, 
each comprised of two partsJ part one was teacher-directed, part two was 
a practice exercise which was self-directed and self-checked. Part two 
was accomplished by children working in pairs or teams of three. 
Lesson 30 was a review lesson and was entirely teacher-directed. 
1. Vocabularr• The vocabulary for the lessons was derived from 
two sources a the speaking vocabulary of children in the 
21 primar,y grades and words of high frequency in basal readers. 
The complete vocabulary list may be found in the Appendix. 
y ~., P• 2566. 
gj ~·• P• 1700. 
2/ Joseph F. Comerford, Perceptual Abilities in Spelling, Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, BOston University, 1954, p. 125. 
~ Philip B. Gove, op. cit., P• 2315. 
5/ Helen A. Murphy, "The Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Children in 
- the Primary Grades," Journal of Education, (December, 1957) 1 l.hOtl-104. 
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2. Themea, A theme vas aeleoted. tar each leaeon, with all the 
words to be anal.y'ISed related to tho theme. For example, a 
leaaon entitled "Story Book Land" included these vordaa 
princess, elf', awarr, duc.kling, Jack. In this way, t.he 
meaning wa.a high and attention was Mintained. 
The complete list or titles is included in Table 1. 
3. Content. Each lesson included auditory and visual practioeJ 
the ehtldren listened tor the sound 1n the spoken word and 
looked at the vitrual a;mbol wr1 tten on the board by the 
teacher. To 1n8U!"e u.stery, each teacher-led· losson waa re-
26 
intorced by allowing the child to app]Jr, 1n an actual readinc 
situation, the auditory training be had received 1n the 
teacher-led aspect or the lesson. Each day' 8 lesson began 
' 
vi th a review or the concept introduced in the previous leaacn. 
A sample leason follow on the next. page. 
The complete series or leaaona may be tound 1n the Appendix. 
I 
Leason 1 
b, c, d, t, g, l 
THE LIBRARY 
"Take the 1 - 2 .. 3 cards tram envelope 1. let's pretend we are 
looking at the books in a library, am5 we' U lie ten far certain aounda 
in the words. 
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"These ~orda have b. Listen carefully. Say each word atter me. 
If you hear 'b' at the Oeginning of the word, hold up lJ if you hear 'b' 
in the middle, hold up 2J if you hear 'b' at the end, hold up 3. Be 
caretul. The word mey have L'lOre than one b. Then you will have to hold 
up more than one card. let's try- some together. Listens balloon. Say 
balloon. Yes, 1. B is at the begirming. Listen: club. Say club. 
Fine, j. B is at tne end. Be carefult basketball.--siy baske:tDill. 
Good, l and 2. B is at the beginning and in the middle. Now I'm not 
going to give you any more help. Listen carefully. Be BUrO you have the 
correct cards. 
•You would find 
each word after me. 
response.) 
these vorda in science books. They all have b. Sq 
(Write the words on the board. Comment after-each 
battery 
submarine 
laboratory 
rubber . 
web 
crib 
-
hibernate 
buzzard 
-
bone 
mL'nber 
-
"You would find these words 1n books about travel. They all have c. 
What does c say? Yes, 'c'. Remember to listen oarefull.y. Say each vorcJ 
after me, and hold up the correct card. (Write the words on the board. 
Comment after each response.) 
helicopter 
locomotive 
-
canoe 
capsule 
-
electric 
inSPe,£t0r 
caboose 
conductor 
- -
traffic 
taxi caD 
"These words are in cook books. They all have d. What does d aay? 
Yes, • d • • Say each vord after me. Show the card that tells where-d is. 
(Write the words on the board. Comment arter each response.) -
delicious 
sandwich 
chowder 
custird 
gingerbread 
dessert -
salad 
pu!!2_!ng 
donut 
sardine 
-
"These words are from fairy tales. They all have t. What does t 
say? Yes 1 '!' • Listen oarei'ully. Say each word alter-me 1 and hold up 
the number that tells where t 1s. (Write the words on the board. COlll• 
ment after each response.) -
dwarf 
different 
beautiful 
mischiet 
-
elt 
fa!'ry 
-
(Concluded on next page) 
pinatore 
uniform 
-
fable 
fawn 
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Lesson l (concluded) 
"You would read then vorde in booka about eporta and gaee. '.t'he:;y 
all have 1• What does 1 say? Yea, 'g'. Sa:;y each vord atter me. Hold 
up l if you hear t g • at the beginning, 2 1t you hear • g • in the middle 1 
3 if you hear 'g' at the end. (Write the words on the board. Comment 
after each response.) 
.[iOlf 
oe&nb&[ 
tobo1m,an 
~oal 
KU-898 
~., 
"These are in animal books. Thsy have 1. What does 1 say? tee, 
'l'. Say each word a!ter me. Listen caretu!'l.y !or 'l'. Twrite the 
words on the board. Comment alter each response.) 
pelican 
buffalo 
leopard 
igigator 
collie 
lizard 
lamb 
seal 
camel 
gori!!,a 
"Put these cards away. Take the cards .t'ront erm~lope 2. I shall aq 
acne words to you. Listen oareru.l:cy. Say each vord attar me, and show 
the letter you hear at the beginning or the word. Iat•s practieea canoe. 
Say canoe. Yes, o. Joal• Say goa\; Fine, rr. ! 1:11 not going to give 
you any more help:" sten. Say eac word an~ hold up the first letter. 
(Comment after each response.) 
battery 
-
:f'avn 
-
delicious leopard 
- -
caboose 
-
"This time, show the letter you hear in the middle o! the word. 
Listen care£ul.ly. Say each voi-d after me. Which letter is in the middle 
of the word? uniform. Say uniform. Yes 1 f. Which is in the middle ot 
this word? rubber. Say rubber. Fine, b. -I'm not going to give you a.n.y 
more help. vifiich letter is in the middle of these words? (Comment atter 
each response.) 
different submarine sardine 
-
collie inspector 
-
•Now tell me the l.a8t letter in these words. Listen oaretully. Say 
each wrd after me. Show the last letter. rrry this onet custard. Say 
custard. Finef !!• Can you do the rest without help? (Comrrtent after 
each response.) 
seal beanba_£t mischief gingerbrea!!_ crab 
-
"Put the letters back into envelope 2.• 
A Fairy Tale 
Read each sentence and wr1 te the missing letter in · the vord that ie 
underlined. Take turM reading tho sentences to each other. When 
you have finished, untold the paper. Check your work together. 
b c d t g 1 
1. Once upon a time·, there was a little gir • 
-
2. Her name vas _oldUocks. 
3. One _ q she vent tor a valle. 
4. She sav a ittle house in the woods. 
- · 
S. She vent inside, ut no one vas home. 
-
6. Goldilocks ate something goo • 
-
1. Soon she vas ___ ast asleep. 
a. Then the bear fami__y came home. 
9. They were an ry when they found Goldilocks • 
10. She vas frightened an_ ran away. 
Answers a 
1. girl 6. good 
- -
2. GoldUocka 7. fast 
-
). !!,ay a. farrdg 
4. little 9. ~ry 
s. but 10. and 
J.. 
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The child's kit.- .A kit o:t cards to accompany the lessons was 
assembled. Using these cards to reply to the sounds heard in the 
spoken word enabled each child to respond to each word; thus, the tem 
adopted to describe these cards is "ever,y-pupil-reeponae cards." 
These ma teriala were stored in a aeries o! 3 5/6 by 6 1/2 inch 
envelopes numbered l through 26. At the bottom o:t each envelope, two 
holes were punched and rein!orcedJ a shoelace lias strung loosely 
enough to allow the child to remove the cards !rom each envelope. 
The kit contained a total of 102 cards, each 2 5/8 by 3 l/8 in 
dimension. The cards vere printed on both aides for easy viewing b7 
pupils and teacher and grouped for use with a single lesson. 
A s~nplo o! each type of card is included here, and the index ot 
the c0111plete kit may be found 1n the Appendix. 
Table 1 !ollowsJ it includes 1n1 outline ot the seven weeks• 
progra~, the theme o! each lesson, the concept to be introduced, and 
the concept to be reviewed. 
1 b 
Number Consonant 
sm wh 
Blend Digraph 
-a a 
Long Vowel Short Vowel 
3.:L . 
ake an 
Phono gram Phonogram 
too look 
Homophone Homophone 
Te.Ol~ .. .!.,. 
3rd day 
Daily Lssson::; 
'Iho Librnry 
?he Shopping Center 
Tl1ir.t:::;::; :ou }Iay Do 
.,_bout S 
Loo~ 
c: -.-. ,....(". "'-~"':\~'"'I. 
1. .. -......... _....., .... ,,_.._. ..... 
.., __ -,.. ~~:_ .. ....., ..... ,.. 
. .,; •• ""''~'«~ ~ 
/,..... r-· . .. \· .. 
. •' --~.:. ,.,~ .. ............. ....... 
Con3ononts (~11 position.s) 
b,c_.,d,f: r; ,l 
Consonc.nt.a (all positions ) 
k,.n,n,p_,r;s,·iJ 
B_ends, Z' and 
B_onus, s 
DigrD:pi1s 
Vouels 
----
LD!'.g n.na nho:.;t~ 
Lor.c ami cl1or~ 
Lone and s;1o:c·0 
Lon:; ~LC c:·;.o:"l·::: 
J...for~~ D..l1C s!lo~t:, 
Ph.cn.0=:rc.~·:3 
.., 
'-'· . 
ick, il_ 
v.~--' 1..:.. r:; 
. . 
,.._-.... J'_ .. • 
,\ 
I 
1 Cor1sonants 
Dlencs , r, 1 
Blends, s 
a D:i.cro.phs 
G 
J.. 
0 ·~-O:J0lG, i 
u ..._I ov::: l s , o 
?..::.ole 1 .. (con ) . .; ~,·,et4) ' .L. \..".4,J,;,t,. .. ~ ... ~ 
'.fhcmc 
In the Countr.[ 
'J:'::.e Rcsta;;_rant 
3rd c.e.;.r 'Il:c Science 2'1t.1.S0t:J;"t 
Plr.:cos t;o Live 
Th8 Circus 
2: .. :0 cay 1·"~ i1'). ··;,cr Fltn 
;cd Gr:.._~r Su:-:'": .. :·::0::' F'un 
l .. cl~ ... ;-- c~:: ~:all. \-:~c.r ..... ··~ .... i.r-.:.n ~ '-'-J ..:..v: 
s·· ·...:.1 oc.y r£).-;.c ~ .. :·ea 4::,l:c1'"' :-ran 
-
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·JcrrJ Concept 
H l c:-:1opnones ( Soun~ ali:w; _ook cifferent) 
--- -
lo,g c 
l ong o 
lon7, i 
oo (too, look) 
ou (coulc , r~~n~) 
c_, ,.... 
..... :J l .. · 
1:; 2, 3, L ~: ... lJ_..:.02c3 
?:'lonograrns 
ug , uJnp 
I o;nophonss 
long a 
loP.g c 
lon:_;; o 
long .i 
Ho:-:1optonos; 
siwr·l;. e 
00 
,. 
J 
S~tllc.':Jlc co~~tn·~in::.: 
:..., 2 
l, ') '":) 
'-' 
~ 
-2, -. " ,.... ,.... ..., 4 _, -~ 
' .-~" ., ~ "'\ \ \ .. ... ~_, .. : ...,. I 
. r-. ·- ~ 
.. .., .,. .... ' 
'-
_, 
.. ~-- ... - ··-'-"...; _, c.~ _., 
., ...., 
' 
.:. ' !..·. , :.·' u, r:: ... 
Tt:'alc l. 
JrC: cc.y 
, ... 
(coacl'clod) 
T" ,c::c 
cck 
Animcls 
The C<!lcncQr 1,2,3, syllnol~8 
l,2,3,L,) Sj-llc0lo::; 
(none) 
(conso~2nts, blcnf~ , c~ 
:1o:1o?1.1oncs , s:rll~OJ_e:J; 
e~r tr~inin.--: 
i1:~ ·<n i tr0cnci ... 0;,r in c\rcr:_,r c:--~c:~c~~.:c 
t~1:t:'01l~~1 :-oGlJonse to eacf: 
p: .... c:cn~~.u-~. io:1 0~7 t:1o ·;:,~c.c::..::~ 
. . . 
-~ ... :";J::': ~ 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to evaluate the effect of the planned 
program in word analysis on: 
1 . Reading achievement 
2. Spelling achievement 
3. The knowledge of phonics 
4. The ability to pronounce unfamiliar words . 
The data were further analyzed to evaluate the above according 
to: 
1. Intelligence levels 
2. Achievement of boys and girls . 
In addition, an analysis was made of the results of reading and 
spelling achievement tests which were administered two months after 
the conclusion of the experiment. 
Total data were available on 390 children, 217 in the experi-
mental group, 173 in the control group . 
Total population. -- Table 3 shows the mean scores on all the 
initial tests for the total population. 
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Table 3. Mean Scores of Initial Tests for the Total Populat ion 
Experimental Control 
Factor Number Mean S.D . Number Mean S.D. 
Intelligence 217 102 .53 13 .60 173 94.40 13 . 25 
Reading Achievement 217 12 .35 6.50 173 10.73 6.30 
Spelling Achievement 217 9. 50 6.18 173 4 .. 18 4.65 
Knowledge of Phonics 217 114.77 15. 20 173 102 . 30 13. 40 
The population was matched on the following variables: (1) intel-
ligence1 (2) reading achievement· (3) spelling achievement; and (4) 
knowledge of phonics . Due to transfers, prolonged absences and equating 
procedures , the sample was reduced to 280 children, 140 in each group. 
Table 4 shows the distribution in months of the chronological and 
mental ages for the matched groups . 
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Table 4. Distribution of Chronological and Mental Ages for Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control Experimental Control 
Chronological Age Chronological Age Mental Age Mental Age 
120-124 1 1 
115-119 1 1 0 
110-114 2 1 2 
105-109 4 6 2 4 
100-104 11 8 6 9 
95-99 13 14 15 22 
90-94 31 34 41 26 
85-89 59 51 38 31 
80-84 15 17 19 20 
15-19 1 12 5 
70-74 4 10 
65-69 0 4 
60-64 1 
140 140 140 140 
Mean = 90.40 91.15 Mean= 88.70 88.95 
S.D. = 6.05 7.50 S.D. = 8.oo 9.15 
Chronological ages of the children in the experimental group ranged 
from 75 to 109 months with a mean of 90. 40 months, and from 83 to 120 
months with a mean of 91.15 months for the children in the control group. 
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Mental ages for the children in the experimental group ranged 
from 62 to 119 months with a mean of 88.70 months, and from 67 to 120 
months with a mean of 88.95 months for the children in the control group. 
Table 5 shows the distribution of intelligence quotients for the 
experimental and control groups. 
Table 5. Distribution of Intelligence Quotients for Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control 
135-139 1 
130-134 3 1 
125-129 0 1 
120-124 3 5 
115-119 3 4 
110-114 14 8 
105-109 25 14 
100-104 18 27 
95-99 20 23 
90-94 24 24 
85-89 16 7 
80-84 7 17 
75-79 6 8 
70-74 1 
140 140 
Mean = 98.85 Mean = 97.70 
S.D. = 11.70 S.D. = 12.15 
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The intelligence quotients for the children in the experimental 
group ranged from 74 to 133 with a mean of 98.85, and from 75 to 135 
with a mean of 97.70 for the children in the control group. 
Table 6 shows the distribution of scores on the initial Metropoli-
tan Reading Achievement Test for the experimental and control groups. 
Table 6. Distribution of Scores on the Initial Reading Achievement 
Test for Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control 
45-49 1 
40-44 1 
35-39 1 
30-34 1 0 
25-29 1 1 
20-24 1 5 
15-19 15 18 
10-14 37 51 
5-9 69 54 
0-4 16 8 
140 140 
Mean • 9.25 Mean = 11.25 
S.D. = 4.90 S.D. = 6.55 
Reading achievement scores for the children in the experimental 
group ranged from 0 to 33 with a mean of 9.25, and from 0 to 45 with 
a mean of 11.25 for the children in the control group. 
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Table 7 shm1s the distribution of scores on the initial Metropoli-
tan Spelling Achievement Test for the experimental and control groups. 
Table 7. Distribution of Scores on the Initial Spelling Achievement 
Test for Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control 
27-29 
24-26 1 
21-23 1 1 
18-20 3 2 
1.5-17 2 3 
12-14 7 11 
9-11 26 11 
6-8 26 18 
3-.5 so 47 
0-2 2.5 46 
140 140 
Mean = 6.22 Mean = .5.32 
S.D. = 4.29 S.D. = 4.83 
Spelling achievement scores for the children in the experimental 
group ranged from 0 to 23 words with a mean of 6.22, and from 0 to 24 
words with a mean of .5.32 for the children in the control group. 
Table 8 shows the distribution of scores on the initial Phonics 
Test for the experimental and control groups. 
Table 8. Distribution of Scores on the Initial Phonics Test for 
Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control 
140-144 2 1 
135-139 0 0 
130-134 7 4 
125-129 11 5 
120-124 7 11 
115-119 16 9 
110-114 15 15 
105-109 14 25 
100-104 15 17 
95-99 22 22 
90-94 12 10 
85-89 8 16 
80-84 7 4 
75-79 2 1 
70-74 2 
140 140 
Mean = 106. 05 Mean = 104. 55 
S.D. = 15. 05 S.D. = 12 . 90 
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Phonics test scores for the children in the experimental group 
ranged from 70 to 143 with a mean of 106.05, and from 78 to 143 with 
a mean of 104.55 for the children in the control group. 
Table 9 shows the mean scores of all initial tests for the 
matched groups. 
Table 9. Comparison of Mean Scores of Initial Tests for the Matched 
Groups 
Factor Number Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Intelligence 
Experimental 140 98.85 11.70 .99 
1.15 1.43 .81 
Control 140 97.70 12.15 1.03 
Reading Achievement 
Experimental 140 9.25 4.90 .41 
2.00 .69 2.90 
Control 140 11.25 6.55 .55 
Spelling Achievement 
Experimental 140 6.22 4.29 .36 
.90 .54 1.67 
Control 140 5.32 4.83 .41 
Knowledge of Phonics 
Experimental 140 106.05 15.05 1.27 
1.50 1.68 .99 
Control 140 104.55 12.90 1.09 
There were no statistically significant differences with the 
exception of reading achievement where the difference was significant 
at the .01 level in favor of the control group. 
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The slight difference in intelligence, spelling achievement and 
knowledge of phonics favored the experimental group . 
The data were analyzed on these matched groups. 
Reading achievement.-- Table 10 shows the distribution of scores 
on the initial and final Metropolitan Reading Achievement Tests for the 
experimental and control groups. 
Table 10. Distribution of Scores on the Initial and Final Reading 
Achievement Tests for Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control 
Initial Final Initial Final 
45-49 1 1 
40-44 2 1 4 
35-39 12 1 5 
30-34 1 8 0 6 
25-29 1 10 1 9 
20-24 1 14 5 19 
15-19 15 32 18 35 
10-14 37 41 51 42 
5-9 69 20 54 18 
0-4 16 8 2 
140 140 140 140 
Initial Final Initial Final 
Mean = 9.25 18.40 Mean = 11.25 17.40 
S.D. = 4.90 9.60 S.D. = 6.55 8.75 
51 
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Reading achievement scores on the initial test for the children 
in the experimental group ranged from 0 to 33 with a mean of 9.25, 
and from 0 to 45 with a mean of 11. 25 for the children in the control 
group . 
Reading achievement scores on the final test for the children in 
the experimental group ranged from 6 to 45 with a mean of 18 .40, and 
from 0 to 44 with a mean of 17 . 40 for the children in the control group . 
Table 11 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test for the experimental and control 
groups . 
Table 11. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Reading Achieve-
ment Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean 
Experimental 140 9. 25 
Control 140 11. 25 
S.D. S.E.m Diff . 
4.90 
6.55 
.41 
. 55 
2. 00 
S. E.d C.R. 
.69 2. 90 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
9.25 compared with 11. 25 for the children in the control group. The 
difference of 2.00 yielded a critical ratio of 2.90 which was statis-
tically significant at the . 01 level in favor of the control group. 
Table 12 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Metro-
politan Reading Achievement Test for the experimental and control groups. 
Table 12 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Reading Achieve-
ment Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Experimental 140 18 . 40 9 . 60 . 81 
1. 00 1 .10 . 91 
Control 140 17. 40 8. 75 .74 
The mean scor e f or the childr en in the experimental group was 
18 . 40 compared with 17 . 40 for the child r en in the control group . The 
difference of 1 . 00 yielded a critical ratio of . 91 which was not statis-
tically significant . 
Table 13 shows the comparison of means on the initial and final 
Metropolitan Reading Achievement Tes ts for the experimental group . 
Table 13 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Reading 
Achievement Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test Group 
Initial 
Experimental 
Final 
N Mean 
140 9. 25 
140 18 . 40 
S .D. S .E.m Diff . S.E .d C.R. 
4 . 90 
9. 60 
. 41 
. 81 
9. 15 . 91 10. 16 
The mean score on the initial test was 9. 25 compared with 18 . 40 on 
the final tes t. The difference of 9.15 yielded a critical ratio of 
10. 16 which was statistically significant at the .01 level. 
Table 14 shows the comparison of means on the initial and final 
Metropolitan Reading Achievement Tests for t he control gr oup . 
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Table 14. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Reading 
Achievement Tests for the Control Group 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
Group 
Control 
N Mean 
140 11.25 
140 17 .40 
S.D. S.E.m Diff . 
6.55 
8. 75 
.55 
. 74 
6.15 
S.E.d C.R. 
.92 6.68 
The mean score on the initial test was 11 . 25 compared with 17.40 
on the final test. The difference of 6.15 yielded a critical ratio of 
6.68 which was statistically significant at the . 01 level . 
Table 15 compares the gains in reading achievement for the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
Table 15. Comparison of Gains in Reading Achievement for Both Groups 
Group N Gain S.E.g Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Experimental 140 . 91 
3 . 00 1.29 2.33 
Control 140 . 92 
The mean gain in reading achievement for the children in the ex-
perimental group was 9.15 compared with 6.15 for the children in the 
control group. The difference of 3. 00 yielded a critical ratio of 
2.33 which was statistically significant at the . 05 level in favor of 
the experimental group . 
Spelling achievement. -- Table 16 shows the distribution of scores 
on the initial and final Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Tests for 
the experimental and control groups . 
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Table 16. Distribution of Scores on the Initial and Final Spelling 
Achievement Test for Both Groups 
Interval E:cperi1nental Control 
Initial Final Initial Final 
27-29 5 4 
24-26 10 1 7 
21-23 1 16 1 10 
18-20 3 18 2 12 
15-17 2 14 3 16 
12-14 7 28 11 22 
9-11 26 20 11 17 
6-8 26 18 18 17 
3-5 50 8 47 26 
0-2 25 3 46 9 
140 140 140 140 
Initial Final Initial Final 
Mean = 6.22 14.53 Mean = 5.32 11.98 
S.D. = 4.29 6.66 S.D. = 4.83 7.23 
Spelling achievement scores on the initial test for the children 
in the experimental group ranged from 0 to 23 words with a mean of 
6.22 words, and from 0 to 24 words with a mean of 5.32 words for the 
children in the control group. 
Spelling achievement scores on the final test for the children in 
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the experimental group ranged from 0 to 29 words with a mean of 14.53 
words, and from 0 to 29 words with a mean of 11.98 words for the children 
in the control group. 
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Table 17 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Test for the experimental and control 
groups. 
Table 17. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Spelling Achieve-
ment Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . C.R. 
Experimental 140 6.22 4.29 . 36 
. 90 .54 1. 67 
Control 140 5.32 4. 83 .41 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
6. 22 compared with 5. 32 for the children in the control group. The 
difference of .90 yielded a critical ratio of 1. 67 which was not 
statistically significant but favored the experimental group. 
Table 18 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Metro-
politan Spelling Achievement Test for the experimental and control groups . 
Table 18. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Spelling Achievement 
Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Experimental 140 14.53 6.66 . 56 
. 83 
Control 140 11. 98 7.23 . 61 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 14.53 
compared with 11. 98 for the children in the control group. The differ-
ence of 2.55 yielded a critical ratio of 3.07 which was statistically 
significant at the .01 level in favor of the experimental group. 
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Table 19 shows ~~e comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Tests for the experimental group. 
Table 19. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Spelling 
Achievement Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test Group 
Initial 
Experimental 
Final 
N Mean S.D. 
140 6.22 4.29 
140 14.53 6.66 
s.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
8.31 .67 12.40 
The mean score on the initial test was 6.22 compared with 14.23 on 
the final test. The difference of 8.31 yielded a critical ratio of 
12.40 which was statistically significant at the .01 level. 
Table 20 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Tests for the control group. 
Table 20. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Spelling 
Achievement Tests for the Control Group 
Test Group 
Initial 
Control 
Final 
N Mean S.D. 
140 5.32 4.83 
140 11.98 7.23 
S.E.m Diff. s.E.d c.a. 
.41 
6.66 .74 9.00 
.61 
The mean score on the initial test was 5.32 compared with 11.98 on 
the final test. The difference of 6.66 yielded a critical ratio of 9.00 
which was statistically significant at the .01 level. 
Table 21 compares the gains in spelling achievement for the ex-
perimental and control groups. 
Table 21. Comparison of Gains in Spelling Achievement for 
Both Groups 
Group N 
Experimental 140 
Control 140 
Gain 
8. 31 
6.66 
S .E.g 
.67 
.74 
Diff. S .E.d C.R. 
1.65 1 . 00 1. 65 
The mean gain in spelling achievement for the children in the 
experimental group was 8.31 compared with 6. 66 for the children in 
the control group . The difference of 1. 65 yielded a critical ratio 
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which was not statistically significant but favored the experimental 
group. 
Phonics .-- Table 22 shows the distribution of scores on the 
initial and final Phonics Tests for the experimental and control 
groups . 
Table 22 . Distribution of Scores on the Initial and Final Phonics 
Tests for Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control 
Initial Final Initial Final 
150-154 10 0 
145- 149 24 4 
140- 144 2 24 1 1 
135-139 0 14 0 7 
130-134 7 lh 4 8 
125- 129 11 10 5 8 
120- 124 7 16 11 15 
115- 119 16 9 9 19 
110- 114 15 6 15 18 
105-109 1~ 7 25 12 
100- 104 15 3 17 15 
95-99 22 1 22 11 
90- 94 12 0 10 8 
85-89 8 1 16 6 
80- 84 7 1 4 3 
75- 79 2 1 2 
70- 74 2 0 
65- 69 3 
140 140 140 140 
Initial Final Initial Final 
Mean = 106. 05 132 . 05 Mean = 104. 55 111. 20 
S.D. = 15. 05 14. 95 S.D. = 12 . 90 16.80 
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The scores on the initial phonics test for the children in the 
experimental group ranged from 70 to 143 with a mean of 106.05, and 
from 78 to 143 with a mean of 104.55 for the children in the control 
group. 
The scores on the final phonics test for the children in the 
experimental group ranged from 80 to 154 with a mean of 132.05, and 
from 66 to 148 with a mean of 111.20 for the children in the control 
group. 
Table 23 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
Phonics Test for the experimental and control groups. 
Table 23. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Phonics Test 
for Both Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Experimental 140 106. 05 15.05 1.27 
1.5o 1.68 .89 
Control 140 104.55 12.90 1.09 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
lo6.05 compared with 104.55 for the children in the control group. 
The difference of 1.50 yielded a critical ratio of .89 which was not 
statistically significant but favored the experimental group. 
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Table 24 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Phonics 
Test for the experimental and control groups. 
Table 24. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Phonics Test 
for Both Groups 
Group N S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Experimental 140 132.05 14.95 1.26 
20.85 1.90 10.97 
Control 140 111.20 16.80 1.42 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
132.05 compared with 111.20 for the children in the control group. 
The difference of 20.85 yielded a critical ratio of 10.97 which was 
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statistically significant at the .01 level in favor of the experimental 
group. 
Table 25 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Phonics Tests for the experimental group. 
Table 25. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Phonics 
Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test Group N S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 140 106.05 15.05 1.27 
Experimental 26.00 1.79 14.53 
Final 140 132.05 14.95 1.26 
The mean score on the initial test was 106.05 compared with 132.05 
on the final test. The difference of 26.00 yielded a critical ratio of 
14.53 which was statistically significant at the .01 level. 
Table 26 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Phonics Tests for the control group. 
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Table 26. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Phonics Tests for the Control Group 
Test Group N Mean S.D. S.E .m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 140 104. 55 12 . 90 1 . 09 
Control 6.65 1. 79 3. 72 
Final l!~O 111. 20 16. 80 1 . 42 
The mean score on the initial test was 104. 55 compared with 111. 20 
on the final test . The difference of 6.65 yielded a critical ratio of 
3. 72 which was statistically significant at the . 01 level. 
Table 27 compares the gains in phonics for the experimental and 
control groups . 
Table 27 . Comparison of Gains in Phonics for Both Groups 
Group N Gain 
Experimental 140 26. 00 
Cpntrol 140 6.65 
S.E.g 
1 . 79 
1 . 79 
Diff. 
19. 35 2.53 
C.R. 
7.65 
The mean gain in phonics for the children in the experimental 
group was 26 . 00 compared with 6.65 for the children in the control 
group . The difference of 19. 35 yielded a critical ratio of 7.65 which 
was statistically significant at the . 01 level in favor of the ex-
perimental group. 
riord Pronunciation.-- Table 28 shows the distribution of scores 
on the initial and final Gates Word Pronunciation Tests for the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
Table 28. Distribution of Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Pronunciation Test for Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control 
Initial Final Initial Final 
75-79 3 
70-74 0 
65-69 0 
60-64 4 
55-59 3 1 1 
50-54 1 8 1 1 
45-49 0 4 0 1 
40-44 1 3 1 2 
35-39 3 8 5 6 
30-34 10 16 4 12 
25- 29 5 24 9 18 
20- 24 11 29 15 23 
15-19 24 22 25 35 
10-14 61 9 44 18 
5-9 20 6 28 14 
0-4 4 1 7 9 
140 140 140 140 
Initial Final Initial Final 
Mean = 15.65 28 . 55 Mean = 16.05 19. 75 
S .D. = 8.55 14. 95 S.D. = 9. 45 10. 45 
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The scores on the initial word pronunciation test for the children 
in the experimental group ranged from 0 to 52 words with a mean of 
15.65, and from 3 to 57 words with a mean of 16.05 for the children in 
the control group. 
The scores on the final word pronunciation test for the children 
in the experimental group ranged from 4 to 77 words with a mean of 
28.55, and from 1 to 57 ~ords with a mean of 19.75 for the children in 
the control group. 
Table 29 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial Gates 
Word Pronunciation Test for the experimental and control groups. 
Table 29. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Word Pronunciation 
Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean 
Experimental 140 15.65 
Control 140 16 .05 
S.D. 
8.55 
9.45 
S.E.m Diff. 
. 72 
.71 
.40 
S.E. d C.R. 
1.08 .37 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
15.65 words compared with 16.05 words for the children in the control 
group . The difference of .40 yielded a critical ratio of . 37 which 
was not statistically significant but favored the control group. 
Table 30 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Gates 
Word Pronunciation Test for the experimental and control groups . 
Table 30. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Word Pronunciation 
Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Experimental 140 28 .55 14.95 1. 26 
8. 80 1. 54 5.71 
Control 140 19. 75 10. 45 . 88 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
28.55 words compared with 19. 75 words for the children in the control 
group. The difference of 8.80 yielded a critical ratio of 5. 71 which 
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was statistically significant at the . 01 level in favor of the experi-
mental group. 
Table 31 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Gates ~Jord Pronunciation Tests for the experimental group. 
Table 31. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Pronunciation Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test Group 
Initial 
Experimental 
Final 
N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R . 
140 15.65 8.55 . 72 
12.90 1. 45 8. 90 
140 28.55 14. 95 1. 26 
The mean score on the initial test was 15.65 compared with 28.55 
on the final test. The difference of 12.90 yielded a critical ratio 
of 8. 90 which was statistically significant at the . 01 level . 
Table 32 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Gates Word Pronunciation Tests for the control group. 
Table 32 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Pronunciation Tests for the Control Group 
Test Group N Mean S.D. s .E.m Diff . S.E. d C. R. 
Initial 140 16. 05 9. 45 .so 
Control 3. 70 1. 19 3. 11 
Final 140 19. 75 10. 45 . 88 
The mean score on the initial test was 16. 05 words compared with 
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10.45 words on the final test . The difference of 3. 70 yielded a critical 
ratio of 3. 11 which was statistically significant at the . 01 level . 
Table 33 compares the gains in wor d pronunciation for the experi-
mental and control groups . 
Table 33 . Comparison of Gains in Wor d Pronunciation for Both Groups 
Group N Gain S. E.g Diff. C.R. 
Experimental 140 12 . 90 1. 45 
9. 20 1.87 
Contr ol 140 1 . 19 
The mean gain in word pronunciation for the children in the ex-
perimental group was 12. 90 compared with 3. 70 for the children in the 
control group . The difference of 9. 20 yielded a critical ratio of 
4. 92 which was statistically significant at the . 01 level in favor of 
the experimental group . 
Hearing Sounds in Words . -- Table 34 shows the distribution of 
scores on the initial and final Boston University Test for Hearing 
Sounds in Words for the experimental and control groups . 
Table 34. Distribution of Scores on the Initial and Final Hearing 
Sounds in Words Test for Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control 
Initial Final Initial Final 
60-64 1 3 1 
55-59 0 17 1 13 
50- 54 11 26 5 23 
45-49 17 31 22 19 
40-44 25 25 17 24 
35-39 25 16 24 17 
30-34 27 15 20 10 
25-29 17 5 19 19 
20-24 8 1 ll 10 
15-19 5 1 7 2 
10-14 3 9 1 
5-9 0 5 1 
0-4 1 
140 140 140 140 
Initial Final Initial Final 
Mean = 35.95 44. 70 Mean= 32.95 40. 25 
S.D. = 10.15 9.05 S.D. = 11.85 10. 80 
The scores on the initial hearing sounds in ~ords test for the 
children in the experimental group ranged from 4 to 61 with a mean of 
35 .95, and from 7 to 57 with a mean of 32 . 95 for the children in the 
control group . 
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The scores on the final hearing sounds in words test for the 
children in the experimental group ranged from 19 to 63 with a mean 
of 44. 70, and from 9 to 63 with a mean of 40. 25 for the children in 
the control group. 
Table 35 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial Boston 
University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words for the experimental and 
control groups . 
Table 35. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Hearing Sounds 
in Words Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . C.R. 
Experimental 140 35 .95 10.15 . 86 
3.00 1. 32 2. 27 
Control 140 32 .95 11. 85 1. 00 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
35.95 compared with 32 .95 for the children in the control group. The 
difference of 3. 00 yielded a critical ratio of 2. 27 which was statis-
tically significant at the .05 level in favor of the experimental 
group. 
Table 36 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Boston 
University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words for the experimental and 
control groups . 
Table 36. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Hearing Sounds in 
Words Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
4.~.5 1.15 3.97 
Experimental 140 44.70 9.05 .77 
Control 140 40.25 10.80 .91 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
44.70 compared with 40.25 for the children in the control group. The 
difference of 4.45 yielded a critical ratio of 3.97 which was statis-
tically significant at the .01 level in favor of the experimental 
group. 
Table 37 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Boston University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words for the ex-
perimental group. 
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Table 37. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Hearing 
Sounds in Words Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test Group 
Initial 
Experimental 
Final 
N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
140 35.95 10.15 .86 
8.75 1.12 7.81 
.17 
The mean score on the initial test was 35.95 compared with 44.70 
on the final test. The difference of 8.75 yielded a critical ratio 
of 7.81 which was statistically significant at the .01 level. 
Table 38 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Boston University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words for the 
control group. 
Table 38. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Hearing 
Sounds in Words Tests for the Control Group 
Test Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 140 32.95 11. 85 1.00 
Control 5.48 
Final 140 40.95 10. 80 . 91 
The mean score on the initial test was 32 . 95 compared with 40 .95 
on the final test . The difference of 1.30 yielded a critical ratio of 
5.48 which was statistically significant at the . 01 level. 
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Table 39 compares the gains in ability to hear sounds in words for 
the experimental and control groups . 
Table 39. Comparison of Gains in Ability to Hear Sounds in Words for 
Both Groups 
Group N Gain Diff. C.R. 
Experimental 140 8. 75 1.12 
1.45 1. 75 . 83 
Control 140 7. 30 1. 35 
The mean gain in ability to hear sounds in words for the children 
in the experimental group was 8.75 compared with 7.30 for the children 
in the control group. The difference of 1. 45 yielded a critical ratio 
of . 83 which was not statistically significant but favored the experi-
mental group. 
Word knowledge .-- Table 40 shows the distribution of scores on 
the i nitial and final Metropolitan Word Knowledge Tests for the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
Table 40. Distribution of Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Knowledge Tests for Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control 
Initial Final Initial Final 
36- 38 1 
33-3.5 2 
30- 32 3 1 2 
27- 29 10 1 3 
24- 26 1 7 2 .5 
21-23 1 7 3 14 
18- 20 4 22 10 14 
1.5- 17 10 2.5 .5 26 
12- 14 24 32 16 23 
9-11 30 20 3.5 2.5 
6- 8 32 10 3.5 19 
3- .5 24 3 24 6 
0-2 14 1 8 
140 140 140 140 
Initial Final Initial Final 
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Mean = 8. 77 1.5. 8.5 Mean = 9. 67 14. 80 
S.D. = 4. 89 6.33 S.D. = .5 . 73 6 . 72 
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The scores on the initial word knowledge test for the children 
in the experimental group ranged from 0 to 24 with a mean of 8. 77, and 
from 0 to 32 with a mean of 9. 67 for the children in the control group. 
The scores on the final word knowledge test for the children in 
the experimental group ranged from 0 to 32 with a mean of 15.85, and 
from 3 to 36 with a mean of 14. 80 for the children in the control group. 
Table 41 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial Metro-
politan Word Knowledge Test for the experimental and control groups . 
Table 41. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Word Knowledge 
Test for Both Groups 
Group N 
Experimental 140 
Control 140 
Mean 
8 . 77 
9.67 
S. D. 
4. 89 
5.73 
S.E.m Diff. 
.41 
.48 
. 90 
C.R. 
. 63 1. 43 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
8. 77 compared with 9.67 for the children in the control group. The 
difference of .90 yielded a critical ratio of 1. 43 which was not 
statistically significant but favored the control group. 
Table 42 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Metro-
politan Word Knowledge Test for the experimental and control groups. 
Table 42. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Word Knowledge 
Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Experimental 140 15.85 6.33 
6.72 
.54 
.57 
1.05 .78 
Control 140 14.80 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
15.85 compared with 14.80 for the children in the control group. The 
difference of 1.05 yielded a critical ratio of 1.35 which was not 
statistically significant but favored the experimental group. 
Table 43 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Word Knowledge Tests for the experimental group. 
Table 43. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Knowledge Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test Group 
Initial 
Experimental 
Final 
N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
140 8.77 4.89 
140 15.85 6.33 
.41 
.54 
7.08 .68 10.41 
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The mean score on the initial test was 8.77 compared with 15.85 on 
the final test. The difference of 7.08 yielded a critical ratio of 
10.41 which was statistically significant at the .01 level. 
Table 44 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Word Knowledge Tests for the control group. 
Table 44. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Knowledge Tests for the Control Group 
Test Group N Mean 
Initial 140 9.67 
Control 
Final 140 14. 80 
S.D. 
5. 73 
6 . 72 
S.E.m Diff. 
.48 
. 57 
5.13 
C.R. 
. 75 6.84 
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The mean score on the initial test was 9.67 compared with 14.80 
on the final test. The difference of 5.13 yielded a critical ratio of 
6.84 which was statistically significant at the .01 level. 
Table 45 compares the gains in word knowledge for the experimental 
and control groups . 
Table 45. Comparison of Gains in Word Knowledge for Both Groups 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
N 
140 
140 
Gain 
7.08 
5.13 
.68 
.75 
Diff. 
1.95 
C. R. 
1. 93 
The mean gain in word knowledge for the children in the experimental 
group was 7. 08 compared with 5.13 for the children in the control group. 
The difference of 1.95 yielded a critical ratio of 1.93 which was not 
statistically significant but favored the experimental group. 
Word discrimination.-- Table 46 shows the distribution of scores 
on the initial and final Metropolitan Word Discrimination Tests for the 
experimental and control groups. 
Table 46. Distribution of Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Discrimination Tests for Both Groups 
Interval Experimental Control 
Initial Final Initial Final 
36-38 1 
33-35 5 1 3 
30 ... 32 3 15 1 11 
27-29 7 18 6 17 
24-26 13 26 9 21 
21-23 13 28 14 20 
18-20 16 15 19 22 
15-17 33 13 22 13 
12-14 30 14 25 17 
9-11 12 4 24 10 
6-8 12 1 16 4 
3-5 0 3 1 
0-2 1 1 
140 140 140 140 
Initial Final Initial Final 
Mean = 16.63 22 .60 Mean = 15.49 20.47 
S.D. = 6.09 6.03 S.D. = 6.33 7.08 
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The scores on the initial word discrimination test for the children 
in the experimental group ranged from 2 to 32 with a mean of 16.63, and 
from 4 to 33 with a mean of 15.49 for the children in the control group. 
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The scores on the final word discrimination test for the children 
in the experimental group ranged from 6 to 38 with a mean of 22 .60, and 
from 0 to 34 with a mean of 20 . 47 for the children in the control group . 
Table 47 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial Metro-
politan Word Discrimination Test for the experimental and control groups . 
Table 47 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Word Discrimination 
Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean 
Experimental 140 16.63 
Control 140 15.49 
S.D. 
6. 09 
6.33 
S.E .m Diff. 
. 52 
.54 
1.14 
S.E.d C.R . 
.75 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
16.63 compared with 15. 49 for the children in the control group . The 
difference of 1.14 yielded a critical ratio of 1.52 which was not 
statistically significant but favored the experimental group. 
Table 48 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Metro-
politan Word Discrimination Test for the experimental and control groups . 
Table 48 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Word Discrimination 
Test for Both Groups 
Group N Mean 
Experimental 140 22 .60 
Control 140 20.47 
S.D. 
6.03 
7.08 
S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
. 51 
2.17 .79 2.75 
.60 
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The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
22.6o compared with 20.47 for the children in the control group. The 
difference of 2.17 yielded a critical ratio of 2.75 which was statis-
tically significant at the .01 level in favor of the experimental group. 
Table 49 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Word Discrimination Tests for the experimental group. 
Table 49. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Discrimination Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test Group 
Initial 
Experimental 
Final 
N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
140 16.63 6.09 
140 22.60 6.03 
.52 
.51 
5.97 .73 8.18 
The mean score on the initial test was 16.63 compared with 22.60 
on the final test. The difference of 5.97 yielded a critical ratio of 
8.18 which was statistically significant at the .01 level. 
Table 50 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Word Discrimination Tests for the control group. 
Table 50. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Discrimination Tests for the Control Group 
Test Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 140 15.49 6.33 .54 
Control .81 6.15 
Final 140 20.47 7.08 .6o 
The mean score on the initial test was 15.49 compared with 20. 47 
on the final test . The difference of 4. 98 yielded a critical ratio of 
6.15 which was statistically significant at the . 01 level . 
Table 51 compares the gains in word discrimination for the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
Table 51. Comparison of Gains in Word Discrimination for Both Groups 
Group N 
Experimental 140 
Control 140 
Gain S.E.g 
. 73 
. 81 
Diff . C. R. 
. 99 1. 09 .91 
The mean gain in vmrd discrimination for the children in the ex-
perimental group was 5. 97 compared with 4. 98 for the children in the 
control group . The difference of . 99 yielded a critical ratio of .91 
which was not statistically significant but favored the experimental 
group . 
Table 52 summarizes the gains on mean scores on all measures for 
the experimental and control groups. 
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Table $2. Summary of Gains on Mean Scores 
Factor Group C.R. 
Experimental Control 
Reading Achievement 9.15 6.15 2.33 
Spelling Achievement 8.13 6.66 1.65 
Phonics 26 .00 6.65 7. 65 
1-iord Pronunciation 12 . 90 3. 70 4.92 
Hearing Sounds in Words 8. 75 7. 30 . 83 
\iord Knowledge 7. 08 5.13 1.93 
Word Discrimination 5.97 4. 98 . 91 
There were statistically significant differences at the .01 level 
for the children in the experimental group in phonics and word pronun-
ciation and at the . 05 level in reading achievement . The gains on the 
other measures favor ed the experimental group but were not statistically 
significant . 
Intelligence levels . - - The data were further analyzed according to 
intelligence levels . There were 66 children in the experimental group 
and 61 children in the control group with intelligence quotients of 100 
and above . There were 74 children in the experimental group and 79 
children in the control group with intelligence quotients of 99 and 
below . 
Table 53 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial Metropol-
itan Reading Achievement Test for both groups of children with intelli-
gence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below . 
Table 53 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Reading Achieve-
ment Test for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 
100 and above and 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R . 
Above 100 66 9.30 5.oo . 62 
.15 . 82 .18 
99 and below 74 9.15 4. 60 . 53 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S .E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 13 .05 8 . ~0 1. 08 
3. 25 1.18 2. 75 
99 and below 79 9.80 4.15 . 47 
The differences in means were .15 for the experimental group and 
3. 25 for the control group . The difference for the experimental group 
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was not statistically significant. The difference f or the control group 
was s t atistically significant at the . 01 level in favor of the children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 54 shows the comparison of mean s cor es on the final Metropol-
itan Reading Achievement Test f or both groups of children with intelli-
gence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below . 
Table 54. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Reading Achieve-
ment Test for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients 
of 100 and above and 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 66 21.40 nso 1.42 
5.55 1.69 3.28 99 and below 74 15.85 1.95 .92 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 22.10 9.30 1.19 
8.35 1.36 6.14 
99 and below 79 13. 75 6.00 .67 
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The differences in means were 5.55 for the experimental group and 
8.35 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the .01 level in favor of the children in both groups with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above. 
Table 55 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Reading Achievement Tests for both groups of children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above. 
Table 55. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Reading 
Achievement Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence Quo-
tients of 100 and above 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. s.E.d C.R. 
Initial 66 9.30 5.oo .62 
l2.10 1.55 7.81 
Final 66 21. 1"'0 11.50 1.42 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. s.E .d C.R. 
Initial 61 13.05 8.40 1.08 
9.05 1.61 5.62 
Final 61 22.10 9.30 1.19 
The differences in means were 12.10 for the experimental group and 
9.05 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the .01 level for both groups. 
Table 56 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
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final Metropolitan Reading Achievement Tests for both groups of children 
with intelligence quotients of 99 and below. 
Table 56. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Reading 
Achievement Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence Quo-
tients of 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. s.E.d C.R. 
Initial 74 9.15 4.60 .53 
6.70 1.06 6.32 
Final 74 15.85 7.95 .92 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R • 
Initial 79 9.80 4.15 • 47 
3.95 .82 4.82 
Final 79 13.75 6.oo . 67 
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The differencesin means were 6.70 for the experimental group and 
3.95 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the .01 level for both groups. 
Table 57 compares the gains in reading achievement for both groups 
of children with intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and 
below. 
Table 57. Comparison of Gains in Reading Achievement for Both Groups 
with Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above and 99 and 
below 
Experimental Group N Gain S.E .g Diff . s.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 66 12.10 1. 55 
5 . 40 1 . 88 2. 87 
99 and below 74 6. 70 1 . 06 
Control Group N Gain S.E.g Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 9.05 1.61 
5.10 1.80 2. 84 
99 and below 79 3.95 .82 
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The differences in gains were 5. 40 for the experimental group and 
5.10 for th~ control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level in favor of the children in both groups with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 58 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Test for both groups of children with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below. 
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Table 58 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Spelling Achieve-
ment Test for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 
100 and above and 99 and below 
Experimental Gr oup N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S .E.d C.R . 
Above 100 66 7.45 4. 02 .5o 
2.31 . 70 3.30 
99 and belO\-l 74 5.14 4. 20 . h9 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S. E. d C.R. 
Above 100 61 7. o6 5.46 . 70 
3.00 . 83 3. 62 
99 and below 79 4.06 3.90 . 44 
The differences in means were 2.31 for the experimental group and 
3.00 for the control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level in favor of the children in both groups with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 59 shm..Js the comparison of mean scores on the final 
Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Test for both groups of children with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below . 
Table 59 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Spelling Achieve-
ment Test for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 
100 and above and 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S. E. d C.R. 
Above 100 66 16. 81 6.33 . 78 
4.35 1. 04 4.18 
99 and below 74 12 .46 5. 91 . 69 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff . S. E. d C. R. 
Above 100 61 14. 47 6. 96 . 89 
4. 38 1.18 3. 71 
99 and below 79 10. 09 6.84 . 77 
The differences in means were 4.35 for the experimental group and 
4. 38 for the control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the .01 level in favor of the children in both groups with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 60 shows the comparison of mean s cores on the initial and 
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final Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Test for both groups of children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 60. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Spelling Achievement Tests for Both Groups with 
Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above 
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Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 66 7.45 4.02 .50 
9.36 .93 10.06 
Final 66 16.81 6.33 .78 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 61 7.o6 5.46 .70 
7.41 1.13 6.56 
Final 61 14.47 6.96 .89 
The differences in means were 9.36 for the experimental group and 
7.41 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the .01 level for both groups. 
Table 61 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Tests for both groups of chil-
dren with intelligence quotients of 99 and below. 
Table 61. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Spelling Achievement Tests for Both Groups with 
Intelligence Quotients of 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 74 5.14 
Final 74 12 .46 
Control Group N Mean 
Initial 79 4.o6 
Final 79 10. 09 
4. 20 
5. 91 
. 49 
.69 
7.32 .84 8. 71 
S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
3.90 
6.84 
. 44 
. 77 
6. 03 . 89 5.65 
The differences in means were 7. 32 for the experimental group and 
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6.03 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 62 compares the gains in spelling achievement for both groups 
of children with intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and 
below. 
Table 62 . Comparison of Gains in Spelling Achievement for Both Groups 
with Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above and 99 and 
below 
Experimental Group N Gain S.E.g Diff. S. E.d C.R. 
Above 100 66 9.36 . 93 
2. 04 1. 25 1 . 63 
99 and below 74 7. 32 . 84 
Control Group N Gain S .E.g Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 7. 41 1 . 13 
1. 38 1.44 . 96 
99 and below 79 6. 03 . 89 
The differences in gains were 2. 04 for the experimental group and 
1 .38 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the children in both groups with intelligence 
quotients of 100 and above. 
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Table 63 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial Phonics 
Test for both groups of children with intelligence quotients of 100 and 
above and 99 and below . 
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Table 63 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Phonics Test for 
Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above 
and 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 66 111. 80 14. 95 1 . 84 
10. 00 2. 45 4. 08 
99 and below 74 101.80 13 . 85 1 . 61 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R . 
Above 100 61 111.00 11. 85 1.52 
11 . 40 1.99 5 . 72 
99 and below 79 99 . 60 11. 40 1 . 29 
The differences in means were 10. 00 for the experimental group and 
11. 40 for the control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level in favor of the children in both groups with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 64 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Phonics 
Test for both groups of children with intelligence quotients of 100 and 
above and 99 and below . 
Table 64. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Phonics Test for 
Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above 
and 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 66 136. 75 13 . 05 1. 61 
8.75 2. 38 3. 68 
99 and below 74 128 .00 15 . 25 1. 75 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 119.45 15.55 1. 99 
14. 55 2. 59 5.62 
99 and below 79 104. 90 14. 70 1. 65 
The differences in means were 8.75 for the experimental group and 
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14. 55 for the control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level in favor of the children in both groups with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 65 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Phonics Test for both groups of children with intelligence quotients 
of 100 and above . 
Table 65. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Phonics Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence 
Quotients of 100 and above 
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Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 66 111.80 14. 95 1.84 
66 136.75 13.05 1.61 
24.95 2.44 10.23 
Final 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 
Final 
61 111.00 11.85 1.52 
61 119.45 15.55 1.99 
8.45 2.50 
The differences in means were 24.95 for the experimental group 
and 8.45 for the control group. The differences were statistically 
significant at the .01 level for both groups. 
Table 66 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Phonics Tests for both groups of children with intelligence 
quotients of 99 and below. 
Table 66. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Phonics Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence 
Quotients of 99 and below 
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Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E .d C.R. 
Initial 74 101. 80 13. 85 1.61 
74 128 . 00 15.52 1.75 
26.20 2. 38 11.09 
Final 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E. d C.R. 
Initial 79 99 . 60 11. 40 1. 29 
5.30 2. 09 2. 54 
Final 79 104. 90 14. 70 1. 65 
The differences in means were 26. 20 for the experimental group and 
5. 30 for the control group. The difference for the experimental group 
was statistically significant at the . 01 level, the difference for the 
control group was statistically significant at the .05 level . 
Table 67 compares the gains in phonics for both groups of children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below. 
Table 67 . Comparison of Gains in Phonics for Both Groups with 
Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above and 99 and 
below 
Experimental Group N Gain S.E.g Diff . S.E.d 
Above 100 66 24. 9.5 2.44 
1.2.5 3.41 
99 and below 74 26. 20 2.38 
Control Group N Gain S .E. g Diff . s .E. d 
Above 100 61 8. 4.5 2 • .50 
3. 1.5 3 . 26 
99 and below 79 .5 . 30 2. 09 
C.R. 
. 37 
C.R. 
. 97 
The differences in gains were 1 . 2.5 for the experimental group and 
3 . 1.5 for the control group. The differences were not statistically 
significant, but favored the children in the experimental group with 
intelligence quotients of 99 and below and those in the control group 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 68 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial Gates 
rford Pronunciation Test for both groups of children with intelligence 
quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below . 
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Table 68 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Word Pronuncia-
tion Test for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 
100 and above and 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff . S.E.d C. R. 
Above 100 66 17 . 25 8. 30 1 . 02 
2 . 90 1. 44 2. 01 
99 and below 74 14. 35 8 . 80 1 . 02 
Control Group N Mean S .D. S. E.m Diff . S .E.d C. R. 
Above 100 61 19 . 15 10. 25 1 . 31 
6. 10 1 . 59 3. 84 
99 and below 79 13 . 05 8.10 . 91 
The differences in means were 2. 90 for the experimental group and 
6.10 for the control group . The difference for the experimental group 
was statistically significant at the .o5 level in favor of the children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . The difference for the 
control group was statistically significant at the . 01 level in favor 
of the children with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 69 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Gates 
\iord Pronunciation Test for both groups of children with intelligence 
quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below . 
Table 69 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final it'Jord Pronunciation 
Test for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 100 
and above and 99 and beloN 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff . S .E.d C. R. 
Above 100 66 32 . 70 1.5 . h.5 1. 91 
8. oo 2. h3 3. 2.5 
99 and below 7h 24.10 13 .30 1 • .51 
Control Group N He an S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d C. R. 
Above 100 61 23 . 90 8.90 1.14 
7.3.5 1 • .54 4. 77 
99 and below 79 16 • .5.5 9. 2.5 1. 04 
The differences in means were 8. 00 for the experimental group and 
7. 3.5 for the control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 70 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Gates vJord Pronunciation Test for both groups of children with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 70. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Pronunciation Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence 
Quotients of 100 and above 
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Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E .d C.R. 
Initial 66 17. 25 8.30 1. 02 
15.45 2.16 7.15 
Final 66 32 . 70 15.45 1. 91 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff . S.E.d C. R. 
Initial 61 19.15 10.25 1.31 
4. 75 1.74 2. 73 
Final 61 23. 90 8. 90 1.14 
The differences in means were 15. 45 for the experimental group and 
4.75 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 71 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Gates 1~ord Pronunciation Tests for both groups of children with 
intelligence quotients of 99 and below . 
Table 71. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Pronunciation Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence 
Quotients of 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S .E.d C.R. 
Initial 
Final 
Control Group 
Initial 
Final 
74 14. 35 8. 80 1. 02 
74 24.70 12 . 95 1. 51 
10. 35 1.82 5. 69 
N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . C.R. 
79 13.05 8.10 . 91 
3.50 1. 38 2. 54 
79 16.55 9. 25 1.04 
The differences in means were 10. 35 for the experimental group 
and 3.50 for the control group . The difference for the experimental 
group was statistically significant at the . 01 level, the difference 
for the control group was statistically significant at the . 05 level . 
Table 72 compares the gains in word pronunciation for both groups 
of children with intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and 
below. 
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Table 72 . Comparison of Gains in Word Pronunciation for Both Groups 
with Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above and 99 and 
below 
Experimental Group N Gain S.E •g Diff. S.E.d C.R . 
Above 100 66 15.45 2. 16 
5 . 10 2.82 1. 81 
99 and below 74 10.35 1 . 82 
Control Group N Gain S.E.g Diff . S .E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 4.75 l. 74 
1 . 25 2. 22 . 56 
99 and belo·N 79 3.50 1. 38 
The differences in gains were 5.10 for the experimental group and 
1 . 25 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant, but favored the children in both groups with intelligence 
quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 73 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial Boston 
University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words f or both groups of children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below . 
Table 73 . Comparison of Hean Scores on the Initial Hearing Sounds in 
Words Test for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 
100 and above and 99 and below 
Experimental Group N He an S. D. S.E.m Diff . s.E. d C .R. 
Above 100 66 39 . 6.5 9 • .50 1. 0.5 
7. 0.5 1 • .52 4. 64 
99 and below 74 32 . 60 9. 4.5 1.10 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . s .E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 37 • .50 10. 70 1. 37 
8.10 1.8.5 4. 38 
99 and below 79 29 .h0 10. 90 1. 24 
The differences in means were 7. 0.5 for the experimental group and 
100 
8.10 for the control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 74 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Boston 
University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words for both groups of children 
v.1i th intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below. 
Table 74. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Hearing Sounds in 
Words Test for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 
100 and above and 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C .R. 
Above 100 66 48 .15 7. 45 . 92 
6. 5o 1.41 4. 61 
99 and below 74 41. 65 9.20 1. 07 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 46. 20 9.30 1.19 
10. 45 1. 73 6. 04 
99 and below 79 35 . 75 11.15 1. 25 
The differences in means were 6.50 for the experimental group and 
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10. 45 for the control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level in favor of the children in both groups with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 75 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Boston University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words for both groups 
of children with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 75 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Hearing Sounds in ~fords Tests for Both Groups with 
Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d 
Initial 66 39.65 9.50 1. 05 
8.50 1. 40 
Final 66 48 .15 7.45 . 92 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. s .E.d 
Initial 61 37 .50 10. 70 1.37 
8. 70 1. 81 
Final 61 46 . 20 9.30 1.19 
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C.R. 
6.07 
C.R. 
4. 83 
The differences in means were 8.50 for the experimental group and 
8. 70 for the control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 76 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Boston University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words for both groups 
of children with intelligence quotients of 99 and below . 
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Table 76. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Hearing 
Sounds in Words Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence 
Quotients of 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 
Final 
74 32.60 
74 41. 6.5 
9. 4.5 1 . 10 
9. 20 1. 07 
9 . 0.5 1 • .54 .5 . 88 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 
Final 
79 29 .40 10. 90 1. 24 
79 3.5. 7.5 11. 1.5 1 . 2.5 
6.3.5 1 . 76 
The differences in means were 9. 0.5 for the experimental group and 
6. 3.5 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 77 compares the gains in the ability to hear sounds in words 
for both groups of children with intelligence quotients of 100 and 
above and 99 and below . 
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Table 77 . Comparison of Gains in the Ability to Hear Sounds in Words 
for Both Groups of Children with Intelligence Quotients of 
100 and above and 99 and belovJ 
Experimental Group N Gain S.E.g Diff. S.E .d C.R . 
Above 100 66 8.50 1.40 
.55 2. 08 . 26 
99 and below 74 9.05 1.54 
Control Group N Gain S. E.g Diff . S. E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 8. 70 1. 81 
2.35 2. 52 . 93 
99 and below 79 6.35 1. 76 
The differences in gains were .55 for the experimental group and 
2.35 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the children in the experimental group with 
intelligence quotients of 99 and below and those in the control group 
with 100 and above . 
Table 78 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
Metropolitan \'lord KnovJledge Test for both groups of children with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below . 
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Table 78 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial ~rord Knowledge Test 
for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above 
and 99 and belovl 
Experimental Group N He an S .D. S .E.m Diff . S .E.d C .R. 
Above 100 66 9. 67 5.46 . 67 
. 96 . 85 1.12 
99 and below 7L 8. 71 4. 59 .53 
Control Group N Mean S .D. S.E.m Diff . S.E .d C.R. 
Above 100 61 11.53 6. 09 . 78 
3.30 . 96 3. 44 
99 and below 79 8. 23 4. 95 . 56 
The differences in means were . 96 for the experimental group and 
3. 30 for the control group . The difference for the experimental group 
was not statistically significant but favored the children with intel-
ligence quotients of 100 and above . The difference for the control 
group was statistically significant at the .01 level in favor of the 
children with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 79 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final 
Metropolitan Word Knowledge Test for both groups of children with intel-
ligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below. 
Table 79 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final lr-Tord Knowledge _Test 
for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 100 and 
above and 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S .E. S .E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 66 18 . 13 5 . 64 . 69 
4 . 47 .99 1+.52 
99 and below 74 13 . 66 6. 09 . 71 
Control Group N Mean S .D. S .E.m Diff . S. E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 17 . 92 7.05 . 90 
5.55 1 . 08 5 .14 
99 and below 79 12. 37 5.31 . 60 
The differences in means were 4 . 47 fo r the experimental group and 
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5.55 for the control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level in favor of the children in both groups with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 80 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Hetropolitan \ford KnovJledge Test for both groups of children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 80. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Knowledge Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence Quo-
tients of 100 and above 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S .E.d C.R. 
Initial 66 9. 67 5. 46 
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. 67 
. 69 
8. 46 8. 81 
Final 66 18 .13 5.64 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E .m Diff . S.E .d C.R . 
Initial 
Final 
61 11.53 6. 09 
61 17. 92 7. 05 
. 78 
6. 39 1.19 
. 90 
The differences in means were 8.46 for the experimental group and 
6.39 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 81 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Word Knowledge Tes ts for both groups of children 
with intelligence quotients of 99 and below. 
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Table 81. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Knowledge Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence Quo-
tients of 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean 
Initial 74 8.71 
Final 74 13.66 
Control Group N Mean 
Initial 79 8.23 
Final 79 12.37 
S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
4.59 
6.09 
.53 
.71 
.89 5.56 
S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
4.95 
5.31 
.56 
.60 
4.14 .82 s.os 
The differences in means were 4.95 for the experimental group and 
4.14 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the .01 level for both groups. 
Table 82 compares the gains in word knowledge for both groups of 
children with intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below. 
Table 82. Comparison of Gains in \'lord Kno1-1ledge for Both Groups 
with Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above and 99 
and below 
Experimental Group N Gain S.E.g Diff . S.E . d C .R. 
Above 100 66 8.46 . 96 
3.51 1. 31 2. 67 
99 and below 74 4. 95 . 89 
Control Group N Gain S.E. g Diff. S.E .d C.R. 
Above 100 61 6. 39 1.19 
2. 25 1. 44 1. 56 
99 and below 79 4.14 . 82 
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The differences in gains were 3. 51 for the experunental group and 
2. 25 for the control group . The difference for the experimental group 
was statistically significant at the . 01 level in favor of the children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above; the difference for the 
control group was not stat istically significant. 
Table 83 shmvs the conparison of mean scores on the initial 
Me tropolitan Word Discrimination Test for both groups of children with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below . 
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Table 83 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Word Discr~~ina­
tion Test for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 
100 and above and 99 and below 
ExperL~ental Group N Mean S .D. S .E.m Diff . S.E . d C.R. 
Above 100 66 18 .55 5.97 .74 
3. 63 . 99 3.67 
99 and below 74 14. 92 5.73 . 67 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S .E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 18. 22 5. 88 . 75 
4.56 1. 00 4.56 
99 and below 79 13 . 66 6.00 .67 
The differences in means were 3.63 for the experimental group and 
4.57 for the control group . The difference was statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level in favor of the children in both groups with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 84 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Metropol-
itan vrord Discrimination Test for both groups of children with intel-
ligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below . 
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Table 84. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Word Discrimination 
Test for Both Groups with Intelligence Quotients of 100 and 
above and 99 and below 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 66 24. 40 5.58 . 69 
3. 57 1. 04 3.43 
99 and below 74 20. 83 6.69 . 78 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 61 23 . 08 6. 33 . 81 
4. 71 1.10 4. 28 
99 and below 79 18 . 37 6. 78 . 76 
The differences in means were 3.57 for the experimental group and 
4.71 for the control group. The dif fer ences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level in favor of the children in both groups with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 85 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Word Discrimination Test for both groups of children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 85. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Discrimination Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence 
Quotients of 100 and above 
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Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 
Final 
66 18.55 5.97 
66 24.4o 5.58 
.74 
.69 
5.85 1.01 5.79 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 
Final 
61 18.22 5.88 
61 23.08 6.33 
.75 
.81 
4.86 1.10 4.42 
The differences in means were 5.85 for the experimental group and 
4.86 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the .01 level for both groups. 
Table 86 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Word Discrimination Tests for both groups of chil-
dren with intelligence quotients of 99 and below. 
Table 86. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Discrimination Tests for Both Groups with Intelligence 
Quotients of 99 and below 
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Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 
Final 
74 14.92 5.73 
74 20.83 6.69 
.67 
.78 
5.91 1.03 5.74 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 
Final 
79 13.66 6.00 
79 18.37 6.78 
.67 
.76 
4.71 1.01 4.66 
The differences in means were 5.91 for the experimental group and 
4.71 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the .01 level for both groups. 
Table 87 compares the gains in word discrimination for both groups 
of children with intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and 
below. 
Table 87 . Comparison of Gains in Word Discrimination for Both Groups 
with Intelligence Quotients of 100 and above and 99 and 
below 
Experimental Group N Gain s .E.g Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Above 100 66 .5 . 85 1. 01 
. o6 1. 44 . oL 
99 and below 74 5. 91 1. 03 
Control Group N Gain S .E.g Diff. s .E. d C.R. 
Above 100 61 L. 86 1.10 
.15 1. 49 .10 
99 and below 79 4.71 1. 01 
The differences in gains were . 06 f or the experimental group and 
. 1.5 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the children in the experimental group with 
intelligence quotients of 99 and below and those in the control group 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 88 summarizes the gains tables on all measures for the 
llh 
children -with intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below, 
in the experimental group . 
Table 88 . SummarJ of Gains for the Experimental Group 
Factor Group C.R. 
100 and above 99 and below 
Reading Achievement 12 . 10 6. 70 2. 87 
Spelling Achievement 9 . 36 7. 32 1.63 
Phonics 24 . 9.5 26 . 20 . 37 
Word Pronunciation 1.5 . 4.5 10 . 35 1.81 
Hearing Sounds in 'fords 8.50 9. 05 . 26 
\-Jord Knowledge 8.46 4 . 9.5 2. 67 
rord Discrimination 5.85 .5 . 91 . 04 
There were statistically significant differences at the . 01 level 
in reading achievement and word knowledge for the children with intel-
ligence quo t ients of 100 and above . There were no significant 
differences in any of the other factors measured , but the differences 
in spelling achievement and word pronunciation favored the children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above and the differences in 
phonics , ability to hear sounds in words , and word discrimination 
favored the children with intelligence quotients of 99 and below . 
Table 89 summarizes the gains tables on all measures for the 
children with intelligence quotients of 100 and above and 99 and below 
in the control group . 
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Table 89 . Summar,y of Gains for the Control Group 
Factor Group C.R. 
100 and above 99 and below 
Reading Achievement 9. 05 3.95 2.84 
Spelling Achievement 7. 41 6.03 . 96 
Phonics 8. 45 5.30 . 97 
Word Pronunciation 4.75 3.50 .56 
Hearing Sounds in Words 8.70 6.35 . 93 
1-!"ord Knowledge 6.39 4.14 1.56 
"I-lord Discrimination 4.86 4.71 .10 
There were statistically significant differences at the . 01 level 
in reading achievement for the children with intelligence quotients of 
100 and above . There were no significant differences in any of the 
other factors measured , but the differences all favored the children 
with intelligence quotients of 100 and above . 
Table 90 summarizes the mean gains on all measures for the children 
in both groups according to intelligence levels. 
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Table 90. Summary of Mean Gains for Both Groups 
Factor Group 
Experimental Control Experimental Control 
100 and above 99 and belo-w 
Reading Achievement 12 .10 9. 05 6. 70 3. 95 
Spelling Achievement 9. 36 7.41 7.32 6. 03 
Phonics 24 . 95 8. 45 26.20 5.30 
~rord Pronunciation 15.45 4. 75 10.35 3.50 
Hearing Sounds in Words 8. 50 8. 70 9.05 6. 35 
~lord Kno-wledge 8.46 6. 39 4.95 4.14 
\l'iliord Discrimination 5.85 4.86 5. 91 4. 71 
For both intelligence levels the children in the experimental 
group exceeded the gains of the children in the control group on every 
measure except hearing sounds in -words -where the children in the con-
trol gr oup with intelligence quotients of 100 and above made greater 
gains than the similar experimental group . The greatest differences 
were in phonics and -word pronunciation. 
Achievement of boys and girls .-- The data were further analyzed 
to compare the achievement of boys and girls . There -were 80 boys in 
the experimental group and 76 in the control group. There -were 60 
girls in the experimental group and 64 in the control group . 
Table 91 shoiiiS the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test for boys and girls in the 
experimental and control groups . 
Table 91. Comparison of 1\ofean Scores on the Initial Reading Achieve-
ment Test for Boys and Girls 
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Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff. s .E ·d C.R. 
Boys 80 8. 90 4. 20 . 47 
. 75 . 81 . 93 
Girls 60 9.65 5.15 .66 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff. s .E ·d C.R . 
Boys 76 10.35 5.75 . 66 
1.95 1.12 1.74 
Girls 64 12 .30 7.25 . 91 
The differences in means were .75 for the experimental group and 
1. 95 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the girls . 
Table 92 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final 
Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test for boys and girls in the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
Table 92. Compar ison of Mean Scores on the Final Reading Achieve-
ment Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean s .E. S .E.m Diff. S. E.d 
Boys 80 16.60 8. 60 . 96 
4.30 1.64 
Girls 60 20 . 90 10. 25 1. 32 
Control Group N Mean S.D . S. E.m Diff . s.E .d 
Boys 76 15.75 7.75 . 89 
3.60 1. 46 
Girls 64 19 .35 9. 25 1.16 
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The differences in means were 4.30 for the experimental group and 
3.60 for the control group. The difference was statistically significant 
at the . 01 level for the experimental group and at the .05 level for the 
control group in favor of the girls. 
Table 93 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Reading Achievement Tests for the boys in the experi-
mental and control groups . 
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Table 93 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Read-
ing Achievement Tests for Boys 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff. S .E.d C .R • 
Initial 80 8. 90 4. 20 • L7 
7. 70 1. 09 7. 07 
Final 80 16. 60 8.60 . 96 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 76 10. 35 5. 75 . 66 
5. Lo 1.10 4.91 
Final 76 15 . 75 7. 75 . 89 
The differences in means were 7. 70 for the experimental group and 
5. LD for the contr ol group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 94 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Reading Achievement Tests for the girls in the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
Table 94. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Reading 
Achievement Tests for Girls 
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Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff. S .E.d C.R. 
Initial 60 9. 65 5.15 . 66 
11. 35 1. 47 7. 72 
Final 60 20.90 10.25 1. 32 
Control Group N Mean S .D. S.E.m Dif f . S.E.d C .R. 
Initial 64 12 .30 7. 25 .91 
7. 05 1. 47 4. 80 
Final 64 19 .35 9. 25 1.16 
The differences in means were 11.35 for the experimental group 
and 7.05 for the control group . The differences were statistically 
significant at the . 01 level f or both groups . 
Table 95 compares the gains in reading achievement for the boys 
and gi rls in the experimental and control groups . 
Table 95 . Comparison of Gains in Reading Achievement for Boys 
and Girls 
Experimental Group N Gain S.E. g Diff . S .E. d 
Boys 80 7. 70 1.09 
3. 65 1.83 
Girls 60 11.35 1. 47 
Control Group N Gain S.E. g Diff . s .E.d 
Boys 76 5. 40 1.10 
1. 65 1. 84 
Girls 64 7. 05 1.47 
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The differences in gains were 3.65 for the experimental group and 
1. 65 for the control group . The difference for the experimental group 
was statistically significant at the .05 level in favor of the girls . 
The difference for the control group was not statistically significant 
but favored the girls . 
Table 96 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Test for boys and girls in the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
Table 96. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Spelling 
Achievement Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . s .E.d 
Boys 80 .5 . 92 .5 . 16 • .58 
2 • .58 . 78 
Girls 60 s.so 4. 11 • .53 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d 
Boys 76 .5 . 02 4.38 .so 
. 66 .83 
Girls 64 .5 . 68 .5 . 28 . 66 
The differences in means were 2 • .58 for the experimental group 
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and . 66 for the control group . The difference for the experimental 
group was statistically significant at the . 01 level in favor of the 
girls . The difference for the control group was not statistically 
significant but favored the girls . 
Table 97 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final 
Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Test for boys and girls in the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
Table 97 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Spelling Achieve-
ment Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. s .E.m Diff. S.E •d C.R. 
Boys 80 13 . 4.5 6. 93 . 78 
2.49 1 . 10 2. 26 
Girls 60 1.5 . 94 6 . 00 . 77 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . s .E.d C.R. 
Boys 76 10. 99 6. 90 . 79 
2.19 1 . 22 1 . 71 
Girls 64 13 . 18 7. 41 . 93 
The differences in means were 2.49 for the experimental group and 
2. 19 for the control group . The difference for the experimental group 
was statistically significant at the . 0.5 level in favor of the girls . 
The difference for the control group was not statistically significant 
but favored the girls . 
Table 98 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Tests for the boys in the ex-
perL~ental and control groups . 
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Table 98 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Spelling 
Achievement Tests for Boys 
Experimental Group N Mean S .D. S.E.m Diff . S.E. d C.R. 
Initial 80 5.92 5.16 . 58 
7.53 1.02 7. 38 
Final 80 13 . 45 6. 93 . 78 
Control Group N Mean S. D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 76 5. 02 4.38 . 5o 
5.97 . 94 6.35 
Final 76 10. 99 6. 90 . 79 
The differences in means were 7. 53 for the experimental group and 
5. 97 for the contr ol group . The differ ences were statistically signif-
i cant at the . 01 level f or both groups . 
Table 99 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Tests for the girls in the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
Table 99 . Comparison of Hean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Spelling Achievement Tests for Girls 
Experimental Group N He an S.D. S .E.m Diff . S .E.d 
Initial 60 8.50 4.11 .53 
7. 44 . 93 
Final 60 15. 94 6.00 . 77 
Control Group N He an S.D. S.E.m Diff . s .E.d 
Initial 64 5.68 5. 28 . 66 
7.50 1.14 
Final 64 13 .18 7.41 .93 
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The differences in means were 7.44 for the experimental group and 
7.50 for the control group. The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level for both gr oups . 
Table 100 compares the gains in spelling achievement for the boys 
and girls in the experimental and contr ol groups . 
Table 100. Comparison of Gains in Spelling Achievement for Boys 
and Girls 
Experimental Group N Gain s .E.g Diff . S .E. d C. R. 
Boys 80 7. 53 1. 02 
.09 1. 38 . 07 
Girls 60 7. 44 . 93 
Control Group N Gain S .E.g Diff . S.E. d C.R. 
Boys 76 5.97 . 94 
1. 53 1. 48 1. 03 
Girls 64 7.50 1.14 
The differences in means ~ere . 09 for the experimental group and 
1. 53 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
s i gnif i cant but favor ed the boys in the experimental group and the 
girls i n the control group . 
Table 101 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
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Phonics Test for boys and girls in the exper imental and control groups . 
Table 101. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Phonics Test 
for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . s.E .d 
Boys 80 104.20 14. 45 1. 62 
3 . 95 2. 57 
Girls 60 108 .15 15. 40 1 . 99 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d 
Boys 76 104. 25 13 . 65 1 . 57 
. 70 2.16 
Girls 64 104. 95 11.95 l . h9 
The differences in means were 3. 95 f or the experimental group 
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and . 70 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the girls in both groups . 
Table 102 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Phonics 
Test for boys and girls in the experimental and control groups . 
Table 102. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Phonics Test 
for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff. S.E.d 
Boys 80 131.15 14.95 1. 67 
2. 25 2. 52 
Girls 60 133 .40 14. 65 1. 89 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E. d 
Boys 76 109.65 16.65 1.91 
4. 25 2.82 
Girls 64 113 . 90 16.65 2. 08 
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The differences in means were 2. 25 for the experimental group and 
4.25 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the girls in both groups . 
Table 103 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Phonics Tests for the boys in the experimental and control groups . 
Table 103 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Phonics Tests for Boys 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d 
Initial 80 104. 20 14. 45 1. 62 
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26.95 2. 33 11.57 
Final 80 131.15 14. 95 1. 67 
Control Group N Mean S. D. S .E.m Diff . S. E.d C.R. 
Initial 76 104. 25 13.65 1. 57 
5. 40 2.47 2.19 
Final 76 109.65 16. 65 1. 91 
The differences in means were 26 . 95 for the experimental group 
and 5. 40 for the control group . The difference was statistically 
significant at the . 01 level for the experimental group and at the 
. 05 level for the control group . 
Table 104 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Phonics Tests for the girls in the experimental and control groups . 
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Table 104. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Phonics 
Tests for Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S. E.d C.R. 
Initial 60 108 .15 15. 40 1. 99 
25. 25 2. 74 9.22 
Final 60 133.40 14. 65 1. 89 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff. S. E.d C.R. 
Initial 64 104. 95 11.95 1. 49 
8. 95 2. 56 3.50 
Final 64 113 . 90 16.65 2. 08 
The differ ences in means were 25 . 25 for the experimental group and 
8.95 for the control group . The differences were statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table lOS compares the gains in phonics for the boys and girls in 
the experimental and control groups . 
Table 105. Comparison of Gains in Phonics for Boys and Girls 
ExperL~ental Group N Gain s .E. g Diff. s .E.d C.R. 
Boys 80 26 .95 2.33 
1.70 3.60 .47 
Girls 60 25 . 25 2. 74 
Control Group N Gain S .E.g Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Boys 76 5. 40 2.47 
3.55 3.55 1.00 
Girls 64 8.95 2.56 
The differences in gains were 1. 70 for the experimental group and 
3.55 for the control group . The differ ences were not statistically 
significant , but the difference in the experimental group favored the 
boys and the difference in the control group favored the girls . 
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Table 106 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial Gates 
~Jord Pronunciation Test for boys and girls in the experimental and 
contr ol gr oups . 
Table 106. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Word Pronuncia-
tion Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff . s . E.d C.R. 
Boys 80 15. 30 9. 45 1 . 06 
. 80 1. 40 .57 
Girls 60 16. 10 7.15 . 92 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff . S.E.d C. R. 
Boys 76 15.35 9.55 1 . 10 
. 70 1.64 . 43 
Girls 64 16. 05 9.75 1. 22 
The differences in means were . 80 for the experimental group and 
. 10 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the girls in both groups . 
Table 107 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Gates 
Word Pronunciation Test for boys and girls in the experimental and 
control groups . 
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Table 107. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Word Pronunciation 
Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S .D. S.E.m Diff. S .E.d C.R. 
Boys 80 26. 25 14 . 80 1 . 66 
4. 90 2.51 1 . 95 
Girls 60 31.15 14 . 55 1 . 88 
Control Group N He an S.D. S.E.m Dif f . s .E.d C. R. 
Boys 76 18 . 50 10.15 1 . 16 
2. 70 1.76 1. 54 
Girls 64 21. 20 10. 60 1. 33 
The differences in means were 4. 90 for the experimental group and 
2. 70 for the control group. The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the gir ls in both groups . 
Table 108 shows the comparison of mean scores on t he initial and 
final Gates ~\ford Pronunciation Tests for the boys in the experimental 
and control groups . 
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Table 108. Comparison of He an Scores on the Initial and Final 
Word Pronunciation Tests for Boys 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d 
Initial 80 15. 30 9. 45 1 . 06 
10. 95 1 . 97 
Final 80 26. 25 14. 80 1 . 66 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d 
Initial 76 15. 35 9.55 1.10 
3.15' 1 . 60 
Final 76 18.50 10.15 1 .16 
C.R. 
5.56 
C.R . 
1.97 
The differences in means were 10. 95 for the experimental group 
and 3.15 for the control group . The difference was statistically 
significant at the . 01 level for the experimental group and at the 
.05 level for the control group . 
Table 109 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Gates v.ford Pronunciation Tests for the girls in the experimental 
and control groups . 
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Tabl e 109 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Pronunciation Tests for Girls 
Experimental Group N He an S .D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C. R. 
Initial 60 16.10 7.15 . 92 
15. 05 2. 09 7. 20 
Final 60 31.15 14. 55 1. 88 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S .E.d C.R. 
Initial 64 16 . 05 9.75 1. 22 
5.15 1. 80 2. 81 
Final 64 21.02 10. 60 1. 33 
The differences in mean scores were 15.05 for the experimental 
group and 5.15 for the contr ol group . The differences were statis-
tically significant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 110 compares the gains in word pronunciation for the boys 
and girls in the experimental and control groups . 
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Table 110. Comparison of Gains in Word Pronunciation for Boys 
and Girls 
Experimental Group N Gain s .E.g Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Boys 80 10. 95 1.97 
4.10 2. 87 1. 42 
Girls 60 15. o5 2. 09 
Control Group N Gain S.E.g Diff. S. E.d C.R. 
Boys 76 3.15 1. 60 
2.00 5. 80 . 34 
Girls 64 5.15 1. 80 
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The differences in means were 4.10 for the experimental group and 
2. 00 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the girls in both groups . 
Table 111 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
Boston University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words for boys and girls 
in the experimental and control groups . 
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Table 111. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial Hearing Sounds 
in Words Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S .D. S.E.m Diff . S. E.d C. R. 
Boys 80 32 . 75 11.15 1 . 25 
5.75 1. 73 3. 32 
Girls 60 38 . 50 9. 30 1 . 20 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff. s .E.d C.R. 
Boys 76 32.80 12 . 60 1 . 44 
. 30 1.98 . 15 
Girls 64 33. 10 10. 90 1 . 36 
The differences in mean scores were 5 . 75 for the experimental 
group and . 30 for the control group . The difference for the experiment-
al group was statistically significant at the . 01 level in favor of the 
girls . The difference for the control group was not statistically 
significant but favored the girls . 
Table 112 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Boston 
University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words Test for boys and girls in 
the experimental and contr ol groups . 
Table 112. Comparison of l1ean Scores on the Final Hearing Sounds 
in Words Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E ·d 
Boys 80 43 . 70 9.30 1. 04 
2.40 1. 52 
Girls 60 46.10 8.60 1.11 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff . S.E. d 
Boys 76 39.50 12 .15 1. 39 
1. 70 1. 92 
Girls 64 41. 20 10.55 1. 32 
C.R. 
1. 58 
C.R. 
. 83 
The differences in mean scores were 2.40 for the experimental 
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group and 1. 70 for the control group . The differences were not statis-
tically significant but favored the girls in both groups . 
Table 113 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Boston University Test for Hearing Sounds in Words for the boys 
in the experimental and control groups . 
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Table 113 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Hearing 
Sounds in \·Tords Tests for Boys 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D . S .E.m Diff . S .E.d C. R. 
Initial 80 32 . 75 11.15 1.25 
10.95 1. 63 6.72 
Final 80 43 . 70 9.30 1. 04 
Control Group N Mean S. D. S .E.m Diff. s . E.d C.R. 
Initial 76 32 . 80 12 . 60 1. 44 
6. 70 2.00 3.35 
Final 76 39 .50 12 .15 1.39 
The differences in mean scores were 10.95 for the experimental 
group and 6. 70 for the control group . The differences were statistically 
significant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 114 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Boston University Test for Hearing Sounds in V!ords for the girls 
in the experimental and control groups . 
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Table 114. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Hearing 
Sounds in viords Tests for Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean s.n. S. E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 60 38 . 50 9 .30 1. 20 
7. 60 1 . 64 4 . 63 
Final 60 46 .10 8 . 60 1 . 11 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E. d C.R. 
Initial 64 33 . 10 10. 90 1. 36 
8 . 10 1. 90 4 . 26 
Final 64 41 . 20 10. 55 1. 32 
The differences in mean scores were 7.60 for the exper imental 
group and 8. 10 for the control group . The differences were statis-
tically significant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 115 compares the gains in the ability to hear sounds in 
words for boys and girls in the experimental and control groups . 
Table 115. Comparison of Gains in the Ability to Hear Sounds in 
Words for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Gain S.E. g Diff. S. E.d C.R . 
Boys 80 10.95 1. 63 
3. 35 2. 31 1. 45 
Girls 60 7.60 1. 64 
Control Group N Gain S.E.g Diff . S.E .d C.R. 
Boys 76 6. 70 2. 00 
1. 40 2.76 . 51 
Girls 64 8.10 1.90 
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The differences in means were 3.55 for the experimental group and 
1. 40 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but the difference in the experimental group favored the 
boys and the difference in the control group favored the girls . 
Table 116 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
~1etropolitan \<l"ord Knoi-Iledge Test for boys and girls in the experimental 
and control groups . 
Table 116. Comparison of Hean Scores on the Initial Word Knowledge 
Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S .D. S.E.m Diff . s .E. d C.R. 
Boys 80 8 • .59 4.80 • .54 
. 4.5 .84 • .54 
Girls 60 9.04 4.98 .64 
Control Group N Mean S .D. S.E .m Diff . S .E.d C. R. 
Boys 76 9.46 .5 .40 . 62 
. 4.5 . 99 . 4.5 
Girls 64 9.91 6.09 .77 
The differences in mean scores were similar, . 4.5 for each group . 
The differences were not stat istically significant but favored the 
girls . 
Table 117 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final 
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Metropolitan Word Knowledge Test for boys and girls in the experimental 
and control groups . 
Table 117 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Word Knm-1ledge 
Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S . E.m Diff . s .E. d 
Boys 80 15.52 6.54 . 73 
. 78 1.04 
Girls 60 16.30 5.73 .. 74 
Control Group N :t-1ean S .D. S.E .m Diff. S.E. d 
Boys 76 14. 65 6. 99 . 80 
. 33 1.13 
Girls 64 14. 98 6.36 .so 
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The differences in mean scores wer e . 78 for the experimental group 
and . 33 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the girls . 
Table 118 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final l'1etropolitan Word Knowledge Tests for the boys in the experimental 
and control groups . 
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Table 118 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Knowledge Tests for Boys 
Experimental Group N He an S .D. S. E.m Diff . S.E. d C.R. 
Initial 80 8.59 4.80 . 54 
6.93 . 91 7. 62 
Final 80 15.52 6.54 .73 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S .E.d C. R. 
Initial 76 9. 46 5.40 . 62 
5.19 1. 01 5.14 
Final 76 14.65 6. 99 .so 
The differences in mean scores were 6. 93 for the experimental group 
and 5.19 for the control group . The differences were statistically 
significant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 119 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Word Knowledge Tests for the girls in the experimental 
and control groups . 
Table 119. Comparison of Hean Scor es on the Initial and Final Word 
Knowledge Tests for Girls 
Experimental Group N ~fean S. D. S. E.m Diff. S. E.d C.R. 
Initial 60 9.04 4. 98 . 64 
7. 26 . 98 7.41 
Final 60 16.30 5.73 . 74 
Control Group N Mean S .D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 64 9.91 6. 09 . 77 
5. 07 1.11 4.57 
Final 64 14. 98 6.36 . 80 
The differences in mean .scores were 7. 26 for the experimental 
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group and 5. 07 for the control group . The differences were statistically 
significant at the . 01 level for both groups. 
Table 120 compares the gains in word knowledge for the boys and 
girls in the experimental and control groups . 
Table 120. Comparison of Gains in ~rord Knowledge for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Gain S.E. g Diff . s .E. d C.R. 
Boys 80 6. 93 . 91 
. 33 1. 34 . 25 
Girls 60 7. 26 . 98 
Control Group N Gain S .E. g Diff . S .E.d C .R. 
Boys 76 5 .19 1 . 01 
.12 1 . 50 . 08 
Girls 64 5. 07 1.11 
The differences in gains were . 33 for the experimental group and 
.12 for the control group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the boys in the experimental group and the 
girls in the control group . 
Table 121 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial 
Metropolitan Word Discrimination Test for boys and girls in the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
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Table 121. Comparison of l1ean Scores on t he Initial Word Discrimina-
tion Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Boys 80 1) • .58 6.1.5 .69 
2.43 1.01 2.41 
Girls 60 18 .01 .5 . 76 . 74 
Boys 76 J..L . 9.5 6.09 . 70 
1.47 1. 06 1.39 
Girls 64 16.42 6. 42 . 80 
The differences in mean scores were 2.43 for the experimental 
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group and 1.47 for the control group . The difference for the experimental 
group was statistically s ignificant at the .o.5 level in favor of the girls . 
The difference for the control group was not statistically significant but 
favored the girls . 
Table 122 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final Metropol-
itan ~ford Discrimination Test for boys and girls in the experimental and 
control groups . 
Table 122. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final Word Discrimination 
Test for Boys and Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S .D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Boys 80 21 . 52 6. 48 . 72 
2. 34 1 . 06 2. 21 
Girls 60 23 . 86 6. 06 . 78 
Control Group N Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Boys 76 19.90 7. 23 . 83 
1.29 1 . 17 1 .10 
Girls 64 21. 19 6 . 66 . 83 
The differences in mean scores were 2. 34 for the experimental 
group and 1 . 29 for the control group . The diff erence for the experi-
mental group was statistically significant at the . 05 level in favor 
of the girls . The difference for the control group was not statis-
tically significant but favored the girls . 
Table 123 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Word Discrimination Tests for the boys in t he ex-
perimental and control groups . 
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Table 123 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Discrimination Tests for Boys 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. s .E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 80 15. 58 6.15 . 69 
5.94 1.00 5. 94 
Final 80 21.52 6.48 . 72 
Control Group N Mean S .D. S .E.m Diff . S.E .d C. R. 
Initial 76 14.95 6. 09 .70 
4.95 1. 09 4. 54 
Final 76 19. 90 7.23 .83 
The differences in mean scores were 5. 94 for the experimental 
group and 4.95 for the control group. The differences were statis-
tically significant at the .01 level for both groups . 
Table 124 shows the comparison of mean scores on the initial and 
final Metropolitan Word Discrimination Tests for the girls in the ex-
perimental and control groups . 
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Table 124. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Initial and Final Word 
Discrimination Tests for Girls 
Experimental Group N Mean S.D. S. E.m Diff . s .E.d C.R. 
Initial 60 18 .01 5. 76 . 74 
5.85 1.08 5. 42 
Final 60 23 . 86 6. 06 . 78 
Control Group N 'He an S.D. S .E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Initial 64 16.42 6. 42 . 80 
4. 77 1.15 4.15 
Final 64 21.19 6. 66 . 83 
The differences in mean scores were 5.85 for the experimental 
group and 4. 77 for the control group . The differences were statis-
tically significant at the . 01 level for both groups . 
Table 125 compares the gains in word discrimination for the boys 
and girls in the experimental and control groups . 
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Table 125. Comparison of Gains in 1tJord Discrimination for Boys and 
Girls 
Experimental Group N Gain S .E. g Diff. s .E.d C .R. 
Boys 80 5. 94 1. 00 
. 09 1. )47 . 07 
Girl s 60 5.85 1. 08 
Control Group N Gain S .E. g Diff. S. E.d C.R. 
Boys 76 4.95 1.09 
.18 1. 59 .11 
Girls 64 4. 77 1.15 
The differences in gains were . 09 for the experimental group and 
.18 for the contr ol group . The differences were not statistically 
significant but favored the girls in.both groups . 
Table 126 summarizes the gains tables on all measures for the boys 
and girls in the experimental group. 
1.52 
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Table 126. Summary of Gains for the Experimental Group 
Factor Group C.R . 
Boys Girls 
Reading Achievement 7. 70 11.3.5 1.99 
Spelling Achievement 7 • .53 7.h4 . 07 
Phonics 26 . 9.5 2.5 . 2.5 . 47 
Word Pronunciation 10.95 1.5. 05 1.42 
Hearing Sounds in Words 10.9.5 7. 60 1. 4.5 
Word Knowledge 6. 93 7. 26 . 2.5 
v-rord Dis crimination .5 .94 .5 ~ 8.5 . 07 
There were statistically significant dif ferences at the .OS level 
in r eading achievement in favor of the girls . The differences in 
spelling achievement, phonics , ability to hear sounds in words , and 
wor d discrimination favored the boys while the differences in word 
pronunciation and word knowledge favored the girls . 
Table 127 summarizes the gains tables on all measures for the boys 
and girls in the control group . 
Table 127. Summary of Gains for the Control Group 
Factor Group C.R. 
Boys Girls 
Reading Achievement 5.40 7.05 .90 
Spelling Achievement 5.97 7.50 1.03 
Phonics 5.40 8.95 1.00 
Word Pronunciation 3.15 5.15 .34 
Hearing Sounds in Words 6.70 8.10 .51 
Word Knowledge 5.19 5.07 .o8 
Word Discrimination 4.95 4.77 .11 
There were no statistically significant differences between the 
achievement of boys and girls but the differences on all measures 
except word knowledge and word discrimination favored the girls. 
Table 128 summarizes the mean gains on all measures for the boys 
and girls in both groups. 
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Table 128. Summary of Mean Gains for Both Groups 
Factor Group 
Experimental Control Experimental Control 
Boys Girls 
Reading Achievement 7. 70 5.40 11.35 7.05 
Spelling Achievement 7.53 5.97 7.44 7.50 
Phonics 26.95 5. 40 25.25 8.95 
·'lord Pronunciation 10.95 3.15 15.05 5.15 
Hearing Sounds in l•'ords 10. 95 6. 70 7.60 8.10 
Word Knowledge 6. 93 5.19 7. 26 5.07 
~rrord Discrimination 5.94 4.95 5.85 4. 77 
The children in the experimental group exceeded the gains of the 
children in the control group on every measure except hearing sounds 
in words where the girls in the control group made greater gains than 
the girls in the experimental group. The greatest differences were in 
phonics and word pronunciation. 
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Delayed testing.-- Two months after the completion of the program, 
tests in reading achievement, spelling achievement , word knowledge 
and word discrimination were again administered . Due to prolonged 
absences and transfers, ten children were not available for this testing , 
therefore the data are analyzed on 132 children in the experimental group 
and 138 in the control group . 
Table 129 shows the comparison of mean scores on the delayed 
Metropolitan Reading Achievement Tests for the experimental and 
control groups . 
Table 129. Comparison of Hean Scores on the Delayed Reading Achieve-
ment Tests for Both Groups 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
N 
132 
138 
Mean S.D. 
19. 75 10.90 
18 . 00 9. 70 
S.E.m Diff . 
. 95 
. 83 
1.75 
S.E .d C.R . 
1. 26 1. 39 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
19. 75 compared with 18 . 00 for the children in the control group. The 
difference of 1. 75 yielded a critical ratio of 1. 39 which was not 
statistically significant . 
Table 130 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final and 
delayed Metropolitan Reading Achievement Tests for the experimental 
group . 
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Table 130. Comparison of Hean Scores on the Final and Delayed Reading 
Achievement Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test 
Final 
Delayed 
Group 
Experimental 
Mean S .D. 
140 18 .40 9. 60 
132 19.75 10.90 
S.E.m Diff. S.E .d C. R. 
. 81 
1.35 1. 25 1.08 
. 95 
The mean score on the final test was 18. 40 compared with 19 . 75 
for the delayed test . The difference of 1 . 35 yielded a critical ratio 
of 1 . 08 which was not statistically significant. 
Table 131 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final and 
delayed Metropolitan Reading Achievement Tests for the control group. 
Table 131. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final and Delayed Reading 
Achievement Tests for the Control Group 
Test Group 
Final 
Control 
Delayed 
N Mean S. D. S .E.m Diff . 
140 17. 40 8 . 75 
138 18 . 00 9. 70 
. 74 
. 83 
. 60 
C.R. 
1 . 11 . 54 
The mean score on the final test was 17 . 40 compared with 18 . 00 
for the delayed test . The difference of . 60 yielded a critical ratio 
of . 54 which was not statistically significant. 
Table 132 shows the comparison of mean scores on the delayed 
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Metr opolitan Spelling Achievement Tests for the experimental and control 
groups . 
Table 132 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Delayed Spelling Achieve-
ment Tests for Both Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. 
Experimental 132 15. 91 7.35 
Control 138 13. 69 7. 44 
S .E.m Di ff . 
. 64 
. 63 
2. 22 
S. E. d C.R. 
. 90 2. 49 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
15 . 91 compared with 13. 69 for the children in the control group . The 
difference of 2.22 yielded a critical ratio of 2. 49 which was statis-
tically significant at the .o5 level . 
Table 133 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final and 
delayed Metropolitan Spelling Achi evement Tests for the experimental 
group . 
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Table 133 . Comparison of 11ean Scores on the Final and Delayed Spelling 
Achievement Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test Group N Mean S .D. S .E.m Diff . S.E. d C.R. 
Final 
Experimental 
140 14.53 6. 66 
132 15 .91 7.35 
.56 
.64 
1. 38 . 85 1. 62 
Delayed 
The mean score on the final test was 14.53 compared with 15. 91 on 
the delayed test . The difference of 1.38 yielded a critical ratio of 
1. 62 which was not statistically significant. 
Table 134 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final and 
delayed Hetropolitan Spelling Achievement Tests for the control group . 
Table 134. Compari son of Mean Scores on the Final and Delayed 
Spelling Achievement Tests for the Control Group 
Test Group 
Final 
Control 
Delayed 
N Mean S .D. 
140 11 . 98 7. 23 
138 13.69 7. 44 
S .E.m Diff. 
. 61 
. 63 
1. 71 . 88 
C.R. 
1. 93 
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The mean score for the final test was 11 . 98 compared v1ith 13 . 69 
for the delayed test . The difference of 1. 71 yielded a critical ratio 
of 1. 93 which was not stati stically significant. 
Table 135 shows the comparison of mean scores on the delayed 
Metropolitan \-lord Knowledge Test for the experimental and control groups . 
Table 135. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Delayed Word Knowledge 
Test for Both Groups 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
N Mean S.D. 
132 17 .56 7. 08 
138 16. 33 7.11 
S.E.m Diff . 
. 62 
. 61 
1. 23 
S .E. d C.R. 
. 87 1.41 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 17 . 56 
compared vJith 16.33 for the children in the control group. The difference 
of 1. 23 yielded a cr itical ratio of 1.41 which was not statistically 
significant . 
Table 136 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final and 
delayed Metropolitan Word Knowledge Tests for the experimental group . 
Table 136. Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final and Delayed Word 
Knmvledge Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test Group 
Final 
Experimental 
Delayed 
N Mean S .D. S.E.m Diff . S .E. d C.R. 
140 15. 85 6. 33 
132 17 .56 7.08 
. 54 
.62 
1. 71 . 82 2. 09 
The mean score on the final test i·ms 15 .85 compared with 17 .56 
on the delayed test . The difference of 1. 71 yielded a critical ratio 
of 2. 09 which 1o~as statistically significant at the . 05 level . 
Table 137 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final and 
delayed Metropolitan \'~Ford Knowledge Tests for the control group . 
Table 137 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final and Delayed Word 
Knowledge Tests for the Control Group 
Test Group 
Final 
Control 
Delayed 
N Mean S .D. 
140 14. 80 6. 72 
138 16. 33 7.11 
S.E .m Diff . 
. 57 
. 61 
1. 53 
S .E.d C.R. 
. 84 1. 82 
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The mean score on the final test ·VJas 14. 80 compared with 16. 33 on 
the delayed test . The difference of 1. 53 yielded a critical ratio of 
1.82 which was not statistically significant . 
Table 138 shows the comparison of mean scores on the delayed 
Metropolitan Word Discrimination Test for the experimental and control 
groups . 
Table 138 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Delayed Vford Discrimina-
tion Test for Both Groups 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
N Mean S .D. 
132 23 .32 
138 21 . 07 
6. 09 
S.E.m Diff. S.E .d C.R. 
2. 25 . 82 2.74 
The mean score for the children in the experimental group was 
23.32 compared with 21 . 07 for the children in the control group . The 
difference of 2. 25 yielded a critical ratio of 2. 74 which was statis-
tically significant at the . 01 level. 
Table 139 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final and 
delayed Metropolitan Word Discrimination Tests for the experimental 
group . 
Table 139 . Comparison of Mean Scores on the Final and Delayed Word 
Discrimination Tests for the Experimental Group 
Test Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
Final 140 22 . 60 6.03 
Experimental 
Delayed 132 23 .32 6. 09 
. 51 
.53 
. 72 .. 74 . 97 
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The mean score on the final test was 22 .60 compared with 23 . 32 on 
the delayed test. The difference of .72 yielded a critical ratio of 
. 97 which was not statistically significant. 
Table 140 shows the comparison of mean scores on the final and 
delayed ~ford Discrimination Tests for the control group. 
Table 140. Comparison of I'1ean Scores on the Final and Delayed "VIIord 
Discrimination Tests for the Control Group 
Test Group 
Final 
Control 
Delayed 
N Mean 
140 20 . 47 
138 21. 07 
S.D. S.E .m Diff . 
7. 08 . 60 
. 63 
.60 
C. R. 
. 87 
The mean score on the final test was 20 . 47 compared with 21 . 07 
on the delayed test . The difference of . 60 yielded a critical ratio 
of . 69 which was not statistically significant . 
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Summary 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was an attempt to evaluate the effect of a planned 
program in word analysis for children in grade two on the following 
factors: (1) reading achievement; (2) spelling achievement; (3) the 
knowledge of phonics: and (4) the ability to pronounce unfamiliar words. 
In order to achieve this end it was necessary to: (1) develop the 
materials; (2) secure a population; (3) conduct the program, and (4) 
evaluate the effectiveness of the program. 
Materials.-- The unique features of the materials are ear training, 
meaning in every exercise and intensity of practice through the use of 
every-pupil-response techniques. Thirty-five lessons were developed, 
each built around a theme, with all the words to be analyzed related 
to this theme. The lessons were comprised of two parts; part one was 
teacher-directed; part two was planned to reinforce the concept intro-
duced by the teacher, was self-directed, self-checked, and accomplished 
by children working in pairs or teams of three. 
Each child received a kit of every-pupil-response cards to enable 
him to respond to each question asked by the teacher. 
Population.-- The entire second grade population of a small city 
near Boston participated in the study. Two groups were established as 
a result of equating on the following variables: (1) intelligence; 
(2) reading achievement; (3) spelling achievement; and (4) knowledge of 
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phonics. In each group there were 140 children in seven classrooms 
in two schools. 
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Program.-- The classroom teachers of the exper~~ental group taught 
the lessons daily for seven weeks, replacing the commercial phonics pro-
gr~~ prescribed by the school system. The teachers of the control group 
continued to follow the regular phonics program which was similar in 
content to the experimental program. 
The testing program.-- The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test 
was used to measure intelligence. Three forms of the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test, Primary II Battery were administered, Form A prior 
to the beginning of the program, Form B at the end of the seven weeks' 
program, Form C two months after the conclusion of the experiment. Two 
forms of the Gates Word Pronunciation Test were administered, Form I 
prior to the experiment, Form II at the conclusion of the program. The 
Boston University Test for Hearing Sounds in \fords and the Phonics Test 
built by the writer were administered prior to the experiment and fol-
lowing the program. 
The data were analyzed on these measures. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. The program appeared to be effective in increasing reading 
achievement. 
a. The mean gain from the initial to the final Metropolitan 
Reading Achievement Test for the children in the ex-
perimental group was 9.15 compared with 6.15 for the 
children in the control group. The critical ratio of 
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2.33 indicated the difference was statistically signif-
icant at the .o5 level in favor of the experimental group. 
b. The mean score on the final Metropolitan Word Knowledge 
Test for the children in the experimental group was 15.85 
compared with 14.80 for the children in the control group. 
The critical ratio of 1.35 did not indicate a statistically 
significant difference, but favored the experimental group. 
c. The mean score on the final Metropolitan WOrd Discrimination 
Test for the children in the experimental group was 22.60 
compared with 20.47 for the children in the control group. 
The critical ratio of 2.75 indicated the difference was 
statistically significant at the .01 level in favor of the 
experimental group. 
d. The mean score on the delayed Metropolitan Reading Achieve-
ment Test for the children in the experimental group was 
19.75 compared with 18.00 for the children in the control 
group. The critical ratio of 1.39 did not indicate a 
statistically significant difference, but favored the ex-
perimental group. 
e. The mean score on the delayed Metropolitan Word Knowledge 
Test for the children in the experimental group was 17.56 
compared with 16.33 for the children in tae control group. 
The critical ratio of 1.41 did not indicate a statistically 
significant difference, but favored the experimental group. 
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f. The mean score on the delayed Metropolitan Word Discrimina-
tion Test for the children in the experimental group was 
23.32 compared with 21.07 for the children in the control 
group. The critical ratio of 2.75 indicated the difference 
was statistically significant at the .01 level in favor of 
the experimental group. 
2. The program appeared to be effective in increasing spelling 
achievement. 
a. The mean gain from the initial to the final Metropolitan 
Spelling Achievement Test for the children in the experi-
mental group was 8.31 compared with 6.66 for the children 
in the control group. The critical ratio of 1.65 indicated 
the difference was not statistically significant but 
favored the experimental group. 
b. The mean score on the final Metropolitan Spelling Achieve-
ment Test for the children in the experimental group was 
14.53 compared with 11.98 for the children in the control 
group. The critical ratio of 3.07 indicated the difference 
was statistically significant at the .01 level in favor of 
the experimental group. 
c. The mean score on the delayed Metropolitan Spelling Achieve-
ment Test for the children in the experimental group was 
15.91 compared with 13.69 for the children in the control 
group. The critical ratio of 2.49 indicated the difference 
was statistically significant at the .05 level in favor of 
the experimental group. 
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3. The program appeared to be effective in increasing the transfer 
of phonetic knowledge to the pronunciation of unfamiliar words 
as well as increasing specific phonetic knowledge . 
a . The mean gain from the initial to the final Gates Word 
Pronunciation Test (which measures the ability to pronounce 
unfamiliar words) for the children in the experimental group 
was 12 . 90 compared with 3. 70 for the children in the control 
group . The critical ratio of 4. 92 indicated the difference 
was statistically significant at the . 01 level in favor of 
the experimental group. 
b . The mean score on the final Gates Word Pronunciation Test 
for the children in the experimental group was 28.55 compared 
with 19.75 for the children in the control group. The critical 
ratio of 5.71 indicated the difference was stat istically 
significant at the .01 level in favor of the experimental 
group. 
c. The mean score on the final Boston University Test for 
Hearing Sounds in Words (which measures the ability to hear 
sounds in the spoken word) for the children in the exper-
imental group was 44.70 compared with 40.25 for the children 
in the control group. The critical ratio of 3.91 indicated 
the difference was statistically significant at the . 01 
level in favor of the experimental group . 
d. The mean gain from the initial to the final Phonics Test 
for the children in the experimental group was 26. 00 compared 
with 6. 65 for the children in the control group. The 
critical ratio of 7.65 indicated the difference was 
statistically significant at the . 01 level in favor of 
the experimental group. 
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e . The mean score on the final Phonics Test for the children 
in the experimental group was 132 . 05 compared vdth 111. 20 
for the children in the control group . The critical ratio 
of 10. 97 indicated the difference was statistically signif-
icant at the . 01 level in favor of the experimental group. 
4. The program appeared to be equally effective for children of 
different intelligence levels . 
a . In the experimental group, t here were statistically signif-
i cant differences at the . 01 level in the gains in reading 
achievement and word knowledge for the children with intel-
ligence quotients of 100 and above . There were no statis-
tically significant differences in the gains on other 
factors measured , but the differences in spelling achieve-
ment and v10rd pr onunciation favored the children with 
intelligence quotients of 100 and above, while the 
differences in phonics, ability to hear sounds in words, 
and word discrimination favored the children with intel-
ligence quotients of 99 and below. 
b. In the control group, there was a statistically significant 
difference at the . 01 level in the gains in reading achieve-
ment for the children with intelligence quotients of 100 
and above. There were no statistically significant 
differences in any of the other measures, but all the 
differences favored the children with intelligence quo-
tients of 100 and above. 
5. The program appeared to be equally effective for boys and 
girls. 
a. In the experimental group, there was a statistically 
significant difference at the .05 level in reading 
achievement in favor of the girls. There were no statis-
tically significant differences in the gains on the other 
factors measured, but the differences in word pronuncia-
tion and word knowledge favored the girls while the 
differences in spelling achievement, phonics, hearing 
sounds in words, and word discrimination favored the boys. 
b. In the control group, there were no statistically signif-
icant differences in the gains on the factors measured, 
but the differences on all measures except word knowledge 
and word discrimination favored the girls. 
APPENDIX 
Vocabulary List 
about bed brownie 
accordion beef brush 
acrobat beep buffalo 
afternoon began bug 
again bell bulb 
airport belt bump 
Alabama beside bun 
Aladdin best bunny 
Alaska Betty bus 
Alice bib busy 
alligator bike but 
allow bill buzzard 
always birthday by 
and bit 
~ngry bite caboose 
animal . blade cactus 
apricot blanket cafeteria 
aquarium bleed cage 
arithmetic blend cake 
around bless calendar 
asleep block calf 
asparagus bloom California 
astronaut blossom camel 
atmosphere blow Canada 
auto boat candy 
automobile bone cane 
avocado book canoe 
boost capsule 
baby boots captain 
bag both carpenter 
bait bow carry 
bake bowl cat 
balloon brake catcher 
Bambi bran celebrity 
ban bread cellar 
bang break cellophane 
bank breakfast center 
barking breath champion 
bashful breathe Charles 
basket brick chatter 
basketball bride cheat 
bathrobe bridge cheep 
battery bright cheese 
bean bring chemicals 
beanbag broken chick 
beans bronco chicken 
beat broom chief 
beautiful brother child 
because brown children 
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chill cream driver 
chilled creep drop 
chipmunk crisp drug 
chips crocodile drum 
chocolate crop dr,r 
choose cross duck 
chop crow duckling 
chowder crowd dug 
Christopher crown dump 
chrysanthemum crumble dwarf 
chug crust 
chum cry eat 
church cub edge 
cider cube eight 
Cinderella cucumber electric 
citizen cup electrician 
city custard electricity 
clap custodian elephant 
clay customer elevator 
clean Cynthia elf 
clerk engine 
climb Daddy engineer 
clip Dan escalator 
clock danger even 
close day every 
clothing deaf everyone 
cloud December 
clown deep fable 
cluck defeat face 
coach delicious fairy 
coast dentist fake 
coat dessert family 
cold detective fan 
collie Dick fancy 
color dictionary fast 
Colorado different fawn 
compass dime feather 
conductor dine feathers 
cone dinner fed 
cook dish fellow 
cookie dive ferry 
cool dock fig 
cop dog file 
corn doll fill 
cor sage donut film 
could down find 
couldn't dragon fire 
country drake first 
cow dream fish 
crab dress fishing 
cracker dressing flag 
crash drift flake 
crawl drill flash 
crayon drink flashlight 
flea 
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goat hive 
fling Goldilocks hold 
flip golf hole 
float good homes 
flock good by hood 
flounder goose hook 
flour gorilla hop 
flower gown horn 
fly graduate hot 
foam grain house 
folded Grandmother how 
follow grape huckleberry 
food green hug 
fooled greet hump 
forecast Gretel hunter 
forest grin hurricane 
forget grind hurry 
found grocery 
fox ground ice cream 
freedom grow Idaho 
freeze grows Indian 
Friday guard Indiana 
fried guess i ndividual 
friend guest inspector 
friendly gum interesting 
frighten gun iris 
frightened Gus is 
frog 
frost had Jack 
frosting ham Jake 
frown hamburger janitor 
fry hamper jet 
fudge handkerchief Jill 
fuel hanger Jiminy 
fumes Hansel Jonathan 
happy j ug 
gallop hare j ump 
galoshes harmonica 
game has Kansas 
garden hatchet keep 
gasoline he kennel 
gate head ketchup 
gather heads kick 
gem health kill 
generator heat kindergarten 
gentleman heater king 
germ heavy kite 
gift Heidi kitten 
gingerbread helicopter knife 
Gipetto hen knob 
giraffe her knock 
girl here know 
glad hibernate 
glue hide laboratory 
go high lady 
goal hill lake 
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land money paint 
large monkey painted 
leaf Montana paints 
leak moo pan 
left moon panda 
lemon mop paper 
lemonade morning parakeet 
leopard moss paste 
lick mother peach 
light mouse peacock 
like mouth peas 
little mud peep 
lizard muffin peg 
loaf mug pelican 
lobster mule pencil 
lock mumps Permsylvania 
locomotive mushroom pepper 
lollipop my pet 
look Peter 
looked napkin pheasant 
Louisiana neat phonograph 
lump need photograph 
lunch neighbor piano 
neighbors piccalilli 
macaroni nephew piccolo 
magazine nest pick 
Haine Nevada pickle 
make new pie 
man New York pile 
mandolin nice pill 
many no pillow 
map nose pinafore 
marmalade November pitcher 
marshmallow now place 
mask number placed 
Massachusetts nun plan 
mat nurse plant 
mattress nuts plants 
May play 
me obey pleasant 
meal Ohio please 
meat Oklahoma pleat 
medicine old pledge 
Michigan open plow 
microphone operator plug 
microscope Oregon plum 
milk organ pole 
mill organize pond 
Minnesota our pony 
mint out pop 
mischief oven pot 
missile overcoat pound 
Mississippi pout 
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practice robe shelf 
pray rock shell 
present rocket shirt 
president rockets shock 
press rocky shoe 
pressure rod shook 
prick rolled shop 
prince rolls should 
princess room shouldn't 
principal rooster shout 
print rose show 
projector round shower 
promise row shrug 
pronounce rubber sick 
pump rug sigh 
punish rugs sight 
pupil signal 
puppet safety sink 
puppy sake sip 
pure salad skate 
putty salmon skates 
sand skeleton 
quake sandwich skin 
quick sardine skip 
sat skull 
race Saturday skunk 
rack saucer sky 
radiator saw sled 
radio say sleep 
radish scale sleigh 
rain scalp slender 
rained scarf slice 
raisin scooter slide 
rake scrape slip 
ran scratch slcn-1 
ranch scream sly 
Rapunzel screen smash 
razor scribble smile 
reach script smoke 
read scrub smother 
reading sea smug 
ready seal snail 
red seat snake 
refreshments secretary snapped 
refrigerator seed snatch 
remember service sneaker 
repeat seven sneeze 
rest shadow sniff 
rice shake snow 
ride sharpener snowflake 
ring she snowman 
ripe sheep snug 
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soaked struggle Tinker belle 
soap stumble tire 
sock stump toaster 
soft sty toboggan 
solid submarine today 
somebody sunrrner tomato 
someday sun tomorrow 
song Sunday too 
soon sunflower took 
sour sunset top 
south superintendent tm-1el 
space supervisor town 
span sweep tractor 
spank sweet traffic 
sparkle swim train 
sparrow swing trap 
speak travel 
spend table treat 
spider tag tree 
spill tail tremble 
spinach take trick 
spoon tambourine trouble 
spray tan truck 
spread tap trumpet 
spring taxicab try 
sprinkle tea tub 
spry teacher tube 
square tease tug 
squash teeth tugboat 
squaw telegraph tulips 
squeak telephone tune 
squirrel telescope turnip 
stable television turpentine 
stage tent twin 
station Texas 
steam than uniform 
steeple Thanksgiving 
step them valentine 
stick then van 
still thermometer vase 
stock these Vermont 
stone they very 
stood thick vest 
stool thinking village 
stop this vine 
story thousand violin 
stove three Virginia 
strange throat visit 
straw throw vocabulary 
strawberry thrill 
stream thumb wagon 
strike thump wait 
string tick wake 
stripe tie walk 
was 
water 
watermelon 
we 
week 
weep 
weigh 
\-Jendy 
whale 
what 
wheat 
wheel 
when 
where 
which 
whiskers 
whistle 
who 
why 
wide 
wife 
will 
winter 
witch 
wood 
wooden 
would 
wouldn't 
yank 
yard 
yarn 
year 
yellow 
yes 
yesterday 
yet 
you 
young 
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Lesson 1 
b, c, d, f, g, 1 
THE LIBRARY 
"Take the 1 .. 2 ... 3 cards from envelope 1. Let's pretend we are 
looking at the books in a library, and we 1ll listen for certain sounds 
in the words. 
"These words have b. Listen carefully. Say each word after me. 
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If you hear 'b' at the beginning of the word, hold up 1; if you hear 'b' 
in the middle, hold up 2; if you hear 'b' at the end, hold up 3. Be 
careful. The word may have more than one b. Then you will have to hold 
up more than one card. Letts try some together. Listen: balloon. Say 
balloon. Yes, 1. B is at the beginning. Listen:: club. Say club. 
Fine, 3. B is at the end. Be careful: basketball. Say basket'ball. 
Good, 1 aiid 2. B is at the beginning and in the middle. Now I'm not 
going to give you any more help. Listen carefully. Be sure you have the 
correct cards. 
"You would find these words in science books. They all have b. Say 
each word after me. (Write the words on the board. Connnent after-each 
response.) 
battery 
submarine 
laboratory 
rubber 
web 
crab 
hibernate 
buzzard 
bone 
number 
"You would find these words. in books about travel. They all have c. 
What does c say? Yes, •c•. Remember to listen carefully. Say each word 
after me, and hold up the cor~ct card. (Write the words on the board. 
Comment after each response.) 
helicopter 
locomotive 
canoe 
:£apsule 
electric 
inspe_£tor 
caboose 
condactor 
traffic 
taxicab 
"These words are in cook books. They all have d. What does d say? 
Yes, 'd'. Say each word after me. Show the card that tells where-~ is. 
(Write-the words on the board. Comment after each response.) 
~licious 
sandwich 
chowder 
custard 
gingerbread 
dessert -
salad 
pudding 
donut 
sardine 
"These words are from fairy tales. They all have f. What does f 
say? Yes, tft. Listen carefully. Say each word after-me, and hold up 
the number that tells where f is. (Write the words, on the board.) Com-
ment after each response.) -
dwarf 
different 
beautiful 
mischie'f 
elf 
!_airy 
(Concluded on next page) 
pinafore 
uniform 
fable 
fawn 
Lesson 1 {concluded) 
"You would read these words in books about sports and games. They 
all have .K• What does .K s~? Yes, 'g 1 • S~ each word after me. Hold 
up 1 if you hear 'g' at the beginning, 2 if you hear 'g' in the middle, 
3 if you hear 'g t at the end. {Write the m rds. on the board. Comment 
after each response.) 
.fiOlf 
beanba.K 
tobo~an 
~oal 
guess 
ta_fi 
Si.KJlal 
or.fianize 
~ard 
~arne 
"These are in animal. books. They have 1. What does 1 say? Yes, 
'1'. Say each word after me. Listen carefully for '1'. \Write the 
words on the board. Comment after each response.) 
pelican 
buffalo 
leopard 
illigator 
collie 
lizard 
lamb 
Seal 
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"Put these cards away. Take the cards from envelope 2. I shall say 
some words to you. Listen carefully. Say each word after me, and show 
the letter you hear at the beginning of the word. Let's practice:: canoe. 
Say ~. Yes, 2.• ~oal. Say goal. Fine, .K• I'm not going to give 
you any more help. Listen. Say each word and hold up the first letter. 
(Comment after each response.) 
!?_attery fawn delicious !_eo pard caboose 
11 This time, show the letter you hear in the middle of the word. 
Listen carefully. Say each word after me. Which letter is in the middle 
of the word? uniform. Say uniform. Yes, f. Which is in the middle of 
this word? rubber. Say rubber. Fine, b. -I'm not going to give you any 
more help. WhiCh letter is in the middle of these -words? (Comment after 
each response.) 
different submarine sardine collie 
"Now tell me the last letter in these words. Listen carefully. Say 
each word after me. Show the last letter. Try this one: custard. Say 
custard. Fine~ d. Can you do the rest without help? (Comment after 
each response. ; -
seal beanba![ mischief gingerbrea~ crab 
11Put the letters back into envelope 2." 
A Fairy Tale 
Read each sentence and write the missing letter in the word that is 
underlined. Take turns reading the sentences to each other. When 
you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together. 
b c d f g 1 
1. Once upon a time, there was a little gir_. 
2. Her name was _oldilocks. 
3. One __ ay she went for a walk. 
4. She saw a ittle house in the woods. 
5. She went inside, _ut no one was home. 
6. Goldilocks ate something goo_. 
1. Soon she was __ ast asleep. 
8. Then the bear fami __ y came home. 
9. They were an_ry when they found Goldilocks. 
10. She was frightened an ran away. 
Answers: 
1. gir!_ 6. goo~ 
2. Goldilocks 7. fast 
3. pay 8. fami!Y 
4. little 9. an~y 
5. but 10. and 
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Lesson 2 
k, m, n, p, r, s, t 
THE SHOPPlNG CENTER 
"Take the 1 - 2 - 3 cards from envelope 1. Let 1s pretend we are 
going to the shopping center. We'll listen for certain sounds in the 
names of things we find in the stores. 
11 I shall say some words that have k in them. What does k say? 
Yes, •k•. Listen carefully. Hold up 1-if you hear 'k' at the begin-
ning, 2 if you hear 1k' in the middle, 3 if you hear 'k' at the end. 
You may hear more than one •k• in a word, then you will have to hold up 
more than one card. 
"These would be in a pet shop. Remember, k says 1k•. 
Say these words after me." (Write the words on-the board. 
each response.) 
book 
Us ten. 
Comment after 
monkey 
duck 
barking 
pari!eet 
drink 
kitten 
kennel 
clerk cookie 
11You might find these at the drug store. They all have m. What 
does m s;zy? Yes, •m•. Listen carefully. Say the words after me. Show 
me the correct card. (Write the words on the board. Comment after each 
response.) 
medicine 
chemicals 
film microscope 
customer -ice cream 
refreshments 
!!!agazines 
!!!oney 
~ 
. 
11 Yqu can buy these things at the super market. They have n. What 
does n say? Yes, •n•. S;zy these words after me. Hold up the correct 
card.- (Write the words on the board. Comment after each response.) 
chicken 
nuts 
napkin 
raisin 
ca::_dy 
corn 
watermelon 
spi~ach 
turnip 
salDion 
"You see these in a hardware store. They all have E.• What does E. 
say? Yes, 'P'• Listen carefully. Say each word after me. If you hear 
'P' at the beginning, hold up 1; if you hear 'P' in the middle, hold up 
2; if you hear 'P' at the end, hold up 3. (write the words on the board. 
Comment after each response.) 
E_aint carEenter 
Eutty turEentine 
11 You can buy these in a flower shop. They have s. What does s say? 
Yes, •s•. Listen. Say the words after me. Hold up the correct card. 
(Write the words on the board. Comment after each response.) 
chrysanthemum 
sunflower 
seed 
blossom 
iris 
cactus 
(Concluded on next page) 
corsage 
basket 
tulips 
pre~eiit 
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Lesson 2 (concluded ) 
"You would find these in a department s t ore . They all have r. 
What does r s;zy? Yes, 'r'. Listen. Say each word after me . You may 
hear more than one r in a word . Be careful. (Write the words on the 
board . Comment after each response . ) 
saucer 
bathrObe 
handkerchief 
toaster 
radio 
overcoat 
elevator mattress 
escalator razor 
11 You can buy these in a toy store . They all have t . What does t 
say? Yes, •t• . Say these words after me . Remember. You are listening 
for 1 t 1 • (Write the words on the board . Comment after each response.) 
puppet 
projec~or 
tel~scope 
rocket 
airport 
~oboggan 
tugboat basketball 
automobile tambourine 
11Put these cards away. Take the cards from envelope 3. I shall 
s~ some words to you . Listen carefully. Say each word after me, and 
show the first letter of each word . (Comment after each response . ) 
Eaint tambourine !!?-cr oscope kitten sunflower 
11Now listen carefully for the middle sound in these words. Say 
each word after me , and show the letter in the middle of the word. 
(Comment after each response . ) 
cookie pre!!_ent chemicals pal?,E3r 
"This time I want you to show the last letter in the word. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me, and show the last letter. (Comment 
after each response.) 
watermelon rocket toaster ice cream 
nPut these cards back into envelope ) . 11 
Mother's Shopping List 
Read Mother's shopping list. There is a letter missing in each word. 
\~ite the letter to finish the word. Take turns reading the things 
on the list~ When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your 
work together. 
k m n p r s t 
Things to buy: 
for the birthday party 1. ca e 
2. ca_dy 
3. ice crea 
for Father 4. shir 
. ' 
5. fishing od 
6. aw 
for a good boy 7. dru 
8. _uppy 
for a good girl 9. boo 
10 • pai_ts 
.Answers: 
1. cake 6. saw 
2. Ca:!dY 7. drum 
3· ice cream 8. E_Uppy 
4. shirt 9. book 
s. fishing _!:Od 10. pai!!,tS 
• 
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Lesson 3 
Review: consonants 
New: r and 1 blends 
184 
THINGS YOU MAY DO 
"Take the cards from envelope 4. Take r blend cards, and put the 
1 blend cards aside. (write on board: b, c; d, f, g, p, t. Point to 
each letter and ask for its sound . ) 
"What does r say? Yes, 1rl. I'll put r with each of these letters. 
Now what do they-say? (Point to each blend.) 
trHere are some things you can do. 
words after me, and show the br card. 
break breathe 
They begin with br. 
(Write on board.)-
brush 
Say these 
11Read these words as I underline br. Here are questions you can 
answer using the words that begin with~r. How do you clean your teeth? 
(brush) What happens to an egg when youdrop it? (break) What do you 
do when air comes into your lungs? (breathe) (Repeat each response. Point 
to the word. ) 
"Here are more things you can do. They begin with cr. What does 
cr say? Yes, I cr I • Say these after me, and show the cr card. (Write 
on board.) 
cry creep cross 
"Read these words as I underline cr. Can you answer these questions 
using the cr words? What does baby dowhen he is hungry? (cry) 'What 
does baby dO before he learns to -walk? (creep) How do you get to the 
other side of the street? {cross) (Repeat each response and point to 
the word.) 
"You can do these. They begin with dr. 1tihat does dr say? Yes, 1dr 1 • 
Say these after me, and show the~ card.--0Nrite on boara.) 
dry dress drink 
"Look at the dr words. Read them as I underline dr. Find the 
answers to these questions. What do you do with an icecream soda? 
(drink) What is the opposite of wet? (dry) What do you do when you get 
up in the morning? (dress) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"Here are some more things you can do. They begin with fr. What 
does fr say? Yes, tfr'. Say these after me, and show the fr--card. 
(Writeon board.) 
fry freeze frighten 
"Read these words as I underline fr. Can you find the answers to 
these questions? What happens to water-when it gets very cold? (freeze} 
Which is a way to cook chicken? (fry} What can you do on Halloween? 
(frighten). (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
(Continued on next page} 
Lesson 3 (continued) 185 
"You can do these in school. They begin with E• What does E 
say? Yes, 'gr 1 • Say these after me, and show the E card. (Write on 
board.) 
grin graduate greet 
"Read these words as I underline gr. The answers to these questions 
are on the board. Can you find these ~ words? What do you do when you 
s~ lhello 1? (greet) What do you do when you have finished school? 
(graduate) Which means the same as smile? (grin) (Repeat each response 
and point to the word.) 
"You might do these at a scout meeting. The words begin with pr. 
What does pr say? Yes, 'pr 1 • Say these words after me, and show theE! 
card. (write on board.) 
promise print practice 
"Read with me as I underline pr. Can you answer these questions 
using words that begin with~? How do you learn to do anything well? 
(practice) How do you make a sign? {print) What do you do when you say 
you will be good? {promise) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"Here are things circus people might do. They begin with tr. What 
does tr s~? Yes, •tr•. Say these after me, and show the tr card. 
(Write on board. ) 
travel trick try 
·~ead these words as I underline tr. The answers to these questions 
begin with tr. What do you do when youjuggle balls? (trick) What do you 
do ~en you-go Gn a trip? (travel) How can you do your best? (try) -
(Repeat each response and. point to the word.) 
11Look at all the r blend cards on your desks. Listen to these words. 
Say them after me. Hold up the card which has the first two letters you 
hear. (Comment after each response.) 
£E.eSS 
crawl 
drift 
frost 
treat 
pronounce 
grind 
crumble 
bring 
trouble 
"Put these cards aside. Take the 1 blend cards. (Write on board: 
b1 c1 ! 1 p.) (Point to each letter, and-ask for its sound.) 
·~at does 1 s~? I'll put 1 with each of the letters. Now what do 
they s~? (Point to each blend.)-
"You can do these. They begin with bl. What does bl say? Yes, •bl'. 
Say these after me, and show the bl card .-(Write on board.) 
bless blow bleed 
11Read these words as I underline bl. Can you answer these questions 
using bl words? What happens when you cut yourself? (bleed) What do you 
say when someone sneezes? {bless) How do you make bubbles? (blow) (Re-
peat each response and point to the word.) 
(Concluded on next page) 
Lesson 3 (concluded) 
"You might do these at camp. They have cl. What does cl say? 
Yes, •cl•. Say each word after me, and show the cl card. ~rite on 
board.) 
clean. climb clap 
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11Read these words as I underline cl. Now, can you answer these 
questions? How do your hands look after you wash them? (clean) What do 
you do when you like a circus act? (clap) How do you get to the top of 
a hill? (climb) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"You can do these with your toys. They begin with fl. ~at does 
fl say? Yes, 1fl•. Say each word after me, and hold up~he fl card. 
1Write on board.) 
float fly flip 
"Read these words as I underline fl. The answers to these questions 
are on the board. They begin with fl.--What do you do with a toy boat? 
(float) What do you do with an airplane? (fly) 'What do you do with a 
coin? (flip) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"You may do these in school. They have pl. What does £! say? 
Yes, •pl•. Say these after me, and hold up the pl card. ~rite on board.) 
play pledge plan 
11Read these words as I underline E.!• Find the answers to these 
questions. What do you do when you saiUte the flag? (pledge) What does 
a committee do? (plan) Which do children like to do? (play) (Repeat 
each response and point to the word.) 
11Look at all the 1 blend cards on your desks. Listen to these words. 
Say them after me. Hold up the card which tells the first two letters in 
each word. (Comment after each response.) 
close 
clip 
E_!ease 
cluck 
flash 
block 
E_!ow 
fling 
UPut these cards back into envelope 4.n 
blend 
£!aced 
What do you do? 
Read these questions. Two letters are missing from each answer. 
Take turns reading the questions to each other. Write the missing 
letters. When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your 
work together. 
br cr dr fr gr pr tr bl cl fl pl 
'What do you do? 
1. while you are asleep? eam 
2. when you cut yourself? eed 
3. when you get taller? ow 
4. when you talk to God? __ ay 
5. when you go on a trip? a vel 
6. when you drop a glass? eak 
7. when you like the circus? _ap 
B. when you want a garden? ant 
9. when you learn to swim? oat 
10. when you are too little to walk? __ eep 
Answers: 
1. dream 6. break 
2. bleed 7. clap 
3. grow 8. plant 
4. pray 9. float 
5. travel 10. ~ep 
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lesson 4 
Review: r and 1 blends 
New: s blends-
ALL ABOUT S 
"Take the r and 1 blends from envelope 4. I shall say some words. 
Listen carefully. Say each word after me. Hold up the card which has 
the first two letters. Let 1s try some together. flash, yes, fl; 
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grind, good, gr. Ilm not going to give you any more help. Listen. Show 
the first two-retters. (Comment after each response.) 
clothing 
dragon 
freedom 
tremble 
grocery 
break 
flounder 
.E:essure 
blanket 
cracker 
"Put these cards back into envelope 4. Take the s bl end cards from 
envelope 5. Take the cards that have two letters. Put the others aside. 
(write on board: c, k, 1, m, n, p, t, w. Point to each letter, and ask 
for its sound.) 
''What does s say? 
Now what do they-say? 
Yes, •s•. I'll puts with each of these letters. 
(Point to each blend.) 
"Here are things you have. They begin with sc. What does sc say? 
Yes, 'sc•. Say these after me, and show the sc card. ~ite on-soard.) 
scooter scale scalp 
"Read these words as I underline sc. You can answer these questions 
with words that begin with sc. Which is under your hair? (scalp) 'Which 
can you ride? {scooter) 'Which tells how much you weigh? (scale). {Repeat 
each response and point to the word.) 
"These are parts of the body. They begin with sk. What does sk say? 
Yes, 'sk'. Sk and sc sound just alike. These words~egin with sk.--Say 
them after me, and show the sk card. (Write on board. ) --
skin skeleton skull 
"Read the words as I underline sk. Can you find the answers to these 
questions on the board? Which is the-word that means all your bones? 
(skeleton) Which is the word that means the bones in your head? {skull) 
Which is something that covers your body? (skin) (Repeat each response 
and point to the word.) 
nHere are things you can do outdoors. They all have sl. What does 
sl say? Yes, 1 sl 1 • Say these after me, and hold up the sl card. (Write 
on board.) 
slide sleep slip 
"Read these words as I underline sl. Can you answer these questions 
using sl words? What do you do at night? (sleep} What happens when you 
step on-ice? (slip) What do you do in the park? {slide} (Repeat each 
response and point to the word.) 
(Continued on next page) 
Lesson 4 (continued) 
"People can do these things. The words begin with sm. What does 
sm say? Yes, 1 sm 1 • Say the words after me, and hold up the sm card. 
twrite on board.) 
smile smoke smother 
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"Read the words as I underline sm. Find the answers to these questions. 
Which comes from a chimney? (smoke) Which is pleasant? (smile) Which is 
unpleasant? (smother) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"These are smaller than a puppy. They begin with sn. What does sn 
say? Yes, 1sn•. Say these after me, and show the sn card. (Write on~oard.) 
snowflake snail sneaker 
"Read these words as I underline sn. Find the answers to these 
questions. They begin with sn. Whichis an animal? (snail) Which makes 
us think of winter? (snowflake) ~ich can you wear? (sneaker) (Repeat 
each response and point to the word.) 
"Your mother may do these things. They begin with sp. What does !2 
say? Yes, 1sp 1 • Say the words after me, and show the~ card. (write on 
board.) 
speak spend 
11Read these words as I underline ~· The answers to these questions 
are on the board. Can you find them? 'What do you do when you talk? (speak) 
What does Mother do when you are naughty? (spank) What do you do with 
money when you buy something? (spend) (Repeat each response and point to 
the word.) 
11These may be in a kitchen. They begin with st. What does st say? 
Yes, •st•. Say these words after me, and show the-at card. (Write on 
board.) 
stove stool steam 
"Read these words as I underline st. Find the answers to these 
questions. Which is for cooking? (stove) Which comes from a tea kettle? 
(steam) Which is a high seat? (stool) (Repeat each response and point 
to the word.) 
"You can do these. They begin with sw. What does sw say? Yes, •sw•. 
Say the words after me, and show the sw card. (write on~oard.) 
~ing swim ~eep 
"Read these as I underline sw. Find the answers to these questions. 
Which do you do at the beach? (swim) Which do you do at the playground? 
(swing) What do you do with a broom? (sweep) (Repeat each response and 
point to the word.) 
11Put these cards aside, and take the cards that have three letters. 
~~ite on board: cr, pr, tr, qu. Point to each and ask for its sound.) 
I 111 put s with each of these blends. Now what do they say? (Point to 
each blena. ) 
(Concluded on next page) 
Lesson 4 (concluded) 
"Here are some things you can do. They begin with scr. What does 
scr say? Yes, 1scr 1 • Say these words after me, and show the scr card. 
(~~ite on board.) 
scream scribble scrub 
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"Read these words as I underline scr. Find the answers to these 
questions. They begin with scr. How do you get your knees clean? (scrub) 
How do you call for help? (scream) How does a baby write? (scribble) 
(Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"You can do these in a garden. They begin with spr. What does spr 
say? Yes, 1spr 1 • Say these words after me, and show the spr card. 
(write on board.) 
spray sprinkle spread 
"Read the words as I underline spr. Can you find the answers to these 
questions? What do you do with a watering can? (sprinkle} How do you put 
jelly on bread? (spread) What do you do with a hose? (spray} (Repeat each 
response and point to the word.) 
ttThese are at a ball game. They begin with str. "What does str say? 
Yes, 'str•. Say these after me, and show the str-cird. ONrite on board.) 
strike straw stripe 
"Read the words as I underline str. Find the answers to these questions. 
What does the umpire call? (strike) Which tells about the players' uniforms? 
{stripe) Which do you drink from? (straw) {Repeat each response and point 
. to the word • ) 
"You might read about these. They begin with squ. What does squ say? 
Yes, 'squ'. Say these after me, and show the squ card. (write on board.) 
squirrel squaw squeak 
"Read these words as I underline squ. You can answer these questions 
with squ words. Which is a little noise? (squeak) Which is an Indian 
ladyflsquaw) Which is an animal? (squirrel} (Repeat each response and 
point to the word.) 
"Take all the s blend cards. Listen carefully. Say each word after 
me. Hold up the card that tells the letters you hear at the beginning of 
each word. Sometimes there will be tl'lO letters, sometimes three. You 
will have to listen for the beginning sound. (Comment after each response.) 
stra1o~berry 
smash 
slender 
station 
scratch 
sparkle 
11Put these cards back into envelope 5.u 
stumble 
snapped 
square 
spring 
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All About S 
Read these phrases. They tell about words that begin with the letter 
s. Take turns reading the phrases to each other. Write the missing 
letters in each word. When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check 
your work together. 
sc sk sl sm sn sp st sw scr spr str squ 
1. to do at the beach im 
2. a time of the year ing 
3. afraid of the sun owman 
4. to keep flies out een 
5. to eat with oon 
6. makes a face look happy ile 
7. to tie on a kite ing 
B. to read in a book ory 
9. an Indian lady aw 
10. something to wear arf 
Answers: 
1. swim 6. smile 
2. spring 7. string 
3. snowman B. story 
4. screen 9. squaw 
5. spoon 10. scarf 
~sson 5 
Review: s blends 
New: digraphs 
NEW SOUNDS 
"Take the s blends from envelope 5. Take the two letter cards; 
put the others aside. Listen carefully. Say each word after me. Hold 
up the card that tells the first two letters you hear in these words. 
Le~ 1 s try some together. spend, yes, !£; stumble, fine, st. I'm not 
go~ng to help you any more. Listen. Say each word after me, and hold 
up the first two letters. 
steeple snatch slide scarf sparrow smile 
(Comment after each response.) 
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11 Put these cards aside; take the three letter cards. Listen. Hold 
up the first three letters you hear in these words. 
struggle ~ipt squash sprinkler 
(Comment after each response.) 
11 Put these cards into envelope 5. Take the 1 - 2 - 3 cards from 
envelope 1. In the blends we just worked with, we heard the sound of 
every letter. In these words the letters will make a new sound. (Write 
on board: wh, ch, ph, th, sh. Point to each and ask for the sound.) 
"Here are question words. They begin with wh. What does wh say? 
Yes, •wh•. Listen for the •wh' sound in these words. (Write on-board.) 
who what where which why when 
"Read these words, and I' 11 underline wh. 
nyou can answer these riddles with the words that begin with wh .. 
Which asks a question about a place? (where) ~lliich asks a question-about 
a special thing? (which) Which asks a question about time? (when) Which 
asks a question about a reason? (why) (Repeat each response and point 
to the word. ) 
"These are people. They all have ch. What does ch say? Yes, 1ch 1 • 
Listen to these words. Say them after me. Hold up 1 if you hear 'ch' at 
the beginning, 2 if you hear •ch' in the middle, 3 if you hear 1ch 1 at 
the end. (write the words on the board. Comment after each response.) 
children teacher witch coach Charles pitcher catcher chief 
"Here are things you can carry. They all have sh. What does sh say? 
Yes, •sh•. Listen carefully, s~ each word after me:- Show the correct 
card. (write the words on the board. Comment after each response.) 
radish 
galosnes 
mushroom 
sheil 
shoe 
Hsh 
shirt 
bru.sh 
(Concluded on next page) 
Lesson 5 (concluded) 
11These can make a sound. They have ph. What does ~ say? Yes, 
1 ph 1 • Say each word after me. Remember to hold up more than one card 
if you hear 1ph 1 in more than one place in the word. (Write the words 
on the board. Comment after each response.) 
micro~one 
telegra~ 
:e,!!easant 
elephant 
E!!onograph 
tele~one 
ne:e,!!ew 
photogra£!!er 
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11 You have these. They all have th. What does th say? Yes, •th•. 
Say the words after me. Hold up the card that shows-where th is. (write 
the words on the board. Comment after each response.) --
health 
mother 
brother 
teeth 
breath 
mouth 
"Put these cards at the tops of your desks. Take the cards from 
envelope 6. Put these under the number cards. Listen carefully. Say 
each word after me. Show the card which tells the sound you hear. Show 
the number which tells where the sound is. Let's try some together. 
thousand, good, th and 1. Th is at the beginning. reach, yes, ch and 3. 
Ch 1s at the end-or the worO: Now I 'm not going to give you any-more help. 
Show the sound and the number to tell where the sound is. 
bashful 
whistle 
ketchup 
atmosphere 
(Comment after each response.) 
wheel 
church 
punish 
feather 
nPut these cards back into envelopes 1 and 6. 11 
arithmetic 
microphone 
Can you answer these questions? 
Read each question. Some letters are missing in each answer. Take 
turns reading the questions and answers to each other. Write the 
missing letters . When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check 
your work together. 
ch ph th sh wh 
1. Who won the baseball game? pit _ _ er 
2. When did the Pilgrims have a feast? __ anksgiving 
3. 'Which animal has a trunk? ele ant 
4. Where do cowboys live? ran 
5. What plays music? __ onogra __ 
6. What is your special day? bir __ day 
7. What do you take on a camping trip? fla __ light 
heal 8. Why do you need good food? 
9. Which animal swims? fi 
10. Who likes to play? ild 
Answers: 
1 . pitcher 6. birthday 
2. Thanksgiving 7. fla~light 
3. elephant 8. health 
4. ranch 9. fish 
5. ~onogra~ 10. child 
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Review : digraphs 
New : short and long a 
LOOK 
"Take the cards from envelopes 1 and 6. Place the letter cards 
at the top of your desks; the number cards underneath them. 
195 
"I shall say some words . Say them after ne . Show the 
the number that tells where the sound is . Let's practice . 
yes, ch and 1 . Ch is at the beginning of children. earth, 
3. Earth ends in-th. fishing, yes , sh and 2 . Fishing has 
midd~Now I'm not going to give you-any more help. 
sound and 
children, 
fine, th and 
sh in the 
"Here are things you can see . 'What sounds do you hear? Where are 
they? 
peach 
~easant 
(Comment after each 
dish 
hatchet 
response . ) 
cello~ane 
thermometer 
feather 
shadow 
whiskers 
telegra£!! 
11 Put these cards away. Take the long and short a cards from 
envelope 7. The letters we just worked with are consonants . Other 
letters are called vowels . A, e, i , o, and u are vowels . (write on 
board: a, e, i, o, u . Point to each7) Say-them after me. 
"Each vowel has more than one sound. Today, we will listen for 
the short and long sounds of a . 
"Here are things you would find in a house . They all have short a. 
Short a says t a • • Listen for the tat sound . Say these after me . (Write 
on board . ) 
lamp bag plant rack pan 
"A curved line over the a (illustrate) shows it is a short sound. 
Read the words as I mark short a . 
"You would look for these outside the house. They all have short a . 
'a' • Say these after me . (~~ite on board . ) 
grass land crab sand 
"Read these words as I mark short a. 
"You can answer these questions with short a words . Look at the 
words on the board . Find the answers . Which is-at the beach? (sand) 
Which is a lawn? (grass) Which is for cooking? (pan) 'Which grows in 
a garden? (plant) Which gives light? (lamp) (Repeat each response and 
point to the word.) 
"You may see these in a science or art museum. They all have long a . 
Long a says its own name, •a •. Listen for the long a in these words . Say 
them arter me . (\I rite on board • ) 
vase whale train cage snake 
"A straight line over the letter (illustrate) shows it has a long 
sound . Read these words as I mark long ~· 
(Concluded on next page) 
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11You have these at school. They have long a. What sound will you 
hear? Yes, •a•. Say these after me. (Write on-board.) 
paste clay game paint race 
IIRead these words as I mark long a. 
"Can you answer these questions with the long a words on the board? 
Where does a parakeet live? (cage) What changes the color of a house? 
(paint) Which do you run? (race) Which has a caboose? (train) 'Which is 
sticky? (paste) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"Take the short and long a cards. Show long a. What does long a 
s~? Yes, 'a'• Show short a.- What does short a say? Yes, 1a 1 • Listen 
carefully. Say each word alter me. Show the solind you hear. 
snail 
cake 
glad 
mat 
(Comment after each response.) 
rake 
fancy 
cane 
grape 
"Put these cards back into envelope 7. 11 
ham 
scale 
I See 
Take turns reading these words to each other. Write each word under 
the right heading. Mark each a short a or long a. 'When you have 
finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together. 
Grandmother man Daddy lady 
bank stage wagon stable 
baby ranch pail mask 
flag table station 
People Places Things 
Grandmother 
Answers: 
' ' 
People Places Things 
... ~ .. Grandmother bank flag 
baby - table stage 
v oJ oJ 
man ranch wagon 
"' pail Daddy station 
- stable 
oJ 
lady mask 
.. ._..,. 
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Review: short and long a 
New: short and long e 
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LISTEN 
"Take the short and long a cards from envelope 7. What does short a 
say? Yes, 1a 1 • Show me short-a. What does long a say? Yes, •a•. Show 
me long ~· 
tti shall say some words. Some have long a; some have short a. Hold 
up the card which tells the sound you hear. 
"These make sounds. Say these words after me. Show the sound you hear. 
crash 
clap 
break 
tap 
(Comment after each response.) 
radio 
rain 
scrape 
bang 
chatter 
skates 
"Put these cards back into envelope 7. Take the long and short e 
cards from envelope B. Short e says 1e 1 • (write on board: e.) This-
mark shows thee is short (Mark the ~ .) Longe says its own-name, •e•. 
('wri.te on board7 ~. ) This mark shows the e is -long. (Mark the e.) 
(Point to each and repeat the sound.) -
ttYou can hear these. They all have short e. Say- these words after 
me. (write on board.) 
jet step pet 
"A curved line over the e (illustrate) 
Read the words as I mark short e. 
bell hen 
tells us it is a short e. 
ttThese do not make a sound. They all have short ~· Say them after me. 
Listen carefully. Short ~ says •e'. 
peg belt shelf vest web 
"Read these words as I mark short e. 
11You can answer these questions with the short e words on the board. 
Which has a buckle? (belt) Which has a tail? (pet) -Which has buttons? 
(vest) Which has a motor and wings? (jet) Which has wings and no motor? 
(hen) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"You can hear these sounds. They have long e. Long e says its own 
name, •e•. Say these words after me. Listen for-the long~ sound. 
(~ite on board.) 
sneeze squeak cheap beat peep 
"A straight line over a letter (illustrate) shows it has a long sound. 
Read these words as I mark the long e. 
(Concluded on next page) 
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''These make sounds. They all have long ~. Say them after me. (Write 
on board.) 
sheep wheel sea teeth leak 
"Read these words as I mark long ~· 
11Can you answer these questions with the long e words on the board? 
Which tells you have a cold? (sneeze) Which tells the pipe is broken? 
(leak) 'Which tells the hinge needs oil? (squeak) Which tells a parade 
is coming? (beat) Which tells a bird is near? (peep) (Repeat each 
response and point to the word.) 
11Take the long and short e cards. What does short e say? Yes, 1 e 1. 
What does long ~say? Yes, teT. Show me long ~· Show me short e. 
"These words make us think of quiet. Say each word after me, and 
show the sound you hear. 
rest 
leaf 
sleep 
flea 
(Comment after each response.) 
dream 
deaf 
"Put these cards back into envelope a.u 
read 
stream 
bed 
creep 
I Listen 
Take turns reading these words to each other . Write each word under 
the right heading . Mark each e short ~ or long e • When you 
have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together . 
bell pet leaf red 
creep dream sheep wheel 
web rest jet seed 
sea teeth leak 
Makes a noise Makes no noise 
bell 
Answers: 
Makes a noise Makes no noise 
\1 ,J 1ear bell sled creep 
.; .; v 
sea jet web red 
v 
leak dream pet seed 
wheel 
.., 
teeth rest 
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Review: short and long e 
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TASTE 
11Take the short and long e cards from envelope 8. Show me short e. 
What does short ~ say? Yes, rer. Show me long ~· What does long ~ say? 
Yes, •e r. 
11 I shall say some words . Some have long e; some have short e . 
Listen carefully. Say each word after me . Show the sound you hear. 
"You can taste these . 
cheese 
tea 
bread 
pepper 
(Comment after each response . ) 
beans 
peas 
lemon 
beef 
cream 
dressing 
"Put these cards back into envelope 8. Take the long and short i 
cards from envelope 9. Show me long i . Long i says its own name~ tiT. 
Show me short i . Short i says •i•. Say •i• . -(Write on board: 1 _ i. 
Point to each and repeat-the sound . ) 
"These taste good . They have short i . Listen for the 'i' sound in 
these words. Say each after me . (Write on board.) 
milk fig chips fish mint 
"Read these words as I mark short i. 
"These would not taste very good . 
after me, and listen for the ' i ' sound . 
bib di sh sink 
They all have short i. 
(write on board. ) -
brick ring 
Say them 
"You can answer these questions with the short i words on the board . 
'Which is good to drink? {milk) Which can you catch?-(fish} 'Which does 
baby wear? (bib) Which is used to build a school? {brick) Which does 
Mother wear? (ring) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"These make us think of food. They all have long i . What does 
long i say? Yes, •i •. Say these after me . Listen for-the 'i' sound. 
(Write on board • ) 
fried bite dine knife pie 
11Read these words as I mark long i . 
"You would not want to taste these . They all have long ! • Say them 
after me. Listen for •i•. ~ite on board . ) 
fire kite file tire dime 
"Read these words as I mark long i . 
(Concluded on next page) 
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11Can you answer these questions with the long i words? 'Which is 
money? (dime) Which cuts? (knife) 'Which flies? (kite) Which burns? 
(fire) Which is on a bicycle? (tire) {Repeat each response and point 
to the word.) 
"Take the long and short i cards. What does long i say? Yes, 'i'. 
What does short! say? Yes, •I•. Show the short!; show the long !• 
"These words make us .think of things we might taste. Say each word 
after me, and show the soUnd. you hear. Listen carefully. 
chilled 
bitter 
slice 
vine 
(Comment after each response.) 
drink 
pickle 
ripe 
sniff 
"Put these cards back into envelope 9. 11 
bite 
crisp 
Taste 
Take turns reading these words to each other. Write each word under 
the right heading. Mark each i short t' or long I . When you 
have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together. 
rice 
bite 
lick 
milk 
'What can you taste? 
rice 
Answers: 
~at can you taste? 
-
rice 
v 
milk 
oJ 
dinner 
-pie 
""' cider 
oJ 
fish 
dinner bit cider 
slice little fish 
ripe sip nice 
pie bitter 
How much do you taste? How does it taste? 
How much do you taste? How does it taste? 
- -bite ripe 
\J w 
lick bitter 
- -slice nice 
oJ 
bit 
ol 
little 
\J 
sip 
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TOUCH 
"Take the short and long i cards from envelope 9. What does short i 
say? Yes, 1 i I • Show me short-!. \-1ha t does long ! say? 1 i 1 • Show me 
long i. 
"I shall say some words. Some have long i; some have short i. 
Listen carefully. Say each word after me, and-show the sound you-hear. 
11 These people can touch a soft furry puppy. 
child 
prince 
twin 
children 
(Comment after each response.) 
wife 
driver 
king 
Jill 
bride 
Dick 
"Put these cards back into envelope 9. Take the long and short o 
cards from envelope 10. Show me long o. Longo says its own name, lol. 
Say I o I • Show me short o. Short o says 1 o • • Say 1 o 1 • (Write on board : 
~ ~ - -
o o. Point to each and repeat the sound.) 
"These feel hard when you touch them. They all have short o. 
carefully. Say each word after me, and listen for the 1ol sound: 
on board.) 
rock block knob clock top 
11Read these words as I mark short o. 
Listen 
(Write 
"These things feel soft. They have short o. Listen carefully for 
the -lot sound. (Write on board.) 
doll mop pod sock fox 
"Read these words as I mark short o. 
"Can you answer these questions with the short o words? Which do 
girls like? (doll} Which do boys like to spin? (top} Which cleans a 
floor? (mop} Which has a tail? (fox) Which has a face, hands and no 
arms? (clock) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"These things feel soft. They have long o. Long o says its own 
name, lol. Say these words after me. Listen for the long o. (Write on 
board.) 
soap coat loaf foam cone 
"Read these words as I mark long o. 
"These things feel hard. They have long £• Say them after me. 
Listen for long £• (write on board.) 
stove . bone boat pole stone 
"Read these words as I mark long o. 
(Concluded on next page) 
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"You can answer these questions with the long o words on the board . 
Which is for sailing? (boat) Which is for fishing?-(pole) Which is for 
cooking? (stove) 'Which is for ice cream? (cone) Which is for washing? 
(soap) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
ttTake the short and long o cards . What does long o say? Yes, 1 o 1 • 
Show me long .£• Show me short-o . What does short _£ say? Yes , to 1 • 
"These words tell how things can feel . Say each word after me, and 
show the sound you hear. 
hot 
solid 
frozen 
soaked 
(Comment after each response . ) 
cold 
rolled 
"Put these cards back into envelope 10 . n 
soft 
folded 
broken 
rocky 
Touch 
Take turns reading these words to each other . Write each word under 
the right heading . Mark each o short o or long o • When you 
have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together . 
stone bowl donut dog 
rod moss pot frosting 
rose robe stove goat 
pole rock auto 
Things can feel hard . Things can feel soft . 
stone 
Answers : 
Things can feel hard . Things can feel soft . 
>J v 
stone rock rose dog 
OJ v ~ .., 
rod pot moss frosting 
- -
-pole stove robe goat 
- - -bowl auto donut 
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Review: short and long o 
New : short and long u 
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SMELL 
ttTake the short and long o cards from envelope 10. Show me short o. 
What does short £ say? Yes, 1()1. Show me long o. What does long o say? 
Yes, 1 o t. 
"I shall say some words to you . Some have long o; some have short o. 
Listen carefully. Say each word after m:!, and show the sound you hear . 
"These use their noses to smell. fox goat pony mob coach 
Here are things they can smell. rose chap home rolls pond 
(Comment after each response . ) 
11 Put these cards back into envelope 10. Take the long and short u 
cards from envelope 11. Show me long u . Long u says its own name, luT. 
Show me short u . Short u says lu 1 • Say 1u I. TWri te on board '\i ii • 
Point to each and repeat-the sound . ) 
"These cannot smell a flower . They have short u . Listen carefully. 
Say each word after me and lis ten for the lu • sound.- (Write on board . ) 
cup bus truck brush drum 
11Read these words as I mark short u . 
"These can smell a flower. They all have short u. What does short u 
say? Yes, •u •. Say these after me , and listen for the 1u 1 sound. (Write 
on board.) 
hunter nun duck cub Gus 
11Read these words as I mark short u. 
"Can you answer these questions using the short u words? Whi ch is a 
little bear? (cub) Which has web feet? (duck) Which-takes people where 
they want to go? (bus) Which carries packages? (truck) Which do you 
beat? (drum) (Repeat each response and point to the lDrd.) 
11These make us think of thi ngs we can smell. 
Say them after me, and listen for the tul sound. 
fuel pure fumes 
"Read these words as I mark long u . 
They all have long u . 
(viri te on board . } 
"These cannot smell cookies baking in the oven. They all have long :!:!• 
Say these words after me . Listen for 1u 1 • (write on board.) 
tune cube tube 
11Read these words as I mark long u. 
(Concluded on next page) 
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11 You can find these answers on the board. They all have long u. 
'Which wears a cap? (tube) Which do you hum? (tune) Which does an -
ostrich have? (plume} (Repeat each response and point to the word. 
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11Take the long and short u cards. Show me long u. What does long u 
s~? Yes, 'u'. Show me short~· What does short ~-say? Yes, •u•. 
ttThese are things you can smell . Say each word after me, and show 
the sound you hear. 
lunch 
mule 
dump 
crust 
(Comment after each response . ) 
fumes 
bun 
11Put these cards back into envelope 11.n 
plum 
fuel 
Smell 
Take turns reading these words to each other. Write each word under 
the right heading. Mark each u short u or long u • When you 
have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together. 
cub cube hunter trunk 
stump bulb Gus fuel 
mud mule tube skunk 
bunny muff chum 
Has a nose Has no nose 
cub 
Answers: 
Has a nose Has no nose 
>.J >.J u ... 
cub Gus stump muff 
\J ,J oJ 
bunny chum mud tube 
s~ .. mule cube trunk 
>.J ... 
-hunter bulb fuel 
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TRAINS 
11Take the short and long u cards from envelope 11. What does short 
u say? Yes, 1u 1 • Show me short u. What does long~ say? Yes, 1u'. 
show me long ~· 
"I shall say some words. Some have long u; some have short u. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me. Show the sound you hear. 
"These things can ride in a freight train. 
cup 
tube 
mule 
plum 
(Comment after each response.) 
tub 
cube 
fuel 
brush 
drum 
gun 
"Put these cards back into envelope 11. Take the cards from envelope 
12. Take the card that says ake; put the other aside. (write on board: 
ake.) 
"Ake says 'ake'. I shall say some words that end in ake. Listen 
carefuiiY. Say each word after me, and show the ake card.--rwrite these 
words on the board under ake.) 
lake 
shake 
brake 
make 
cake 
Jake 
11Read the "WOrds as I underline ake. 
rake 
take 
flake 
snake 
"Here are questions about a train. Can you find the answers? What 
makes a train stop? (brake) ~t might you see when you look out the 
window? (lake) What might be in a freight car? (rake) Who is the engineer? 
(Jake) What does the train do when it starts? (shake) (Repeat each 
response and point to the word.) 
"Put this card aside. Take the card that says ~· (Write on board: 
an.) 
"An says •an•. I shall say some words that end in an. Listen care-
fully.--Say each word after me, and show the an card. 0vrite these words 
on the board under~·) 
than 
fan 
bran 
pan 
ran 
can 
"Read these words as I underline an. 
man 
tan 
plan 
van 
"Here are more questions about a train. Find the answers here. 
(Point.) Who rides in a train? (man) What keeps it cool? (fan) What 
carries heavy packages to the train? (van) What must you do before a 
trip? (plan} What did the man do so he would not miss the train? (ran) 
(Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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11 Take the cards with ake and an. I shall say some words to you . 
Some have ake; some have an:- Say each word after me, and show the word 
part you hear. 
Dan 
wake 
fake 
ban 
quake 
sake 
Nan 
bake 
(Comment after each response . write each word in the proper column as 
you repeat it after the children. ) 
11Let •s read all the ake words . Now read all the an words . (Point . ) 
11 Put these cards back into envelope 12 . 11 
A Train Ride 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. There is part of 
one word missing in each sentence . The missing part is ake or an. 
write the missing part in each word . Then write the words under-ake 
or an. When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your wor~ 
together. 
ake an 
1 . 11Wake up, 11 said Mother . 
2. I have a good pl __ • 
3. You c go for a ride on the train. 
4. May I visit Grandmother at the 1 ? 
s. Grandfather will t me fishing . 
6. Grandmother will b good cookies . 
7. I will tell the m where I get off . 
8. The little boy r __ to get ready for the ride . 
ake an 
wake 
Answers : 
1. wake s. take ake an 
2. plan 6. bake wake plan 
3. can 7. man lake can 
4. lake 8. ran take man 
bake ran 
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Review : phonograms, ake and an 
New: phonograms, eat and eep 
A PARADE 
11 Take the ak:e and an cards from. en,velope 12. What does ak:e say? 
Yes, 1 ak:e'. Show me ake. What does ~ say? Yes, 'an'. ShoW"iiie an. 
11 I shall say some words. Some have ake; some have an. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me. Show the word part you hear. 
man 
shake 
snake 
began 
(Comment after each response.) 
quake 
span 
plan 
brake 
drake 
than 
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11 Put these cards back into envelope 12. Take the cards from 
envelope 13. Take the card that says eat; put the other aside. (Write 
on board: eat.) 
"Eat says •eat'. I shall say some words that end in eat. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me, and show the eat card.--r~Tite these 
words on the board under eat.) 
heat 
meat 
beat 
treat 
seat 
neat 
"Read the words as I underline eat. 
pleat 
cheat 
wheat 
repeat 
"Here are questions about a parade. The answers are on the board. 
Can you find them? What sound does a drum make? (beat) How do soldiers 
look? (neat) What is something special called? (treat) Why is it hard 
to march in summer? (heat) What is a hot dog made of? (meat) (Repeat 
each response and point to the word.) 
"Put this card aside. Take the card that says eep. (Write on 
board: eep.) 
ttEep says •eep•. I shall say some words that end in eep. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me, and show the eep card.--rwrite these 
words on the board under eep.) 
sleep 
jeep 
cheep 
sweep 
creep 
beep 
11Read the words as I underline eep. 
peep 
steep 
keep 
weep 
IIHere are more questions about a parade. Can you find the answers? 
Where do soldiers ride? (jeep) ~at sound does a horn make? (beep) What 
do you do when you are tired? (sleep) What must a street cleaner do after 
a parade? (sweep) 0Nhich word tells about a high hill? (steep) (Repeat 
each response and point to the word.) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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11Take the cards with eat and eep. I shall say some words. Some 
have eat; some have eep. Say each word after me, and show the word part 
you hear. 
cheat 
asleep 
weep 
heat 
sheep 
repeat 
defeat 
keep 
deep 
wheat 
(Comment after each response. Write each word in the proper column as 
you repeat it after the children.) 
11Let•s read the eat words. Now read the eep words. (Point.) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 13. 11 
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The Parade 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. There is a part of 
one word missing in each sentence. The missing part is eat or eep . 
write the missing part in each word. Then write the words under eat 
or eeh. When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work 
toget er. 
eat 
1. Timmy had a treat today. 
2. He had a good s at the parade. 
---
). When he came home he went to sl • 
4. 
5. 
6. 
---
Soon he was a n soldier. 
---
He had a big drum to b ___ • 
He had a ride in a j • 
---
7. He did not hear Mother cr in. 
8. "Hello," she said, "You have been asl ___ •" 
eat 
treat 
Answers: 
1. treat 5. beat eat 
2. seat 6. jeep treat 
). sleep 7. creep seat 
4. neat 8. asleep neat 
beat 
eep 
sleep 
jeep 
creep 
asleep 
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Review: phonograms, eat and eep 
New: phonograms, ick and ill 
SPACE MEN 
"Take the eat and eep cards from envelope 13 . What does eat say? 
216 
Yes, 1eat 1 • Show me eat. What does eep say? Yes, •eep' . Show me eep . 
11 I shall say some words . Some have eat; some have eep. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me . Show the word part you hear. 
creep 
deep 
repeat 
heat 
(Comment after each response . ) 
steep 
sheep 
meat 
treat 
peep 
deep 
11 Put these cards back into envelope 13. Take the cards from 
envelope 14. Take the card that says ick; put the other aside . (WTite 
on board: ick. ) -
"Ick says 'ick '. I shall say some words that end in ick. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me, and show the ick card . --rwrite these 
words on the board under ~· ) -
pick 
Dick 
lick 
sick 
stick 
kick 
"Read these words as I underline ick. 
quick 
chick 
thick 
tick 
"Here are questions about space men. The answers are on the board. 
Can you find them? How does a rocket travel? (quick) \-lhat might the 
space man be named? (Dick) Which word tells about the space man's suit? 
(thick) How do they choose space men? (pick) What would keep a space 
man from riding in his rocket? (sick) (Repeat each response and point 
to the word . ) 
11 Put this card aside . Take the card that says ill. (Write on 
board : ill. ) 
"ill says ' ill' . I . ~haJ,.l say some words that end in ill. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me, and show the ill card . --rwri te these 
words on the board under ill . ) 
Bill 
chill 
drill 
still 
fill 
thrill 
11Read these words as I underline ill. 
will 
spill 
mill 
kill 
"Here are more questions about space men. Can you find the answers? 
What might a space man be named? (Bill) Which word means practice? (drill) 
How does a space man sit in his capsule? (still) What must you do to a 
fuel tank? (fill) Which word tells about a ride in space? (thrill) 
(Repeat each response and point to the word . ) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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"Take the cards with ill and ick. I shall say some words. Some 
have ill; some have ick. Say each word after me, and show the word 
part you hear . 
will 
tick 
brick 
mill 
chill 
chick 
stick 
spill 
hill 
lick 
(Comment after each response . write each word in the proper column as 
you repeat it after the children. ) 
"Let ' s read the ick words . Now read the ill words . (Point . ) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 1.4. 11 
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Space Men 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. There is a part 
of one word missing in each sentence. The missing part is ick or ill. 
Write the missing part in each word. Then write the words under ick 
or ill. When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work 
together. 
ick ill 
1. nr want to go to the moon," said Dick. 
2. Jack hopes hew go too. 
J. They p the best men. 
4. You must be very qu • 
5. And you cannot be s • 
6. Space men wear th suits. 
1. Sometimes they must sit very st • 
B. A ride into space must be athr • 
ick ill 
Dick 
Answers: 
1. Dick 5. sick ick ill 
2. will 6. thick Dick will 
3. pick 1. still pick still 
4. quick B. thrill quick thrill 
sick 
thick 
21B 
Lesson 14 219 
Review: phonograms, ick and ill 
New: phonograms, ock and £E. 
TOYS 
"Take the ick and ill cards from envelope 14. What does ick say? 
Yes, 'ick '. Show me ick. What does ill say? Yes, 'ill '. Show me ill. 
"I shall say some words . Some have ick; some have ill. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me. Show the word part you hear . 
stick 
thick 
mill 
pill 
(Comment after each response . ) 
prick 
spill 
still 
lick 
quick 
drill 
"Put these cards back into envelope 14. Take the cards from envelope 
15. Take the card that says ock; put the other aside . (Write on board: 
ock . ) 
11 0ck says ' ock' . I shall say some words that end in ock. Listen 
care~lly. Say each word after me, and show the ock card .~Write these 
words on the board under ock. ) 
block 
sock 
clock 
flock 
rock 
knock 
11Read the words as :t underline ock . 
lock 
dock 
shock 
stock 
"Here are questions about toys . Can you find the answers on the 
board? 'What is on the door of the playhouse? (lock) "Which does a baby 
like? (block) vfuat do you use to build a castle at the beach? (rock) 
~ich can a doll wear? (sock) How do you tell time? (clock) (Repeat 
each response and point to the word . ) 
11 Put this card aside . Take the card that says ££• (Write on board : 
11 0p says 'op' . I shall say some words that end in £!?.• Listen care-
fully. Say each word after me, and show the op card . (write these words 
on the board under op . ) -
top 
hop 
shop 
pop 
mop 
drop 
"Read the words as I underline op . 
stop 
chop 
crop 
cop 
"Here are more questions about toys . Can you find the answers? 
Where do you buy toys? (shop) Which can you spin? (top) Which would a 
girl use? (mop) What sound do you hear when a balloon breaks? (pop) 
What does a rabbit do? (hop) (Repeat each response and point to the word . ) 
(Concluded on next page) 
Lesson 14 (concluded) 
"Take the cards with ock and ~· I shall say some words. Some 
have ock; some have ~· Say each word after me, and show the word part 
you hear. 
stop 
crop 
shock 
dock 
top 
hop 
drop 
stock 
lock 
chop 
(Comment after each response. Write each word in the proper column as 
you repeat it after the children. ) 
"Let's read the ock words. Now read the op words. (Point.) 
11 Put these cards back into envelope 15." 
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Toys 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. There is a part 
of one word missing in each sentence. The missing part is ock or op. 
Write the missing part in each word. Then write the words under ock 
or op. When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your wor~ 
together. 
ock 
1. A boy likes to spin a top. 
2. A girl likes to clean with a m • 
---
3. A baby likes to play with bl ___ s. 
4. It's fun to build a house of r s. 
---
5. When we play store, the girls sh ___ • 
6. The toy gun makes a p ___ • 
?. We tell time with a cl • 
---
8. The red light tells a toy car to st 
ock 
Answers: 
1. top 5. shop 
2. mop 6. pop 
3. blocks ?. clock 
4. rocks 8. stop 
---
op 
top 
ock 
blocks 
rocks 
clock 
op 
top 
mop 
shop 
pop 
stop 
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Lesson 15 
Review: phonograms, ock and op 
New: phonograms, ug and ump 
WORKERS 
11Take the £E and ock cards from envelope 15. What does op say? 
Yes, 1 op 1 • Show me £E.. What does ock say? Yes, 'ock 1 • Show me ock. 
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"I shall say some words . Some have -op; some have ock. Listen care-
fully. Say each word after me. Show the-word .part you hear. 
stop shock 
crop dock 
(comment after each response.} 
top 
hop 
drop 
stock 
lock 
chop 
11 Put these cards back into envelope lS. Take the cards from en-
velope 16. Take the card that says ug; put the other aside. (Write on 
board: ug . } 
11~ says 'ug 1 • I shall say some words that end in ug . Listen care-
fully. Say each word after me, and show the ug card. (Write these words 
on the board under ug . ) 
dug 
tug 
bug 
chug 
mug 
shrug 
11Read the words as I underline ~· 
rug 
hug 
drug 
snug 
11Here are questions about workers. Can you find the answers on the 
board? What kind of boat might a captain have? (tug} What might a 
scientist study? (bug) What kind of store has medicip.es? (drug) What 
sound does a train make when the engineer makes it go? (chug) What did 
the farmer do before he planted the seed? (dug) (Repeat each response 
and point to the word . ) 
"Put this card aside . Take the card that says ump. (Write on 
board : ump. ) 
"Ump says 'ump' • I shall say some words that end in ump . Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me, and show the ump card .--rwrite these 
words on the board under ump . ) -
bump thump hump jump 
lump pump dump stump 
"Read these words as I underline ump . 
11Here ~ more questions about workers . Can you find the answers? 
What kind of truck might a man drive? (dump) Why does a pilot need a 
parachute? (;jump) How do we get water from a well? (pump) What is left 
after a tree is cut down? (stump) (Repeat each response and point to the 
word . ) 
(Concluded on next page) 
Lesson 15 (concluded) 
"Take the cards with ug and ump. I shall say some words. Some 
have ug; some have ump. Say each word after me, and show the word part 
you hear. 
jug 
tug 
stump 
jump 
dug 
plug 
bump 
hump 
lump 
smug 
(Comment after each response . write each word in the proper column as 
you repeat it after the children.) 
"Let's read the ug words. Now read the ump words. (Point.) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 16 . 11 
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Workers 224 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. There is a part 
of one word missing in each sentence. The missing part is ug or ump. 
Write the missing part in each word. Tben write the words under ug 
or ump. When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work 
together. 
ug 
1. Sam has a big red dump truck. 
2. Jim is the captain of a t boat. 
). A pilot may have to j • 
4. Mr. Brown has a dr store. 
5. That man has a water p • 
6. Dr. Green came when I had the m s. 
1. The mend the place for a new house. 
8. Mr. Hill sells r s. 
dump 
Answers: 
1. dump 5. pump ug ump 
2. tug 6. mumps tug dump 
). jump 7. d~ drug jump 
4. drug 8. rugs dug pump 
rugs mumps 
Lesson 16 
Review: 
New: 
phonograms, ug and ump 
long ~ homophones 
IN THE COUNTRY 
"Take the ~ and ump cards from envelope 16. 'What does ug say? 
Yes, tug• . Show me ug . What does ump say? Yes, 'ump•. Showme ump . 
22.5 
11 I shall say some words . Some have ug; some have ump. Listen care-
fully. Say each word after me . Show the word part you hear. 
thump 
plug 
pump 
stump 
(Comment after each response . ) 
dug 
hug 
drug 
smug 
dump 
bump 
11 Put these cards back into envelope 16. Take the cards from en-
velope 17 . We have learned that a vowel has more than one sound . A has 
a short sound, •a •, as in cat and a long sound, •a•, as in cage. There 
are many ways to spell long ~· --
"You would see these in the country. They all have long a . A says 
•a• . There is a silent e at the end of the word . Say these after-me, 
and show the ~ card . - (Write the words in a row across the board.) 
lake place grape blade rake 
"The a has a long sound, 'a'. Read these words, and I 111 underline 
a and silent e . 
"Can you answer these questions using the words on the board? What 
does a farmer use in his garden? (rake) What do you call one piece of 
grass? (blade) Where can you fish? (lake) 'Which tells where? (place) 
Which is a fruit? (grape) (Repeat each response and point to the word . ) 
"Here are things you would find on a farm. Ai has the sound of 
long a, t a • • Say these words after me, and show the ai card . (Write 
the words in row 2 across the board . ) 
tail paint rain bait grain 
"The ai has the sound of long !!' ' a 1 • Read these words, and I ' 11 
underline ai. 
"Find the answers to these questions using the words in this row. 
(Point. ) Which does a fisherman use? (bait) What does a pig have? (tail) 
Which do you use with a brush? (paint) What is in the silo? (grain) What 
helps the garden grow? (rain) (Repeat each response and point to the word . ) 
"These words tell about people who live in the country. Eigh says 
•a• . Say these words after me and show the eigh card. (write~ words 
in row 3 across the board.) 
neighbors eight 
11Eigh has the sound of long ~' 
line eigh. 
sleigh weigh 
•a• . Read these words and I ' ll under-
(Concluded on next page) 
Lesson 16 (concluded) 
"I'll ask questions about the words in this row. (Point. ) Try 
to find the answers . Where do people ride when it is snowing? (sleigh) 
Who are the people who live on the next farm? (neighbors) How many 
neighbors might there be? (eight) How does the farmer measure a cow? 
(weigh) (Repeat each response and point to the word.} 
"These words tell about time . Ay says ' a' . Say these words after 
me and show the ay card . ~ite the-words in row 4 across the board . ) 
today Saturday May always yesterday 
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IIAy has the sound of long 2;, tat . Read these words and I ' ll under-
line ay. 
"Find the answers to these questions in this row. (Point. ) Which 
means forever? (always) Which is the day before today? (yesterday) 
Which day comes after Friday? (Saturday) Which is the name of a month? 
(May) Which means now? (today) (Repeat each response and point to the 
word . ) 
"In these words ey says ' a' . Say these after me and show the ey 
card . ~ite the wordS in rowS across the board . ) 
they obey 
11Ey says ' a' . Read these words and I'll underline ey. You can 
answer~hese questions with they and obey. Which tells something good 
children do? (obey) ~ch word tells who? (they) (Repeat each response 
and point to the word . ) 
IIJ..ook at all the cards . Each tells a way to make the sound of long 
a . I shall say some words . They all have the long a sound . Listen care-
fully. Say each word after me . Show the letters that say 'a' . All the 
words are on the board . 
"Let •s try some together . May. That's right. Ay says 'a' in May. 
Listen. weigh. Yes, eigh says ' a ' in weigh. Lake . Yes, 2: and silent ~· 
(Repeat each response and circle the word on the board . ) 
"I 'm not going to help you any more . Listen carefully. Say the 
words after me . Look at the board . Show the letters that say ' a 1 • 
they 
always 
neighbors 
obey 
rain 
place 
paint 
today 
(Repeat each response and circle the word on the board . ) 
11 Put these cards back into envelope 17 . " 
blade 
eight 
In the Country 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. Find the words 
that have the sound of long a and draw a line under them. write each 
word under the letters that make the sound of long a. When you have 
finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together. 
1. May we fish in the lake today? 
2. Our neighbor knows a good place to get bait. 
). Grandmother makes good grape jam. 
4. Eight boys painted the sleigh yesterday. 
5. They gathered the grain before it rained. 
a- e ai 
lake May 
Answers: 
a - e ai 
-
eigh ay ey 
lake bait neighbor May they 
place painted eight today 
makes grain sleigh yesterday 
grape rained 
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Lesson 17 
Review: long a homophones 
New: long ! homophones 228 
THE RESTAURANT 
11Take the cards from envelope 17. Yesterday we learned the different 
ways to spell long a. (write the words on the board as you say them. 
Underline the letters described.) 
a and silent e as in g~~ 
ii as in paid-
eigh as in-eight 
ayas in day-
ey as in they 
11You may use these words to write a story about a restaurant. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me . ·took at each word as I write it on the 
board . The words all have long a . Show the letters that say •a• in each 
word. (Write the words on the board . ) 
table 
wait 
Saturday 
they 
cake 
always 
say 
grain 
neighbor 
paint 
(Comment after each response . ) Let ' s read the long a words and I ' ll under-
line the letters that say •a •. 
11 Put these cards back into envelope 17 . Take the cards from envelope 
18. Today we shall learn the different ways to spell long ~· 
11 In this word, long e is made by an e with a silent e. (Write on 
board . ) ~ What does this word say? Yes, here . (Underline e - e) 
"Here are people who may go to a restaurant. In these words, e says 
•e •. Say these words after me and show thee card . (Write the woras in 
row 2 across the board.) 
he she we me 
"The e has a long sound, •e 1 • Read these words and I'll underline e . 
"Find the answers to these questions . The words are in this row. 
(Point . ) Which means more than one person? (we) Which means yourself? (me) 
Which means a boy? (he) Which means a girl? (she) (Repeat each response 
and point to the word.) 
"These words might be on a menu. They all have long e . Ea says •e '. 
Say these words after me and show the ea card . (Write the-words in row 3 
across the board . ) 
tea cream bean peach meal 
"Ea says •e 1 . Read the words and I'll underline ea. 
(Concluded on next page) 
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Lesson 17 (concluded) 
"Can you answer these questions using the words in row 3? (Point.) 
Which does Mother put in her coffee? (cream) Which is a fruit? (peach) 
Which is a vegetable? (bean) Which is something to drink? (tea) Which 
is another word for dinner? (meal) (Repeat each response and point to 
the word.) 
"These words might be in a recipe. Two e's together make the sound 
of long e. Say the words after me and show the ee card. (~ite the 
words in-row 4 across the board.) 
sweet green beef cheese three 
11Ee says •e'. Read the words and I'll underline ee. 
"Find the answers to these questions. The words are in row 4. (Point.) 
Which is a kind of meat? (beef) Which describes candy? (sweet) Which can 
you put in a sandwich? (cheese) Which is a color? (green) Which is a 
number? (three) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"Look at all the cards. Each tells a way to make the sound of long e. 
I shall say some words . They all have long e. Listen carefully. Say each 
word after me. Look at the words on the board. Show the letters that say •e•. 
we 
sweet 
tea 
peach 
bean 
she 
here 
need 
(Repeat each response and circle the word on the board.) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 18. 11 
three 
he 
The Restaurant 
230 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. Find the words that 
have the sound of long e and draw a line under them. Write each word 
under the letters that make the sound of long e . When you have finished, 
unfold the paper. Check your work together. 
1. We ate in a restaurant beside the sea. 
2. There were green peas and beef for me . 
3. The peach ice cream was good and sweet. 
4. Mother had tea with her meal. 
5. She said, 11 It was nice to eat here . 11 
e - e e ea ee 
sea 
beside 
Answers: 
e - e e ea ee 
-
here We sea green 
beside peas beef 
me peach sweet 
She cream 
tea 
meal 
eat 
Lesson 18 
Review: long e homophones 
New: long £ homophones 
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THE SCIENCE MUSEUM 
HTake the cards from envelope 18 . Yesterday we learned the different 
ways to spell long e . (vlrite the words on the board as you s~ them. 
Underline the letters described . ) 
e and silent e as in here 
e by itself, as in me 
ea as in tea 
ee as in peep 
"If you went to visi t the science museum, the teacher might use these 
wor ds to tell about the things in the museum. All the words have long e . 
Listen carefully. Say each word after me . Look at each word as I write 
it on the board . Show the letters that say •e• in each word . (Write the 
words on the board . ) 
year sleep 
eat me 
here 
wheel 
he 
she 
tree 
deep 
(Comment after each response . ) 
line the letters that say 1e 1 • 
Let ' s read the long e words and I ' ll under-
11 Put these cards back into envelope 18 . Take the cards from envelope 
19 . Today we shall learn the different ways to spell long o. 
11 You would see these at the science museum. They all have long o. 
0 says 1o' . There is a silent eat the end . Say these words after me 
and show the o - e card . (\t!Frite the words in a row across the board . ) 
stone telephone nose smoke bone 
".2 has a long sound . Read these words and I'll underline o and silent e. 
"The answers to these questions are on the board . Can you find them? 
Which is part of your face? (nose) \\'!hich comes from a fire? (smoke) Which 
talks back to you? (telephone) Which is a small rock? (stone) Which is 
inside your arm? (bone) (Repeat each response and point to the word . ) 
11You may learn about these at the science museum. Oa says ' 0' . Say 
these words after me and show the oa card . (Write the words in row 2 
across the board . ) 
throat foam goat soap boat 
11 0a says 'o ' • Read these words and I'll underline oa . 
"Find the answers to these questions . The words are in row 2. (Point . ) 
Which can you ride in? (boat) Which makes things clean? (soap) Which is an 
animal? (goat) vfuich is a part of the body? (throat) Which is bubbly? 
(foam) (Repeat each response and point to the word . ) 
(Concluded on next page) 
Lesson 18 (concluded) 232 
"These things can happen at the science museum. Ow says 'o' . Say 
the words after me and show the ow card . (~ITite the words in row 3 across 
the board.) 
grow snovl follow blow know 
11 0w says 1o' . Read the words and I'll underline ow . 
11 The answers to these questions are in this row. (Point . ) How do 
you get taller? (grow) Which is the opposite of lead? (follow) What 
falls in winter? (snow) How do you make soap bubbles? (blow) What 
happens when you learn something? (know) (Repeat each response and point 
to the word. ) 
"Here are more words to tell about the things at the science museum. 
0, by itself, says 1 o 1 • Say these words after me and show the o card . 
twr ite the words in row 4 across the board.) 
go cold both no old 
11 0 says its own name. Read the words and I'll underline o. 
"Try to find the answers to these questions in this row. (Point . ) 
~Tiich is the opposite of each of these words? hot (cold) yes (no) 
young (old) stop (go) one (both) (Repeat each response and point to 
the word . ) 
"Look at all the cards . Each tells a way to make the sound of long o. 
I shall s~ some words . They all have long o. Listen carefully. Say eaCh 
word after me . Look at the words on the board . Show the letters that say 'o '. 
cold 
goat 
nose 
both 
soap 
snow 
blow 
no 
bone 
telephone 
(Repeat each response and circle the word on the board . ) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 19. 11 
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The Science Museum 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. Find the ~ords that 
have the sound of long o and dra~ a line under them. write each ~ord 
under the letters that make the sound of long o. When you have finished, 
unfold the paper. Check your ~ork together. 
1. Did you kno~ a flo~er gro~s out of a seed? 
2. Both boys looked at the nose cone of the rocket. 
3. The old black bears sleep in the cold ~inter. 
4. The ~ind and snow can blo~ a boat to the coast. 
5. I heard my voice on the telephone. 
o - e oa ow 0 
kn~ 
gro~s 
An~ers: 
o - e oa ow 0 
-
nose boat know both 
cone coast gro~s old 
telephone snol-1 cold 
blo~ 
Lesson 19 
Review : long o homophones 
New: long I homophones 
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THE PLAYGROUND 
11 Take the cards from envelope 19. Yesterday we learned the different 
ways to spell long o. (Write the words on the board as you s~ them. 
Underline the letters described . ) 
o with a silent e as in p~l~ 
oa as in coat 
ow as in gr~ 
o as in no 
11You might use these words to tell a story about a playground . Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me. Look at each word as I write in on the 
board . The words all have long o. Show the letters that say 1o ' in each 
word . (Write the words on the board . ) 
boat 
go 
hole 
soap 
throw 
show 
snow 
hold 
coat 
blow 
(Comment after each response . ) Let 1 s read the long o words and I ' ll 
underline the l etters that say ' o '. 
"Put these cards back into envelope 19. Take the cards from envelope 20. 
Tod~ we shall learn the different ways to spell long ~· 
11 You might do these at the playground . I says ' i '• Say ' i '. There is 
a silent e at the end of the word . Say these-wor ds after me and shov1 the 
i - e card. rwrite the words in a row across the board . ) 
slide ride pile hide dive 
"I has a long sound . Read these words and I'll underline i - e. 
"Can you answer these questions using these words? (Point . ) What do 
you do with blocks? (pile) What can you do on a bicycle? (ride) What do 
you do when you play ' Blind Man ' s Bluff? ' (hide) How do you get into a 
swimming pool? (dive) What do you do after you climb to the top of the 
pole? (slide) (Repeat each response and point to the word . ) 
11In these words i is long . Say the words after me and show the i 
card . (Write the words in row 2 across the board . ) climb find Read 
the words and I ' ll underline i . What do you do when something-rs-lost? 
(f ind) How do you get to the- top of a ladder? (climb) (Repeat each 
response and point to the wor d.) 
11 In these words ie says ' i '. Say the words after me and show the ie 
card . (Write the words in row 3 across the board . ) tie pie Read the 
wor ds and I 1ll underline ie . Which is something to eat? (pie;- Which is 
something to wear? (tie) -rRepeat each response and point to the word . ) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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"In these words igh says 1i 1 • Listen carefully. Say the words after 
me and show the igh card. (Write the words in row 4 across the board.) 
high 
11 Igh says I . I 1. • 
bright sigh light frightened 
Read the words and I 111 underline igh. 
11Find the answers to these questions here. (Point.) Which tells 
about sunshine? (bright) Which is the opposite of lm-1? (high) 1-lhich is 
the opposite of dark? (light) How do you feel when someone scares you? 
(frightened) Which means a deep breath? (sigh) (Repeat each response 
and point to the word . ) 
n In these words y says 'i 1 • Say these words after me and show the 
l card. (Write the words in ro1-J 5 across the board.) 
try cry fly good-by my 
".! says 'i'. Read the words and I' 11 underline l..• 
11 Can you find the answers to these questions? The words are in row S. 
(Point.) What do you do when you are sad? (cry) 1ihat does a bird do? (fly) 
What is the opposite of your? (my) How can you do your best? (try) What 
is the opposite of hello? (good-by) (Repeat each response and point to the 
word.) 
"Look at all the cards. Each tells a way to make the sound of long i. 
I shall say some words. They all have long i. Listen carefully. Say each 
word after me. Look at the words on the board. Show the letters that say 1 i 1 • 
hide 
fly 
climb 
bright 
tie 
find 
high 
pie 
pile 
cry 
(Repeat each response and circle the word on the board.) 
11 Put these cards back into envelope 20." 
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The Playground 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other . Find the words that 
have the sound of long i and draw a line under them. Write each word 
under the letters that make the sound of long i. When you have finished , 
unfold the paper . Check your work together. -
1. It ' s fun to climb the high ladder . 
2 . We like to ride down the wide slide . 
3. There is a bright red light on my bike . 
4. Tie a string on a kite so it will not fly away. 
5. Please try to help me find my ball . 
i - e i ie 
climb 
Answers : 
i - e i ie 
like climb tie 
ride find 
wide 
slide 
bike 
kite 
igh 
high 
bright 
light 
igh 
high 
l 
fly 
try 
my 
Lesson 20 
Review: long i homophones 
New: short-~ homophones 
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PLACES TO LIVE 
"Take the cards from envelope 20. Yesterday we learned the different 
ways to spell long i. (Write the words on the board as you say them. 
Underline the letters described.) 
i with a silent e as in hide 
I as in climb 
Ie as in tie 
igh as in high 
l. as in trl.--
"Here are words that have long !_. Listen carefully. Say each word 
after me. Look at each word as I write it on the board. Show the letters 
that say Iii in each word. (Write the words on the board.) 
hive 
find 
sty 
pie 
ride 
bright 
climb 
my 
tie 
high 
( Connnent after each response.) "Let 1 s read the long i words and I'll 
underline the letters that say 1i 1 • 
nput these cards back into envelope 20. Take the cards from envelope 21. 
We have been listening for the long sounds of vowels. Today we shall learn 
the different ways to spell short ~· Short ~ says 1e 1 • Say 'e 1. 
"Here are places to live. They all have short e . Listen carefully. 
Say each word after me and show the e card." (Write -the words in a row 
across the board.) 
nest tent shell forest web 
"E says 'e '· Read these words and I'll underline e. 
"Can you find the answers to these questions? The words are on the 
board. Where does a clam live? (shell) Where does a spider live? (web) 
Where do deer live? (forest) Where does a robin live? (nest) Where 
does a boy scout live when he goes to camp? (tent) (Repeat each response 
and point to the word.) 
"In a story about places to live, you might use these words . They 
all have short e. Ea says 1e 1 • Say these words after me and show the ea 
card." (Write the words in row 2 across the board.) 
pleasant heavy ready breakfast feathers 
'~a says 1e'. Read these words and I'll underline ea. 
(Concluded on next page) 
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11Find the answers to these questions in this row. (Point.) Which 
do you eat? (breakfast) Which means nice? (pleasant) ~ich tells about 
size? (heavy) Which means all set? (ready) Which does a bird have? 
(feathers) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"In this word, ie says 'e '. friend (Write the word under row 2.) 
What does it say? Yes, friend. Ie says let. (Point to the word. 
Underline ie.) 
1~ook at all the cards. Each tells a way to make the sound of short e. 
I shall say some words. They all have short e. Listen carefully. Say each 
word after me. Look at the words on the board. Show the letters that say 
I o I 
~ . 
shell 
friend 
forest 
nest 
breakfast 
pleasant 
ready 
tent 
web 
heavy 
(Repeat each response and circle the word on the board.) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 21." 
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Take turns reading these sentences to each other. Find the words that 
have the sound of short e and draw a line under them. Write each word 
under the letters that make the sound of short e. When you have finished, 
unfold the paper. Check your work together. -
1. The pheasant lives in a pleasant forest. 
2. Which fish lives in a very nice shell? 
3. A turtle wears his heavy house. 
4. The friendly spider left his web. 
5. We saw feathers and four little heads in the nest. 
6. The bears go into a cave to rest. 
e ea ie 
forest pheasant 
pleasant 
Answers:· 
e ea ie 
forest pheasant friendly 
very pleasant 
shell heavy 
left feathers 
web heads 
nest 
rest 
Lesson 21 
Review: short e homophones 
New: "oo" as iii too and look 
THE CIRCUS 
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11Take the cards from envelope 21. Last week we learned the different 
ways to spell short e. (Write the words on the board. Underline the 
letters described.) -
e as in went 
ea as in bread 
ie as in friend 
nyou might use these words to tell a story about a circus. Listen 
carefully. Say each word after me. Look at each word as I write it on 
the board. The words all have short e. Show the letters that say 'e' 
in each word. (Write the words on the board.) 
tent 
head 
friendly 
feathers 
rest 
ready 
them 
beat 
pleasant 
fed 
(Comment after each response.) ''Let's read the short e words and I'll 
underline the letters that say 'e'. 
''Put these cards back into envelope 21. Take the cards from envelope 22. 
We have learned that s sound can be spelled many different ways. Today 
we shall work with a word part that has more than one sound. Oo can say too r 
as in too or 'oo t as in look. (Write the words on the board as you say them.) 
These words might tell about a circus. They all have too' as in too. Say 
them after me and show too. (Write the words on the board under too.) 
balloon afternoon boots cool fooled 
"2!:. says 1oo 1 • Let's read the words and I'll underline oo. 
"Can you answer these questions using the words on the board? What 
does the ring master wear on his feet? (boots) Which word describes the 
weather? (cool) Which is a toy? (balloon) Which tells what the clowns 
did? (.fooled) Which is a time o,f day? (afternoon) (Repeat each response 
and ,point to the word.) 
"Here are more words that tell about the circus. 
as in look. Say these words after me and show look. 
the board under ~·) 
good shook wood cookie hook 
They all have 'oo' 
(Write the words on 
110o says too' as in look. Let's read the words and I'll underline oo. 
'~ind the answers to these questions. The words are in this column. 
(Point ) Which word describes the circus? (good) Where might the trapeze 
be hung? (hook) What is a wagon made of? (wood) Which is good to eat? 
(cookie} What did the monkey do to your hand? (shook) Repeat each response 
and point to the word.) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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••Look at both cards. One says look 'oo'; the other says too •oo '. 
Listen. cook Say cook. Show the word that sounds like cook.Yes, look 
too'. Listen moo. Say ~· Show the word that sounds like moo. F~ 
too, 'oo'• -
11 I shall say some words. Listen carefully. Say each word after me 
and show the word which has the sound you hear. 
food (too) 
boost (too) 
book {look) 
hood (look) 
soon (too) 
stood (look) 
looked {look) 
broom (too) 
stool {too) 
wooden {look) 
{Comment after each response. Write each word in the proper column.) Let's 
read the words that sound like too. Now read the words that sound like look. 
(Point. Read every word in each column.) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 22." 
The Circus 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. There are letters 
missing from one word in each sentence. Find the word at the top of 
the page. Write the missing letters. Then write the word under the 
word that sounds the same. When you have finished, unfold the paper. 
Check your work together. 
balloons look took 
afternoon cookie broom 
1. !_.co!, here comes the circus parade. 
2. The clown is pushing a big yellow __ oo • 
3. Here is a monkey eating a 
00 ---· 
4. There is a man selling ____ oo • 
--
5. See the funny one I _ oo _. 
6. We had fun this ______ oo _. 
look too 
look broom 
Answers: 
1. look 4. balloons look too 
2. broom 5. took look broom 
- -
242 
3. cookie 6. afternoon cookie balloons 
- -
took afternoon 
Lesson 22 
Review: 
New: 
noon as in too and look 
"ou" as in CoUld and"""X'"und 
WIN'IER FUN 
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"Take the cards from envelope 22. Yesterday we learned two sounds for 
oo. Oo can say too' as in too. ~ can say 'oo' as in look. (Write the words 
on theboard. Underline oo:) 
"Listen to these words. 
(Point.) Listen carefully. 
the sound you hear. 
Some words sound like too; some sound like look. 
Say each word after me.--show the word which has 
book (look) 
rooster (too) 
moon (too) 
cookie (look) 
good (look) 
choose (too) 
room (too) 
bloom (too) 
took (look) 
wood (look) 
(Comment after each response. Write each word in the proper column.) Read 
the words that sound like too. Now read the words that sound like ~· I'll 
underline oo. 
"Put these cards back into envelope 22. Take the cards from envelope 23. 
Today we shall learn two sounds of ou. Ou can say 'ou• as in could or •ou' 
as in ~· (Write the words on the board as you say them.) 
nif you ask to go skating you might use these words. They all have ou 
as in could. Listen carefully. Say each word after me and show could. (Write 
the words under could.) 
would should couldn't 
ttQu says •ou'. Read these words and I'll underline ~· 
''Find the answers to these questions. The words are on the board. 
Which begins with sh? (should) Which begins with c? (could) Which begins 
with w? (would) (Repeat each response and point to .the word.) 
"You might use these words to tell about winter fun. 
•ou' as in round. Say the words after me and show round. 
under round. ) 
ground our about around 
nou says •ou•. Read the words and I'll underline ~· 
They have ou 
(Write the words 
cloud 
ncan you find the answers to these questions? The words are in this 
colUilllJ.. (Point.) Which word rhymes with shout? (about) Which tells 
something belongs to us? (ours) Where does snow fall? (ground) When you 
lose something where do you look? (around) What is in the sky? (cloud.) 
(Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
nLook at both cards. One says could 'ou'. The other card says round 
•ou 1 • Listen would. Say would. Show the word that sounds like would-.--
Good, could. Listen. ~· Say house. Show the word that sounds like house. 
Fine, round, 'our. 
(Concluded on next page) 
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11I shall say some words . Soma sound like could; some sound like round. 
Say each word after me and show the word which has the sound you hear. 
wouldn't (could) 
should (could) 
sour (round) shouldn't (could) pout (round) mouse (round) 
pound (round) south (round) would (could) house (round) 
(Comment after each response . Write each word in the proper column. ) Read the 
words that sound like could. Ou says 'ou• . Read the words that sound like 
round. Ou says 1ou' . (Point. -Read every word in each column. ) 
11Put these cards back into envelope 23 . " 
Winter Fun 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. There are letters 
missing from one word in each sentence. Find the word at the top of 
the page. Write the missing letters. Then write the word under the 
word that sounds the same. 'W:len you have finished, unfold the paper. 
Check your work together. 
house would found 
out should round 
1. !:!ould you like to make a snowman? 
2. Let 1s make a big ou ball. 
3. The snowman can stand near the ou • 
---
4. What __ ou __ we put on his head? 
5. The boys ou an old hat. 
6. I hope the sun does not come ou _. 
round could 
round would 
Answers:: 
1. would 4. should round could 
- - - - -
2. round 5. found round would 
- - - -
3. house 6. out house should 
- -
found 
out 
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Lesson 23 
Review: "ou11 as in could and round 
New: "l" ' as in yellow, sky and hap& 
SUMMER FUN 
"Take the cards from envelope 23. Yesterday we learned two sounds for 
ou. Ou can say 1ou1 as in could or 1ou• as in round. (Write the words on 
the board. Underline ou. ) 
"Listen to these words. Some sound like could; some sound like round. 
Listen carefully. Say each word after me. Show the word which has the sound 
you hear. 
out (round) should (could) house (round) found (round) would (could) 
couldn 1 t (could) flour (round) wouldn 1 t (could) shout (round) mouse (round) 
(Comment after each response. Write each word in the proper colunm.) 
ntet 1 s read the words that sound like could. Now read the words that 
sound like round. I'll underline ~· 
"Put these cards back into envelope 23. Take the cards from envelope 24. 
Today we shall learn three sounds of l• ! can be at the beginning of a word 
as in yellow 1 y1. ! can sound like long ! as in sky. ! can sound like long 
~ as in happy. (Write the words on the board as you say them.) 
•tYou might use these in a story about summer fun. They all begin with 
y. Y says ty1 as in yellow. Say each word after me and show the card that 
says yellow. (Write the words under yellow. ) 
yesterday yard young yes year 
uy says 1y1. Read these words and I'll underline l..• 
"Find the answers to these questions. They all begin with l..• What is the 
day before today? (yesterday) Where can you play? (yard) What is the opposite 
of old? (young) What is 365 days? (year) What is .the opposite of no (yes) 
(Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"In these words y has the sound of long i as in sky. Say these words 
after me and show the card that says sky. (Write the words under sky.) 
fly my why dry try 
"! says 1 y 1 • Read these words and I '11 underline l.• 
"Can you answer these questions with words that sound like sky? (Point.) 
What do you do with a kite? (fly) Which asks a question? (why) What do you do 
when you come out of the water? (dry) How do you learn .to swim? (try) Which 
tells something belongs to me? .(my) Repeat each response and point to the 
word.) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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11 These people and animals have fun in the surmner. The words have the 
sound of long .!::. as in happy. Listen carefully. Say each word after me and 
show the card that says happy. (Write the words; under happy) 
family everyone puppy Betty bunny 
! says 'Y'• Read these words and I 111 underline l• 
"The answers to these questions all have 'Y' as in happz. (Point.) 
Which means all the people? (everyone) Who lives in your house? (family) 
Which is a girl's name? (Betty) Which has a short tai l and long ears? 
(bunny) Which has shor.ter ears and a longer tail? (puppy) (Repeat each 
response and point to the word. ) 
11Look at all the cards. One says yellow 'y'; another says sky 'y'; 
the third says ~ 'y'. Listen to these words. Say each word--after me 
and show the wora-w.hich has the sound you hear. 
by (sky) somebody (happy) 
sly (sky) yet (yellow) 
spry (sky) yarn (yellow) hUITy (happy) 
many (happy) yank (yellow) baby (happy) 
(Comment after each response. Write each word in the proper column.) Read 
all the words_ that sound like yellow. Read all the words that sound like 
sky. ! says 'Y'~ Read the words that sound like happy. ! says 'Y'• (Point. 
Read every word _J.Il each column.) 
''Put these cards back into envelope 24. 11 
Summer Fun 
Take turns reading these sentencea to each other. There are letters 
missing from one word in each sentence. Find the word at the top of 
the page. Write the missing letters. Then write the word under the 
word that sounds the same. When you have finished, unfold the paper. 
Check your work together. 
busy ready 
very try 
1. The family was going on a picnic. 
2. Mother was __ J in the kitchen. 
3. She was getting the lunch ____ y. 
4. Y __ May put this into the car, Jim. 
5. Please __ y not to drop it. 
6. We will have a ___ y good time, today. 
yellow 
Answers: 
1. family 4. you yellow 
you 
family 
happy 
family 
Sk[ happy 
248 
2. busy 5. try you try family 
3. ready 6. very busy 
ready 
very 
Lesson 24 249 
Review:' nyn as in yellow, sky, and happy 
New: now" as in cow and slow 
CAN YOU WEAR IT? 
11Take the cards from envelope 24. Yesterday we learned three sounds 
for l.• Y can say 'Y' as in yellow, 1y 1 as in sky, 'Y' as in happy. (Write 
the words on the board. Underline l.•) 
"I shall say some words. Some sound like yellow; some sound like sky; 
some sound like happl_. (Point.) Listen carefully. Say each word after me 
and show the word which has the sound you hear. 
yarn (yellow) 
fly (sky) 
dry (sky) family (happy) 
many (happy) yard (yellow) 
every (happy) 
why (sky) 
try (sky) 
young (yellow) 
(Comment after each response. Write each word in the proper column.) 
"Read the words that sound like Rellow. Read the words that sound like 
sky. Read the words that sound like appy. I'll underline l.• 
"Put these cards back into envelope 24. Take the cards from envelope 25. 
Today we shall learn two sounds of ow. Ow can say •ow' as in cow. Ow can 
say tow• as in slow. In slow ow sounds like long o. (Write the words on the 
board as you say-:t;hem. ) - - -
"Can you wear these things? All the words have ow 'ow• as in cow. 
Say these words after me and show the card that says cow. (Write the words 
under~-) 
frown gown flower crown towel 
110w says 1ow•. Read these words and I'll underline ow. 
11The answers, to these questions sound like cow. Can you find them? 
(Point.) What makes a face look sad? (frown) What does a king wear? (crown) 
What did Cinderella wear to the ball?, (gown) What can Mother wear on her 
dress? (flower) What do you use to dry your hands? (towel) (Repeat each 
response and point to the word.) 
11You would look sillywearing these. They have ow •ow• as in slow. 
Say the words after me and show the card that says slow. (Write the words 
under~.) 
pillow snow crow row fellow 
"Ow says •ow 1 • Read the words and I'll underline ow. 
''Find the ansr1ers to these questions . (Point. ) What falls in winter? 
(snow) Which means the same as man? (fellow) Which is a bird? (crow) 
Which is on a bed? (pillow) Which means a line? (row) (Repeat each response 
and point to the word.) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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"Look at these cards . One says cow 1ow'; the other says slow 1ow• . 
I shall say some words . Say them after me and show the word whi'cli has the 
sound you hear. 
show (slow) 
allow (cow) 
crow (slow) shower (cow) 
yellow (slow) grow (slow) 
follow (slow) 
brown {cow) 
crowd (cow) 
how (cow) 
(Comment after each response. Write each word in the proper column. ) Read 
all the words that sound like cow, 1ow 1 ; read the words that sound like slow. 
Ow sounds like long 2.• (Point. Read every word in each column. ) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 25 ." 
What did the clown wear? 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. There are letters 
missing from one word in each sentence. Find the word at the top of 
the page. Write the missing letters. Then write the word under the 
word that sounds the same. When you have finished, unfold the paper. 
Check your work together. 
grow 
bow 
flor1er 
clown 
1. I saw a clown at the circus. 
2. He had a ow on his head. 
3. It had a big red __ ow __ • 
4. 
5. 
The clown jumped under a _ _ ow __ • 
And the flower began to ow. 
--
6. At the top he tied a ___ ow. 
cow slow 
clown 
Answers: 
1. clown 4. shower cow 
- - - -
2. crown 5. fZ.OW clown 
- -
3. flower 6. bow crown 
- -
flower 
shower 
crovm 
shower 
slow 
grow 
bow 
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Lesson 25 
Review:: "ow" as in cow and slow 252 
New:. two sounds for £., ! , and~ 
'!'HE WEATHER MAN 
"Take the cards from envelope 25. Yesterday we learned two sounds of 
ow. Ow can say I ow I as in cow. Ow can have the sound of long o as in slow. 
\Writethe words on the boaro; Uilc!erline ~·) -
"'!'he weather man might use these words. Some sound like cow; some sound 
like slow. Listen care fully • Say each word after me . Show the word which 
has ~ound you hear . 
snow (slow) 
how (cow) 
now (cow) 
know (slow) 
plow (cow) 
tomorrow (slow) 
grow (slow) 
town (cow) 
blow (slow) 
down (cow) 
(Comment after each response . Write each word in the proper column. ) 
"Read the words that sound like cow. Now read the words that sound 
like slow. I'll underline ~· 
11Put the se cards back into envelope 25. Take the cards from envelope 26. 
Today we shall listen for two sounds for each of these letters. c, s , g, 
(Write the letters on the board.) You may know both sounds or you may know 
only one sound for each letter. 
"Let 1 s listen to the two sounds of c . Sometimes c says tc t as in cat; 
sometimes c says • c t as in city. (Write -the words; on the board as you say 
them.) - -
"The weather report might have these words. They all sound like cat 
1ct . Say these words after me and show the card that says cat . (Write the 
words under cat. ) 
cold calendar coast hurricane forecast 
"C says 'c I. Read these words and I'll underline c . 
"Can you find the answers to these questions? The words have lc I as 
in cat . (Point . ) Which has dates. we do not eat? .(calendar) What is the 
opposite of hot? (cold) Which is a bad storm (hurricane) Which can you 
do in winteri (coast) Which is a weather report?: (forecast) (Repeat each 
response and .point to the word. ) 
These people can read the weather report . These words have 'c I as in 
ci ty. Say these after me and show the card that says city. (Write the 
words under city. ) 
citizen Alice celebrity Cinderella Cynthia 
uc says 'c • . Read the word$ and I' 11 underline c. 
11The answers to these questions sound like city. Find them here . (Point.) 
Who went to the ball? (Cinderella ) Which means, a famous person? (celebrity) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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Which are girls' names? (Cynthia, Alice) Who can vote? (citizen) (Repeat 
each response and point to the word.) 
"Look at the two cards for c. One says ~; the other says city. 
Listen to these words. Say each after me. If you hear 'c' as cat, show the 
card that says cat. If you hear 'c' as in city, show the card that says city. 
color (cat) 
captain (cat) 
cider (city) 
cellar (city) 
could (cat) 
carry (cat) 
face (city) calf (cat) 
celery (city) country (cat) 
(Comment after each response. Write the word in the proper column.) 
"Put these cards aside. Take the cards that have ~ and cage. Sollletimes 
~ says tgt as in ~; sometimes g says '~' as in cage. (Write the words. on 
the board as you say them.) 
'~ch of these can watch the weather man on television? All the words 
have tgt as go. Say each word after me and show the card that says ~· (Write 
the words under ~·) 
girl geat dog goose frog 
uo says 'g'. Read these words and I'll underline ~· 
''Can you find the answers to these questions? (Point.) Who can watch 
television? (girl) Which animal might watch too? .(dog) Which animal can 
fly? (goose) Which animal likes to eat grass? (goat) Which animal hops on 
two .feet? (frog) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"These words might tell about a stormy day. They all have I g I as in 
cage._ Say these words after me and show the card that says cage. (Write 
the words uader cage.) 
strange danger genn bridge large 
11Q says 1 g 1 • Read the words and I'll underline 11• 
UThe answers to these questions have 'g' as in ~ Can you find them? 
(Point.) What makes us sick? (genn) v.hich means ha ? (danger) Which is 
built over water (bridge) Which means big? (large) Which means different? 
(strange) (Repeat each response and point .to the word.) 
"Look at the two cards for ~· One says ~; the other says cage. Listen 
to these words. Say each after me. If you hear 'g' as in go, show the card 
that says ~· If you hear 'g' as in cage, show the card that says cage. 
Which sounds like giant1 Yes, cage . Which sounds like gallon? Yes, ~· 
Listen carefully. Show .the right card. . 
again (go) stage (cage) 
giraffe (cage) edge (cage) 
forget (go) 
gem (cage) 
fudge (cage ) 
gather (go) 
guess (go) 
gift (go) 
(Comment after each response . Write the word in the proper column. ) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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nput these cards aside. Take the cards that have sat and has. 
Sometimes s says lsi as in sat. Sometimes ~says ls 1 as in has:--{write 
the words on the board as you say them. ) -
nThese words make us think of a special ld.nd of day. They all have 
1st as in sat. Say each one after me and show the card that says sat. {Write 
the words under sat.) 
sun summer sand sea sunset 
us says 1 s 1. Read the words and I'll underline ~· 
"Find the answers to these questions . The words are here. (Point.) 
Which tells the season? {summer) 'Which is in the sky? {sun) Which do you 
see when the sun goes down? (sunset) What can you put in a pail? {sand) 
Which means water? (sea) {Repeat each response and point to the :word. ) 
"In these words s has the sound of 's 1 as in has. Say these after me 
and show the card that says has. (Write the words'"Uiider has . ) 
because please nose busy was 
us says 1 s 1. Read the words and I 111 underline s. 
"Can you answer these questions using words that sound like has? 
(Point. ) 'Which tells why? (because) Which is a polite word? {please.) 
Which be gins with w? (was). Which is a -part of your face? (nose) Which 
describes someone who is working? (busy) (Repeat each re-sponse and point 
to the word. ) 
"Look at the cards on your desks . One says sat; the other says has . 
Listen to these words. Which sounds like somethi.iig? Yes, sat. Which 
sounds like toes? Yes, has. Listen carefully. Say: each wora after me . 
Show the word which has the sound you hear. " 
homes (has) 
is (has) 
saw {sat) 
tease (has) 
rose (has) 
this (sat) 
someday ( sat) 
these (has) 
song (sat) 
first (sat) 
(Comment after each response . Write each word in the proper column.) 
The 1-ka ther Man 
Take turns reading these sentences to each other. There are letters 
missing from one word in each sentences. find the word at the top of 
the page. Write the missing letters. Then write the word under the 
word that sounds the same. When you have finished, unfold the paper. 
Check your work together. 
say 
again 
cool 
sight 
1. What does the weather man s!IJ 
nice 
pleasant 
2. Will it be a ____ s ___ day? 
3. The weather will be c ___ • 
4. But no rain is in s 
----· 
5. The sun will shine _g ___ • 
6. It will be a very __ c __ day. 
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cat sat has 
say 
Answers: 
1. S.!:l cat city ~ cage sat has 
2. pleasant cool nice again say pleasant 
3. cool sight 
4. sight 
5. ~gain 
6. nice 
Lesson 26 
Review:. two sounds, c, g, s 
New: syllable counting - -
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WAYS TO TRAVEL 
"Take the cards from envelope 26. Last week we learned two sounds for 
£, s, and g. Let's begin with the two sounds of c. C says 'c' as in cat 
or T c 1 as In city. (Write the words on the board7) 
"Take these two cards. Put the others aside. These words might tell 
about a trip. Some sound like cat; some sound like city. (Point.) Listen 
carefully. Say each word afterliie and show the word which has the sound 
you hear. 
citizen (city) 
conductor (cat) 
captain (cat) 
locomotive (cat) 
(Comment after each response.) 
nice (city) 
carry (cat) 
canoe (cat) 
race (city) 
space (city) 
center (city) 
"Put these cards aside. Q says 1 g 1 as in IE or 1 g' as in cage. (Write 
the words on the board.) Take these two cards. These words tell about 
traveling. Say each word after me and show the word which has the sound you 
hear. 
hangar (go) 
genera tor (cage) 
gentleman (cage) 
good-by (go) 
(Comment after each response.) 
gallop (go) guest (go) bridge {cage) 
engineer (cage) gasoline (go) gate {go) 
"Put these cards aside. S says 's' as in sat or •s• as in has. (W:rite 
the words on the board.) Take these two cards-. -Listen carefully. These 
are more words to tell about a trip. Say each after me and show the word 
which has the sound you hear. 
safety (sat) 
submarine (sat) 
please (has) 
missile (sat) 
(Comment after each response.) 
astronaut (sat) 
is (has) 
was (has) busy (has) 
service (sat) because (has) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 26. Listen carefully. Every word 
has parts. These parts are called syllables. Say syllable. A syllable is 
a part of a word. A word may have only one part. Then we say it has one 
syllable. A word may have two parts. Then we say it has two syllables. A 
word may have three, four, five or more syllables. A syllable is a part of 
a word and there are as many syllables as there are parts in a word. 
"Today we shall listen for the syllables or parts in words that have 
just one or two syllables. 
"Here are ways to travel. Listen carefully. Say each word after me. 
(Write each word on the board as you say it.) We '11 use our fingers to 
count the syllables. 
"Jet. Jet has just one part or syllable. Let • s count, jet. There is 
one syllable:--
(Concluded on next page) 
Lesson 26 (concluded) 
"Bus. How many parts do you hear? Bus. Count and show me how 
many parts you hear? Yes, one. ~has one syllable. Listen again. 
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"Truck. How many syllables do you hear? Show as many fingers as there 
are syllables. Good, one. ~· Now listen carefully. 
"Camel. Cam-el has two parts. There are two syllables in cam-el. 
(Count on fingers.) 
"Wagon. How many parts do you hear in wag-on? Show your fingers. Good, 
two parts or syllables, wag-on. 
"Rocket. How many syllables are there in rock-et? Show as many fingers 
as there are syllables. Good, two rock-et. 
UTake the 1 and 2 cards from envelope 1. Read the words on the board. 
Hold up the card which tells how many syllables in each word. (Point.) 
"Look at the words. Can you find the answera to these questions? Which 
have engines and no wings? (bus, truck) Which has an engine and wings? (jet) 
Which has legs? (camel) Which can you pull? (wagon) Which travels the 
farthest? (rocket) (Repeat each response and point to the word.) 
"Take the 1 and 2 cards. Here are more ways to travel. Listen carefully. 
Say each word after me. Show the card which tells the number of parts or 
syllables you hear. 
fer-ry 
trac-tor 
skip 
scoot-er 
ca-boose 
walk 
dream 
skate 
en-gine 
bron-ce 
(Connnent after each response. Count the syllables in each word with the 
children.) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 1.n 
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Ways to Travel 
Take turns reading the story to each other. Count the parts or syllables 
in the words that are underlined. Write the one syllable words under 1. 
Write the two syllable words under 2. When you have finished, unfold the 
paper. Check your work together. 
Answers: 
had 
walk 
skip 
now 
which 
1 
Long ago no one had a car, or a sled, or 
~ a wagon. So boys -aiid girls had to ~ or 
run or skip. Then someone made a boat to r~de on 
the water. Someone else made a car to ride on the 
land. Now there are jets to fly in the air and 
rockets~ go to the moon. 
1 
had 
~way would you like to travel? 
2 
even 
wagon 
water 
rockets 
travel 
2 
Lesson 27 259 
Review: syllable counting (1, 2) 
New: syllable counting (11 2, 3) 
STORY OOOK LAND 
"Take the 1 1 2, and 3 cards from envelope 1. Yesterday we learned 
that words have parts. These parts are called syllables. A word may have 
one part or syllable or a word may have many parts or syllables. Each 
word has as many syllables as it has parts. 
"Here are the names of some people who live in Story Book Land. 
Each word has one or two syllables. Say each word after me. Count 
the syllables and show the card which tells the number of syllables you 
hear. (Write the words on the board.) 
Jack princess Jill Hansel Gretel 
(Comment after each response. Count the syllables in each word with the 
children.) 
"Put these cards aside. Listen carefully. Here are more story book 
people. Say each word after me. (Write each word on the board as you s,ay 
it.) We '11 use our fingers to count the syllables. 
UGoldilocks. There are three parts or syllables in Gol-di-locks. 
Let's count. Gol-di-locks. Three syllables. Gol-di-locks. 
nchristopher. How m.a.ny parts in Chris-to-pher? Count the syllables. 
Show as many fingers as there are syllables. Fine, .three. Chris-to-pher. 
"Gipetto. How many syllables in Gi-pet-to? Count the syllables. 
Hold up as many fingers as there are syllables • . Good, three. Gi-pet-to. 
ttTake the 11 21 3 cards. Read all the words. on the board. Hold up 
the card which tells the number of syllables. in each word. (Point.) 
"Look at the words. Can you find the answers '00 these questions? 
Who took a nap after she ate some porridge? (Goldilocks) Who has a friend 
named Pooh? (Christopher) Who climbed a beanstalk? (Jack) Who has a sister 
named Gretel? (Hansel) Who wears a crown? (princess) (Repeat each response 
and point to .the word.) 
11Take the 11 21 3 cards. These are more people and animals who live in 
Story Book Land. Listen carefully. Say each word af'ter me. Show the card 
which tells the number of parts or syllables you hear. 
Bam-bi 
duck-ling 
Pe-ter 
elf 
hare 
croc-o ... dile 
A-lad-din 
Ra-pun-zel 
Tin-ker-belle 
Hei-di 
Jim-i-"ly 
Wen-dy 
Jon-a ... than 
hen 
dwarf 
(Comment after each response. Count the syllables in each word with the 
children.) 
ttput these cards back into envelope 1." 
Story Book Land 
Take turns reading the story to each other. Count the parts or 
syllables in the words that are underlined. Write the one syllable 
words under 1. Write the two syllable words under 2. Write the three 
syllable words under 3. When you have finished, unfold the paper. 
Check your work together. 
1 
Answers:-
1 
land 
her 
plants. 
like 
Goldilocks lives in a happy village in 
Story Book Land. The three bears are her neighbors. 
Only childrenand their animal friends, live there. It 
is a wonderful place to visit. Gum drop plants. and 
lollipop trees grow in every garden. 
W::>uld you like to go to Story Book Land? 
Open your book, -ana: you are there. . 
2 
village 
children 
visit 
garden 
open 
2 
3 
Goldilocks 
animal 
lollipop 
Goldilocks 
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Lesson 28 
Review:. syllable counting (1-3) 
New~ syllable counting (1-4) 
ABOUT FOOD 
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11Take the 11 2, 3, and 4 cards from envelope 1. Put the 4 card aside. 
Yesterday we counted the syllables in words that had one, two or three 
syllables. Let •s see how well you can count the syllables in these words. 
Soma have one; some have two; some have three syllables. Listen carefully. 
Say each word after me. Show the number that tells how many syllables you 
hear. (Write the words on the board.) Here are things to eat. 
fish 
chick-en 
sal-ad to-ma-to 
ham-burg-er a-pri-cot 
choc-o-late 
lob-ster 
meat 
can-dy 
(Comment after each response. Count the syllables in each word with the 
children.) 
11Put these cards aside. Listen carefully. Here are more things to 
eat. Say each word after me. (Write each word on the board as you say it.) 
We'll use our fingers to count the syllables. 
"Asparagus. There are four parts or syllables in as-par-a-gus. Let's 
count. as-par-a-gus. Four syllables. as-par-a-gus. 
ncauliflower. · How many parts in cau-li-flow-er? Count the syllable s. 
Show as many fingers as there are syllables. Good, four. cau-li-flow-er. 
''Watermelon. How many syllables? Hold up as many fingers as there 
are syllables in wa-ter-mel-on. Good,. four. Let 1 s count. wa-ter-mel-on. 
11Take the 1-2-3-4 cards,. Read all the words on the board. Show the 
card which tells the number of syllables in each word. (Point.) 
"Look at the wrds. Can you find the answers to these questions? 
Which is a kind of ice cream? (chocolate) Which can you catch? (fish). 
Which is a green vegetable? (asparagus) What is a lollipop? (can~) 
Which lives on a farm? (chicken) (Repeat each response and .point to the 
word.) 
"Take the 1, 2, 3, and 4 cards. 
carefully. Say each word after me. 
parts or syllables you hear. 
Here are more things to eat. Listen 
Show the card whi ch tells the number of 
cook-ie 
tur-nip 
mac-a-ro-ni 
to-ma-to 
av-o-ca-do 
cu-cum-ber 
pud-ding 
brown-ie 
mar....ma.-lade 
pic-ca-lil-li 
cheese 
huck-le-ber-ry 
milk 
lem-on-ade 
marsh-mal .. low 
(Connnent after each response. Count the syllables in each word with the 
children.) 
"Put these cards back into envelope 1." 
The Indian Pow-Wow 
Take turns reading the story to each other. Count the parts or 
syllables in the words that are . underlined. Write the one syllable 
words under 1. Write the two syllable words- under 2. Write the three 
syllable words under 3. Write the four syllable words under 4. l\hen 
you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together. 
1 
1 
will 
corn 
bake 
then 
One morning, Mother said, 11Jeff, I have 
been thinking about your birthday party. Would 
you like to have an Indian Pow-Wow? 
•'We will cook all the food over the fire. 
We can have chicken and corn. 
-
"But Mother,n said Jeff, "how can you~ 
a birthday cake over a fire?" 
"An interestin~ question, laughed Mother. 
I will bake the cake in the oven. Then we will 
put seven little fires on your cake. 
What will Mother do to the cake? Will it 
look different from your birthday cake? 
2 
morning 
2 3 4 
roorning 
thinking 
chicken 
oven 
seven 
Indian 
different 
interesting 
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Lesson 29 
Review: syllable counting (1-4) 
New: syllable counting (1·5) 
AT SCHOOL 
"Take the number cards. from envelope 1. Put the 5 card aside. 
Yesterday we counted the syllables in 'WOrds that had one, two, three 
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or four syllables. Let's see how well you can count the syllable~ in 
these words. Some have one; some have two; some have three; and some 
have four syllables. Listen carefully. Say each word after me. Show 
the number that tells how many syllables you hear. (Write the words on 
the board.) · 
11Here are people at school. 
jan-i-tor 
cook 
child 
cus-to-di .. an 
pu-pil 
teach-er 
sec-re-tar-y 
su-per-vi-ser 
prin-ci-pal 
vis-i-tor 
(Conunent after each response. Count the syllables in each word lirith the 
children.) 
"Put these cards aside. Listen carefully. Here are rooms at school. 
Say each word after me. (Write each word on the board as you say it.) 
We'll use our fingers to count the syllables. 
Cafeteria. There are five syllables in caf-e-te-ri-a. Let's count. 
caf-e-te-ri-a. Five syllables. caf-e-te-ri-a. 
Laboratory. How many parts do you hear? Show the number of fingers. 
Lab-o-.ra-to-ry. Yes, five. There are five syllables in lab-o-ra-to-ry. 
Auditorium. How many syllables? Show the number of fingers. Five. Let's 
count. Au-di-to-ri-um. 
11Take the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 cards. - Read all the words on the board. Show 
the card which tells the number of syllables in each word. (Point.) 
1tLook at the words. Can you find the answers to these questions? Who 
makes the lunches? (cook) Where does she work? (cafeteria) Where might we 
see a play? (auditorium) Who keeps our school .clean? (janitor,custodian) 
Who takes care of all the children in the school? (principal) (Repeat each 
response and point to the word.) 
11Take the 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 cards. Here are people and things we find 
at school. Listen carefully. Say each word after me. Show the card which 
tells the number of syllables you hear. 
a-rith-me-tic 
cray-on 
dic-tion-ar-y 
pho-no-graph pen~cil map shar-pen-er 
kin~r-gar-ten e-lec-tric-i-ty read-ing vo-cab-u-lar-y 
tel-e-vi-sion su-per-in-ten-dent a-quar-i-um mi-cro-scope 
(Co1T!m3nt after each response. Count the syllables in each word with the 
children.) 
uput these cards back into envelope 1. u 
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The New School 
Take turns reading the story to each other. Count the parts or 
syllables in the words that are underlined. Write the one syllable 
words under 1. Write the two syllable words. under 2. Write the three 
syllable words under 3. Write the four syllable words; under 4. Write 
the five syllable words under 5. When you have finished., unfold the 
paper. Check your work together. 
1 
first 
Answers:. 
1 
first 
new 
It was Beth's first day in her new 
school. Beth and her mother went to visit 
the principal. Mr. Brown was very~· 
Beth did not remember she was frightened. 
They went to meet her new teacher. 
She was teaching arithmetic. Beth began to 
work, too. 
Soon it was time for lunch. Beth 
went to the cafeteria to meet her new 
friends. 
How can the other children help Beth? 
2 l !t. 
2 
visit 
teacher 
children 
3 
principal 
remember 
4 
arithmetic 
5 
cafeteria 
Lesson 30 
Review~ syllable counting ( 1-5) 
26.5 
THE UNITED STATES 
11Take the 1, 2, 3, 4 and .5 cards from envelope 1. Listen carefully". 
A syllable is a part of a WJ rd. This week we have been counting the syllables 
or parts in words. Some words had only one syllable; others. had two or 
three syllables; others had four or five syllables. Each word had as 
many syllables as it had parts . 
nHere are names of states in the United States. Say each word after 
me. Listen for the parts or syllables. Count the syllables. Show the 
card that tells how many syllables. there are in each word. 
Ver...mont 
I-da...J:J.o 
Maine 
Or-e...gon 
Kan-sas 
Vir-gin-ia 
Mon ... tan-a 
New York 
Col-o ... rad..o 
Ar-i-zo-na 
Q...,l-li...o 
Penn-syl~va-ni-a 
Al...a ... bam...a 
A-laswka 
Texas 
In-di-an-a 
Mas-sa-chu-setts 
Mich·i-gan 
Min-ne ... so-ta 
Lou ... i-si-an...a 
Mis-sis-sip-pi 
Ne ... vad-a 
Cal-i-for-ni--a 
0-Jcla-ho-ma. 
(Comment after each response . Count the syllables in each word with the 
children. 
"Put the cards back into envelope 1. u 
Lesson 31 
Review: syllable counting 
New: syllable analysis 
ANIMALS 
(Distribute five pieces of paper to each child.) 
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11Last week we counted syllables or parts of words. Today we shall write 
some syllables. Here are names of animals. Listen carefully for the syllables. 
Say each word after me. Show as many fingers as there are syllables in each 
word. {Write the words on the board.) 
chipmunk cub panda duck camel 
(Comment after each response. Count the syllables in each word with the 
children.) 
•tNow let's write the syllables in each of these words. Take a piece of 
paper. Chip~unk has two syllables. Say chipmunk. Look at the word on the 
board. (Point.) Chi~munk. Write the first syllable on your papers. Show 
me what you have written. Yes, chip. (Write chip on the board under the 
original whole word. ) 
"Now look at the word again. Leave a space on your papers to show we 
have a new syllable and write the last syllable in chi~unk. Show me what 
you have written. Good, munk. (Write munk on the boa under the original 
whole word. Leave a space between syllables.) There are two syllables in 
chipmunk. Chipo-munk. (Point.) 
"Take another piece of paper. Cub has only one syllable. Say cub. 
Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Cub. Write the syllable o!i"'Your 
papers. Show me what you have written. Yes, cub. (Write cub on the board 
under the original whole word.) There is one syllable in cub. Cub. (Point.) 
"Take the next piece of paper. Panda has two syllables. Say panda. 
Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Pan-da. Write the first syllable 
on your papers. Show me what you have written. Yes, pan. (Write pan on 
the board under the original whole word.) 
"Now look at the word again. Leave a space on your papers to show we 
have a new syllable and write the last syllable in panda. Show me what you 
have written. Yes, da. (Write da on the board under the original whole word. 
Leave a space between syllables:} There are two syllables in pan-da. (Point.) 
"Take another piece of paper. Duck has only one syllable. Say duck. 
Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Duck. Write the syllable on your 
papers. Show me what you have written. Yes,-duck. (Write duck on the board 
under the original word.) There is one syllable in duck. (Point.) 
"Take the last piece of paper. Camel has two syllables. Say camel. 
Look at the word on the board. (Point:"}Cam-el. Write the first syllable 
on your papers. Show me what you have written. Good, cam. (Write cam 
on the board under the original whole word.) ---
(Concluded on next page) 
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"Now look at the word again. Leave a space on your papers to show we 
have a new syllable and write the last syllable in camel. Show me what 
you have written. Good, el. 11 (Write el on the board under the original 
whole word. Leave a spacebetween syllibles.) There are two syllables in 
camel. Cam-el. (Point,) 
"Letts read all the words on the board. (Point.) I 111 ask questions. 
Look at the words on your papers. Hold up the answers to my questions. Which 
animal has humps on his back? (camel) Which is a black and "White bear? (panda) 
Which is a baby bear? (cub) Which lives in the forest? (chipmunk) Which 
likes to swim? (duck)u 
(Comment after each response.) 
Animals 268 
Take turns reading the phrases to each other. The phrases tell about 
the words. There are syllables missing from the words. Find the syllables 
at the bottom of the paper. Wri. te the missing syllables. When you have 
finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
a good pet 
makes a web 
a funny animal 
has a long bushy tail 
a beautiful bird 
1 
fox 
dog 
spi 
Answers: 
1. dog 
2. spi der 
3. mon key 
4. fox 
5. pea~ 
1 2 
dog 
der 
mon 
pea 
2 
cock 
key 
Lesson 32 
Review:. syllable analysis (1~2) 
New: syllable analysis (1-3) 
THE CALENDAR 
(Distribute five pieces of paper to each child.) 
"Put these papers aside. Take the words; we worked with yesterday. 
We listened for the syllables in words. Then we wrote the syllables we 
heard in each word. Some words, had one syllable~ others had two syllables. 
Look at the words. on your desks. I shall tell you about each word. Listen 
carefully. Find the word I tell about. Show the paper and say the word. 
Listen. Which word has one syllable, cub? (cub) This word has two 
syllables; the second syllable is da. (panda} This word has two syllables~ 
the first syllable is cam. (camel}--Which word has one syllable, duck? (duck) 
This word has two syllables;. the first syllable is chip. (chipmunk)(Comment 
after each response.) 
Put these papers aside and take the five new pieces of paper. Count the 
syllables. in these words. Say each word after me and show as many fingers 
as there are syllables. (Write the words on the board.) These tell about the 
calendar. 
Sunday November week valentine winter 
(Comment after each response. Count the syllables in each word with the 
children.) 
"Now let's write the syllables in each of these words. Take a piece 
of paper. Sunjy has two syllables. Say Sunday. Look at the word on the 
board. (Point. Sun-day. Write the first syllable on your papers. Show 
me what you have written. Yes, Sun. This word begins with a capital letter 
because it is the name of a day Ofthe week. (Write Sun on the board under 
the original whole word.) Now look at the word again:--Leave a space on 
your papers to show we have a new syllable and write the last syllable in 
Sunday. Show me what you have written. Good, day. (Write day on the board 
under the original word. Leave a space between syllables.) There are two 
syllables in Sun ... day. {Point.) 
1'Take another piece of paper. November has three syllables. Say 
November. Look at the word on the board. (Point.) No-vem-ber• Write 
the first syllable on your papers. Show me what you have wri. tten. Yes, 
No. (Write No on the board under the original word.) Now look at the 
word again. Listen No-vem-ber. Leave a space and write the second syllable • 
Show me what you have written. Good, vern. (Write on the board as indicated.) 
Look at the word. Listen No-vem•ber. Leave a space and write the last 
syllable. Show me what you have wntten. Fine, ber. (Write on the board 
as indicated.) There are three syllables in No-veiii:ber. (Point.) 
"Take another piece of paper. There is only one syllable in week. 
Say week. Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Write the syllable on 
your""PaP'ers. Show me what you have written. Good, week. (Write the 
word on the board under the original word.) There is one syllable in 
week. (Point.) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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"Take the next piece of paper. There are three syllables in valentine. 
Say valentine. Look at the word on the board. (Poiilt.) Val-en ... t:ime. 
Write the first syllable. Show me what you have written. Good, val. (Write 
on the board as indicated.) Look at the word again. Listen, Val::eli-time. 
Write the second syllable. Show me what you have written. Fine, en. (Write 
on the board as indicated.) Look at the word again. Leave a space on your 
papers. Write the last syllable. Show me what you have written. Yes, tine. 
(Write on the board as indicated.) There are three syllables, Val-en-t~ 
(Point.) 
"Take the last piece of paper. Winter has two syllables. Say winter. 
Look at the word on the board. (Point. ) Write the first syllable on your 
papers . Show me what you have written. Yes, win. (Write on the board as 
indicated. ) Listen. Look at the word on the b<>ard. win ... ter. Write the 
last syllable. Show me what you have written. Good, ter. (Write on the 
board as indicated. ) There are syllables in win-ter. \Point.) 
"Let's read all the words on the board. (Point.) I'll ask questions. 
Look at the words on your papers. Hold up the answers to my questions. 
Which is the name of a season? (winter) Which do we send in February-? 
(valentine) Which has seven days'? (week) Which day comes before Monday'? 
(Sunday) Which is the name of a month? (November)." 
(Comment after each response.) 
The Calendar 
Take turns reading the phrases to each other. The phrases tell about 
the words. There are syllables missing from the words. Find the 
syllables at the bottom of the paper. Write the missing syllables. 
When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together. 
1 2 
1. the day after Thursday Fri day 
2. the time when flowers grow 
3. the last month of the year De 
4. a. holiday in November giv 
5. the warmest time of the year mer 
1 2 1 
Thanks cem ing 
spring ber 
sum 
Fri 
Answers: 
1. Fri day 
2. spring 
3. De _ce_m ~ 
4. Thanks gi v ing 
5. sum mer 
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Lesson 33 
Review: syllable analysis (1-3) 
New: syllable analysis (1-4) 
THE ORCHESTRA 
(Distribute five pieces of paper to each child.) 
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»Put these papers aside. Take the words we worked with yesterday. We 
listened for the syllables in w:>rds. Then we wrote the syllables we heard 
in each word. Some words had one syllable; some words; had two syllables;. 
others had three syllables. Look at the words on your desks. I shall tell 
you about each word. Listen carefully. Find the word I tell about. Show 
the paper and say the word. Listen. This word has three syllables; the 
last syllable is ber. (November) This word has two syllables; the first 
syllable is win. (winter) This word has only one syllable. (week) This 
word has three-syllables; the middle syllable is en. (Valentine) This word 
has two syllables; the last syllable is day. (Sunday) (Comment after each 
response. 
ttput these papers aside and take the five new pieces of paper. These 
are instruments· in an orchestra. Say each word after me and count the 
syllables. Show as many fingers as there are syllables. (Write the words 
on the board.) 
piccolo horn accordion mandolin trumpet 
(Connnent after each response. Count the syllables in each word with the 
children.) 
"Now let's write the syllables in each of these words. Take a piece 
of paper. Piccolo has three syllables. Say piccolo. Look at the word on 
the board. (Point.) PicloOCo-lo. Write the first syllable on your papers. 
Show me liD-at you have written. Yes, pic. (Write pic on the board under 
the orginal whole word.) Now look again. Listen. Pic-co-lo. Leave a 
space and write the second syllable. Show me what you have written. Fine, 
co. (Write on the board as indicated.) Look at the word again. Leave a 
space and write the last syllable. Show me what you have written. Good, lo. 
(Write on the board as indicated.) There are three syllables in pic-co ... lo:-
(Point.) 
"Take another piece of paper. There is only one syllable in hom. 
Say hom. Look at the word on the board. {Point.) Write the syllable on 
your papers. Show me what you have written. Good, horn. (Write on the 
board under the original word.) There is one syllable in hom. (Point.) 
"Take another piece of paper. There are four syllables in accordion. 
Say accordion. Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Ac-cor-di-on. 
Write the first syllable. Show me what you have written. Good, ac. (Write 
on the board as indicated.) Look again and listen. ac-cor-di-on:- Leave 
a space and write the second syllable. Show me what you have written. 
Good, cor. (Write on the board as indicated.) Look again and listen. 
ac-cor:dr-on. Leave a space and write the third syllable on your papers. 
Show me what you have written. Fine, di. (Write on the board as indicated.) 
Look. Listen. ac-cor-di-on. Leave a space and write the last syllable. 
Show me what you have written. Good, ~· (Write on the board as indicated.) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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There are four syllables, ac-cor-di-on. (Point.) 
"Take another piece of paper. There are three syllables in mandolin. 
Say mandolin. Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Man-do-lin. Write 
the first syllable. Show me what you have written. Good, man. (Write on 
the board as indicated.) Look again and listen. man-do-l~ Write the 
second syllable. Show me what you have written. Fine, do. (Write on the 
board as indicated.) Look again, Listen, man-do-lin. Write the last 
syllable. Show me what you have written. Yes, lin. (Write on the board 
as indicated.) There are three syllables in man-do-lin. (Point.) 
"Take the last piece of paper. There are two syllables in trumpet. Say 
trumpet. Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Trum-pet. Write the first 
syllable. Show me what you have written. Fine, trum. (Write on the board 
as indicated.) Look again and listen, trum-Tht. Write the last syllable. 
Show me what you have written. Good1 ~· Write on the board as indicated.) 
There are two syllables in trum-pet. {Point.) 
11Let 1 s read all the words on the board. (Point.) I'll ask questions. 
Look at the words on your papers. Hold up the answers to my questions. Which 
looks like a small piano? (accordion) Which is played by blowing? (horn) 
This instrument is also played by blowing. The first syllable is .the same as 
something to eat. (piccolo) This instrument has strings. The first syllable 
is the name of a person. (mandolin.)" 
(Comment after each response.) 
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The Orchestra 
Take turns reading the phrases to each other. The phrases tell abQut 
the words. There are syllables missing from the words. Find the syllables 
at the bottom of the paper. Write the missing syllables. When you have 
finished, unfold the paper. Check you work together. 
1 2 
1. to beat with sticks drwl1 
2. to play in church or 
3. has strings and a bow vi 
4. play with your mouth har 
5. play in school or at home an 
1 2 4 
pi mon i ca 
drum gan 0 
0 lin 
Answers: 
1. drum 
2. organ 
3. vi o lin 
4. har mon i ca 
---
5. Fl an~ 
Lesson 34 
Review~ syllable analysis (1-4) 
New: syllable analysis (1-5) 
MACHINES 
(Distribute five pieces of paper to each child.) 
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"Put these papers aside. Take the words we worked with yesterday. 
We listened for the syllables in words. Then we wrote the syllables we heard 
in each w::>rd. Some wrds had one syllable; some words has two syllables; 
others had three or four syllables. Look at the word& on your desks. I 
shall tell you about each word. Listen. Find the word I tell about. Show 
the paper and say the word. This word has three syllables; the first is man. 
(mandolin) This word has four syllables; the last syllable is on. (accordion) 
This word has one syllable, hom. (hom) This word has three sYilables; the 
first syllable is pic. (piccolo) This word has two syllables; the last 
is ~· (trumpet) 
(Comment after each response.) 
"Put these papers aside and take the five new pieces of paper. These 
are machines. Say each word after me and count the syllables. Show as 
many fingers as there are syllables. (Write the words on the board.) 
heater clock radiator locomotive refrigerator 
(Comment after each response. Count the syllables in each wrd with the 
children.) 
11Now let's write the syllables in each of these words. Take a piece 
of paper. Heater has two syllables. Say heater. Look at the word on the 
board. (Point.) Heat-er. Write the first syllable on your papers. Show 
me what you have written. Yes, heat. (Write heat on the board under the original 
whole word.) Now look again. Listen. Heat...cr.- Leave a space and write 
the second syllable. Show me what you have written. Fine, er. (Write on 
the board as indicated.) There are two syllables in heat-er:- (Point.) 
"Take another piece of paper. There is only one syllable in clock. 
Say clock. Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Write the syllable 
on your papers. Show me what you have written. Good, clock. (Write on 
the board as indicated.) There is one syllable in clock. (Point.) 
"Take another piece of paper. There are four syllables in radiator. 
Say radiator. Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Ra-di-a-tor. 
Write the first syllable. Show me what you have written. Good, ra. 
(Write on the board as indicated.) Look again and listen. ra-di+tor. 
Leave a space and write the second syllable. Show me what you have written. 
Good, di. (Write on the board as indicated.) Look again and listen. 
ra-di-a""":tor. Leave a space and write the third syllable. Show me what you 
have wri. tten. Yes, a (Write on board as indica ted. ) Now look once more. 
Listen. ra-di-a-tor7 Leave a space and write the last syllable. Show me 
what you have written. Fine, tor. (Write on the board as indicated.) 
Ra-di-a-tor has four syllables:--(Point.) 
(Concluded on next page) 
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"Take another piece of paper. There are four syllables in locomotive. 
Say locomotive. Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Lo-co-mo-tive. 
Write the first syllable. Show me what you have written. Good, lo. (Write 
on the board as indicated.) Look again and listen. lo-co..mo-tiv9." Leave 
a space and write the second syllable. Show me what you have written. Good, 
co. (Write on the board as indica ted.) Look again and listen. lo...co-mo-ti ve. 
Leave a space and write the third syllable. Show me what you have written. 
Yes, mo. (Write on the board as indicated.) Now look once more. Listen. 
lo-co:n:io-tive. Leave a space and write the last syllable. Show me what you 
have written. Fine, tive. (Write on the board as indicated.) There are 
four syllables in lo-co:mo ... tive. (Point.) 
"Take the last piece of paper. There are five syllables in refrigerator. 
Say refrigerator. Look at the word on the board. (Point.) Re-frig-er-a-tor. 
Write the first syllable. Show me what you have written. Good, re. (Write 
on the board as indicated.) "Look again and listen re-frig-er...a-tor. Leave 
· a space and write the fourth syllable. Show me what you have written. Yes, 
a (Write on the board as indicated.) Look at the word once more. Listen. 
re-frig-er...a.-tor. Leave a space and write the last syllable. Show me what 
you have written. Yes, tor. (Write on the board as indicated.) There are 
five syllables in re-frig:6r-a-tor. 
Let•s read all the words on the board. (Point.) I'll ask questions. 
Look at the words on your papers. Hold up the answers to my questions. 
Which keeps food cold? (refrigerator) Which tells the time? (clock) Which 
keeps the car warm? (heater) Which keeps a room warm? (radiator) 'Which 
is a kind of train? (locomotive ) 11 
(Comment after each response.) 
Machines 
Take turns reading the phrases to each other. The phrases tell about 
the words. There are syllables, missing from the words. Find the 
syllables.at the bottom of the paper. Write the missing syllables. 
W'aen you have finished, unfold the paper. Check you work together. 
1 2 1 ~ 2. 
1. talk on this tel e phone 
2. tells how hot it is ther 
3. to ride in to 
-
4. for the farmer trac 
5. makes machines work lee 
1 2 
au tor trio ter ty 
e mom mo i 
tel e e bile 
Answers: 
1. tel~ phone 
2. ther mom e ter 
---
3. au to mo bile 
- ---
4. trac tor 
5. ! lee tric .!_ ~ 
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Review: syllable analysi s (1-5) 
PEOPLE 
(Distribute nine pieces of paper to each child.) 
"This week we have been listening for the syllables, in words. Then 
we wrote the syllables. I 1m not going to give you very much help today. 
Let's see how well you can write the syllables, in these words. Listen 
carefully. Count the syllables in each word. Look at the word on the 
board and write the syllables. 
"Let's do the first one together. This man makes. things f rom wood. 
car~nter. {Write the word on the board.) Say carpenter. How many 
sylables. are in carpenter? Yes, three. Take the first piece of paper 
and write the syllables. in carpenter. Leave a space between each syllable. 
car-pen-ter. Show me what you have written. Good, car ... pen ... ·oor. (Write 
on the board under the original whole word.) 
"Now I•m not going to give you any more help. Take the next piece of 
paper. Listen carefully. Count the syllables, in this word. champion 
Say champion. (Write the word on the board.) How many syllables in cham ... 
pi-on? Write the syllables. Leave a space between each syllable. Show 
me what you have written. Yes, cham-pi-on. (Write on the board under 
the original whole word.) 
(Repeat this procedure using the following words. 
de ... tec-tive su-per~in-ten-dent 
op-er-a-tor den-tist 
nurse con-duc""tor 
e ... lec-tri-cian 
"Let's read all the words. on the board. (Point.) I'll ask questions. 
Look at the words. on your papers. Hold up the answers. to ~ questions. 
Who solves mysteries? (detective) Who takea care of sick people? (nurse) 
Who takes care of your teeth? (dentist) Who wins the game? (champion) 
Who helps you make a telephone call? (operator) Who fixes the lights when 
they do not trork? (electrician) Who. works on a train? (conductor) Who 
makes things out of wood? (carpenter) Who takes, care .of all the schools in 
the city? (superintendent) 11 
( Conunent after each response •) 
People 
Take turns reading the phrases to each other. The phrases tell about 
the words. There are syllables missing from the words. Find the 
syllables. at the bottom of the paper. Write the missing syllables. 
When you have finished, unfold the paper. Check your work together. 
1. lives in the White House 
2. likes children 
3. one person 
4. flies in a rocket 
5. can do tricks 
1 
teach 
pres 
ac 
as 
Answers:: 
1. pres i dent 
2. teach er 
3. in di vidual 
----
4. as tro naut 
---
5. ac ro bat 
--
1 
pres 
2 
di 
tro 
ro 
in 
2 
i 
er 
vid 
dent 
1 ~ 
dent 
naut 
bat 
u al 
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Otis Quick-Scoring 
Mental Ability Tests: New Edition· 
BY Arthur S. Otis 
MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS 
ALPHA 
Short 
Form 
The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests comprise three tests: Alpha, Beta, 
and Gamma. The Alpha Test is designed for Grades 1 to 4, the Beta Test for 
Grades 4 through 9, and the Gamma Test for high schools and colleges. The Alpha 
Test has been found slightly difficult for beginning-first-grade pupils, and its use, 
therefore, is not recommended until the beginning of the second half of the first grade. 
The purpose of the three tests in the series is to measure mental aLility- thinking 
power or the degree of maturity of the mind. It should be understood from the out-
set t.hat it is not possible to measure mental ability directly. It is possible only to 
measure the effect mental ability has had in enabling the pupil to acquire certain 
knowledges and mental skills. The answering of some types of questions depends 
less upon schooling and more upon mental ability than the answering of others, and 
in making up the test the aim has been for the most part to choose the kind of ques-
tion which depends as little as possible on schooling and as much as possible on 
thinking. 
Special Features of the Alpha Test 
The Alpha Test: Short Form, with which this Manual deals, is an abbreviated 
version of the original Alpha Test of the Quick-Scoring series. The original or long 
form yields both a verbal and a nonverbal IQ; the Short Form yields only one IQ, 
though including both verbal and nonverbal material. The original form is still 
available for those desiring a more comprehensive measure and both types of IQ. 
The content of the Short Form is entirely pictorial and geometric; it represents a 
selection of 45 of the most valid of the 90 i terns in the original form. 
The Alpha Test, both in the original form and in the Short Form, is characterized 
by exceptional ease of administration and scoring. There are two sets of directions, 
each referring to the same set of pictures. One set of directions calls for the marking 
of the one picture in a row of pictures which is different from the others in the row; 
the other set of directions requires the marking of one picture in each row, in ac-
cordance with specific directions. The first set of directions constitutes what is 
referred to as the "nonverbal" part of the test, since after the initial instructions 
the pupil proceeds without needing any further understanding of either oral or 
Copyright 1936, 1938, 1939, 1954, by Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. 
Copyright in Great Britain All rights reserved 
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written directions. The second set of directions comprises what is called the "verbal'' 
part of the test, inasmuch as the subject's task is to comprehend and follow specific 
oral injunctions for each item. 
The time limit for the nonverbal part of the test is 12 minutes. Administration 
of the verbal part of the test requires about 10 minutes. It is recommended that 
the nonverbal part be given first. 
The test is very easy to score by means of the special scoring key which is furnished 
in each package of tests. By this device the right answers may be counted im-
mediately without marking the items right or wrong. 
DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING THE TEST 
Before passing the papers, say to the pupils: "We are now going to hand you the 
papers for a new and interesting test. As soon as you receive a paper, write your 
name after the word 'Name' and fill the other blank spaces on the first page. Re-
member: Do not open the booklet until I tell you to do so." (Have the papers passed 
right side up.) 
Young children have a very strong urge to look at other children's papers; hence 
they should be seated as far apart as possible. 
In taking the test the pupils may use either crayons or pencils with erasers. 
Crayons have the advantage of providing heavier marks which are much easier to 
score than ordinary pencil marks. 
Different-colored crayons or pencils must be used for the nonverbal and verbal 
parts. It is desirable to have the pupils use a light-colored crayon, such as green or 
orange, for the first part and a dark-colored crayon, such as dark blue or black, for 
the second. This is because it is necessary that the pupils, while taking the second 
part, completely disregard the marks that were put on the paper during the first 
part. 
To provide for the occasions when the pupil will wish to mark the same picture 
during the second part as was marked during the first (although in that case one of 
the marks would be incorrect), it is necessary to use horizontal marks in one case and 
vertical marks in the other. Therefore, horizontal marks are used for the nonverbal 
part and vertical marks for the verbal. 
Have the papers passed out one to each pupil, and give the pupils such help as 
they may need to write their names and otherwise properly fill the blanks. 
Then say: " Now let us look at the pictures in the first row. In the first row there 
are three things that are alike. What are they?" (Let pupils respond.) " Yes, they 
are the three girls ; so draw a line through the picture of the man because he is not 
like the three girls. Draw a big line like this." (Demonstrate by holding up the 
paper and indicating the drawing of a horizontal line completely through the picture 
of the man.) 
"Now in the next row there are three things alike. What are they?" (Let pupils 
respond.) " Yes, they are the three animals ; so draw a line through the picture of 
the tree because that is not an animal. 
"Now in the next row there are three things that are alike. How are they alike?" 
(Pupils respond.) "Yes, they are all things to wear; so what will you draw a line 
through?" (Pupils respond.) "Yes, mark the clock - draw a line through the 
clock, because that is not something to wear. 
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"In the next row there are three things that are alike. What are they? Yes, 
they are all things to eat; so what will you mark? Yes, mark the bicycle, because 
that is not something to eat. 
"In the last row there are three things that are alike. How are they alike? 
Yes, they are all tools; so what will you mark? Yes, mark the chair, because that 
is not a tool. 
''This test is full of rows of pictures like those on this front page. In each row 
you are to find the three things that are alike and draw a line through the one that 
is not like those three. See how many you can get right." (If any of the pupils 
cannot be supplied with erasers, or if crayons are used, say:) "If you find you have 
marked the wrong picture by mistake, cross out the mark like this." (Indicate 
the making of a scribbled line over the wrong mark.) 
"Do not ask any questions. If you do not know the answer to any row, go on 
to the next row and try it again later. 
"But be very careful not to look at any other pupil's paper. We wish to see 
how well you can do all by yourself. 
"Now turn the page and begin. Do all the pages." 
Note the time immediately and write it on the board, together with the time it 
will be just 12 minutes hence. That is the time the pupils are to stop work. They 
are to stop work promptly when the second time written on the board is reached. 
In spite of the above injunction that the pupils are not to ask questions, they are 
likely to raise their hands during the test. The teacher should move quietly to any 
pupil raising his hand and straighten out any difficulty such as supplying a new 
pencil, providing an eraser, and answering questions such as "Shall I go on to the 
next page?" "I have made a mistake, what shall I do?" etc.; but she must be very 
careful not to give any directions which may help directly in his answering the test. 
Thus, if a pupil asks, "What is this a picture of?" the teacher must say: "It is not 
fair for me to tell you. Just do it the best you can." Under no circumstances 
should the teacher give any hints or suggestions that would enable the pupil to get 
an answer that he would not otherwise get. 
It is very important also that in no case should a pupil be prodded or scolded, 
for any emotional disturbance upsets the thinking not only of the pupil spoken to 
but of others as well. The room should be quiet througl}.out the whole testing 
time, all conversation being in whispers. At the end of exactly 12 minutes, say: 
"Stop. Close your booklets." See that all stop work at the signal. Tell the 
pupils to put away the crayons that were used for the nonverbal part. A short 
recess period may be allowed before the verbal part of the test is given if the examiner 
feels that the group of children needs it. 
When the pupils are ready to begin taking the verbal part of the test, tell-them 
to take a different-colored crayon from the one used previously- preferably, as 
explained above, a dark-colored crayon so that their marks will stand out clearly 
above the line marks they have used for the nonverbal part. 
When ready, say: "We are going to let you mark some more of the pictures in 
this booklet, but this time you are to make a different kind of mark. 
"I want you to mark the pictures with an up-and-down line this time, like this." 
(Show by drawing a vertical line on the board.) 
"Look at the first row of pictures. Find the girl who is jumping, and draw a line 
through that picture. Remember to draw an up-and-down line. 
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''In the next row mark the picture of the animal that has the longest tail. Which 
animal is it? Yes, the horse. Mark the picture of the horse. Be sure to make 
an up-and-down mark like this." (Show.) 
''In the next row mark the picture of the thing a man wears on his foot. What 
is it? Yes, the shoe; so mark the shoe. 
''Next mark the thing that grows in the ground. 
"In the next row mark the thing we use in sawing a board. 
"Do you all understand how to mark the pictures?" (Be sure that ail do under-
stand, and that they are making large vertical lines that can be clearly seen.) 
"Now turn over to the next page." (See that all have the right page. Then 
say:) 
''I am going to tell you which picture to mark in each row. Do not mark more 
than one picture in any row." (Pause.) 
"I will tell you only once which picture to mark; so listen very carefully, and then 
try to mark the right one. Do not ask any questions. Just do the best you can." 
(Pause.) 
"If you mark the wrong picture, do not try to erase your mark. Just cross out 
the mark on the wrong picture like this" (Show.) "and draw another mark on the 
right picture." (Pause.) 
"If I tell you to mark a picture that is already marked, go right ahead and mark 
it just the same. Pay no attention to the marks you have made before ; just pretend 
they are not there at all." (Pause.) 
"If you do not understand which picture to mark in some row, let it go and then 
listen carefully while I tell you which picture to mark in the next row." 
In reading the directions, speak deliberately and distinctly, and loud enough so 
that all can hear. Try to make the meaning of each direction as clear as possible. 
If you make any mistake in reading a direction, you must begin again and read 
it through completely without a mistake. For example, one direction reads: "Mark 
the set of four figures which contains a 6 that is not the first one of the four figures" 
(Item 28). Suppose you read it : "not one of the first four figures ." That is likely to 
leave the pupils slightly confused. Instead you must say: "No. That is wrong. 
Listen again." Then read the directions through correctly. Read each direction 
through only once unless some disturbance might have prevented the children from 
understanding you. Of course, you will not explain the meaning of any word, since 
the test is intended to be in part a vocabulary test. 
Timing the items. After each verbal direction has been given, the pupil is to 
be allowed five seconds of working time in which to mark the picture. 
If a stop watch is available, this may be the best means for timing these five-
second intervals. It is very difficult to time these five-second intervals with an 
ordinary watch. Hence, if no stop watch is available, you may use the following 
device for estimating the five-second interval. 
As soon as the directions have been read, say to yourself: 
"One hundred one, 
one hundred two, 
one hundred three, 
one hundred four, 
one hundred five." 
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Then immediately begin reading the next direction . Be sure to practice this timing 
before giving the test. With a little practice you can gauge the speed of these 
phrases so that they will occupy just five seconds. Then you may dispense with the 
use of a watch altogether; with a little care this method of timing will he accurate 
enough. 
Here follow the verbal directions for Form As. 
Verbal Directions for Alpha: Short Form As 
"Now turn over to the next page where you see the big letter E, here." (The 
examiner will demonstrate and make sure that all have the right page. Then say :) 
(1) "Now put your finger beside Row Number 1. Take your crayon and mark 
the thing that is green and grows on a tree." (Allow 5 seconds fo r each item.) 
(2) "Put your finger beside Row 2. Mark the girl that is preparing some food 
to be cooked. 
(3) "Next, Row 3 - Mark the thing that you might use in the morning, after you 
had finished brushing your teeth. 
(4) "Next, Row 4 -· Mark the thing that has the largest tail feathers. 
(5) "Next, Row 5 - Mark the middle one of the faces looking toward the left. 
(6) "Next, Row 6 - Mark the picture at the opposite end of the row from the boy 
eating the apple. 
(7) "Next, Row 7 - Mark the piece of jewelry that would make the largest circle. 
(8) "Next, Row 8 - Mark the lines that appear to run most nearly in the direction 
of telegraph wires. 
(9) "Now look at the top of the next page where you see the big letter D. Put 
your finger beside Row 9." (See that all have the right row.) "Mark the 
thing that is used by girls and women but not by boys and men. 
(10) "Next, Row 10 - Mark the thing that a man might use if he were going some-
where that was too far to walk. 
(11) "Next, Row 11 - Mark the first one of the drawings that does not have a 
circle in the center. 
(12) "Next, Row 12 - Mark the drawing made with straight lines that is not at 
either end of the row. 
(13) "Next, Row 13 - Mark the fire that is most likely to be outdoors. 
(14) "Next, Row 14 - Mark the letter that would take the most ink to make. 
(15) "Next, Row 15 - Mark the one of the lines that bend up which is farthest 
from the one that bends down. 
(16) "Next, Row 16 - Mark the square to the right of the one that has five crosses 
in it. 
"Now turn the page. You will see the big letter L." (See that everyone has 
the right page.) 
(17) "Now put your finger beside Row 17. Mark the thing that belonged to a 
little girl when it was new. 
(18) "Next, Row 18 - Mark the thing we write with that has a point but which we 
do not have to sharpen. 
(19) "Next, Row 19 - Mark the thing which might have a picture of yesterday's 
baseball game printed in it. 
(20) "Next, Row 20 - Mark the drawing that looks most like a house with a 
pointed roof. 
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(21) "Next, Row 21- Mark the picture having the arrow going through the frame 
that has four sides. 
(22) "Next, Row 22 - Mark the drawing that looks most like a top. 
(23) ''Next, Row 23 - Mark the star that has the fewest dots in the top point. 
(24) "Next, Row 24 - Mark the cheese that is turned so that you can see all the 
way through between the parts. 
(25) ''Now look at the top of the next page where you see the big letter K. Put 
your finger beside Row 25." (See that all have the right row.) " Mark the 
large drawing that is widest at the bottom and narrowest at the top. 
(26) "Next, Row 26 - Mark the group of three letters that have the most loops. 
(27) "Next, Row 27 - Mark the drawing with black and white squares which is 
nearest the group of letters with an M in the middle. 
(28) "Next, Row 28 - Mark the set of four figures which contains a 6 that is not 
the first one of the four figures. 
(29) "Next, Row 29 - Mark the middle one of the three crisscross lines. 
(30) "Next, Row 30 - Mark the example in which the answer is the same as the 
top number of the example before it. 
(31) "Next, Row 31 - Mark the drawing that has stars in the corners and circles 
on the sides. 
(32) "Next, Row 32 - Mark the pair of curved drawings that are widest at the 
bottom. 
"Now turn the page. You will see a big letter C." (See that everyone has 
the right page.) 
(33) "Now put your finger beside Row 33. Mark the row of letters that has no 
M, no L, and no Gin it. 
(34) "Next, Row 34 - Mark the picture of the three leaves that do not have points. 
(35) "Next, Row 35 - Mark the set of four little drawings in which the circle is 
second. 
(36) "Next, Row 36 - Mark the picture in which the pan of water is exactly under 
a circle and square. 
(37) "Next, Row 37 - Mark the next drawing after the one that has six circles. 
(38) "Next, Row 38 - Mark the picture in which there is a baby animal looking 
at its mother. 
(39) "Next, Row 39 - Mark the picture of the four little sticks that are widest in 
the middle. 
(40) "Next, Row 40 - Mark the drawing with three little windows that are partly 
curved and partly straight. 
(41) "Now look at the top of the next page where you see the big letter F. Put 
your finger beside Row 41." (See that all have the righ t row.) "Mark the 
chain that has links which if separate would roll the easiest. 
(42) "Next, Row 42 - Mark the drawing that is just below the chain with the 
oval-shaped links. 
(43) "Next, Row 43 - Mark the picture of the moon in an up-and-down position 
with the star on the outside of the curve of the moon. 
(44) "Next, Row 44 - Mark the right-hand one of the two slanting knots. 
(45) "Next, Row 45 - Mark the drawing that has one opening at the top and one 
opening on a side. 
"Now put your crayon down and close your booklet." (Be sure that all stop at 
the signal.) 
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DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE TEST 
For scoring the papers a Key is provided, consisting of a sheet of heavy paper 
containing rectangular perforations indicating the position of the correct answers. 
To score the nonverbal part of the test, open the Key and lay it on pages 2 and 3 
of the test booklet in such a way that the large letter in the upper left-hand corner of 
the Key is the same as the large letter in the upper left-hand corner of the test 
page (E in Form As). 
The letters in the upper right-hand corners of the test are used when scoring the 
verbal part of the test, as is explained below. 
It is not necessary to mark the test paper. It is necessary only to count the marks 
that appear in the windows. Each mark which appears in a window is a right 
answer, and each picture not so marked does not count. 
When the marks appearing in the windows on pages 2 and 3 have been counted, 
flop the Key over as indicated by the arrow in the lower right-hand corner and lay it 
on pages 4 and 5 of the test booklet. (Be sure th;tt the large letters in the upper 
left-hand corner of the Key correspond to those in the upper left-hand corner of the 
test booklet.) Continue the count of right answers (marks which appear in the 
windows). Next flop the Key over again as indicated by the arrow on the lower 
right-hand corner, lay it on pages 6 and 7, and complete the count. 
When the count is completed for the seven pages, close the booklet and write the 
score in the blank space marked "Nonv.," indicating Nonverbal score, in the box 
on the front page. 
If the pupil has obviously attempted to erase or otherwise cancel a mark, the 
picture is to be treated as though it has not been marked and scored accordingly. 
In scoring the test it is necessary to keep a lookout for cases in which the pupil 
has put two or more marks with the same crayon in the same row. Usually none 
but the very immature pupils will do this, and usually only in the first grade. When 
a pupil does mark more than one picture in a row, he almost always does so in a 
number of rows. Hence this error is very easy to detect. 
If a pupil has marked more than one picture in any one row- e.g., two hori-
zontal marks(--) in the nonverbal part - he receives no credit for that row even 
though one of the marks may be on the right picture. The proper way to handle a 
paper containing duplicate marks is to draw a line across each individual picture 
so marked, preferably with a pencil of a third color, before doing the scoring. 
Then, of course, if such a pencil mark appears over a mark in a window, the item 
is not counted as correct. This allows marks in the other part of the test to be 
counted if they appear in the window and are not scribbled out. 
The verbal part of the test is scored by means of the same key that is used for 
the nonverbal part. The only difference is that in scoring the verbal part you fol-
low the letters in the upper right-hand corner of the key instead of the upper left-
hand corner. 
It is advisable in the interest of accuracy to have each paper scored twice, prefer-
ably by different persons; then, if the two scorers do not agree in their count, the 
count should be repeated until they do agree. 
It will be seen that provision is made for copying both the nonverbal score and 
the verbal score of a pupil on the front page of his test booklet, and for adding the 
two scores on that page to obtain the total score. 
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CLASS RECORD 
In each package of tests there is included a Class Record on which the scores of 
a class may be entered. Before entering the scores, arrange the papers either in 
alphabetical order or in order of magnitude of score, according to preference. Then 
enter the name of each pupil, his age in years and months, and his score. Note that 
provision is made for entering later the IQ of each pupil, and, at the bottom of the 
second page of the Class Record, the median age, median score, etc., of the class if 
desired. 
AGE NORMS 
It is customary to compare the score that a given pupil makes with the score that 
is normal for a pupil of his age. The normal score or norm for a given age is the 
most probable median score that would be obtained by a large group of unselected 
pupils of that age. Thus, when we say that the norm for the age of 5 years 0 months 
is 22, we mean that 22 is the theoretical median score of a large unselected group 
of pupils of 5 years 0 months. 
Alpha Short Form As norms appear in Table 1. These were derived by equating 
Short Form scores to scores on the original edition. 
Table 1 is read as follows: In Form As the norm for the age of 6 years 3 month~ 
is 36 points; the norm for 6 years 4 months is 37 points; etc. 
TABLE 1 Age Norms for the Alpha Test: Short Form As 
Revised July, 1956 
YEARS+ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
MONTHS 
0 22 33 44 55 64 69 72 75 
I 
1 23 3-l 45 56 65 69 72 75 
2 23 35 46 57 65 69 72 75 
3 24 36 47 58 65 70 73 75 
4 25 37 48 58 66 70 73 76 
5 26 38 49 59 66 70 73 76 
6 27 38 so 60 67 71 73 76 
7 28 39 51 60 67 71 73 76 
8 29 40 52 61 68 71 7.J. 76 
9 30 41 53 62 63 71 74 77 
10 31 42 5-t 62 68 72 74 77 
11 32 43 S.J. 63 69 72 7.J. 77 
MENTAL AGE 
The score of a pupil is often expressed in terms of a mental age. Thus, assuming 
a score of 69 points in Alpha Short Form As to be the norm for the age of 10 years 
0 months, we can say that a pupil who makes a score of 69 points in the test has a 
mental age of 10 years 0 months. 
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To find a pupil's mental age from Tahle 1, find the pupil's score in the table and 
fmd the age for which it is the norm. That age is the pupil's mental age. 
Wherever two or more mental ages correspond to a single score, assign either that 
mental age nearest the pupil's chronological age or, in the case of three values, assign 
the median mental age. 
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT 
If desired, a pupil's brightness may be expressed as an intelligence quotient (IQ), 
found in the usual way- namely, by dividing his mental age by his chronological 
age. However, a method of expressing brightness iii provided and recommended 
for use with the Alpha Test which is somewhat simpler than the division method 
and is believed to be more valid. 
While not a quotient, the measure of brightness provided is called an "Alpha IQ" 
because it is analogous to an ordinary IQ. To find a pupil's Alpha IQ from his 
score in Alpha Short Form As, proceed as follows : 
First find the number of points by which the pupil's score exceeds or falls below 
the norm for his age, as obtained from Table 1. This is called his Deviation of Score. 
Then find in Table 2 the Alpha IQ which corresponds to this Deviation of Score. 
For example, if a pupil is 7 years and 3 months old, his norm in the Alpha Test 
is 47 points (Table 1). If he makes a score of 57, exceeding the norm by 10 points, 
his Deviation of Score is + 10. Looking up + 10 in Table 2, we find that the cor-
responding Alpha IQ is 114. The pupil therefore has an Alpha IQ of 114. Simi-
TABLE 2 Alpha Short Form As IQ's Corresponding to Deviations of Score 
DEVIATION DEVIATION DEVIATION DEVIATION 
OF SCORE ALPHA OF SCORE ALPHA OF SCORE ALPIIA OF SCORE ALPHA 
FROM NORM IQ FROM NORM IQ FROM NORM I Q FROM NORM I Q 
30 150 15 122 -1 98 -16 81 
29 149 14 120 - 2 97 - 17 80 
28 147 13 119 - 3 96 -18 79 
27 145 12 117 -4 95 -19 78 
26 143 11 116 - 5 94 - 20 77 
,.,. 
.<.:> 141 10 114 -6 92 - 21 77 
24 139 9 112 -7 91 - 22 76 
23 137 8 111 - 8 90 -23 75 
22 135 7 109 - 9 89 - 24 74 
21 133 6 108 -10 88 - 25 73 
20 131 5 107 - 11 87 - 26 73 
19 129 4 105 - 12 85 - 27 72 
18 128 3 104 -13 8-l - 28 71 
17 126 2 103 -14 83 - 29 70 
16 124 1 101 -15 82 -30 70 
0 100 
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larly, if the pupil had made a score of 37, his Deviation of Score would have been 
-10 and the corresponding Alpha IQ is 88. 
If it is desired to convert Alpha Short Form scores into corresponding long form 
scores or vice versa, this may be accomplished by the use of Table 3 below. 
TABLE 3 Scores on Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests: Alpha Short Form 
Corresponding to Total Scores on Original Edition, Form A 
SHORT FORM ORIGINAL SHORT FORM ORIGINAL SHORT FORM ORIGINAL 
(AS) (FORM A) (AS) (FORM A) (As) (FORM A) 
1 5 31 73 61 123 
2 8 32 75 62 124 
3 10 33 77 63 126 
4 13 34 79 64 128 
5 15 35 80 65 129 
6 18 36 82 66 131 
7 20 37 84 67 133 
8 23 38 86 68 134 
9 25 39 87 69 136 
10 28 40 89 70 137 
11 30 41 90 71 139 
12 32 42 92 72 141 
13 35 43 94 73 142 
14 37 44 95 74 144 
15 40 45 97 75 145 
16 42 46 98 76 147 
17 44 47 100 77 148 
18 46 48 102 78 150 
19 49 49 103 79 152 
20 51 50 105 80 153 
21 53 51 106 81 155 
22 55 52 108 82 156 
23 57 53 110 83 158 
24 59 54 111 84 160 
25 61 55 113 85 161 
26 63 56 114 86 163 
27 65 57 116 87 164 
28 67 58 118 88 166 
29 69 59 119 89 167 
30 71 60 121 90 169 
• 
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USE OF RESULTS 
The principal purposes for which a general intelligence test such as the Alpha 
Test is given in school include the following: 
1. To aid in the evaluation of pupil achievement : to indicate which pupils are 
failing to achieve in a manner commensurate with their ability, and which ones 
are being expected to attempt work beyond their capacity. 
2. To group pupils for instructional purposes in order (a) that instructional 
methods and materials may be better adapted to pupils of varying ability and 
(b) that brighter or more mature pupils may be given an enriched curriculum, 
while duller or less mature pupils may be allowed to progress at a slower, more 
realistic rate. Such classification is sometimes done on the basis of score 
(grouping pupils on the basis of mental maturity) and sometimes on the basis 
of IQ (grouping on the basis of brightness). The first of these methods is 
recommended. 
3. To yield information that will assist the teacher, psychologist, or principal 
to understand the nature of learning difficulties or behavior problems which 
individual pupils may be manifesting. 
4. To furnish to teachers and administrators measures of the mental-ability 
status of pupils or groups for use in planning curriculum and in evaluating 
outcomes. 
5. To provide dependable measures of mental ability when such measures are 
important or necessary for research purposes, as in equating two or more 
groups. 
It is important to bear in mind that the mental age or intelligence quotient of an 
individual pupil is approximate. Even the most reliable test yields measures that 
involve some error. For this and other reasons, it is necessary that the mental age 
or IQ not be used as the sole basis for any action such as classification, promotion, 
instructional treatment, and the like, but that it be considered in connection with 
all other data for the pupil, including other test results and school performance. 
Summarizing scores. For many purposes it is quite helpful or even necessary to 
have a summary of the test results for a class or larger group. This summary is 
ordinarily made in the form of a distribution of scores or IQ's for the group, by 
which is meant a tallying of the number of scores that fall within each interval-
e.g., 0-4, S-9, etc. Simple directions for making such distributions and finding 
medians and other pertinent statistics will be found in any elementary statistics 
textbook. 
Classifying pupils according to score. If it is desired to divide the pupils of a 
grade into classes according to score, the scores of all the pupils of the grade may 
be entered in one distribution or the test papers may be arranged in order of score. 
The scores may then be divided into an upper third, middle third, and lower third, 
or in any other convenient way, and the pupils classified accordingly. It will be 
found that pupils so grouped are much more alike in their ability to learn than the 
pupils of the whole group and can be taught together much more easily. 
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VALIDITY 
Because one of the major purposes for which a school uses an intelligence test 
such as Alpha is to provide a basis for estimating ability to handle schoolwork suc-
cessfully, it is proper to think of "validity" as the extent to which the Alpha scores 
are related to, and can be used to predict, school achievement. Thus, the relations 
between Alpha scores and reading-test results (see section on "Development") con-
stitute a useful kind of validity evidence. Reading, despite the rise of radio and 
television, continues to be essential to academic and frequently vocational success. 
Davis says, "Among authorities in the field of reading there is general agreement 
that reading is fundamentally a thinking process." 1 Thorndike says, "In fact, we 
shall fmd that the act of answering simple questions about a single paragraph . .. in-
cludes all the features characteristic of typical reasonings." 2 Put another way, if 
there \Vere low or negligible relationship between Alpha scores and an accepted, 
reliable measure of reading, the test would almost certainly be failing to measure 
salient aspects or factors of mental ability. 
As evidence of this kind of validity, the correlations between Alpha Short Form 
As and the average of two Reading subtests of the Metropolitan Achievement Test for 
two independent samples were .63 and .62, respectively. ·when corrected for attenu-
ation, these coefficients become .69 and .68. This relatively small increase is, 
incidentally, a tribute to the reliability of the two measures. 
In order to establish more firmly and to expand the basis for the "correlation with 
achievement" kind of validity, the following procedure was undertaken. Within 
random samples of Stanford Achievement Test results,3 Otis Alpha scores were 
converted to Short Form scores and correlated with the subtests of the Stanford 
Achievement Test. The resulting coefficients are tabled below. In view of the cor-
relation (.95) between Otis Alpha original edition and Short Form scores, these cor-
relations present reasonable evidence of Short Form validity. 
TABLE 4 Correlations between Alpha Short Form As and 
Stanford Achievement Test 
STANFORD GRADE 
SUB TEST 1 2 3 4 
Par. Mean . .31 .56 .56 .62 
TVord Mean. .32 .57 .55 .60 
Spelling .43 .50 .34 .44 
Language 
.48 .55 
Arith. Reas. .51 .60 .52 .63 
Arith. Comp. .48 .46 .43 .53 
NUMBER OF CASES 374 395 424 276 
I 
1 F. B. Davis, "Two New Measures of Reading Ability," J. Ed. Psy. XXXIII (5/ 42), 367. · 
2 E. L. Thorndike, "Reading as Reasoning: A Study of Mistakes in Paragraph Readincr" J. Ed. Psy. VIII 
(6/17), 323. 01 
3These are approximately 10% samples of the total 1952 Stanford national normative sample at each 
of the first four grade levels. 
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These correlations tend not only to substantiate the findings with the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test, but they also afford estimates of the relationship between Alpha 
Short Form scores and achievement in spelling, language, and arithmetic skills. 
Since for all practical purposes the Alpha Tests and achievement tests were ad-
ministered at the same time, the kind of validity claimed here is essentially "status" 
validity. However, since the sole difference between this and "predictive validity" 
is the time factor, it seems reasonable to suppose that, barring serious organic or 
functional changes in pupils, the test has predictive validity as well. 
Another approach to the appraisal of a test's validity lies in analysis of the nature 
of the items to determine the kinds of mental activity required in their solution. 
Consideration of the items reveals that correct response to them requires a variety 
of mental operations: in the case of the nonverbal aspect, the selection of the one 
picture in each group of four which is different, with the basis for differentiation 
varying from item to item; in the case of the verbal aspect, the ability to follow di-
rections and to make a wide variety of distinctions. Greater or lesser amounts of 
these abilities will be reflected in test scores. A child able to make a relatively large 
number of these distinctions at the time of testing is of superior ability and will 
probably be capable of learning more material and at a rate above average in the 
future, whereas a child scoring low is probably incapable in large measure of the 
types of functioning involved. A word of caution is in order with respect to the 
low-scoring child. Other avenues of approach to his evaluation should be ex-
plored before he is judged a slow learner. It may be that home environment, un-
satisfactory school adjustment, or some other not wholly intellective factor may 
be contributing to the low score. If this is not considered and the test identifies as 
a slow learner one who is not, its true validity suffers. 
RELIABILITY 
By the reliability of a test is meant the consistency with which the test measures 
whatever it does measure- usually expressed as the degree of agreement between 
repeated testings, or in terms of the amount of chance error in the score. 
In the absence of a comparable short form, split-half reliability coefficients were 
computed for Form As, for two samples of third-grade pupils ( = 370 in each 
sample). The resulting coefficients, corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula, 
were .87 and .88. 
For pr:actical interpretation the standard error of measurement, indicating the 
fluctuation to be expected in a score due to chance factors, is perhaps a more mean-
ingful indicator of reliability. As determined in the two independent samples, this 
error of measurement is 4 score points. This means that two thirds of a group taking 
this test will obtain scores that would not differ from their true (unknown) scores by 
more than 4 points. A useful characteristic of the standard error of measurement is 
the fact that its value tends to remain uniform in groups of approximately the same 
ability level. Hence, it can be applied to new groups which may differ considerably 
in variability from the group on which the statistic was originally determined. 
I 
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DEVELOPMENT OF ALPHA SHORT FORM As 
Construction of the original tests is described in detail in the Manual accompany-
ing the original forms of the test. A short summary of the procedures followed in 
constructing the original edition of the Alpha Test will be given here. With respect 
to the Nonverbal test, the group taking the first experimental edition was divided 
into a "good group" and a "poor group," according to whether pupils were advanced 
or retarded for their ages. Only those items were retained which showed a distinct 
difference in per cents passing between these two groups. 
Similarly, pupils taking the second experimental edition were ranked on the basis 
of a "criterion score" - a combination of their scores in the Primary Examination, 
scores in Form A of the second experimental edition, and a measure of brightness 
obtained from the pupils' ages and grades- and new "good" and "poor" groups 
chosen. Again items showing the least discriminative value were discarded and new 
items similar to the retained ones were constructed. Again the test was adminis-
tered and the most valid of the new items retained to replace discarded items. 
Items as components of the Verbal test were investigated to determine their dif-
ficulty and discriminative values, following procedures outlined above. The basis 
of selection of "good" and "poor" groups was total score on the Verbal test. 
Alpha Short Form was developed in response to a demand for a less time-consum-
ing instrument that would retain, however, both the verbal and nonverbal features 
of the original edition. Pursuant to this end, in March, 1951, of all third-grade 
pupils in New York City who took the original Alpha, Form A, a sample of 1600 
pupils was selected and judged to be representative by the .Bureau of Educational 
Research of the New York City Board of Education. 
Forty-five items were selected from the original form of the test on the basis of the 
following criteria : 
1. The distribution of item-difficulty values in the shortened Form As was to 
parallel the difficulty distribution of the original form. 
2. Items having the highest correlation, in both verbal and nonverbal use, with · 
original total score would be given preference. 
3. Items yielding the best prediction of school achievement as measured by aver-
age reading score would be given preference. 
There were available for each pupil two reading scores (Metropolitan Achievement 
Test administered in April, 1951). Two random samples of 370 cases each were 
selected from the total group of 1600 cases. The two reading scores were averaged 
to yield an external criterion measure for use in the item analysis. Original total 
score was correlated with average reading score in each of the two samples to obtain 
an estimate of the effectiveness of the original Alpha (90-item test) in predicting 
reading score. The correlations were, respectively, sample 1, .55 and sample 2, .60. 
Then, using the upper-lower 27% technique, the correlation between success on 
each item as a component of both verbal and nonverbal test and average reading 
score was determined. Similarly, a verbal and nonverbal difficulty value was com-
puted for each item by averaging per cents passing in the upper and lower 27%. 
Items were selected on the basis of the above-mentioned criteria. 
The first sample was rescored for retained items and the correlation obtained be-
tween new total score and average reading score. The correlation was .63. This 
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value was then cross-validated in a second independent sample and a correlation of 
.62 obtained. This second coefficient substantiates the predictive efficiency of the 
Short Form. These values, when compared with the previously obtained .55 and .60 
of the original long form, demonstrate that the Short Form is at least as effective for 
the prediction of reading score. Correlation of the new shortened version with the 
old long form tot;:tl score was .95. ,..., 
An important aspect of the test is its degree of internal consistency. Do the 
items of this test form a consistent whole? Do they tend to measure the same 
thing? Evidence on this point is yielded by the correlation of each item with total 
score. Correlations of each item as a component of the verbal score with the total 
verbal score ranged from .15 to .74 with a median value of .43. Similar nonverbal 
correlations ranged from .17 to .72 with a median value of .44. These median co-
efficients suggest that the test docs comprise a reasonably consistent whole. Their 
range, however, indicates that the individual items are not measuring the selisame 
thing but are covering somewhat differing facets or factors of mental ability. 
In addition to this statistical research and prior to the actual use of the newly 
developed Short Form, pictorial items taken from the original edition of Otis Alpha 
were redrawn, improving the shading of overly dark areas and, in a few instances, 
modernizing. 
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The Metropolitan Achievement Tests Series 
Metropolitan Achievement Tests comprise a coordi-
nated series of measures of achievement in the important 
skill and content areas of the elementary and junior high 
school curriculum. This comprehensive achievement 
series is intended to meet the varied needs of teachers , 
supervisors, guidance counselors, and administrators, for 
valid appraisals of the extent to which pupils from the 
middle of Grade 1 through Grade 9 are progressing to-
ward attainment of desirable educational goals. Fore-
most in the minds of the authors has been the intent to 
develop tests that would contribute most effectively to 
teacher understanding and analysis of pupils' achieve-
ment, and that would provide dependable data for eval-
uation of pupil growth. They have sought to insure the 
validity of the tests by basing them on thoroughgoing 
analyses of the textbooks, courses of study, and expert 
formulations of the goals of instruction in the various ele-
mentary branches, and by subjecting the content to rig-
orous experimental tryout prior to publication. 
Metropolitan Achievement Tests are organized in five 
levels, or batteries, as follows: 
Primary I - for use in the latter half of Grade 1 
Primary II - for use in Grade 2 
Elementary - for use in Grades 3 and 4 
Intermediate - for use in Grades 5 and 6 
Advanced- for use in Grades 7, 8 and 9 
The grades indicated above for the several batteries are 
the grades in which the batteries may most appropri-
ately be used in the great majority of school systems. 
There may, however, be systems, schools, or individual 
classes in which achievement is appreciably above ( or 
below ) the typical level of achievement, and in such in-
stances it is desirable to use the battery normally used in 
a higher (or lower ) grade. 
Content. At each level Metropolitan includes tests co 
ering the most important knowledge or skill areas in 
grade or grades for which that level is intended. Tl 
tests in each battery, the number of questions in ea 
test and the working time required are summarized 
the chart below. The various subtests yield compara 
results so that the teacher may readily infer particu 
strengths and weaknesses of a pupil or class. 
Intermediate and Advanced levels are available in t 
form of Complete Batteries, which include all the s 
tests listed in the chart below, and Partial Batteri 
which include all the subtests except Science and Soc 
Studies Information. The two reading tests are also p 
lished as a single booklet, as are the two arithmetic tes 
the science test and the two social studies tests. At 
Elementary level, the two reading tests and the two arit 
metic tests are published in separate-booklet form. 
Forms. There are four regularly published forms , A, 
C and D, of the Elementary, Intermediate and Advanc 
Batteries. There are three regularly published forn 
A, B and C, of the Primary I and Primary II Batteri 
All the forms of any given level are comparable as 
difficulty and content, are equally good measures of t 
respective subjects, and yield comparable results. 
Machine-scoring. Intermediate and Advanced Batter 
are available in editions suitable for use with machir 
sc01·able separate answer sheets. Provision is made 
scoring either on the IBM test-scoring machine or on 
electronic test-processing equipment at Measurement I 
search Center, Iowa City. 
Relation to earlier editions. The first edition of M 
ropolitan Achievement Tests was published in 19 
Norms for this edition were revised in 1936. Complet 
new Forms R, S, T , U and V were published in 1947-19 
comprising the edition prior to the present one. 
Metropolitan Achievement Tests Series: Subject Tests, Number of Items and Working Time 
PR IMARY I PR IMARY II ELEMENTARY INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 
SUBJECT Items Time Items Time Items Time Items Time Items Time 
Word Knowledge 35 15 37 18 50 15 55 14 55 14 
Word Discri mination 35 12 35 12 36 12 - - - -
Reading 45 35 51 35 44 22 44 25 45 25 
Spelling - - 30 10 40 20 55 17 55 17 
Arithmetic : Concepts ond Skills 63 23 - - - - - - - -
Problem Solving & Concepts 72 25 35 26 48 35 48 35 
Computation 47 30 48 38 45 35 
language : Usage 24 10 35 13 24 8 
Punctuation and Capitalization 36 12 36 9 28 7 
Parts of Speech-Grammar 10 4 20 10 
Kinds of Sentences 
- - 10 4 
languag e Study S kills 28 16 28 16 
Social Studies lniormation 60 20 60 20 
Social Studies Study Sk ills 29 26 39 36 
Science 55 20 55 20 
3 
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DESCRIPTION OF PRIMARY II BATTERY 
rimary II Battery of the Metropolitan series, designed 
use in grade 2, consists of five tests. Three tests 
asure important reading skills, a fourth spelling abil-
and the fifth fundamental arithmetical concepts and 
Is . Pictorial material has been used wherever possible 
ause of its greater appeal to young children. The 
thod for indicating responses was selected after con-
rable experimentation, in which its appropriateness 
is grade level was established. Size of type through-
length of line in the reading selections and style of 
erals in the arithmetic test, all reflect corresponding 
racteristics of the instructional materials commonly 
in the second grade. Care has been exercised 
mghout to keep the content well within the range of 
il interests and experience. 
t 1, Word Knowledge, is a 37-item test that measures 
d recognition and understanding. The first 17 items 
of the picture-vocabulary type, in which the child 
onstrates his recognition of a word by correctly asso-
ing it with a picture. In the remaining 20 items a 
ulus word is presented in written form and the child 
onstrates his understanding of this word by choosing 
among four alternative responses , also presented in 
ten form. The emphasis in this latter group of items 
n literal meaning, the correct response most fre-
tly being a synonym of the stimulus word. All 
as tested were selected from words that occur with 
test frequency in early reading materials, according 
oth published word lists and independent study of 
ren's vocabulary made specifically in connection 
this series. Incorrect choices are of approximately 
arne level of familiarity as the stimulus word. 
2, Word Discrimination, is a 35-item test that meas-
the child's ability to select an orally presented word 
among a group of words of similar configuration. 
ess on the test, therefore, depends upon both audi-
and visual discrimination abilities: the child must be 
to associate the sound of the word as read by the 
iner with its printed form, and to distinguish the 
ed word from other words similar to it with respect 
eginning, ending or middle sounds. Each stimulus 
is presented by the examiner in a context that is in-
ed to make absolutely clear to the child what the 
is. 
The skills called for in the Word Discrimination Test 
have been shown to be extremely important in beginning 
reading. Any deficiency on this test points to the need 
for additional training in auditory discrimination and in 
the association of letter and word symbols with sounds. 
The Word Discrimination Test is a relatively easy test 
for many pupils .at the end of grade 2; about a fourth of 
a typical group near the end of the second grade are 
likely to answer almost all items correctly. The test, 
therefore, has its greatest utility in discriminating among 
the pupils who are least proficient in this ability. 
Test 3, Reading, consists of two parts. A 13-item section 
measures the pupil's ability to comprehend sentences. 
The child demonstrates his ability to read and understand 
sentences by choosing from among three sentences the 
one that correctly describes a picture. 
The second section of the Reading Test is a 38-item 
measure of ability to comprehend materials of paragraph 
length. The selections in the test are similar in structure 
to the type of content that the pupil encounters in prim-
ers. They are carefully graduated in difficulty through 
control of vocabulary, sentence length and structure and 
over-all length. Each reading selection is followed by 
several questions designed to measure various aspects of 
reading comprehension. 
Test 4, Spelling, is a 30-item dictation-type measure of 
spelling ability. Each word is presented orally in a brief 
context intended to " force " its meaning - i.e. to make 
the word intended unmistakable to the pupil. The words 
used were selected on the basis of a comprehensive, sys-
tematic examination of available spelling books and spell-
ing vocabulary lists and scales. Every word appears in 
more than half the spellers in common use. 
Test 5, Arithmetic, comprises two parts. Part A · Con-
cepts and Problem Solving consists of 42 items that pro-
vide a comprehensive measure of the child's mastery of 
basic numerical and quantitative concepts, such as are 
essential to understanding early stages of arithmetic, and 
ability to solve verbal problems. Since the pupil is not 
called on for independent reading of any problems, the 
resulting measure is not influenced by reading ability. 
Part B Computation consists of 30 computational exer-
cises, covering addition and subtraction skills, ranging 
in difficulty from basic addition facts to subtraction of 
three-place numbers. 
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NOTE: To insure accurate and reliable results the examiner should become 
thoroughly acquainted with the following directions before attempting to 
give the tests. All directions to the pupils should be read word for word. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
Before the day of testing enter pupils' names and the 
other required information on the last page of the test 
booklets. 
When planning for the administration of the test, study 
the following test schedule: 
1. First Sitting 
Distributing booklets and reading directions by 
teacher, writing name on title page by pupils . . 
Approx. 5 min. 
Coloring pictures by pupils (optional) . . . . 5 min. 
Test. 1. Word Knowledge . . . . . . . 18 min. 
Total : Approx. 23 or 28 min. 
2. Second Sitting 
Distributing booklets and reading directions, rest 
period between tests . Approx. 6 min. 
Test 2. Word Discrimination 
(Teacher-dictated) . . . . Approx. 12 min. 
Test 3. Reading : Sentences . . . . . 10 min. 
Total: Approx. 28 min. 
3. Third Sitting 
Distributing booklets and reading directions, rest 
period between tests . . . . . Approx. 3 min. 
Test 3. Reading : Stories . . . . . . . . . 25 min. 
Test 4. Spelling (Teacher-dictated) . . Approx. 10 min. 
Total : Approx. 38 min. ' 
4. Fourth Sitting 
Distributing booklets and reading directions . Approx. 3 min. 
Test 5. Arithmetic . . . . . . . . Approx. 25 min. 
Total: Approx. 28 min. 
All of the Reading Test may be administered at the 
third sitting if the teacher so desires. No test should 
be started unless sufficient time is available to com-
plete it. 
Children should be tested in small groups. It is 
strongly recommended that not over 20 be tested at 
one time. 
In preparing to administer the test, check to be sure the 
following materials are on hand: 
1. Test booklet for each pupil (with all information 
filled in on the last page) 
2. Sufficient supply of pencils for all pupils 
3. Set of crayons for each pupil (if pictures are to be 
colored) 
4. A Testing - Do not Disturb sign for the door 
5. A blank copy of the test booklet to be used for d 
onstration (This is essential since the teacher 
refer to the booklet when reading the directions. 
6. These Directions for Administering 
7. A stop watch, or watch or clock with a second h 
Just before starting to administer the test, do 
following: 
1. See that all pupils' desks are cleared. 
2. See that each pupil has a sharpened pencil and 
an additional supply of pencils is available. 
should not be used. Crayons should also be a 
able for pupils if they .are to color the picture 
the cover page. 
3. Place the Testing- Do Not Disturb sign on 
door. 
4. Take all children to the toilet just before each 
sitting starts. 
5. Seat children in such a way as to avoid cop:x 
Give attention to seating handicapped children. 
6. Maintain a natural classroom situation. 
During the administration of the test, proceed as foil 
1. Read the directions exactly as they are written, 
natural manner and tone of voice. Any devi 
from the directions may invalidate the results . 
the detailed directions on pages 5--16 all direc 
to the pupils are written in black type, and all d 
tions to the teacher in colored type. Be sur 
pupils understand the directions and the sa 
questions before telling the class to start wor 
a part of the test. 
2. After each test is started, move about the room t 
sure that instructions are being followed. Giv 
ditional instructions to individual pupils if the 
apparent misunderstanding of directions. Cl 
to make sure pupils are working on the correct B 
Make sure the pupils are turning the page 
necessary. DO NOT GIVE ANY HELP ON 
CIFIC QUESTIONS. 
3. Follow time limits exactly. A stop watch, 
watch or clock with a second hand should be 
in order to guarantee uniformity of time. Re 
starting and finishing time for each test on 
board. 
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
the front cover page of the test booklet are some pic-
es which may or may not be colored by the children, 
pending upon the wish of each teacher. Although the 
oring of the pictures is optional it is considered a good 
tivational exercise before starting the test. 
e pictures to be colored on each different form of the 
t are as follows: Form A- balloons, Form B- balls, 
rm C - tops. Be sure to insert the correct word for 
form being administered in the blank spaces in the 
ections below. 
AD THESE DIRECTIONS IF THE PICTURES 
E TO BE COLORED. 
I am going to give each of you a book with a pic-
ture on it and some crayons. You are not to open 
the book until I tell you to do so. You are going 
to color each of the in the picture with the 
color written on the . You may begin col-
oring the as soon as you get your book and 
crayons. 
s out the test booklets and crayons, being sure each 
il gets the booklet with his own name on it. Allow 
ils about 5 minutes to color the indicated objects in 
picture. Then pass out pencils to be used in mark-
the test. SAY: 
Now put down your crayons and take your pen-
cil. Write your name where it says "My name," 
just below the picture. Do not open the book un-
til I tell you to do so. 
se. Be sure that each pupil writes his name (at least 
first name). Then proceed with the directions for 
t 1, Word Knowledge, which appear below. Make 
e you have the attention of all the pupils. 
AD THESE DIRECTIONS IF THE PICTURES 
lE NOT TO BE COLORED. 
I am going to give each of you a book with a pic-
ture on it. You are not to open the book or mark 
on it until I tell you to do so. 
s out the test booklets and pencils, being sure that 
h pupil gets the booklet with his own name on it. 
N SAY: 
Now write your name just below the picture on the 
line where it says "My name." Do not open the 
book until I tell you to do so. 
se. Be sure that every pupil writes his name (at least 
first name). Then proceed with the directions for 
t 1. Word Knowledge, which appear below. Make 
e you have the attention of all the pupils. 
FIRST SITTING 
Test 1. Word Knowledge 
SAY TO THE PUPILS: 
Now we are going to open up the book and find 
some interesting things to do with pictures and 
words. Open your book and fold the page back, 
like this. See the 2 at the bottom of the page. 
Hold up a booklet, open it to page 2, and fold back page 
3. Put your finger on the 2 at the bottom of the page. 
Help should be given to any pupils who need it. THEN 
SAY: 
Now find the picture of the ball at the top of the 
page and put your finger on it. 
Check to see that all children have located the ball. 
THEN SAY: 
Now look at the four words next to the picture. 
Point to your own book, or reproduce the sample on 
the board and point to the board. 
One of these words tells you what the picture is 
about. Let's read the words together. They are-
"pretty, here, ball, be." Which word tells what 
the picture is about? 
Pause. THEN SAY: 
Yes, the word" ball." Now look at the four words 
and find the word "ball." You see that a cross has 
been made in your book in the little box beside the 
word" ball." The cross is made like this. 
Demonstrate on board. THEN SAY: 
You will mark your answers to all the other pictures 
on this page in the same way with a cross. 
Now does everyone know what to do with the 
words and pictures? 
Pause. 
First you look at the picture. Then you look at 
the four words beside the picture. Find the word 
that tells what the picture is about, and put a cross 
in the little box beside the word. Begin with the 
picture in the middle box of the top row and go 
across the row. When you finish that row, go to the 
next. Work across the page like this. 
Point to your own book. 
When you finish this page, and come to the orange 
hand that says STOP, put your pencil down and 
wait. 
H you are not sure which word tells what the pic-
ture is about, do the best you can. Do you have 
any questions about what you are to do? 
Pause. 
Ready, Go! 
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Record the starting time on the board. Give no further 
help on specific questions. Check to see that pupils do 
not go on to page 3. 
(.!) After 8 minutes, SAY: 
STOP! Now turn to page 3. 
Demonstrate and make sure all pupils have only page 3 
showing. THEN SAY: 
Now look at the sentences on this page. Read each 
sentence and look at the four words next to it. One 
of these words completes the sentence best. Find 
the word which best completes the sentence, and 
put a cross in the box beside the word. Start with 
the sentence at the top of the page and do all the 
sentences on this page. When you come to the 
orange hand that says STOP, put your pencil down 
and wait. Do you have any questions about what 
you are to do? 
Pause. 
Ready. Go! 
Record the starting time on the board. Give no further 
help. Check to see that pupils keep working on the 
sentences. on this page but that they do not turn to Test 
2, page 4. 
~ 10 minutes after pupils started work on page 
V 3,SAY: 
STOP! Close your book so that the picture on the 
cover is on top. Put your pencil down. 
Collect the test booklets immediately. The 6rst sitting 
ends here. 
SECOND SITTING 
Test 2. Word Discrimination 
Distribute the closed test booklets to the children. Make 
sure that each pupil has his own booklet. Mter the book-
lets have been distributed, SAY: 
Today we are going to play another kind of game. 
Open your book to page 4 and fold the page back, 
like this. 
Demonstrate. Walk around the room to see that all 
pupils turn to page 4. THEN SAY: 
Now nnd the box with the big letter A beside it. 
Put your 6nger on the A. Look at the four words 
in the box beside the A. They are - " some, came, 
come, could." 
Point to your own booklet, or reproduce the sample on 
the board and refer to it. 
I am going to say one of these four words, then 
sentence with the word in it, then the word agai 
Listen carefully. The word is: COME 
Will the airplane COME down? COME 
See that a cross has been marked in the little bo 
next to the word " COME." 
You are going to 6nd one word in each box on th 
page and the next page in the same way as yo 
found the word " COME." Then you are going 
put a cross in the little box beside the word. Fir 
I'll say the word; then I'll use it in a sentence; the 
I'll say the word again. 
Listen carefully to the word I say. Find the wo 
and put a cross in the little box beside it. H yo 
are not sure which word is the right one, do 
best you can. Do you have any questions abm 
what you are to do? 
Pause. Read to the class each of the directions bel 
stressing the word to be marked. Allow enough time 
pupils to mark each word (about 10 seconds); then c 
tinue with the next word. 
(Be sure to use the appropriate items for the form w 
is being administered. ) 
FORM A 
Row A (Cont.) Page 4 
The word in the middle box after the A is: DR 
The watch may break if you DROP it. DR 
Find the word DROP. Put a cross in the little 
beside it. 
Pause about 10 seconds after this and the folio 
words. 
The word in the last box after A is: BRAVE 
The 6reman who saved the child was BRAVE. 
BRAVE 
Find the word BRAVE. Put a cross in the box 1 
side it. 
RowB -Page 4 
The word in the 6rst box in row B is: FA 
Jim drove the horses on the FARM. FARM 
The word in the middle box is: CROWN 
The queen has a CROWN on her head. CRO 
The word in the last box is: DETAIL 
The teacher took care of every DETAIL. DET A 
Row C-Page 4 
The word in the 6rst box in row C is: DRE 
Last night I had a bad DREAM. DREAM 
The word in the middle box is: BAKE 
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I will BAKE a cake for your birthday. BAKE 
The word in the last box is: PARTY 
Jane will have a birthday PARTY. PARTY 
D-Page 4 
The word in the 6.rst box in row Dis: SHOW 
I need money to go to the SHOW. SHOW 
The word in the middle box is: STAIRS 
The puppy fell down the STAIRS. STAIRS 
The word in the last box is: DONE 
At 3 o'clock our work was DONE. DONE 
E -Page 4 
The word in the 6.rst box in rowE is: PAST 
I read a book during the PAST week. PAST 
The word in the middle box is: GLASS 
The GLASS in the window was broken. GLASS 
The word in the last box is: THINK 
You'll get the answer if you THINK hard enough. 
THINK 
F-Page 4 
The word in the 6.rst box in row F is: STAMP 
Put a STAMP on the letter. STAMP 
The word in the middle box is: WERE 
Our drawings WERE made with crayons. WERE 
The word in the last box is: BLACK 
The lady wore a BLACK dress. BLACK 
Now tum your book over like this, so that you can 
see only page 5. 
onstrate. 
Find the big A and put your 6.nger on it. 
ck to see that all children have the place. 
A-Page 5 
The word in the 6.rst box in row A is: OTHER 
The man said to use the OTHER door. OTHER 
The word in the middle box is: RIBBON 
The girl wore a RIBBON in her hair. RIBBON 
The word in the last box is: BOTTOM 
he book is on the BOTTOM shelf. BOTTOM 
B-Page 5 
The word in the 6.rst box in row B is: STRING 
Tie a piece of STRING on that balloon. STRING 
he word in the middle box is: WINNER 
e is the WINNER of the race. WINNER 
he word in the last box is: SPORT 
aseball is a SPORT that boys like. SPORT 
C-Page 5 
he word in the 6.rst box in row C is: LUMP 
rlease give me one LUMP of sugar. LUMP 
he word in the middle box is: AWAKE 
he rain kept us AWAKE all night. AWAKE 
jfhe word in the last box is: SMELL 
:We could SMELL the cookies baking. SMELL 
Row D-Page 5 
The word in the 6.rst box in row D is: BUTTER 
Jim ate all the bread and BUTTER. BUTTER 
The word in the middle box is: SOLD 
The farmer SOLD eggs to the grocer. SOLD 
The word in the last box is: CHASE 
The cat likes to CHASE the mouse. CHASE 
RowE -Page 5 
The word in the 6.rst box in rowE is: GREAT 
At the farm we saw a GREAT many pigs. GREAT 
The word in the middle box is: PLACE 
Find your PLACE at the table. PLACE 
The word in the last box is: SHOT 
The hunter SHOT the bear with his gun. SHOT 
Row F-Page 5 
The word in the 6.rst box in row F is: CUSTOM 
It is the CUSTOM to exchange gifts. CUSTOM 
The word in the middle box is: MONTH 
My birthday comes next MONTH. MONTH 
The word in the last box is: SOLDIER 
Bob wants to be a SOLDIER. SOLDIER 
After a rest period of a minute or two continue with the 
directions for Test 3. Reading: Sentences, which is also 
to be administered in this sitting. 
FORM B 
Row A {Cont.) Page 4 
The word in the middle box after the A is: BROOM 
Mother sweeps the floor with a BROOM. BROOM 
Find the word BROOM. Put a cross in the little 
box beside it. · 
Pause about 10 seconds after this and the following 
words. 
The word in the last box after A is: BAT 
See how far you can BAT the ball. BAT 
Find the word BAT. Put a cross in the box be-
side it. 
Row B-Page 4 
The word in the 6.rst box in row B is: THICKEN 
The fudge is beginning to THICKEN. THICKEN 
The word in the middle box is: DIG 
Use this shovel to DIG the hole. DIG 
The word in the last box is: CREAM 
The CREAM is on the top of the milk. CREAM 
Row C-Page 4 
The word in the 6.rst box in row Cis: STONE 
The boy was hit by a STONE. STONE 
The word in the middle box is: FALL 
We start back to school in the FALL. FALL 
The word in the last box is: SAME 
Each child has a copy of the SAME book. SAME 
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Row D-Page 4 
The word in the first box in row Dis: ARM 
Jack broke his ARM playing ball. ARM 
The word in the middle box is: MIDDLE 
Put the flowers on the MIDDLE of the table. 
MIDDLE 
The word in the last box is: CLOCK 
What time is it by your CLOCK? CLOCK 
RowE -Page 4 
The word in the first box in row E is: WISH 
Close your eyes and make a WISH. WISH 
The word in the middle box is: COOK 
Mother will COOK the meat. COOK 
The word in the last box is: HUNT 
You must HUNT for the money you lost. HUNT 
Row F-Page 4 
The word in the first box in row F is: FIRE 
The house burned down in the big FIRE. FIRE 
The word in the middle box is: SAFELY 
We got SAFELY across the bridge. SAFELY 
The word in the last box is: NOSE 
Grandfather's glasses slid down his NOSE. NOSE 
Now turn your book over like this, so that you can 
see only page 5. 
Demonstrate. 
Find the big A and put your finger on it. 
Check to see that all children have the place. 
Row A-Page 5 
The word in the first box in row A is: WENT 
After school we WENT to the park. WENT 
The word in the middle box is: MOST 
The brown cow gives the MOST milk. MOST 
The word in the last box is: STRONG 
Drink milk so you will have STRONG bones. 
STRONG 
Row B-Page 5 
The word in the first box in row B is: GIANT 
We read a story about a big GIANT. GIANT 
The word in the middle box is: UNTIL 
We will not start UNTIL Mother comes. UNTIL 
The word in the last box is: SHIRT 
·The boy put on a clean SHIRT. SIDRT 
Row C-Page 5 
The word in the first box in row Cis: TRIED 
The lost dog TRIED to find his way home. TRIED 
The word in the middle box is: SOAP 
Wash your hands with this piece of SOAP. SOAP 
The word in the last box is: PEACE 
The general signed the PEACE treaty. PEACE 
Row D-Page 5 
The word in the first box in row Dis: THEN 
Eat your breakfast, THEN you may go. THEN 
The word in the middle box is: DRANK 
The baby DRANK all of his milk. DRANK 
The word in the last box is: SHORT 
I will read just a SHORT story. SHORT 
RowE -Page 5 
The word in the first box in rowE is: FLASH 
We saw a FLASH of lightning. FLASH 
The word in the middle box is: CAUSE 
Slippery roads will CAUSE accidents. CAUSE 
The word in the last box is: PITCHER 
Fill this PITCHER with cold water. PITCHER 
Row F-Page 5 
The word in the first box in row F is: DECIDE 
I hope you DECIDE to come. DECIDE 
The word in the middle box is: SHOULDER 
He lifted the baby up on his SHOULDER. 
SHOULDER 
The word in the last box is: THOUGH 
Come to school even THOUGH you are late. 
THOUGH 
Mter a rest period of a minute or two continue with 
directions for Test 3. Reading: Sentences, which is 
to be administered in this sitting. 
FORM C 
Row A (Cont.) Page 4 
The word in the middle box after the A is: SAND 
Little children like to play in the SAND. SAND 
Find the word SAND. Put a cross in the little b 
beside it. 
Pause about 10 seconds after this and the folio 
words. 
The word in the last box after A is: BRING 
Bob will BRING his dog to the pet show. BRIN 
Find the word BRING. Put a cross in the box b 
side it. 
Row B-Page 4 
The word in the first box in row B is: GAVE 
Mother GAVE me a birthday present. GAVE 
The word in the middle box is: THEIR 
The children took THEIR own rubbers. THE] 
The word in the last box is: KIND 
The nurse was very KIND to the patient. KIND 
RowC-Page4 
The word in the first box in row Cis: HOW 
Tell me HOW you made the box. HOW 
The word in the middle box is: NEVER 
We must NEVER play with matches. NEVER 
The word in the last box is: STAY 
We will STAY overnight with you. STAY 
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w D-Page 4 
The word in the first box in row Dis: SMALL 
The skates were too SMALL to fit Mary. SMALL 
The word in the middle box is: CLAWS 
The kitten has sharp CLAWS. CLAWS 
The word in the last box is: DRUM 
The man began to beat the big DRUM. DRUM 
wE-Page4 
The word in the first box in row E is: WANT 
Do you WANT some ice cream? WANT 
The word in the middle box is: PART 
I will give you PART of the money. PART 
The word in the last box is: GRASS 
Daddy will cut the GRASS. GRASS 
w F-Page 4 
The word in the first box in row F is: STORE 
We bought ice cream at the STORE. STORE 
The word in the middle box is: EVERY 
The teacher gave EVERY child a pencil. EVERY 
The word in the last box is: BLIND 
The boy read to the BLIND man. BLIND 
Now turn your book over like this, so that you can 
see only page 5. 
onstrate. 
Find the big A and put your finger on it. 
ck to see that all children have the place. 
A-Page 5 
The word in the first box in row A is: SHEEP 
The farmer's dog ran after the SHEEP. SHEEP 
The word in the middle box is: DISH 
The cat drank milk from the DISH. DISH 
The word in the last box is: THAN 
Bob is older and taller THAN Jane. THAN 
B -Page 5 
The word in the first box in row B is: BIT 
The dog BIT the man on the leg. BIT 
The word in the middle box is: SHIP 
We watched the SHIP sail out to sea. SIDP 
The word in the last box is: FROM 
The letter was FROM my sister. FROM 
C -Page 5 
The word in the first box in row Cis: STRANGE 
was frightened by the STRANGE noise. 
STRANGE 
he word in the middle box is: PIECE 
Cut a PIECE of cake for yourself. PIECE 
he word in the last box is: MINE 
lfhat glove is MINE. MINE 
D-Page 5 
he word in the first box in row D is: QUIET 
Mother tried to QUIET the crying baby. QUIET 
The word in the middle box is: PURSE 
Mary lost her change PURSE. PURSE 
The word in the last box is: TRUNK 
Father closed the TRUNK of the car. TRUNK 
RowE-Page 5 
The word in the first box in row E is: PICKED 
We PICKED all the roses on the bush. PICKED 
The word in the middle box is: WEAR 
Be sure to WEAR your raincoat. WEAR 
The word in the last box is: CHANGE 
Be sure the grocer gives you the correct CHANGE. 
CHANGE 
Row F-Page 5 
The word in the first box in row F is: SENSE 
That seems to make good SENSE. SENSE 
The word in the middle box is: CERTAIN 
I am CERTAIN you will like it. CERTAIN 
The word in the last box is: WEATHER 
We have to play indoors in bad WEATHER. 
WEATHER 
After a rest period of a minute or two continue with the 
directions for Test 3. Reading: Sentences, which is also 
to be administered in this sitting. 
SECOND SITTING (Continued) 
Test 3. Reading: Sentences 
When starting Test 3, SAY: 
Now turn the page like this to page 6. 
Demonstrate. See that pupils have page 7 folded back. 
There are some pictures and some stories on this 
page. Find the picture of the fruit at the top of 
the page. Put your finger on it. 
Check to see that all children have the place. 
See the stories next to the picture. 
Point to your own booklet, or reproduce the sample on 
the board and refer to it. THEN SAY: 
Let's read the stories together. They are-
" The fruit is in a dish. 
" Here is some fruit. 
" The fruit is on the tree." 
Which story tells about the picture? 
Pause. Encourage reply. 
Yes, "Here is some fruit " tells about the picture. 
You see that a cross has been marked in the little 
box beside the story, "Here is some fruit." 
On this page and the next page there are more pic-
tures and stories. Look at each picture; then read 
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carefully each of the three stories beside the pic-
ture. You are to put a cross in the box beside the 
story that tells about the picture. Remember to 
mark only one box for each picture. Do all the 
pictures on this page and the next page. 
Show the two pages on your own booklet. 
Keep working until you come to the orange hand 
which says STOP. Then put your pencil down and 
wait. 
Do you all know what to do? 
Pause. 
Ready. Go! 
Record the starting time on the board. Give no further 
help. Check to see that pupils turn to page 7 and that 
they do not go on to page 8. 
0 Mter 10 minutes, SAY: 
STOP! Close your book. Put your pencil down. 
Collect test booklets immediately. The second sitting 
ends here. 
THIRD SITTING 
Test 3. Reading: Stories 
Distribute the closed test booklets to the children. Make 
sure that each pupil has his own booklet. Mter the book-
lets have been distributed, SAY: 
Open your book to page 8. 
Walk around the room to make sure the pupils have 
opened their books to page 8. THEN SAY: 
Here are some more stories on this page for you to 
read. Find the story at the top of the page begin-
ning with the words" Talk, Polly." Put your finger 
on these words. Let's read this story together. It 
says-
"Talk, Polly. 
" You can talk, pretty bird. 
"Talk for the cooky." 
Now look at the questions next to the story. The 
first question says: "Polly is a- bird, girl, cat." 
What does the story tell us Polly is? 
Encourage reply. 
Yes, the story tells us that Polly is a " bird," so a 
cross has been put in the box in front of the word 
" bird." The next question says: "Polly can -
swim, dance, talk." What is the correct answer? 
Encourage reply. 
Yes, the answer is " talk," so a cross has been put in 
the box in front of the word " talk." 
Read each story on this page and on the next tlne<l 
pages to yourself. Use a cross to mark the answe 
to the questions in the same way as they we1 
marked in the story we just read. 
Do this page (show page 8) and these three pag 
(show pages 9, 10, and 11). Keep working un 
you come to the orange hand which says STO 
Then put your pencil down and wait. Are the 
any questions about what you are to do? 
Pause. 
Start with the story just below the sample story. 
Point to the first story in your book. THEN SAY: 
Ready. Go! 
Record the starting time on the board. Give no f 
help. Check to see that the pupils turn to pages 9, 
and 11, and that they do not go on to Test 4, p. 12. 
' ' 'M 
• 3 ter 25 minutes, SAY: 
1 4 
STOP! Turn to page 12. 
Mter a rest period of a minute or two continue with 
directions for Test 4. Spelling. 
THIRD SITTING (Continued) 
Test 4. Spelling 
When starting Test 4, turn to the "List of Word 
Test 4, Spelling," read the directions above the li 
words - and dictate the words. 
As soon as the last word is dictated, SAY: 
STOP! Close your book. Put your pencil dov 
Collect the test booklets immediately. The third s 
ends here. 
FOURTH SITTING 
Test 5. Arithmetic-Part A: 
Concepts and Problem Solv 
and Part B: Computation 
Distribute the closed test booklets to the children. 
sure that each pupil has his own booklet. THEN 
Open your book to page 14, Arithmetic Pa 
Concepts and Problem Solving and fold the 
back, like this. 
Demonstrate. Walk around the room and make 
that pupils have opened their booklets to the c 
page. THEN SAY: 
Listen carefully while I tell you what to do wit 
pictures on this page. 
Read each of the directions below. Allow enoug 
after reading each set of directions for pupils to rna 
answer (about 10-15 seconds). 
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Metropolitan Achievement Tests 
List of Words for Test 4, Spelling 
TO THE TEACHER: Say to the pupils: "Listen carefully while I tell you what to do. 
I am going to read a word, then a sentence with the word in it, then the word again. You write 
the word on the first line after the number 1 and just above the arrow. The first word is ... " 
Pronounce the first word to be spelled. Pause slightly; then read the sentence, stressing the 
word to be spelled. Pause slightly; then pronounce the word again. Allow enough time 
for all pupils to write the word; then continue with the remainder of the words in the 
following manner: "Number 2 is ... " and continue with the illustrative sentence and second 
pronunciation of the word. Be sure pupils write the words on the correct lines. 
1. car Our car has a spare tire. car 
2. fat Mother Pig was very fat. fat 
3. going Father is going to work. going 
4. big The airplane looked like a big bird. big 
5. his He hurt his leg. his 
6. make Grandmother will make some fudge. make 
7. cold Jack was cold without his sweater. cold 
8. her Jane and her sister came. her 
9. men Two men went on the hike with the boys. men 
10. as He came as I was going. as 
11. school We like to go to school. school 
12. soon Come as soon as you can. soon 
13. by He took the child by the hand. by 
14. gold The purse was full of gold coins. gold 
15. forget Do not forget to take your raincoat. forget 
16. bring Please bring me a glass of water. bring 
17. they The children all said they wanted to go. they 
18. very Milk is a very good food. very 
19. what Tell me what time it is. what 
20. there Take this book and put it over there. there 
21. said His father said that he could go. said 
22. four Two and two are four. four 
23. air We cannot live without air. air 
24. flag Our flag has thirteen stripes. flag 
25. better The children learned to write better. better 
26. paper Mary likes to draw on large paper. paper 
27. could Jim could ride the two-wheel bike. could 
28. please Hand me the book, please. please 
29. cost How much will a new bicycle cost? cost 
30. myself I made the basket all · myself. myself 
Published 1960 by Harcourt, Broce & World , Inc., New York 
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List of Words for Test 4, Spelling 
TO THE TEACHER: Say to the pupils: "Listen carefully while I tell you what to do. 
I am going to read a word, then a sentence with the word in it, then the word again. You write 
the word on the first line after the number 1 and just above the arrow. The first word is ... " 
Pronounce the first word to be spelled. Pause slightly; then read the sentence, stressing the 
word to be spelled. Pause slightly; then pronounce the word again. Allow enough time 
for all pupils to write the word; then continue with the remainder of the words in the 
following manner: . " Number 2 is ... " and continue with the illustrative sentence and second 
pronunciation of the word. Be sure pupils write the words on the correct lines. 
1. and Two and two make four. and 
2. can He can make it if he tries. can 
3. was I know he was there. was 
4. at They met at school. at 
5. happy He was happy to see his father. happy 
6. name Write your name on the top line. name 
7. saw At the zoo we saw an elephant. saw 
8. door Mary opened the door for the visitors. door 
9. cut Use this knife to cut the apple. cut 
10. sing Alice will sing a song in the school play. sing 
11. has John has a puppy. has 
12. bird We saw a red bird in the tree. bird 
13. to What would you like to play? to 
14. last Tom was the last boy in line. last 
15. black The opposite of white is black. black 
16. read She can read the book herself. read 
17. show Everyone paid a quarter for the show. show 
18. many How many children are going on the trip? many 
19. nose We patted the dog's nose. nose 
20. can't George says he can't go with us. can't 
21. band John plays a drum in the band. band 
22. star In the sky we saw a bright star. star 
23. making The children were making baskets. making 
24. butter Put some butter on the bread. butter 
25. flne We will have a picnic the first fine day. flne 
26. plant The farmer will plant corn. plant 
27. rope The boat was tied up with a rope. rope 
28. found Tell me where you found the money. found 
29. taken How many pictures have you taken? taken 
30. hardly There was hardly any time for a game. hardly 
Copy right @ 1959 by Harcourt , Brace & World , Inc ., New York . All rights reserved. 
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~.~ist of Words for Test 4, Spelling 
TO THE TEACHER: Say to the pupils: "Listen carefully while I tell you what to do. 
I am going to read a word, then a sentence with the word in it, then the word again. You write 
the word on the first line after the number 1 and just above the arrow. The first word is ... " 
Pronounce the first word to be spelled. Pause slight ly; then read the sentence, stressing the 
word to be spelled. Pause slightly; then pronounce the word again. Allow enough time 
for all pupils to write the word ; then continue with the remainder of the words in the 
following manner: "Number 2 is ... " and continue with the illustrative sentence and second 
pronunciation of the word. Be sure pupils write the words on the correct lines. 
1. it Is it a long way to town? it 
2. play Will you play ball with me? play 
3. not Father is not at home. not 
4. pig The pig has a curly tail. pig 
5. call Please come when I cal/ you. call 
6. him The noise bothered him. him 
7. sat The children sat in a circle. sat 
8. cake They had ice cream and cake. cake 
9. if We will go if it doesn't rain. if 
10. had Baby had a good nap. had 
11. candy Too much candy is bad for us. candy 
12. went John's class went on a picnic. went 
13. our That is our car. our 
14. year Linda is a year older than Wendy. year 
15. dear Mary is a dear friend. dear 
16. let Mother will let me go swimming. let 
17. live Tom brought a live turtle to school. live 
18. duck The duck was swimming in t he pond. duck 
19. rain Wear your rubbers in case of rain . rain 
20. working Two men were working on the roof. working 
21. set Our class got a new set of books. set 
22. night The stars shine at night. night 
23. eyes What color are your eyes? eyes 
24. grass The children rolled on the grass. grass 
25. everyone Fred told everyone about his camping trip. everyone 
26. shoes Jane has a new pair of shoes. shoes 
27. never I have never heard that story before. never 
28. bite The mouse took a big bite of cheese. bite 
29. begin It is t ime for school t o begin. begin 
30. born The baby lambs were born last spring. born 
Tarrytown-on-Hudson , New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright © 1961 by Harcourt , Brace & World, Inc. All rights reserved . 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
sure to use the appropriate items for the form which 
eing administered. ) 
FORM A 
1. Look at the first row. See the policeman and 
the cars. Put a cross on the sixth car from the 
policeman. 
se 10-15 seconds after reading this and each of the 
wing directions. 
2. Look at the next row. Look at all the things 
in the row. Put a cross on the thing that tells 
us how much gas has been sold. 
3. Look at the next row. Look at all the things 
in the row. Put a cross on the thing that is sold 
by the yard. 
4. Look at the next row. See the toy cars. The 
storekeeper sold half of these cars. Put a cross 
on all the cars the storekeeper sold. 
5. See the plates of cookies in the next row. Put 
a cross in the box under the plate which has the 
fewest cookies on it. 
6. See the glasses of chocolate milk in the next 
row. Put a cross in the box under the glass that 
is one half full. 
7. Look at the last row. See the top? How much 
does it cost? Look at the coins beside the top. 
Which ones would you use to pay 14¢? Put a 
cross on them. 
Now turn your book over, like this, so that you see 
only page 15. 
onstrate. 
8. Look at the top of the page. Find the cherries. 
Put your finger on the cherries. 
k to see that all children have the place. 
See the numbers after the cherries. A num-
ber has been left out. Write the number in 
the little square. 
9. Now look at the banana and the numbers after 
it. A number has been left out. Write the 
number in the little square. 
LO. Look at the next row. See the dots. SEVEN 
dots take away FIVE dots leaves how many 
dots? Write the number in the little square. 
I. Now see the dots in the next box. TEN dots 
take away SEVEN dots leaves how many dots? 
Write the number in the little square. 
2. See the calendar in the next row. Listen care-
fully. Aunt Alice is coming for a visit on the 
18th day of the month shown on this calendar. 
Draw a circle around that date on the calendar. 
3. Now look at the coins in the next box. Count 
the money and write the amount of money on 
the line next to the word " cents." 
14. See the clocks in the next row. Each clock is 
missing its big hand. Make the first clock say 
quarter of 10 by drawing the big hand to the 
right number. 
15. Make the next clock say quarter past 4 by draw-
ing the big hand to the right number. 
16. See the sandwiches in the next row. They have 
been cut in half. How many whole sandwiches 
were used to make this many halves? Write 
the number in the little square. 
17. See the grocer's scales in the next box. Listen 
carefully. The grocer is weighing apples for 
Mother. She wants 6 pounds. How many 
more pounds of apples must be put in the bag? 
Write that number in the little square. 
18. Look at the first box in the next row. This pic-
ture shows you bundles of sticks and some extra 
sticks. H there are ten sticks in each bundle, 
how many sticks are there in the picture? 
Write that number in the little square. 
19. Look at the next box. See the tens and the 
ones. Subtract the ones and then the tens. 
Write the answer under the example. 
Now turn the page, like this, so that you can see 
only page 16. 
Demonstrate. 
20. Look at the first row. See the drum and the 
numbers after it. Put a cross in the box under 
the number ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-SIX. 
21. Now see the lollipop and the numbers after it. 
One of these numbers tells how many two's 
there are in 6. Put a cross in the box under that 
number. 
22. Look at the next row. See the flower and the 
numbers after it. Put a cross in the box under 
the number that has the most in the TENS 
place. 
23. Now find the star in the next box with the num-
bers after it. Find the number that is 5 tens 
and 2 ones. Put a cross in the box under it. 
24. Look at the next row. See the button and the 
numbers after it. Put a cross in the box under 
the number that has 7 ones in the ones place. 
25. See the horn in the next box and the numbers 
after it. Put a cross in the box under the num-
ber that is the same as 4 tens. 
26. Look at the next row. See the envelope. Put 
a cross in the box under the price that reads 
ONE DOLLAR AND FIFTY-NINE CENTS. 
27. See the cup cake and the numbers after it. 
Alice bought a cup cake for 6 cents and a 
doughnut for 5 cents. How many cents did she 
11 
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spend in all? Put a cross in the box under that 
number. 
28. Look at the next row. See the candy basket 
and the numbers after it. We need 12 candy 
baskets for our party. We have made 8 baskets. 
Irow many more must we make? Put a cross 
in the box under that number. 
29. See the thermometer and the numbers after it. 
The numbers are the temperatures for 4 differ-
ent days. Put a cross in the box under the tem-
perature that is the warmest. 
30. Look at the next row. See the doughnut and 
the numbers after it. Doughnuts cost 4 cents. 
Jane bought 2. How many cents did she spend? 
Put a cross in the box under that number. 
31. See the balloon in the next box and the numbers 
after it. Mother had 9 balloons. She gave them 
to Alice, Jane, and Mary, the same number to 
each. How many balloons did each girl re-
ceive? Put a cross in the box under that num-
ber. 
32. Look at the next row. See the nut and the 
numbers after it. Dick and Ted cut nuts in 
half. They had 8 halves. How many nuts did 
they cut? Put a cross in the box under that 
number. 
33. See the clock in the next box and the numbers 
after it. My dentist appointment was at 2 
o'clock. I arrived at the dentist's office at the 
time the clock says. How many minutes early 
was I? Put a cross in the box under that num-
ber. 
Now turn your book over, like this, so that you can 
see only page 17. 
I 
Demonstrate. 
34. See the pony-ride picture. Find the row of 
numbers beginning with A. Listen carefully 
for the number you should mark. How many 
children are standing OUTSIDE the pony-ring? 
Put a cross in the box under that number in 
row A. 
35. Find the row of numbers beginning with B. 
Pony rides cost a dime. How many dimes did 
the man get from the children now riding the 
ponies? Put a cross in the box under that num-
ber in row B. 
36. Find the row of numbers beginning with C. If 
ALL THE GIRLS in the picture wanted to ride 
at one time, how many ponies would be 
needed? Put a cross in the box under that 
number in row C. 
37. Find the row of numbers beginning with D. I 
have 2 dimes and I want to buy tickets for all 
the children WAITING IN LINE. How many 
more dimes do I need? Put a cross in the box 
under that number in row D. 
Now, the next five problems you will read to yo 
self while I read therri aloud. Then you will w 
the answer in the box after each problem. 
38. See the apple. Jack went to the fruit sta 
He bought an apple for 4 cents and a pear 
6 cents. How much did they both cost? 
39. See the golf ball. Father had 8 golf balls. 
gave him 6 more. How many golf balls did 
have then? 
40. See the plant. We had 9 plants in our cl. 
room. We gave 2 plants to the first gr~ 
How many plants did we have left? 
41. See the dog. Our class had a Pet Show. 
were 3 dogs, 4 kittens and 1 duck. How m 
pets were in the show? 
42. See the fudge. Mother had 16 pieces of fu 
The children ate 1 pieces. How many pitl 
were left? 
Mter a rest period of a minute or two, SAY: 
Now turn to page 18, Arithmetic Part B: Comp 
tion, like this. 
Demonstrate. THEN SAY: 
Now look at the arithmetic examples 
on this page. You are to add in some, and sub 
in others. Look at the 6rst example. Think of 
answer. Write the answer under the exam 
Look at each example and put the answer right 
der it. Do all the examples you can do on this p 
If you do not know how to do an example, ski 
and go on to the next one. 
Ready. Go! 
Record the starting time on the board. 
help. 
0 Mter 10 minutes, SAY: 
STOP! Close your book. Put your pencil do 
Collect the test booklets immediately. The last 
ends here. 
FORM B 
l. Look at the first row. See the door and 
desks. Put a cross on the seventh desk from I 
door. 
Pause 10-15 seconds after reading this and each 
following directions. 
2. Look at the next row. Look at all the 
in the row. Put a cross on the thing that t 
how fast a car is going. 
3. Look at the next row. Look at all the thi1 
in the row. Put a cross on the thing that is s 
by the dozen. 
4. Look at the next row. See the drums. 
storekeeper sold half of these drums. Pu 
cross on all the drums the storekeeper sold. 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 13 
5. See the pitchers of water in the next row. Put 
a cross in the box under the pitcher which has 
the LEAST water in it. 
6. See the cakes in the new row. Mother baked 
them. We ate one half of one of the cakes. 
Put a cross in the box under the cake that has 
only one half left. 
7. Look at the last row. See the toy airplane. 
How much does it cost? Look at coins beside 
the airplane. Which ones would you use to 
pay 15¢? Put a cross on them. 
Now turn your book over, like this, so that you see 
only page 15. 
monstrate. 
8. Look at the top of the page. Find the cherries. 
Put your finger on the cherries. 
eck to see that all children have the place. 
See the numbers after the cherries. A number 
has been left out. Write the number in the 
little square. 
9. Now look at the banana and the numbers after 
it. A number has been left out. Write the 
number in the little square. 
10. Look at the next row. See the dots. EIGHT 
dots take away SIX dots leaves how many dots? 
Write the number in the little square. 
11. Now see the dots in the next box. TEN dots 
take away EIGHT dots leaves how many dots? 
Write the number in the little square. 
12. See the calendar in the new row. Listen care-
fully. Mary's birthday comes on the 15th day 
of the month shown on this calendar. Draw a 
circle around that date on the calendar. 
13. Now look at the coins in the next box. Count 
the money and write the amount of money on 
the line next to the word " cents." 
14. See the clocks in the next row. Each clock is 
missing its big hand. Make the first clock say 
quarter past 8 by drawing the big hand to the 
right number. 
15. Make the next clock say half past 4 by drawing 
the big hand to the right number. 
16. See the apples in the next row. They have been 
cut in half. How many whole apples were used 
to make this many halves? Write the number 
in the little square. 
17. See the grocer's scales in the next box. Listen 
carefully. The grocer is weighing apples for 
Mother. She wants 6 pounds. How many 
more pounds of apples must be put in another 
bag? Write that number in the little square. 
18. Look 'at the first box in the next row. This pic-
ture shows you bundles of sticks and some extra 
sticks. If there are ten sticks in each bundle, 
how many sticks are there in the picture? 
Write the number in the little square. 
19. Look at the next box. See the tens and the 
ones. Subtract the ones and then the tens. 
Write the answer under the example. 
Now turn the page, like this, so that you can see only 
page 16. 
Demonstrate. 
20. Look at the first row. See the drum and the 
numbers after it. Put a cross in the box under 
the number ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-
SEVEN. 
21. Now see the lollipop and the numbers after it. 
One of these numbers tells how many two's 
there are in 8. Put a cross in the box under that 
number. 
22. Look at the next row. See the flower and the 
numbers after it. Put a cross in the box under 
the number that has the most in the TENS 
place. 
23. Now find the star in the next box with the num-
bers after it. Find the number that is 3 tens 
and 2 ones. Put a cross in the box under it. 
24. Look at the next row. See the button and the 
numbers after it. Put a cross in the box under 
the number that has 5 ones in the ones place. 
25. See the horn in tfte next box and the numbers 
after it. Put a cross in the box under the num-
ber that is the same as 6 tens. 
26. Look at the next row. See the paper hat. Put 
a cross in the box under the price that reads 
ONE DOLLAR AND NINETY-EIGHT 
CENTS. 
27. See the cup cake and the numbers after it. 
John bought a cup cake for 8 cents and a gin-
gerbread boy for 4 cents. How many cents did 
he spend in all? Put a cross in the box under 
that number. 
28. Look at the next row. See the lollipop and the 
numbers after it. Jane bought lollipops for her 
party. She bought 5 lemon lollipops and 5 
orange lollipops. Put a cross in the box under 
the number that tells how many lollipops she 
bought in all. 
29. See the thermometer and the numbers after it. 
The numbers are the temperatures for 4 differ-
ent days. Put a cross in the box under the tem-
perature that is the warmest. 
30. Look at the next row. See the apple and the 
numbers after it. Farmer Brown had 8 apples. 
He gave them to Bill and Tom, the same num-
ber to each. How many apples did each boy 
receive? Put a cross in the box under that 
number. 
31. See the puppet in the next box and the numbers 
after it. We have 14 hats to make for our pup-
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pets. We have made 6. How many more hats 
must we make? Put a cross in the box under 
that number. 
32. Look at the next row. See the sandwich and 
the numbers after it. Joyce cut the picnic sand-
wiches in half. She had 10 halves. How many 
whole sandwiches did she have? Put a cross in 
the box under that number. 
33. See the clock in the next box and the numbers 
after it. Tom arrived at the railroad station at 
9 o'clock. His train arrived at the time the 
clock says. Put a cross in the box under the 
number that tells how many minutes he waited 
for the train. 
Now turn your books over, like this, so that you can 
see only page 17. 
Demonstrate. 
34. See the picture of the lemonade stand. Find 
the row of numbers beginning with A. Listen 
carefully for the number you should mark. H 
Jill sells lemonade to all the girls in line in the 
picture, how many cups of lemonade will she 
sell? Put a cross in the box under that number 
in row A. 
35. Find the row of numbers beginning with B. 
How many children are waiting to buy lemon-
ade? Put a cross in the box under that number 
in row B. 
36. Find the row of numbers beginning with C. 
See the two cups on the table. If Jack is nlling 
one cup, and Jill is going to nil the cup near the 
pitcher, how many more cups will they need to 
nil to serve the children waiting in line? Put 
a cross in the box under that number in row C. 
37. Find the row of numbers beginning with D. H 
each pitcher holds 4 cups of lemonade, how 
many cups of lemonade will be left after -the 
children in line have been served? Put a cross 
in the box under that number in row D. 
Now, the next nve problems you will read to your-
self while I read them aloud. Then you will write 
the answer in the box after each problem. 
38. See the rose. Father had 7 rose bushes. He 
bought 5 more. How many did he have then? 
39. See the apron. Mother made 7 aprons. She 
gave 5 of them away. How many aprons did 
she have left? 
40. See the doll. We had a doll party. Alice 
brought 3 dolls, Irene brought 2 dolls, and I 
brought 2 dolls. How many dolls were at the 
party? 
41. See the pig. Farmer Shedd had 15 pigs. He 
sold 7 of them. How many pigs did he have 
left? 
42. See the penny. James had 10 pennies. He lost 
4 of them. How many pennies did he have left? 
After a rest period of a minute or two, SAY: 
Now turn to page 18, Arithmetic Part B: Computa-
tion, like this. 
Demonstrate. THEN SAY: 
Now look at the arithmetic examples in the boxes 
on this page. You are to add in some, and subtract 
in others. Look at the nrst example. Think of the 
answer. Write the answer under the example. 
Look at each example and put the answer right un-
der it. Do all the examples you can do on this page. 
H you do not know how to do an example, skip it 
and go on to the next one. 
Ready. Go! 
Record the starting time on the board. Give no furthe 
help. 
After 10 minutes, SAY: 
STOP! Close your book. Put your pencil down. 
Collect the test booklets immediately. The last sittin 
ends here. 
FORM C 
1. Look at the nrst row. See the horn and the 
Hags. Put a cross on the ninth Hag from th 
horn. 
Pause 10-15 seconds after reading this and each of 
the following directions. 
2. Look at the next row. Look at all the things i 
the row. Put a cross on the thing that tells u 
how warm it is outdoors. 
3. Look at the next row. Look at all the thing 
in the row. Put a cross on the thing that is sol 
by the bushel. 
4. Look at the next row. See the scooters. Th 
storekeeper sold half of these scooters. Put 
cross on all the scooters the storekeeper sol 
5. See the dishes of apples in the next row. P 
a cross in the box under the dish which has th 
FEWEST apples in it. 
6. See the jars of jelly in the next row. We use< 
one half a jar of jelly for our sandwiches. P 
a cross in the box under the jar that is one hal 
full. 
7. Look at the last row. See the bag of cand 
How much does it cost? Look at the coins be 
side the candy. Which ones would you use t 
pay 13¢? Put a cross on them. 
Now turn your book over, like this, so that you se 
only page 15. 
Demonstrate. 
8. Look at the top of the page. Find the cherrie 
Put your nnger on the cherries. 
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heck to see that all children have the place. 
See the numbers after the cherries. A number 
has been left out. Write the number in the 
little square. 
9. Now look at the banana and the numbers after 
it. A number has been left out. Write the 
number in the little square. 
10. Look at the next row. See the dots. NINE dots 
take away SIX dots leaves how many dots? 
Write the number in the little square. 
11. Now see the dots in the next box. TWELVE 
dots take away NINE dots leaves how many 
dots? Write the number in the little square. 
12. See the calendar in the next row. Listen care-
fully. Jack's birthday comes on the 17th day 
of the month shown on this calendar. Draw a 
circle around that date on the calendar. 
13. Now look at the coins in the next box. Count 
the money and write the amount of money on 
the line next to the word "cents." 
14. See the clocks in the next row. Each clock is 
missing its big hand. Make the 6.rst clock say 
quarter of 8 by drawing the big hand to the 
right number. 
15. Make the next clock say quarter past 2 by draw-
ing the big hand to the right number. 
16. See the grapefruit in the next box. They have 
been cut in half. How many whole grapefruit 
were used to make this many halves? Write 
the number in the little square. 
17. See the grocer's scales in the next box. Listen 
carefully. The grocer is weighing potatoes for 
Mother. She wants 10 pounds. How many 
more pounds of potatoes must be put in the • 
bag? Write that number in the little square. 
18. Look at the 6.rst box in the next row. This pic-
ture shows you bundles of sticks and some extra 
sticks. If there are ten sticks in each bundle, 
how many sticks are there in the picture? 
Write that number in the little square. 
19. Look at the next box. See the tens and ones. 
Subtract the ones and then the tens. Write the 
answer under the example. 
Now turn the page, like this, so that you can see 
only page 16. 
monstrate. 
20. Look at the 6.rst row. See the drum and the 
numbers after it. Put a cross in the box under 
the number ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-
EIGHT. 
21. Now see the lollipop and the numbers after it. 
One of these numbers tells how many two's 
there are in 4. Put a cross in the box under that 
number. 
22. Look at the next row. See the flower and the 
numbers after it. Put a cross in the box under 
the number that has the most in the TENS 
place. 
23. Now 6.nd the star in the next box and the num-
bers after it. Find the number that is 4 tens 
and 2 ones. Put a cross in the box under it. 
24. Look at the next row. See the button and the 
numbers after it. Put a cross in the box under 
the number that has 8 ones in the ones place. 
25. See the horn in the next box and the numbers 
after it. Put a cross in the box under the num-
ber that is the same as 8 tens. 
26. Look at the next row. See the paper hat. Put 
a cross in the box under the price that reads 
TWO DOLLARS AND EIGHTY-NINE 
CENTS. 
27. See the sandwich and the numbers after it. 
Rita bought a sandwich for 8 cents and a bottle 
of milk for 5 cents. How many cents did she 
spend in all? Put a cross in the box under that 
number. 
28. Look at the next row. See the present and the 
numbers after it. We need 15 presents for our 
party. We have bought 8 presents. How many 
more presents must we buy? Put a cross in the 
box under that number. 
29. See the thermometer and the numbers after it. 
The numbers are the temperatures for 4 dif-
ferent days. Put a cross in the box under the 
temperature that is the warmest. 
30. Look at the next row. See the candy bar and 
the numbers after it. Candy bars cost 5 cents 
each. Tom bought 3 candy bars. How many 
cents did he spend? Put a cross in the box un-
der that number. 
31. See the cherry in the next box and the numbers 
after it. Mother had 10 cherries. She gave 
them to Jill and Judy, the same number to each. 
How many cherries did each girl receive? Put 
a cross in the box under that number. 
32. Look at the next row. See the balloon and the 
numbers after it. Mother bought balloons for 
Sally's birthday party. She bought 4 red bal-
loons and 3 green balloons. Put a cross in the 
box under the number that tells how many bal-
loons she bought. 
33. See the clock in the next box and the numbers 
after it. School begins at 8:30 o'clock. Dick 
arrived at school at the time the clock says. 
How many minutes late was he? Put a cross in 
the box under that number. 
Now turn your book over, like this, so that you can 
see only page 17. 
Demonstrate. 
34. See the picture. Find the row of numbers be-
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ginning with A. Listen carefully for the num-
ber you should mark. Susan has 3 eggs in her 
basket. When she puts the egg that she has in 
her hand in her basket, how many eggs will she 
have? Put a cross in the box under that num-
ber in row A. 
35. Find the row of numbers beginning with B. 
How many nests in the row farther away from 
the children have eggs in them? Put a cross in 
the box under that number in row B. 
36. Find a row of numbers beginning with C. John 
wants to have 6 eggs in the basket he is holding. 
He has already gathered 3 eggs. How many 
more eggs must he gather? Put a cross in the 
box under that number in row C. 
37. Find the row of numbers beginning with D. H 
together the children are to fill five baskets with 
eggs, how many more baskets must they get? 
Put a cross in the box under that number in 
row D. 
Now, read the next five problems to yourself while 
I read them aloud. Then you will write the answer 
in the box after each problem. 
38. See the nail. Ben went to the hardware store. 
He bought nails for 3 cents and screws for 7 
cents. How much did they all cost? 
39. See the flower. I had 6 flowers. I picked 5 
more flowers. How many flowers did I have 
then? 
40. See the balloon. The clown had 9 balloons. 
He broke 2 of them. How many balloons did 
he have left? 
41. See the penny. Roy had 3 cents in his bank. 
Then he put 5 cents and 2 cents in it. How 
much money did he have in his bank? 
42. See the boy. There are 14 children in our club. 
There are 9 boys. How many girls are in the 
club? 
After a rest period of a minute or two, SAY: 
Now turn to page 18, Arithmetic Part B: Computa-
tion, like this. 
Demonstrate. THEN SAY: 
Now look at the arithmetic examples in the boxes 
on this page. You are to add in some, and subtract 
in others. Look at the first example. Think of the 
answer. Write the answer under the example. 
Look at each example and put the answer right un-
der it. Do all the examples you can do on this page. 
H you do not know how to do an example, skip it 
and go on to the next one. 
Ready. Go! 
Record the starting time on the board. Give no furthe 
help. 
(.!) After 10 minutes, SAY: 
STOP! Close your book. Put your pencil down. 
Collect the test booklets immediately. The last sittin 
ends here. 
SCORING, INTERPRETATION AND USE OF RESULTS 
This section describes the ways in which scores on 
Metropolitan Achievement Tests may be interpreted and 
indicates how the results may be used to improve instruc-
tion, supervision, administration and guidance. 
SCORING 
Tests are scored by means of the scoring keys included 
in each package. Complete scoring directions are given 
on the keys. The directions should be studied carefully 
before any scoring is undertaken and must be followed 
exactly if accurate scores are to be derived. The score 
for each test is the number of right answers. This value, 
termed the raw score, is to be entered in the space pro-
vided at the end of each test. At the completion of scor-
ing, the raw scores for all tests should be transferred to 
the score boxes provided on the cover of the test booklet. 
INTERPRETATION 
Raw scores permit ranking pupils on a particular test, 
but are otherwise of limited significance. They are not 
comparable from test to test, nor do they in themselves 
convey very much information as to the level or qua 
of pupil achievement. They are rendered meanin~ 
through conversion to one or more of the types of 
terpreted scores described below. Such conversion, 
effect, relates the raw scores to the norms- that is, 
the scores made by the national sample of pupils ~ 
were tested in the standardization program, as descri 
on pages 2 2-24. 
The grade placement for any testing date may be 
termined from Table 1, which gives the tenth of the sch 
year corresponding to any date within the school y 
for pupils on an annual basis. If a school year is atypi 
grade placement should be determined by computing 
number of tenths of a school year which have elapsec 
the time the tests are administered. 
Table 1. Grade Placement at Tim e of Testing 
' "" 
cb J,>t:> cb>t) cb J,>t:> ~~ ~~ .b>t:> ~ ........... ..... ~ ........... ........... ....- ~ .......... .......... Date of 
.... .. . 
.. ~ > <:) ~ z z l'i ·~ Pi . ·:-Testing "'"' "' .. 0 r.1 Ol < < ~ ~ < r.1 r.1 r.1 <:.> oz ZQ Q < < r.1 t:::E ::E.< <::E "' r/J r/J rnO ..., ...,"' 
"' ---- - - ------------
Grade 
.0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 Placement 
.----
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ble 2. Stanines Corresponding to Standard Scores 
GRADE 2.1 
STANDARD SCORES 
STA· Arithmetic STA· 
NINE Word Word Read- Spell- Port A Part B Toto I NINE Know. Disc. ing ing Prob. S. & C. Computotion Ports A & B 
9 53-above 58-above 56-above 52-above 49-above 54-above 54-above 9 
8 49-52 51-57 50-55 49-51 39-48 46-53 46-53 8 
7 44-48 45-50 45-49 45-48 33-38 41-45 40-45 7 
6 39-43 40-44 39-44 41-44 30-32 37-40 36-39 6 
5 35-38 36-39 34-38 37-40 26-29 34-36 32-35 5 
4 31-34 32-35 30-33 34-36 22-25 31-33 29-31 4 
3 26-30 26-31 27-29 32-33 20-21 29-30 25-28 3 
2 22-25 22-25 21-26 28-31 18-19 26-28 21-24 2 
1 below 22 below 22 below 21 below 28 below 18 below 26 below 21 1 
GRADE 2.6 
STANDARD SCORES 
STA- Arithmetic STA-Word Word Read- Spell-NINE Part A Part B Total NINE Word Disc. ing ing Prob. S. & C. Comcutation Parts A & B 
9 58-above 61-above 62-above 63 -above 61-above 63-above 61-above 9 
8 53-57 55-60 56-61 56-62 54-60 58-62 55-60 8 
7 49-52 50-54 51-55 52-55 49-53 51-57 49-54 7 
6 45-48 46-49 47-50 49-51 43-48 44-50 43-48 6 
5 41-44 42-45 43-46 4_5-48 39-42 41-43 39-42 5 
4 36-40 37-41 39-42 40-44 34-38 36-40 35-38 4 
3 32-35 33-36 34-38 36-39 30-33 33-35 32-34 3 
2 28-31 29-32 28-33 32-35 26-29 30-32 28-31 2 
1 below 28 below 29 below 28 below 32 below 26 below30 below 28 1 
ndard scores. The first step in the interpretation of pressed along a scale ranging from 1 (low) to 9 (high) 
v scores is to convert them to standard scores, by with the value 5 always representing average perform-
ans of the table entitled" Raw Score- Standard Score ance for pupils in the reference or norm group. Scores 
nversion Table " which accompanies the scoring keys. are converted to stanines by means of Table 2 above. 
ese standard scores express results of all subtests of Spaces are provided on the cover of the test booklet and 
Battery and of all forms of the Battery in terms of a on the Class Record for entering these stanine values. 
pmon scale - an appreciable advantage in the prep- The percentages of cases at each stanine level in the 
tion and presentation of the various norm tables norm group are as shown in the graph below. 
vided. For most users, conversion of raw scores . to 
~dard scores is merely preliminary to the expression of 9 (4%) Superior 
~Its in terms of grade equivalents, stanines or percen- ----------
___ ___ 14~) ____ ___ 
8 (7%) Above 
ranks, as described below, though for certain Average 
earch purpose the standard scores have uniquely suit- 7 (12%) (19%) 
e properties. Conversion to standard scores should be ---------------- ---------- - --- -
e· after the raw scores have been transferred to the 6 (17%) 
ropriate boxes on the cover of the test. All subse-
Average 
5 (20%) (54%) 
nt interpretation of the scores will be done in terms 
4 (17%) 
the standard scores rather than the raw scores. 
------------------- ----------- ---- ------------
rfethods of interpreting Metropolitan scores include 3 (12%) Below 
ression of scores in terms of stanines, percentile ranks, Average 
grade equivalents. The first two of these methods 2 (7%) (19%) 
------------------------- ----------
---- --Poor ______ 
particularly appropriate for comparison of a pupil's 1 (4%) (4%) 
e with the scores of other pupils of similar grade 
cement, while the third is particularly appropriate for A particularly useful feature of stanines is that they are 
interpretation of class, school and system averages. equally spaced steps, or equal units , in a scale - that is, a 
stanine 8 is as much better than stanine 6 as stanine 5 
pines. A stanine is a value in a simple 9-point scale is better than 3. Therefore, pupils' achievement in vari-
~ormalized standard scores (whence the name - sta, ous areas as expressed in stanine terms is an accurate 
standard, -nine, for nine-point scale). Scores are ex- portrayal of relative strengths and weaknesses. 
.___ 
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Table 3. Selected Percentiles Corresponding to Standard Sco 
GRADE 2.1 
STANDARD SCORES 
Ar ith . 
% -ILE Word Word Read- Spell- Tota l %- ILE 
RANK Know. Disc. ing ing (A&B) RANK 
98 56 66 62 56 58 98 
95 53 58 55 52 52 95 
90 49 51 51 49 47 90 
85 47 48 48 47 44 85 
80 45 46 46 45 42 80 
75 43 44 44 44 40 75 
70 42 43 42 43 38 70 
65 41 42 40 42 37 65 
60 40 40 39 41 36 60 
55 39 39 38 40 35 55 
50 37 38 36 39 34 50 
45 36 37 35 38 33 45 
40 35 36 34 37 - 40 
35 34 35 33 36 32 35 
30 32 33 31 - 31 30 
25 31 32 30 35 29 25 
20 29 30 29 34 "28 20 
15 27 29 27 33 27 15 
10 25 26 25 31 25 10 
5 22 23 23 28 22 5 
2 20 20 20 26 19 2 
Stanines almost automatically indicate a pupil's stand-
ing in a subject in comparison with other pupils of simi-
lar grade placement. A pupil of stanine 7, 8 or 9 is well 
above the typical pupil in his grade in the subject in ques-
tion, while the pupil in stanine 1, 2 or 3 is definitely below. 
The nine levels of achievement into which pupils may 
be grouped according to the stanine system constitute as 
fine a classification as the teacher can ordinarily use to 
advantage in adapting instruction, or the guidance coun-
selor needs for appraisal of individual strengths and weak-
nesses. 
Stanines, moreover, by definition have the same vari-
ability, or standard deviation, from one subtest to another. 
This, coupled with the fact that stanines are single-digit 
numbers, makes it easy to combine or average results 
from two or more subtests, with appropriate weights if 
desired, whenever such composites or averages might be 
useful. On the whole, the advantages of the stanine 
system seem so impressive that the Metropolitan authors 
are disposed to recommend it as the most effective way 
of interpreting the Metropolitan scores of individual 
pupils. 
Percentile ranks. The other way of comparing a pupil's 
score with the scores of pupils of similar grade placement 
is by means of percentile ranks. The percentile rank 
corresponding to a score indicates the per cent of pupils 
of a specified grade whose scores are exceeded by the 
score in question. For example, a standard score of 39 on 
the Reading Test has a percentile rank of 60 for pupils 
at grade 2.1, which means that 60 per cent of pupils of 
this grade level in the norm group made scores less than 
res 
GRADE 2.6 
STANDARD SCORES 
Ari th. 
.%- ILE Word Word Read- Spell- Total % -ILE 
RANK Know. Disc. ing ing (A&B) RANK 
98 62 66 66 67 66 98 
95 56 61 60 60 59 95 
90 54 55 56 58 56 90 
85 51 53 53 55 52 85 
80 49 51 51 54 50 80 
75 48 50 50 52 48 75 
70 47 48 49 51 47 70 
65 46 47 48 50 45 65 
60 45 46 47 49 43 60 
55 44 45 46 48 42 55 
50 43 44 45 47 41 50 
45 42 43 44 46 40 45 
40 41 42 4·3 44 39 40 
35 40 41 42 43 38 35 
30 39 40 41 42 37 30 
25 37 38 39 41 36 25 
20 36 37 38 39 35 20 
15 34 35 36 37 33 15 
10 32 32 33 35 31 10 
5 29 29 30 32 29 5 
2 26 26 25 28 26 2 
39. Scores are converted to percentile ranks by me 
of Table 3 at the top of this page. Spaces are provi 
on the cover of the test booklet and on the Class Rec 
in which percentile ranks may be entered. 
Percentile ranks indicate the relative standing of a 
p il in each subtest, are comparable from one subtes 
another, and offer an easily comprehended type of 
terpretation. They permit finer discrimination t 
stanines. Percentile ranks lack one useful attribut 
stanines, that of equality of units; the units in the 
centile scale are not equal, and direct comparisons of 
centile differences are likely to be misleading. 
Percentile ranks and stanines are, of course, relate 
each other as suggested in the graph above. More 
cise information on the correspondence between sta 
values and percentile ranks is given in the folio 
chart, which also includes a suggested adjective clas 
cation or rating for the various levels: 
Percentile Ranks Stanine Values Rating 
96 and above 9 Superior 
89-95 8 Above A verag 77-88 7 
60-76 6 
40-59 5 Average 
23-39 4 
11-22 3 Below A verag 4-10 2 
Below 4 1 Poor 
~ 
I 
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Since stanines and percentile ranks are dependent 
pon the time at which tests are given, separate conver-
ion tables are provided for different times during the 
chool year. When scores are being converted to either 
f these types of measures, care must be taken to use the 
roper conversion table for the grade placement of pu-
ils at the time of testing. 
Primary II tests administered at grade 2.0, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 
r 2.4 should be interpreted according to the tables of 
ercentiles or stanines for grade 2.1. Tests administered 
t grade 2.5, 2.6, 2.7,2.8 or 2.9 may be interpreted accord-
g to the tables for grade 2.6. 1 
Grade equivalents. Scores on the tests of the Battery 
ay be expressed in terms of grade equivalents . The 
·ade equivalent for a score indicates the grade place-
ent of pupils for whom the given score is the average or 
orm. Thus, if a score of 44 on the Reading Test has a 
·ade equivalent of 2.5, the score of 44 would be the aver-
e score of pupils in the 5th month of the second grade. 
cores are converted to grade equivalents by means of 
able 4 on this page. Spaces are provided on the cover 
the test booklet and on the Class Record in which to 
ter these grade equivalents. 
Traditionally, use of grade equivalents has been the 
ost common method of interpreting results of elemen-
ry achievement tests. The simplicity of grade equiva-
ts, their apparent comparability from subject to sub-
ct, and the continuity of the grade equivalent scale over 
e entire grade range commended this type of interpre-
tion to many test users . There has been a growing 
'areness, however, that in some respects grade equiva-
ts are not entirely satisfactory values in which to ex-
ess the achievement status of individual pupils in 
rious areas, most notably in the case of pupils whose 
hievement differs markedly from the average or normal 
hievement. Units in the grade equivalent scale are 
t equal: six months of grade equivalent at one part of 
e scale may represent quite a different amount of 
1ievement from six months at another part of the scale. 
·ade equivalents also are necessarily of unequal vari-
ility from subject to subject, which rriay lead to errone-
s inferences concerning pupils' strengths and weak-
ses. Experience has shown, too, that grade equiva-
ts are subject to certain types of misinterpretation by 
·ents and even by teachers with respect to appropriate 
pil classification or grading. Despite these limitations 
de equivalents have a very useful role to play in the 
erpretation of Metropolitan results, particularly in the 
erpretation of average results for classes, schools, or 
ool systems. They facilitate the comparison of re-
ts for pupils in successive grades and indicate more 
ectly than stanines or percentile ranks the amount of 
wth taking place from grade to grade in the various 
jects. 
Stanine and percentile conversion tables for grade 2.9, which 
be used to advantage in interpreting results of tests admin-
red very near the end of the school year, are available on re-
st from the publisher. 
Table 4. Grade Equivalents Corresponding to Standard Scores 
GRADE EQUIVALENTS 
STAND. Arith. STAND. 
SCORE Word Word Read- Spell- Total SCORE Know. Disc. ing ing (A& B) 
74 4.7 74 
73 4.6 73 
72 4.5 72 
71 4.9 + 4.4 71 
70 4.9 + 4.9 + 4.3 70 
69 4.9 + 4.9 + 4.3 69 
68 4.9 + 4.9 + 4.2 68 
67 4.9 + 4.9 + 4.9 + 4.1 67 
66 4.9 + 4.9 + 4.9 + 4.9 + 4.0 66 
65 4.9 + 4.9 4.9 + 4.9 4.0 65 
64 4.9 + 4.8 4.9 + 4.8 3.9 64 
63 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.7 3.9 63 
62 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.6 3.8 62 
61 4.4 4.6 4.5 4.5 3.8 61 
60 4.2 4.5 4.4 4.4 3.7 60 
59 4.1 4.4 4.3 4.3 3.7 59 
58 3.9 4.3 4.2 4.2 3.6 58 
57 3.8 4.1 4 .0 4.1 3.5 57 
56 3.7 4.0 3.8 4.0 3.5 56 
55 3.5 3.9 3.7 3.8 3.4 55 
54 3.3 3.7 3.5 3.6 3.3 54 
53 3.2 3.6 3.4 3.5 3.3 53 
52 3.2 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.2 52 
51 3.1 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.2 51 
50 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.0 3.1 50 
49 2.9 3.1 3.1 2.9 3.0 49 
48 2.8 3.0 3.0 2.7 3.0 48 
47 2.7 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.9 47 
46 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.5 2.9 46 
45 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.8 45 
44 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.3 2.8 44 
43 2.4 2 .5 2.4 2.3 2.7 43 
42 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.7 42 
41 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.6 41 
40 2.2 2.2 2 .2 2.1 2.5 40 
39 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.4 39 
38 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.4 38 
37 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 2.3 37 
36 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.2 36 
35 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.8 2.2 35 
34 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.6 2.1 34 
33 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.4 2.0 33 
32 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.3 2.0 32 
31 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.2 1.9 31 
30 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.1 1.8 30 
29 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.0 1.7 29 
28 1.6 1.5 1.7 1.0- 1.6 28 
27 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.6 27 
26 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.5 26 
25 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.4 25 
24 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.3 24 
23 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.3 23 
22 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.2 22 
21 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.1 21 
20 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.1 20 
19 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0- 19 
18 1.0 1.0 1.0 18 
Local norms. In some situations there is merit in the use 
of norms based on groups other than the national sample 
of pupils on which the Metropolitan norms are based. 
Local norms - that is, norms based on performance of 
pupils in a particular school system- or perhaps regional 
or even state norms, sometimes add to the meaningful-
ness of test results. Where such local or other norms 
are desired, it is strongly recommended that they take 
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the form of stanines or percentile norms rather than 
grade equivalents.1 
Interpretive aids. To assist in the collection, summariza-
tion and use of Metropolitan results, several aids are 
available, as follows: 
Class Record. Included with each package of tests is 
a Class Record, on which results for an entire class may 
be brought together in summary form. This Class Rec-
ord has space for pupil's name and scores on each subtest 
of the Battery. 
Class Analysis Chart. Also included with each package 
of tests is a Class Analysis Chart, on which the results 
for an entire class may be presented in conveniently 
organized fashion, to facilitate analysis of strengths and 
weakness of class groups, range of ability within each 
subtest, variations from subtest to subtest and study of 
the performance of any particular pupil in relation to 
that of the class group. The Class Analysis Chart is 
organized in terms of stanine levels. The area corre-
sponding to stanines 9, 8 and 7, and to stanines 3, 2 and 
1, is shaded, to accentuate the fact that the performance 
of pupils falling in these stanines is so exceptional as to 
warrant particular consideration by the teacher. On the 
last page of the Class Analysis Chart there is provision 
for making frequency distributions of the chronological 
age and of the IQ of pupils in the class, which summaries 
are important background factors in the study of the 
achievement of the class. Complete directions are given 
on the Chart for its use. 
Individual Profile Chart. Results for an individual 
pupil may be portrayed graphically on an Individual 
Profile Chart. On this Profile Chart there are staves or 
scales for each subtest, graduated in terms of stanines, 
on which a pupil's scores may be plotted to yield a pro-
file of his achievement. The Profile Chart constitutes a 
useful permanent record of the pupil's performance at 
any given testing time. 
Cumulative Pupil Record. Systems desiring to main-
tain a continuing record of Metropolitan Achievement 
Tests scores when tests are administered at several times 
in the course of a pupil's school career may wish to enter 
these on a specially designed 5W' X 8" permanent record 
card. This card, the Cumulative Pupil Record, has 
spaces for entering the results of as many as five ad-
ministrations of Metropolitan tests. The Cumulative Pu-
pil Record constitutes a convenient form tor summariz-
ing data, particularly useful where study is being made of 
a pupil's development in basic curricular areas over ape-
riod of years 
1 Suggestions for the development of percentile norms or 
stanines may be found in either of the two following World Book 
Company publications. 
Otis Normal Percentile Chart, Manual of Directions 
Test Service Notebook No. 23, The Characteristics, Use, and 
Computation of Stanines. 
USE OF RESULTS 
The purpose of Metropolitan Achievement Tests is 
afford dependable data concerning the level of pu 
achievement in the important skill and content areas 
the curriculum. It is designed to yield this informati 
economically, efficiently and objectively. What is t 
role of this type of information in improving the instr 
tion and guidance afforded to pupils? 
Metropolitan scores, like any test results, are simP. 
data about pupils. Their utility lies in the extent 
which they help the teacher, the guidance counselor a 
the school administrator to a better understanding 
individual pupils and of the impact on them of particu 
instructional experiences. The test results provide 
cut-and-dried solutions to educational problems, nor c 
they be expected to point in mechanical fashion to 
propriate actions on the part of the teacher or oth 
Taken in conjunction with other information about 
pils, test results will undoubtedly suggest needed mo 
fications in instruction; they will alert the teacher 
situations that might otherwise go unnoticed; they wil 
times do no more than indicate a generally satisfact 
condition calling for no action. But no cook-book reci 
can be furnished to insure effective use of test resul 
the significance of test results , the actions, if any, to 
taken in light of them, are matters for professional ju 
ment on the part of teachers , supervisors, or adminis 
tors. 
To whom and in what contexts is the kind of infor 
tion provided in Metropolitan scores useful? Below 
listed some of the ordinary situations in which it wo 
appear to be advantageous for the teacher, principal, 
administrator to have such data. 
Use by the classroom teacher. Among the more imp 
tant uses to be made of the test results by the classro 
teacher are the following : 
1. To determine the achievement level of each p 
in each subject as a basis for planning instruction 
adapted to the pupil's needs. 
2. To compare present achievement with past achi 
ment in order to determine and evaluate rate of progr 
3. To determine the average achievement level 
class in each subject at the beginning or end of a pe 
of instruction. 
4. To obtain data on the range of ability in each s 
ject among the members of the class. 
5. To obtain data to be used as a basis for grou 
pupils for instructional purposes. 
6. As a first step in the diagnosis of an individual 
pil's learning difficulties. 
7. To provide a basis for reporting to parents reg 
ing a pupil's achievement. 
8. To permit evaluation of each pupil's achieve 
in relation to age, ability and other factors . 
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·e by the principal. The principal will be interested 
the following types of application of the results: 
1. To determine the achievement level of pupils in 
ch grade and subject. 
. To obtain data on the performance of each class in 
system. 
. To discover areas of subject matter strength or weak-
s for a grade or for a school as a whole. 
. To obtain data important in establishing grading 
d classification policies. 
. To provide a continuing record of achievement in 
school, which will reflect changes in curriculum and 
the characteristics of the pupil population. 
Use by the administrator and supervisor. The superin-
tendent and members of the supervisory staff may utilize 
the test results for the following purposes: 
1. For overall evaluation of the achievement of the 
system. 
2. To determine system-wide areas of particular 
strength or weakness as a basis for formulating policy 
with respect to time allotment, selection of textbooks, etc . 
3. To provide a basis for working with individual 
teachers on methods and content. 
4. As a basis for evaluating instructional materials. 
5. As a source of information on which to base major 
curricular changes. 
CONSTRUCTION AND PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTATION 
['his section presents a brief description of the planning 
experimentation undertaken to insure the validity, re-
ility, and efficiency of Metropolitan tests as measures 
he important outcomes of the curriculum. 
iculum research. The Metropolitan series attempts 
easure those outcomes of instruction which, accord-
to authoritative judgment and consensus of current 
ctice, are the important goals of present elementary 
ruction. To ascertain what these goals or outcomes 
subject by subject and grade by grade, the authors 
iewed expert pronouncements concerning the goals . of 
entary education, current research on the nature of 
ntial skills, such as reading and the work-study skills , 
resentative courses of study, and several widely used 
book series in the various branches. From these 
rces, they developed a detailed outline or blueprint 
each test at each level, specifying the objectives and, 
re appropriate, the content areas or topics to be cov-
' and indicating the proportionate emphasis to be 
oted to each objective or outcome as well as ·the de-
(1 distribution of the test content among various areas. 
erimental editions. After the specifications had been 
ulated, test items were prepared, edited, and in 
y cases reviewed by one or more subject-matter spe-
sts. Considerable research was undertaken on mat-
of item type, appropriateness of directions, time 
ts, and related issues. Whenever there was any ques-
as to the appropriateness of a proposed new type of 
, its suitability was experimentally verified before its 
tion in the experimental forms. A total of approxi-
oly 14,000 items were developed, 30 to 40 per cent 
e material than was ultimately to be used in the fin al 
ut program. The experimental forms were adminis-
in a series of carefully planned programs to pupils 
ne school systems. Table 5 lists the numbers of pu-
y grade and system in this tryout: 
Table 5. Number of Pupils by Grade in School Systems 
Participating in Item Analysis Program, Spring 1957 
Grad 
System 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A 651 646 744 696 558 587 512 568 806 
B 579 537 526 630 571 458 
c 499 500 528 582 549 479 388 395 679 
D 627 642 679 703 574 521 485 530 517 
E 390 335 380 380 505 
F 260 256 263 300 283 223 223 232 . 250 
G 377 327 340 381 318 240 254 279 234 
H 956 923 892 761 823 792 
I 1193 1111 1195 1225 1064 
Totals 2993 3864 4003 4184 4436 3954 4198 4432 4847 
These school systems 1 constituted a varied group of com-
munities , widely divergent with respect to type of pupil 
population, type of community, textbooks in use, and 
other characteristics presumably related to achievement 
status. In this first program, experimental forms of all 
tests except study skills and certain sections of the lan-
guage tests were administered. These other tests, and 
certain additional social studies items, were given in ex-
perimental form in subsequent programs either to sub-
stantially the same population as listed in Table 5, or to 
other sizable groups. 
Insofar as possible, the several experimental forms of 
a given test were administered to random samples of pu-
pils within each class to insure comparability of the re-
sulting item statistics. Where it was not possible to ad-
minister the various forms simultaneously within a class, 
as in the case of tests where the directions are necessarily 
specific by form, the several forms were administered to 
random samples of classes. These experimental forms 
were administered essentially without time limits, to per-
mit all pupils to attempt all items. Intelligence test re-
1 Atlantic City, . J ., Bloomfield, N. }., Linden, N. J. , Meriden, 
Conn., New London, Conn., Fairhaven, Mass., Northampton, Mass. , 
Cranston, R. I ., Harford Co., Md. 
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sults were used to check on the equivalence of the groups 
taking the various experimental forms. The tryout group 
on the whole was somewhat above average in mental abil-
ity as measured by Pintner General Ability Tests series 
and suitable allowance was made for this fact in the se-
lection of items for the final forms. In general, items 
were tried out not only in the grade or grades in which 
it was anticipated they would finally be used but in one 
or more grades above and below. 
Item analysis. The per cent of pupils answering correctly 
was computed for every item, separately for boys and 
girls, for each grade in which the item was administered. 
For most subtests, an item discrimination index was also 
computed, indicating how effectively the item distin-
guished between pupils scoring high and low on the 
subtest in question. 
On the basis of the actual performance of the items i 
the tryout, final forms of the various tests were develope 
that are of appropriate difficulty, both with respect 
average difficulty and range of difficulty, and that di. 
criminate as effectively as possible both among pupils · 
successive grades and among pupils of varying abili 
within each grade. The selection of items was carri 
on so as to produce equivalent final forms, each conforn 
ing to the original specifications established for the te 
Teacher evaluation. All teachers who administered 
experimental forms of the test were asked to comment 
and criticize these forms, particularly with respect to a1 
propriateness of the content for the grades in which a 
ministered, clarity of directions , clarity of the test que 
tions themselves, and general pupil and teacher reactio 
STANDARDIZATION 
The usefulness of results on a battery of achievement 
tests depends almost as much on the information avail-
able for interpretation of scores as it does upon the con-
tent of the tests. For the Metropolitan series every effort 
was made to obtain dependable interpretive or normative 
information, accurately representative of the achievement 
of pupils throughout the nation. This section describes 
the program undertaken to obtain such normative data, 
the norm group, the analysis of the data and the types of 
norms developed. 
The normative program. Metropolitan norms purport 
to describe the achievement of pupils " representative " 
of the nation's public school population. In standardiz-
ing Metropolitan, therefore, authors and publisher sought 
to obtain a norm group that would match the national 
school population with respect to certain characteristics 
known or assumed to be related to achievement (though 
by no means the only ones so related). These charac-
teristics include size of school system, geographical loca-
tion, type of community (rural or urban ), intelligence 
level of pupils, and type of system (segregated or non-
segregated). U. S. Office of Education, census, and other 
data describing the national population were used to 
establish specifications for the norm group relative to the 
above characteristics. The minimum number of pupils 
desired per grade in the final norm group was also estab-
lished, being set at a level well in excess of that necessary 
to yield national norms of high stability. 
Each field representative of the publisher (about one 
per state) was asked to designate, as potential cooper-
ators in the standardization program, twenty school sys-
tems meeting specifications that would yield a properly 
representative total norm group. Invitations were ex-
tended to the school systems so nominated, and likewise 
to the approximately 250 school systems which had par-
ticipated in the standardization of the previous edition of 
the Metropolitan series . A total of 225 school system 
accepted the invitation and carried through all the nee 
sary phases of the program, as outlined below. Includ 
in this group are public school systems from 49 states; t 
number of pupils tested in the standardization progr 
was over 500,000. 
The distribution of these 225 school systems accordi 
to geographic region and size of community is given 
Table 6. The systems comprising the norm group refl 
the national picture reasonably well, any deviations bei 
of insufficient magnitude to affect the norms. 2 Syste 
having segregated Negro schools are included in t 
norm group; their representation, in terms of number 
pupils , is weighted in accordance with the proportion 
pupils in such systems in the national population. 
Testing conditions. Each participating system was 
quired to test its entire enrollment in regular classes 
at least three consecutive grades to insure against un 
sired selection within the system. Actually 47 syste 
tes ted all pupils in grades 2 through 10. Each system 
ministered to the various grades tested the appropri 
level of Metropolitan and of Pintner General Ability T 
series, thus making available complete intelligence 
achievement test data for all pupils in the standardizat· 
program. All testing was done in the fall of 1958; 
ministration of the Metropolitan was scheduled for 
period of 1 October to 15 October, which schedule 
1 
" System " here refers to any group of schools under the jt 
diction of a single superintendent. It includes city and county 
terns and school unions. Thus the number of communities w 
schools are included is appreciably larger than the reported 22 
2 The requirement that each participating system test its e 
enrollment in at least three consecutive grades made it impract 
to include the systems in extremely large cities ( 300,000 or m 
in the program. Since earlier research (on the previous editio 
Metropolitan) indicated that such systems as a group did not dr 
systematically from the national norms, this exclusion is judged 
to bias the norms. 
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Classification of School Systems in Norm Group 
Region and Type of System 
Type of System '' 
!Qion• 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 
New England and 
Middle Atlantic 7 8 8 10 6 1 27 67 
North Central 8 18 11 13 7 - 19 76 
Southern 3 3 7 8 3 1 21 46 
Pacif ic Coast 3 4 2 5 3 1 18 36 
Total 21 33 28 36 19 3 85 225 
gion 1: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts , 
de Island, Connecticut, ew York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
aware. 
ion 2: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michitan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Mis-
i, North Dakota, South Dakota, Ne raska, 1innesota, Kansas, 
tucky. 
. . . . 
'IOn 3: Maryland, VIrg1ma, West VHgima, North Carolma, South 
olina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Loui-
a, Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma. 
rion 4: Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Idaho, 
·hington, Oregon, California, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Alaska. 
'ype of System: 
1-single municipality with population under 2500 
2-single municipality with population 2500-4999 
3-single municipality with population 5000-9999 
4-single municipality with population 10,000-29,999 
5-single municipality with population 30,000-99,999 
6-single municipality with population 100,000 and over 
7 -county, district, union, etc. 
rved with but very few exceptions. 3 Tests were ad-
tstered and scored in most cases by classroom teach-
In grades 6 through 10 some systems used the sepa-
answer-sheet edition, with IBM-machine-scoring. 4 
e norm sample. The test papers of a sample of ap-
imately 25% of pupils in each class tested, chosen ac-
ing to carefully prescribed procedures to insure ran-
ness, were returned to the publisher for check-scor-
nd further analysis. Rosters containing the scores of 
upils tested were returned to the publisher, but the 
al development of norms described below was based 
e results of the random sample. 
e additional control, relating to age, was exercised 
e selection of the final norm group. The principle 
'minating from norm groups pupils who are markedly 
- or under-age for their grade has been well estab-
d and is embodied in the so-called "modal-age " 
1s for the previous edition of Metropolitan and for 
ord Achievement Test. For purposes of the present 
opolitan, normal age-grade placement was consid-
to be defined by the modal 18-month range of 
n a supplementary program, not considered part of the 
rdization proper, Primary I Battery was administered to 
1 pupils in twelve school systems in the spring of 1958. 
[n a separate experiment, the comparability of results on the 
scored and separate-answer-sheet editions was investigated. 
e the data revealed any systematic differences between the 
ppropriate adjustments were mad e in combining the results 
1rposes of establishing norms. 
ages in each grade - i.e. the 18-month range including 
the greatest per cent of pupils in the grade. Pupils fall-
ing outside this range were excluded from the norm 
group, which may, therefore, be considered a group of 
pupils at grade for their age. The final age-controlled 
sample included between 91% (in grade 2) and 81% (in 
grade 9) of the total grade group. The majority of pu-
pils eliminated because of this age control were overage; 
and since overage pupils tend to be dull, their elimina-
tion resulted in a norm group that averages slightly above 
100 IQ. The norms thus describe the performance of a 
group of pupils slightly above average in mental ability, 
setting more challenging goals than total-grade norms. 
The number of pupils by grade in the random sample, 
and the number of pupils in the age-controlled group are 
summarized in Table 7. 
Table 7. Number of Pupils in Norm Sample and Number 
and Per Cent in Age-Controlled Sample, by Grade 
Norm Age-Controlled Sample Grade Sample 
N N Per Cent 
2 11,407 10,281 90 
3 15,284 13,471 88 
4 16,963 14,613 86 
5 16,715 14,233 85 
6 16,799 14,583 87 
7 10,674 8,855 83 
8 8,657 7,059 82 
9 5,834 4,662 80 
10 3,221 2,780 86 
Normative procedure. Distributions were made of all 
subtest raw scores at each grade level for the age-con-
trolled sample. To establish grade norms for each sub-
test, median scores for successive grades were plotted 
against the grade placement of the pupils at the time of 
standardization ( 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, etc.) and smoothed curves 
fitted through the plotted points. It was necessary in 
this connection to determine the correspondence or 
equivalence between scores on successive batteries. This 
was done through an " overlapping " experiment in which 
successive batteries were administered to matched groups 
and tables of corresponding scores on successive batteries 
derived through an equi-percentile equating. Thus, it 
became possible to plot as a single curve the median 
scores obtained on any given level as well as the median 
scores obtained on higher or lower levels, expressed in 
terms of their equivalent scores on the battery in ques-
tion. From such curves grade equivalents corresponding 
to raw scores were read. 
From these same distributions the several other types 
of interpreted scores provided for Metropolitan were also 
derived: standard scores, percentile ranks and stanines. 
Tables of percentile ranks and stanines for grade place-
ment 5.1, 6.1, etc. , were read directly from the curves. 
Tables of percentile ranks and stanines for other times in 
the school year were obtained by interpolation. 
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At each battery level, the raw scores on all subtests 
were converted to a set of normalized standard scores 
having a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. This 
scaling was done at grade 2.1 for Primary I, 3.1 for Pri-
mary II, 4.1 for Elementary, 6.1 for Intermediate and 
8.1 for Advanced. These standard scores provide com-
parability among subtests within each battery (but not 
between batteries). Like stanines, they constitute scales 
of more nearly equal units than raw score or percentile 
scales; in addition, they offer more finely graduated 
measurement than stanines. 
RELIABILITY 
Data on the reliability of the tests of Primary II Battery 
are presented in Table 8. The data consist of split-half 
coefficients computed separately for pupils in each of sev-
eral school systems and standard errors of measurement 
in raw score terms. 
Table 8. Reliability Coefficients and Standard Errors of 
Measurement for Subtests 
r 11 * S.E. Me a s.* * 
Test Range Mdn. Range Mdn. 
1. Ward Knowledge .86-.96 .93 1.5-2.6 2.2 
2. Ward Discr imination .86-.92 .88 1.8-2.4 2.3 
3. Read ing .94-.95 .94 2.3-2.9 2.8 
4. Spell ing .92-.95 .93 1.8-2.3 1.9 
5. Arithmetic : 
Part A Concepts and 
Problem Salving .80-.87 .86 2.1-2.5 2.4 
Part 8 Computat ion .74-.88 .80 1.5-2.0 1.7 
Total (Parts A & B) .85-.92 .91 2.6-3.2 2.7 
*Values reported are ranges and medians of four independent esti-
mates of corrected split-half coefficients. Each estimate is based on 
a random sample ( N = 100) of g,rade 3.1 pupils from a single school 
system, the four systems being chosen to typify high, low and 
average performance on the test. 
**Standard error of measurement in terms of raw score. 
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n 
BATTERY 
My name ______________________________ __ 
SAMPLE 
3 
6 
9 
12 
D pretty 
ball 
D he 
D fairy 
D autumn 
D finally 
D course 
D careful 
D country 
D sack 
D strong 
D important 
D gulls 
D never 
D still 
D might 
D more 
D ahle 
·~Ddust 
~~,- 0 daughter 
~ '"" D ease 
15 
4 
D angry 
D build 
D well 
D branch 
D ·child 
D ied 
D court 
O palace 
7 O hare 
~ ~D sugar 
~ O witch 
D set 
10 
13 
16 
D ice 
D fine 
D found 
D rope 
D sharp 
D roots 
O speak 
D street 
D toward 
D bowl 
D trade 
D ripe 
2 
5 
8 
11 
D sight 
D frozen 
D belt 
D smoke 
D right 
D deer 
D rest 
D neck 
D legs 
O apron 
D crawl 
D compa1 
D ahead 
14 D indeed 
~~~~~ D castle 
17 
O job 
D crowd 
D cave 
D act 
D thick 
~~__.___~ D among 
D a bird 
~a_r is ......................... D sweet D salty 
husband is a ................ D woman D boy 
fawn is a young ........... D elephant D dog 
s uea k is a ....... ... ... .... D noise D mouse 
a lace is a ...... .......... . D garden D ship 
en streets meet they ... D separate D curve 
~ harm means to ........... D help D hate 
D a tree 
D sour 
O girl 
D deer 
D horn 
D hall 
O join 
D hide 
smokestack is a tall ...... D building D chimney D screen 
O bird O pancake 
out is a kind of ............. 0 spear O tree O fish 
order is to ............... .. . D check 0 command D open 
label is a .. ........... .. ...... 0 tag O job D worker 
D a fish 
D bitter 
O man 
D lion 
D door 
D castle 
D narrow 
D hurt 
D statue 
O honey 
D bird 
D offer 
D boat 
balcon is part of ........ 0 a building 0 an ocean 0 an animal 0 a carton 
hundred ears is a ....... 0 score 0 century 0 generation D decade 
sta e is a .................... 0 costume D deer 
O shown 
rifle is a type of ............ 0 game D crack 
le means ................. .... 0 red D low 
mmittee is a .............. 0 statement 0 group 
O theater O platform 
0 concerned D completed 
O gun 
D faint 
O game 
D dress 
O high 
O notebook 
+ 
3 WORLD KNOWLEDGE SCORE---
DO NOT 
TURN 
PAGE 
SAMPLE D D brace D some stop 
A came D drop D brain D 
come ~ drip D drove D 
could D deep D brave D 
3 farm D 4 D 5 detect D crown 
B form D crowd D defect D 
from D crawl D detail D 
arm D crow D detach D 
6 D 7 bark D 8 party D cream 
c beam D bake D pretty D 
drown D back D penny D 
dream D bike D play D 
9 D 10 stain D 11 bone D snow 
Dshow D stays D down D 
D D done D shoe stairs 
slow D stare D does D 
12 post D 13 glass D 14 thank D 
[ path D guess D thick D 
fast D grass D thing D 
past D guest D think D 
15 
stump D 16 D 17 back D wear 
f stamp D wore D black D 
D D break D stand were 
+ stomp D went D block D 
4 GO ON TO THE NEXT 
mother 0 
other 0 
another D 
pver D 
atring 0 
apnng D 
;ting D 
~trung D 
Imp D 
ump D 
amp D 
ump D 
oetter D 
Dutter D 
~utton D 
pottle D 
~iant D 
,rant D 
runt D 
reat D 
ostume D 
us tom D 
ontinue 0 
ustard 0 
. .TEST 2 
. ~ ~ . - - .. . . 
I . 
19 
robber 0 20 bottle 0 
ribbon 0 button 0 
rudder D bother D 
rubber 0 bottom D 
22 . D 23 short D winner 
winter 0 spot D 
wnnger D sport D 
window D spoke D 
25 D 26 smell 0 away 
awake D smile 0 
awoke D smash D 
always D small 0 
28 cold D 29 case D 
solid D chose D 
sold D chase D 
sole D chain D 
31 place D 32 spot D 
plain 0 sort 0 
please D short D 
palace D shot D 
34 
mouth D 35 shoulderD 
mount D soldier D 
month D solder 0 
mound D should D 
5 WORD DISCRIMINATION SCORE __ _ 
DO NOT 
TURN 
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D The fruit is in a dish. 
Here is some fruit. 
D The fruit is on the tree. 
D The family listens to the music on the radio. 
D There is an airplane on the television screen. 
D The family watches the airplane at the airport. 
D One man works on the pole while another man watches. 
D The man at the very top of the pole does not wear a hat. 
D Two men are climbing up the pole to fix the broken wire. 
D The man helps the mailman put the letters in each mail 
D The postman is walking toward the house to deliver a let 
D The man has a letter to give the postman. 
~~ D The farmer uses his tractor to plow, while his horse watc 
=· ~ D The farmer and his horse go home after working in the fi 
:- ,.- ..... &", 
-c -~~' .: 
.. --..._ • ....,r~) :...?-> t D The farmer plows the field with his horse and a tractor . 
.:,. '-\ ? _:-:-- .:~ ' ¥ 
• 
D After greeting her guests, Mother takes them to the kitcl 
D The guests enter as Mother opens the door. 
D Mother's guests are saying good-by before they leave . 
D Mother asks about her lost package at the Post Office. 
D The man helps Mother put the stamps on her package. 
D Mother has put stamps on the package she is mailing. 
6 GO ON TO THE NEXT 
. 
: D There are fresh vegetables and groceries on the counter . 
D The bus was stopped so that the children could get on it. 
D The driver stopped traffic while the children crossed the street. 
D The children ran behind the bus as they crossed the street. 
0 Agnes leaves her doll on the grass, and plays with her blocks. 
0 Agnes and her friends have fun playing with the blocks . 
... .J...L .. L • .J-"~) .... ~) D Agnes makes believe that she is building a house for her dog. 
0 Tom points to Bill and asks him to answer a question. 
D The children are all busy writing letters at their desks. 
0 Tom chooses Anne to come to the front of the room with him. 
D Something is wrong with this car, and it must be towed. 
D The tow-truck is being pushed down the road by the car. 
0 We know this car has been in a bad accident. 
0 The painter knocks on the door of the house. 
0 The door near the garage is being painted. 
0 Father is coming home from work in his work clothes. 
0 Three airplanes have already landed at the busy airport. 
0 The airplane in the air has only two engines. 
0 There is one airplane in the air, and two are on the ground.+ 
7 
DO NOT 
TURN 
PAGE 
SAMPLE 
Talk, Polly. 
You can talk, pretty bird. 
Talk for the cooky. 
Look in the doll carriage. 
See Mary's doll. 
It must be a baby doll. 
The doll sits up. 
It jumps out. 
Look, it's a kitten. 
The kitten is dressed like a baby. 
Mother rnade a cake. 
She put eandles on it. 
The candles told how old Janet was. 
Mother got ice cream and candy. 
She got paper hats. 
She asked children to come. 
Clowns are funny people 
in the circus. 
They paint their faces. 
They wear queer clothes. 
They wear big shoes. 
Sometin1es their clothes are torn 
and ragged. 
8 
A Polly is a-
~ bird D girl 
s Polly can-
D swim D dance 
14 The doll was in a -
O box O wagon 
1s What was the doll? 
D a kitten O adog 
16 The kitten was -
D dressed like a baby 
D black and white 
D purring 
D 
17 Mother was getting ready for -
D Halloween D Christmas 
D a birthday 
1s What did Mother put on the c 
D candles D ice cream D c 
19 The paper hats were to -
O eat O wear 
20 Where do you go to see the clo 
D the zoo D the country D the 
21 How do the clowns make thei 
look funny? 
D They put on paint. 
D They wear masks. 
D They look very sad . 
22 The clowns wear big shoes bee 
D their feet are big 
D they want to look funny 
D they can walk better with them 
GO ON TO THE N 
{ 'V ....... ~.LJ·.'"' is a spaniel puppy. 
is quite big for a young dog. 
she grows up she will hunt. 
is always bringing things home. 
may bring a ball, a rope or a box. 
ung as she is, she feels she must 
things. 
1 is beautiful in our town. 
leaves turn many colors. 
a while, they fall to the ground. 
play in them. 
etimes Father burns them. 
en they are gone, everything 
bare. 
made a puppet. 
used a clothespin for the body 
some wires for the arms. 
painted a face on the top 
the clothespin. 
she made a dress and hat for it. 
9 
23 Bonnie is-
D young D small 
24 She likes to-
D bring things home 
D hunt rabbits 
D playful 
D go for a walk 
2s Bonnie will grow up to be a-
D guide dog D hunting dog 
D naughty dog 
26 She seems to feel she must-
D find things 
D get a ball 
D grow up 
21 When the leaves fall to the ground, 
the children in this story -
D burn them D catch them 
D play in them 
2s Leaves mean work for-
D Father D children D Mother 
29 In our town leaves are many 
colors-
D always D for a short time 
D an summer 
3o A puppet is like a -
D baby D doll D girl 
31 The clothespin was used for the -
D body D arms D legs 
32 To make the face, Betsy used -
D wire D clothes D paint 
33 The story does not tell how Betsy 
made the-
D arms D race D legs 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ..... 
Some little bears were playing 
under the trees. 
They smelled something good. 
They saw pails hanging 
on the trunks of the trees. 
The bearB sniffed around the pails 
and found maple syrup. 
The maple syrup tasted like honey. 
Bears like to eat honey. 
So they had a good time. 
What shall it be? 
I like airplanes, but games are fun. 
A wagon is nice, but it costs a lot. 
Maybe I'll say a gun. 
I know! A hat! 
A cowboy hat it will be. 
10 
34 When the bears first sniffed 
something good, they were -
D eating D playing D 
35 The bears liked the syrup beca 
it was-
D soft and sticky 
D in a pail 
O like honey 
36 The trees in this story are -
O fir D maple D 
37 How did the bears get the syru] 
0 They climbed the trees. 
0 They took the pails home. 
0 They put their paws in the pails. 
38 What does this child think are 
O airplanes 0 hats O ga 
39 What costs a lot? 
D awagon O agun Da~ 
4o What did the child choose? 
O ahat D an airplane D a 
41 Maybe this child is going to-
D make something 
D sell something 
D buy a present 
GO ON TO THEN 
Tweet is a . small yellow bird. He 
belongs to Sally Jones. Sally loves 
her pet. He lives in a bright green 
cage. Each day she cleans his cage. 
She gives Tweet food to eat and water 
to drink. If Tweet chirps a bright, 
happy song for Sally, he gets an extra 
bit of sugar. 
The honeybee is a busy little insect. 
It has a big job. It must fill the 
honeycomb with food for the baby 
bees. Buzz! Buzz! The honeybee 
goes from flower to flower. It uses 
its tongue to sip the sweet nectar 
from each flower. The honeybee 
stores the nectar in a sac in its body. 
The nectar turns to honey inside the 
sac. Soon the sac is full. The honey-
bee empties the sac into the honey-
comb. 
11 
42 The best name for this story is -
0 Yellow Birds D Sally's Pet 
D A Big Meal 0 The Green Cage 
43 When does Sally clean Tweet's cage? 
O every day 
D every week 
D every time he eats 
D when her mother asks her 
44 To get sugar, Tweet must first-
O eat all his food 0 drink his water 
D chirp songs D do tricks 
4s Tweet is-
O green 
D a wild bird 
O a pest 
D small 
46 Tweet probably got his name 
because of his -
D liking for sugar 
O clean cage 
D singing 
O bright color 
47 The best name for this story is -
0 The Honeybee at Work 
0 The Honeybee's Tongue 
0 Buzz! Buzz! 
D Flowers and Nectar 
48 The honeybee uses its tongue to -
O buzz with O gather nectar 
O make nectar O empty its sac 
49 The honeybee's sac is a kind of-
O cloth O ball 
0 food O bag 
so The nectar becomes honey while 
in the-
0 flower 
0 honeycomb 
READING SCORE---
O sac 
D jar 
I 
TEST4 
9 
2 10 
3 11 
4 12 
5 13 
6 14 
7 15 
8 16 
12 GO ON TO THE NEXT 
13 
TEST4 
24 --~--------------------------~ 
25 --~--------------------------~ 
26 ------------------------------~ 
27 ------------------------------~ 
28 ------------------------------~ 
29 --~--------------------------i 
30 ------------------------------~ 
SPELLING SCORE ___ _ 
DO NOT 
TURN 
PAGE 
2 
() 
m·m/ 
ff [JJD!m) ....... ....... - .J (,~f:\(~ 
3 
4 
5 
0 0 0 
6 
CJ 
0 0 0 0 
7 ~ 
14 cents 
14 GO ON TO THE NEXT P 
9 
10 20 0 40 50 2 4 D s 10 
11 
· ·· · rn·· o • • - • = 
• •• • • • • 
__ cents 
15 
17 
19 5 tens 6 ones 
I -2 tens 3 ones tens ones 
15 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ..... 
m 26 126 113 136 ~ 2 3 6 D D D D D D D 
22 23 
tU 19 40 54 67 u 21 25 52 D D D D D D D 
24 25 
e 17 20 74 170 ~ 14 50 40 1 
·o D D D D D D 
26 27 
$1.95 $.59 $2.59 $1.59 ti/6 10 11 D D D D D D 
28 29 
3 4 6 7 87 98 73 
' D D D D D D D 
30 31 
6 7 8 2 3 4 
D D D D D D 
32 33 
3 4 5 15 20 
D D D D D D 
16 GO ON TO THE NEXT P 
-. -- ~. ,_ : .. :~ :~:;_,-: --. · .. ::::.:: . . . r~-7~~-~~.~~.: -~~·~:·;::·~,<'Y~.~t!,:i 
~~·.,.;_ ~,.,a~~~!:;~ ~ ·" ._', .'- · '·. r •'· ::.r:fji~ .... ~.~,J~~;;:::·,~ .. ,:'_r•,..L~~:~(J-~f~~:d~~j 
34 
A 6 7 8 9 10 
D D D D D 
35 
8 3 5 7 8 9 
D D D D D 
36 
c 1 2 3 4 5 
D D D D D 
37 
D 2 3 4 5 6 
D D D D D 
Jack went to the fruit stand. 
He bought an apple for 4 cents and a pear for 6 cents. 
How much did they both cost? 
Father had 8 golf balls. 
We gave him 6 more. 
How many golf balls did he have then? 
We had 9 plants in our classroom. 
We gave 2 plants to the first grade. 
How many plants did we have left? 
Our class had a Pet Show. 
There were 3 dogs, 4 kittens and 1 duck. 
How many pets were in the show? 
Mother had 16 pieces of fudge. 
The children ate 7 pieces. 
How many pieces were left? 
17 ARITHMETIC (PART A) SCORE 
~------------~ 
cents 
balls 
ts 
ts 
7 
13 
19 
8 
1.4 
13 
42 
+21 
20 
7 
+7 
$2.75 
+ 3.02 
$ 
9 10 II 12 
3 
2 43 12 24 
+4 +33 +87 + 5 
15 16 17 18 
56 5 6 4 
+37 -4 -3 -2 
21 22 23 
6 7 9 8 7 12 
-1 -0 -4 -2 -5 - 3 
25 26 27 28 29 30 
16 86 58 65 524 $5.49 
- 7 -43 -50 -38 -103 - 4.01 
$ 
18 ARITHMETIC (PART B) SCORE--
Last Name First Name ln i 
GIRL D GRADE __________ TEACHER------------------------------------------
-
-----------------------------------DATE OF TESTING----------------:----:---------, 
Year Month 
CITY ()R TOWNI __________________ DATE OF BIRTH _____ Y-ea_r ___ ~M~o-n-:th-----, 
STATE _____________________________________ AGE ____________ Y_ea_r_s __________ M~o-n~t~h.---. 
8 8 
:l. 'i!.b 
PRIMARY 
n 
BATTERY 
SAMPLE 
3 
6 
9 
12 
15 
+ 
/ 
O pretty 
O here 
~ ball 
O be 
D hide 
D milk 
D hello 
D five 
D attic 
D crept 
D event 
D chief 
D into 
D find 
funny 
D against 
D lie 
D blanket 
D lake 
D inn 
D sharp 
D safe 
D roast 
4 
7 
10 
13 
16 
D slowly 
D cut 
D keep 
D care 
D engine 
llD D berries 
D either 
D deck 
D tried 
D large 
O gone 
D lady 
O try 
D last 
D tent 
D lunch 
D owl 
D creatures 
Bmmr- O needle 
O net 
O instead 
2 
2 
5 
D even 
D storm 
D own 
D soft 
O questio 
~ _ D except 
~Dsoap 
D silver 
8 D meet 
D beauty 
D matter 
D hook 
11 D afterno 
14 
D frighte 
D follow 
D world 
D railroa 
~:r~:::s 
D fingers 
D agree 
~, O path 
j_~ O pleasa 
~ , .; ,,. -
17 
,.:.·· ~· · ~· D coffee 
I 
mat is a . .... . ......... . .. D chair D rug D fioor D couch 
cabin is a ............. . . . D house D forest D log D deck 
note is a . .. . ... . ..... . ... D song D fiy O pencil D letter 
trade is to .... . ... .. .... D exclaim D expect D exchange D explain 
nibble is a little . . .... .. . D bite D laugh O jump D fish 
build is to ....... . .. . .... O divide D save D choose O make 
wasp is a kind of ... . ... 0 boat O person D insect D frog 
ross means ....... . .. . ... 0 near O from D away D over 
rule is a . . ................ 0 list D law D lesson D length 
gleam means to .. . ..... 0 shine D find D follow O paint 
split is a ...... . ...... . .. . D move D time D crack D bump 
canary is a kind of . ..... D candle O bird O candy D fish 
sta nt means . ....... . ..... D far O next D before D near 
blizzard is a ....... . ..... D storm D war D burn D bird 
. . D . VIeW IS a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nOISe D sight D visit D touch 
is a little . . ........... D cup D boat D fall D drink 
word is a . . . .. .. . ........ O weapon O hammer D tool O pen 
hirlin is the same as . . . D tossing O running O spinning D skipping 
beat is to .............. . D catch O run O w hip D iose 
worship is to ....... . .... D return D honor D mind D help 
+ 
DO NOT 
3 WORD KNOWLEDGE SCORE TURN PAGE 
SAMPLE D D 
2 D some drown bet 
A came D broom D bag D 
come ~ brown D hit D 
could D room D bat D 
3 D 4 D 5 D thicken dig dream 
Bchicken D did D crown D 
kitchen D big D cream D 
sicken D pig D clean D 
6 D 7 D D store tall same 
C stove D fall D some D 
story D fell D save D 
stone D tell D came D 
9 D 10 mitten D 11 cloak D army 
0arm D midst D cook D D D clock D am middle 
are D riddle D click D 
12 
with D 13 cook D 14 hurt D 
[ which D book D hard D 
D D will crook bent D 
wish D look D hunt D 
15 fi D 16 D 17 D ne safety noise 
fire D softly D nose D F D safely D . D five VOICe 
+ find D saving D now D 
4 GO ON TO THE NEXT 
D 19 D 20 D must strange + 
D most D string D 
D much D spring D 
D moss D strong D 
D 22 until D 23 skirt D 
D uncle D shift D 
D under D shirt D 
D untie D shout D 
D 25 D 26 D soup peace 
D soap D please D 
D soak D pace D 
D seat D pest D 
D 28 drink D 29 shot D 
D dark D sort D 
D drank D short D 
D drive D shut D 
D 31 D 32 picture D cause 
D came D picked D 
D come D picket D 
D course D pitcher D 
D 
34 
D 
35 D soldier through 
D should D though D 
D shoulder D thought D 
D solder D tough D DO NOT 
5 WORD DISCRIMI NATION SCORE TURN PAGE 
2 
D The fruit is in a dish. 
~Here is some fruit. 
D The fruit is on the tree. 
D The man walks with the boy to meet his mother. 
D The boy goes for a walk with his mother. 
D The woman lets the boy walk along by himself. 
D Sally has finished her snowman. :~;\~ O Sally's big brother helps her make a snowman. 
D Sally likes to make snowballs. 
D Alice has almost finished eating her lunch. 
D Alice and her friend eat lunch together at the table. 
D Mother is busy so Alice gets her own lunch ready. 
D Frank caught the football and ran down the field. 
D Another boy holds the ball while Frank kicks it. 
D Frank fell down before the boys caught him. 
D The bird flew through the air as the squirrel jumped. 
D The bird saw the squirrel jump from the tree to the roo 
D The squirrel jumped from the roof to the tree. 
D The men are painting the house which they built. 
D The men are building a house out of bricks. 
D The men are nailing boards on the house. 
6 GO ON TO THE NEXT P 
D Mother is hanging dresses on the line. 
D Mother has hung up all her washing. 
D Mother has started to hang out the wash. 
D The children are playing hide and seek. 
D George doesn't know the teacher has found his mitten. 
D Betty has found both of her mittens. 
D The man gives the bank teller some money to put in the bank. 
D The teller holds the money which the man gave him. 
D The teller takes money from the drawer for the man. 
D Father's car would not go because it was out of gasoline. 
D The men push Father's car while he tries to start it. 
D Father watches the men as they work on his car. 
D Tom tries to put back the wheel on his cart. 
D The boys each put a wheel on the cart. 
D Tom's little brother holds a wheel in his hand. 
D The pigs crawled under the fence to the field. 
D The farmer is ready to open the gate for the pigs. 
D The food for the pigs is in the trough near the gate. 
D The monkeys play together while they eat the fruit. 
D A monkey climbs high in the tree to pick a banana. 
D The monkey can eat while he swings from the branch. + 
DO NOT 
] TURN 
PAGE 
SAMPLE 
Talk, Polly. 
You can talk, pretty bird. 
Talk for the cooky. 
Bob was flying his kite. 
His dog, Skip, was with him. 
Some of the kite string was on the grass. 
Skip took it in his mouth. 
He ran and ran. 
The kite stayed up in the air. 
Skip thought he could fly a kite. 
She throws them down. 
We pick them up. 
Down they go. 
Up they come. 
Doll, rattle and spoon. 
Baby in her high chair has such fun! 
It is a game for her. 
Tim has a bicycle. 
He sells papers. 
He delivers papers on our street 
every morning. 
He carries the papers on his bicycle. 
He leaves a paper at the front door 
of each house. 
8 
A Polly is a-
~bird D ~irl O cat 
s Polly can-
D swim D dance talk 
14 Skip is Bob's-
D name 0do~ O kite 
1s What did Skip take in his mouth? 
O the strin~ O the kite O the b 
16 Skip thought he could -
D fly the kite 
D bite the ~rass 
O eat his lunch 
17 Baby is sitting in her-
Dhi~h chair 
Dwa~on 
D bed 
1a Who throws the toys? 
D sister D baby D brotl 
19 Up and down go the rattle, spa 
and-
D doll D baby D dish 
20 What does Tim sell? 
D bicycles D candy 
21 How does Tim carry all the paper" 
D in his ba~ 
D on his bicycle 
D under his arm 
22 The newspaper Tim delivers is-
D an evenin~ paper 
D a weekly paper 
D a mornin~ paper 
GO ON TO THE NEXT P 
take care of the chickens. 
gets the chicken feed. 
pours warm milk over it. 
ey take this to the chickens in the 
they pick up the eggs. 
er sells these eggs in the city. 
nt Helen went on a trip. 
e got presents for the children. 
by's present was a rattle. 
len got a doll. 
got a top. 
nt Helen always brings presents 
and Judy went with Susan and 
try to pick blueberries. 
ey gave them to Susan's mother. 
e made blueberry waffles for the 
.ldren. 
e next day the girls picked berries 
In. 
is time they gave the berries to 
t and Judy's mother. 
made blueberry pie for them. 
9 
23 Jane and Mother care for the -
D chickens O cows 0 farm 
24 What does Mother pour over the feed? 
D warm milk D warm water 
D cold milk 
2s When they feed the chickens, they 
pick up the-
D feed D milk D eggs 
26 What does Father get money for in 
the city? 
D eggs D chickens D milk 
27 Aunt Helen got the presents -
D on a trip D at work 
D on a walk 
2s Ellen's present was a -
0 doll 0 ball 0 game 
29 Who brings presents? 
0 Jim D Aunt Helen D Ellen 
3o Who helped Jill and Judy pick 
berries? 
0 Susan D Jill's mother 
0 Susan's mother 
31 Who made the blueberry pie? 
0 Susan's mother 
0 Grandmother 
0 Jill's mother 
32 What did Susan's mother make? 
0 waffles O pie O cake 
33 Who is Judy's sister? 
0 Susan 0 Jill O Mary 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ..... 
Aunt Sally said, ((Let's braid a rug." 
She got some pieces of cloth for Polly 
and Mary. 
Each girl had three pieces. 
Aunt Sally showed them how to twist 
the pieces into a braid. 
Next, they turned the braid into a 
circle that got bigger and bigger. 
When the circle of braid was sewed 
in place, it made a little rug. 
George lived on a farm. 
His father drove a tractor on the farm. 
Sometimes Father let George steer the 
tractor. 
One day George got on the tractor all 
by himself. 
He pushed some buttons. 
The tractor started to go forward. 
George pushed hard with his feet. 
The tractor stopped. George was afraid. 
He could steer the tractor, but he did 
not want to drive it until he was 
older. 
10 
34 Who knew how to make a rug? 
0 Mother 0 Aunt Sally 0 Ja1 
35 Each girl had three pieces of-
0 braid 0 cloth 0 ru 
36 They twisted the pieces to make 
D braid D circle D ba 
37 When it was finished, the rug wa. 
0 large 0 square 0 ro 
3s George's father was a -
0 farmer 
0 truck driver 
0 grocer 
39 George's father let him -
0 drive the tractor 
0 steer the tractor 
0 pull the tractor 
40 How did George start the tractor . 
0 He pushed some buttons. 
0 He turned the key. 
0 He asked Father to help. 
41 When will George drive the trac 
again? 
0 in the summertime 
0 when he is older 
0 when he feels better 
GO ON TO THE NEXT 
. . ' ·- ·:··- ' . : . . :' . . . TEST 3 
• • 0 
. . 
I ~ i. ' • ' ' . . 
made a paper boat. His brother 
made one too. Tom colored his 
t red. Sam's boat was white. The 
filled the bathtub half full with 
ter. What fun they had sailing 
· boats! Sometimes they stirred 
water to make the boats go faster. 
Sam stirred the water very 
ckly. Both boats tipped over. 
is expected. The boy Sali 
prepare to welcome them. Sali 
es in the warm South Sea Islands. 
mother helps him to get ready. 
paints his face and arms all over 
bright red paint. Then she 
pretty strings of beads around 
arms and ankles. Next comes the 
t important thing. Sali's mother 
strings of dogs' teeth around 
neck and waist. The dogs' teeth 
that Sali belongs to a wealthy 
11 
42 The boats were made of-
D cloth D paper 
O tin O wood 
43 The boys stirred the water to make 
the boats-
D tip over 
D make noise 
D ~o slower 
D sail faster 
44 The bathtub was -
O white D red 
D small D half full 
45 The boats were probably not very -
D pretty D hi~ 
D well made D much fun 
46 In this story, the word too means -
O also D more 
D over 0 yet 
47 The best name for this story is -
D Sailin~ We Will Go 
0 Red, White and Blue Boats 
D Sail in~ in the Bathtub 
D A Bath for Tom and Sam 
48 The best name for this story is -
D Sali Dresses Up 
D A Strin~ of Beads 
D A Wealthy Family 
D South Sea Islands 
49 Sali's face is painted with-
D white paint D red paint 
0 blue paint 0 black paint 
5o If Sali belonged to a poor family, he 
probably would not wear -
D red paint D clothes 
D beads around his arms D do~s' teeth 
51 In this story, the word over means -
D on the other side D above 
D on every part 0 too much 
READING SCORE _ _ _ 
DO NOT 
TURN 
PAGE 
9 ----.,.--------------------------: 
2 --~------------------------------ 10 __ ~------------------------; 
3 ---------------------------------- 11 ----------------------------~ 
4 --~------------------------------ 12 ----.,.--------------------------
5 --~------------------------------ 13 --~----------------------~ 
6 --~----------------------------- 14 --------------------------~ 
7 ---------------------------------- 15 -----------------------------: 
8 ---------------------------------- 16 --~----------------------~ 
12 GO ON TO THE NEXT 
13 
24 
25 ---.--------------------------
26 
27 ---.--------------------------
28 
29 
30 
SPELLING SCORE ________ __ 
DO NOT 
TURN 
PAGE 
2 
3 
4 
mmmmmmmmm~ 
5 
D D D D 
6 
D D D D 
7 
15 cents 
14 GO ON TO THE NEXT 
6 1 o 20 30 D 5o ~ 2 4 6 s O 
11 
rn. - . . • • D 
13 
15 
17 
19 
I 
15 
•••• 
• • 
•••• 
_rn=D ~ 
4 tens 
-3 tens 
I jtens 
___ cents 
8 ones 
2 ones 
.___-.JI ones 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ..... 
m 27 127 113 137 ~ 2 4 6 D D D D D D D 
22 23 
~ 29 50 63 84 u 10 23 32 ~ " D D D D D D D 
24 25 
® 15 20 54 150 ~ 16 50 60 
D D D D D D D 
26 27 
~2.98 $.98 $1.98 $1.89 n~ 11 12 D D D D D D 
28 29 f g 10 12 14 81 99 71 
D D D D D 
30 31 
0 4 6 7 8 6 8 9 D D D D I D D D 
32 
6!\ 3 4 5 6 10 15 . ·\ ~D D D D D D 
16 GO ON TO THE NEXT 
Father had 7 rose bushes. 
He bought 5 more. 
How many did he have then? 
Mother made 7 aprons. 
She gave 5 of them away. 
A 
35 
8 
36 
c 
37 
D 
, How many aprons did she have left? 
4 
0 
5 
0 
3 
D 
2 
D 
We had a doll party. Alice brought 3 dolls, 
Irene brought 2 dolls, and I brought 2 dolls. 
How many dolls were at the party? 
Farmer Shedd had 15 pigs. 
He sold 7 of them. 
How many pigs did he have left? 
James had 10 pennies. 
He lost 4 of them. 
How many pennies did he have left? 
5 
0 
6 
0 
4 
D 
3 
D 
6 8 10 
0 0 0 
7 8 9 
D D D 
5 6 7 
D D D 
4 5 6 
D D D 
rose bushes 
dolls 
____ pennies \ 
17 ARITHMETIC (PART A) SCORE _ _ _ 
7 
13 
19 
25 
12 
34 
+23 
5 
-0 
14 
- 9 
2 
8 
14 
20 
26 
$3.46 
+ 2.21 
$ 
8 
-5 
79 
-42 
3 
9 
15 
21 
27 
38 
+ 6 
7 
-6 
67 
-30 
4 
10 
16 
22 
28 
72 
+24 
6 
-3 
9 
-4 
63 
-29 
5 
11 
17 
23 
29 
15 
+83 
5 
-3 
7 
-3 
437 
-203 
6 
12 
18 
24 
30 
18 ARITHMETIC (PART B) SCORE __ 
1 
+7 
35 
+ 2 
4 
-2 
15 
- 7 
$8.7§ 
- 4.0.6 
$ 
Last Name First Name In 
GIRL 0 GRADE ___________ TEACHER----------------------------------------------: 
_______________________________________ DATE OF TESTING -----------------------------r 
Year Month 
_________________________________ DATE OF BIRTH------------------------------: 
Year Month 
______________________________________________ AGE ____________________________ ~ 
Years Months 
PRIMARY 
n 
BATTERY 
SAMPLE D pretty 
ball 
D be 
3 ~ D hurt 
.. ... /· ·~ D heavy ;Jl/ 
0
0 because 
town 
6 
9 
12 
~---..,...-.. D together 
D use 
D queer 
D tired 
D oil 
,.---,1,='1#\ rc:~rr=O market 
moment 
D replied 
D fork 
0 hut 
0 dock 
D hang 
often 
ocean 
platform 
beak 
7 
13 
16 
0 such 
D hungry 
0 horns 
D elephant 
D queen 
D chain 
D quite 
o· cool 
D much 
D climb 
D caught 
D sure 
0 forgot 
0 spice 
0 forest 
D oars 
D corner 
i 0 choose 
0 journey 
D lazy 
D plenty 
D collar 
0 camp 
D map 
2 
2 
5 
8 
11 
14 
17 
D don't 
D woods 
D poor 
D wash 
D until 
0 else 
D ears 
O grew 
0 heavy 
D board 
D heat 
D worry 
0 chalk 
D since 
0 shell 
0 actor 
D 
0 trail 
0 person 
D trunk 
O rich 
O beat 
~o bake is to ... ...... .... D eat 
path is a .. .. . .. . .... . . .. D trail 
, .t · D 0 Wal IS to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . start 
pasture is a ........... . D mountain 
beastis . . . ..... .. . . ..... D an animal 
onely is the same as . . .. D loose 
oap is a kind of . ... . . . .. D wood 
flavor is a . .. . . . . . . . .. .. D gift 
o tumble is to .. ...... .. . D howl 
ur alphabet is made of D letters 
n illness is a ..... . .. . .... D storm 
rice means ............. .. D goods 
journey is the same as a D trip 
und means ..... . .. .. .. . D discovered 
carriage is a ... . .. . ... D box 
hief means . ... ..... . .. . . D prettiest 
o nip is to . . ... . ... . .. . ... D pinch 
bandit is a . .. ...... . .. . D tape 
hen we suppose, we .. . D play 
>y is the same as .. ... . . D peace 
l..!.. 
D cook D cut 
O fence D forest 
D lift D leave 
D rock D field 
D a beauty D a bird 
D lost D lovely 
D cloth D cleaner 
D touch D view 
D fall D cry 
D words D sentences 
D fuss D sickness 
D cost D money 
O journal D treat 
O divided O discussed 
D vehicle O w heel 
D kindest D oldest 
O pry O pull 
D scarf D robber 
D look D think 
D delight O f ear 
3 WORD KNOWLEDGE SCORE---
D stir 
D street 
D stay 
D flower 
D a bell 
D lonesome 
D elay 
D taste 
D drink 
D numbers 
D noise 
D trade 
O jury 
O displayed 
O horse 
D highest 
O push 
O fruit 
D hope 
D love 
+ 
DO NOT 
TURN 
PAGE 
SAMPLE D 1 D 
2 D some said break 
A came D sand D 
bridge D 
~ come and D being D 
could D send D bring D 
3 D 4 their D 5 king D gave 
8 g1ve D these D find D 
game D them D kind D 
guess D they D kick D 
6 
who D 7 D 8 D ever stay 
c now D never D say D 
new D newer D stray D 
how D number D step D 
9 smell D 10 calls D 11 dream D 
small D clams D dumb D D D D D smile claws drum 
snail D cloth D down D 
12 
went 0 13 part D 14 D guess 
E what D 
park D guest 0 
with D path D grows D 
want D pare D grass D 
15 D 16 D 17 bind D stone ever 
+ 
store 0 very D blind D 
F D D blink D story every 
street D even D build D 
4 GO ON TO THE NEXT 
. ' •· I 
' . ' · . . TEST 2 
0 • • • • 0 • j ' 0 
• ' * • I 
', -- . . . . . ..' l .... 
. 
:deep 0 19 desk 
~heep 0 dish 
~teep D dash 
,peak D disk 
>it D 22 ship 
>it D shop 
~ite D slip 
ut D shape 
D 25 prang pierce 
trong D . piece 
D . pnng price 
trange D peach 
uill D 28 price 
tuiet D prune 
[Uilt D purse 
[Uit D pure 
icture D 31 wear 
ickled D were 
icket D wore 
icked D worn 
D 34 curtain cenes 
ense D carton 
LnS D certain 
~nds D current 
0 20 then 0 
0 they D 
D thank D 
D than D 
D 23 form D 
D farm D 
D from D 
D front D 
D 26 mine 0 
D nine D 
D main 0 
D mane 0 
D 29 truck D 
D thank D 
D trunk D 
D turned D 
D 32 charge 0 
D chance D 
D church D 
D change 0 
D 35 whether D 
D weather D 
D wheat D 
D weaver D 
5 WORD DISCRIMINATION SCORE---
+ 
DO NOT 
TURN 
PAGE 
SAMPlE 
+ 
6 
D The fruit is in a dish. 
~ Here is some fruit. 
D The fruit is on the tree. 
D These children are playing a game of baseball. 
D One of the boys in the circle holds the ball. 
D Tom has thrown the ball up in the air. 
D Mary rides away from the house toward the hills. 
D The horse with his rider gallops toward the house on the 
D All the horses from this farm are out to pasture. 
D Only boys will go down the steep slide. 
D Boys and girls are afraid to go down the slide. 
D The children take turns going down the slide. 
D The children hold the basket while Mother hangs the clo 
D Bob takes down the clothes and puts them in the basket. 
D The children took the clothes into the house for their mo 
D Mother Pig and her little pigs walk away from the troug 
D It is meal time for the pigs. 
D The little pigs are not old enough to eat from the trough 
D Louise is washing her doll's clothes. 
D Louise is dressing her doll after giving it a bath. 
D Louise likes to give her doll a bath. 
6 GO ON TO THE NEXT P 
I 
D The fire engine stops near the. burning building. 
D The firemen get ready to turn the hose on the flames. 
D This fire truck carries several firemen to the fire. 
D Mother Duck gets ready to give her babies a swimming lesson. 
D The ducks go through the gate to the pond. 
D The ducks walk side by side down the path to the water. 
D The man lowered the package from the helicopter to the ship. 
D The helicopter rescued the man from the water. 
D The ship was sailing so fast the helicopter couldn't reach it. 
D Jane helps Mother look for her umbrella. 
D Mother is cleaning the house all by herself. 
D Mother thinks Jane is under the table. 
D The club meeting is at Mother's house, today. 
D The party is over, and everyone is going home. 
D All of these mothers have children in school. 
D The boy helps the goat pull the cart through the gate. 
D The gate is open so the boy and goat can go through. 
D The boy got out of the wagon and closed the gate. 
D The horse and its rider are playing in the cold wat~r. 
D The horse looks for his master, who has fallen from the saddle. 
D The horse is walking in the water near the bridge. 
7 
+ 
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. 
TEST 3 , , · 
o ~- I 
SAMPLE 
Talk, Polly. 
You can talk, pretty bird. 
Talk for the cooky. 
Come back, Jean. 
Don't go out where Mother is swim-
ming. 
The waves are high. 
You can not swim well. 
Stay with Father. 
He can swim. 
One day we played school. 
Janice was the teacher. 
Baby Tom went to our school. 
We read stories. 
We made pictures. 
Terry's picture was best. 
Bonnie is a spaniel dog. 
She likes to go in the water. 
She rolls in puddles and tries to get 
into the children's plastic wading pool. 
At the beach she likes to have sticks 
thrown into the water. 
Then she can run out and get them. 
8 
A Polly is a-
~bird O giri O cat 
s Polly can-
O swim 0 dance ~talk 
14 Jean is at the-
D beach D park 0 playgroun 
1s Who is in the deepest water? 
0 Jean D Mother 0 Father 
16 Jean must not go out too far 
because-
0 she is going home 
0 father can swim 
0 the waves are high 
17 Who was the teacher? 
0 Tom 0 Terry 0 Janice 
1s Who made the best picture? 
0 Terry 0 Janice 0 Baby 
19 Baby Tom did not really -
0 like to play 
0 look at pictures 
0 go to school 
20 Bonnie tries to get into the -
0 pool 0 ocean 0 house 
21 She rolls in -
0 pools D puddles 0 the ocean 
22 She likes to run into the water 
after-
D sticks 0 waves 0 the childr 
GO ON TO THE NEXT P 
~et's paint our faces. 
We will wear funny clothes. 
11onight we will go outdoors. 
N e will knock on the doors and ring 
he bells. 
TEST3 
23 It is-
D Christmas D Easter · D Halloween 
24 The children will wear -
D funny clothes D bells D tricks 
V\Then people come, we will say, ((Trick 2s If the children do not get a treat, 
they will play a -
r treat." 
~ot many children live near Keith. 
~o in summer he goes to day camp. 
~here are many boys at camp. 
,hey play, learn to swim, and do 
V"oodcraft. 
(eith is a very good swimmer, but 
e doesn't like woodcraft. 
O game O song D trick 
26 Keith goes to camp with -
D other boys D his father 
D his brother 
21 At camp Keith learns to -
D swim D read D jump 
2s We know Keith does not sleep at 
camp because -
D it is a day camp 
D there are too many boys there 
D the boys only play there 
~-----------------------------------------------------------
rot was a brown pony. 
e had just come to the farm. 
en's father bought him. 
!rot was to be Ken's pet. 
en wanted to ride Trot. 
e wanted to care for him. 
onies like boys to care for them. 
ometimes Trot will give Ken a ride. 
9 
29 What was Trot? 
D a pony D a dog D a horse 
3o Father bought Trot for -
D the farm D himself D Ken 
31 Sometimes Trot will give Ken -
D some food O care D a ride 
a2 Trot will like Ken to care for him 
because-
D Ken is a big boy' 
D Trot knows Ken 
D ponies like boys 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE .... 
...... ~ 
I ' • .."'~-: 
- I .,_ • 
TEST 3 · - ·_ ; --:\ 
_ ·, _ ·-- .. _ . _ ~ · _ · . i ~ -< ~=c 
Patricia's dog, Oggie, left the house 
one morning and ran for the open 
places near Muddy River. 
He was playing near some bushes when 
a rusty trap snapped on one of his paws. 
Some people who were going by heard 
Oggie crying. 
They opened the trap and set Oggie 
free. 
Now Patricia is caring for Oggie's sore 
paw. 
33 Patricia lives near a-
D woods D playground 
34 How did Oggie get hurt? 
D A trap snapped on his paw. 
D His tail got caught. 
D He cut his paw. 
3s How was Oggie found? 
D Patricia found him. 
D Some people heard him. 
D A policeman saw him. 
D river 
36 What was Oggie doing when he wa 
found? 
D crying D playing O runni 
Father and Mother Seal lived in the 37 In this story, the puppy is a little-
cold North. D dog D fish D seal 
They had a ((puppy," as a baby seal 38 The seals made their home-
is called. 
The seal family lived on a big iceberg 
with cold water all around them. 
Mother Seal went down into the water 
D under the ice 
D on an iceberg 
D in the cold water 
39 Why did Mother Seal go into the 
to catch fish. water? 
Father Seal did not fish. 
He lived on the fat under his skin. 
Mother Seal taught her puppy to swim 
so he could catch his own food. 
10 
D to find Father 
D to get food 
D to have fun swimming 
4o Mother Seal taught her puppy to 
swim so that he could -
O leave home 
O follow her 
D catch fish 
GO ON TO THE NEXT P 
t spring Paul and his sister Sue 
ted a garden. The garden was 
two boxes on the roof. Daddy 
......... "'""'"" some special dirt for the gar-
Mother showed them how to 
the seeds just under the top dirt. 
ul and Sue watered their garden 
day. They made newspaper 
ts to shade the young plants from 
hot sunlight. 
they fly through the night, bats 
never bump into anything. 
ture takes care of these creatures 
live in dark places. When a bat 
it makes a high-pitched sound 
t people can not hear. The sound 
an echo which comes back to 
bat. The bat can tell how close 
to any object by the echo. In 
guide its flight 
darkness. 
41 The best name for this story is-
D Some Special Seeds 
D A Roof Garden 
D Some Pretty Plants 
D Paul and Sue 
42 The children planted the garden in 
the-
D summer D fall D winter D spring 
43 When Paul and Sue made a garden, 
Mother and Daddy- . 
D were surprised D helped 
D were unhappy D watched 
« In this story, the word just means -
D not far D fair D good D almost 
45 The newspapers kept the plants 
from getting too -
D hot D wet D cold D dirty 
46 The best name for this story is -
D Listen to the Echo 
D Song of the Bat 
0 Bats 
D How Bats Fly in Darkness 
47 Bats are guided through the dark-
ness by-
D sounds D smells D lights D touch 
4s This story shows that bats must 
have good-
D seeing D hearing D balance D voices 
49 In this story, the word object means-
D disagree D aim D purpose D thing 
5o People can not hear the noises bats 
make because the sounds are too -
D low D weak D high D soft 
51 When a loud echo comes back, the 
bat will probably-
D change direction 
D quit making sounds 
11 READING SCORE __ _ 
D stop flying 
D bounce up 
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12 
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SPELLING SCORE ___ _ 
DO NOT 
TURN 
PAC:: I= 
2 
(,~r.\(;:;") 
ff 
3 
w 
4 
5 
D D D 
6 
D D D D 
7 
14 GO ON TO THE NEXT 
:. . TEST 5 I l . . 
I • . • ' I 
9 
10 D 3o 4o 5o 
11 
:1: :1-r · J · .I = D 
SUNIIMO~ITUEI~rnrnJ 
13 
0[]][2]~[±] 6 
7 ~[[] 1 11 ~[13] 
liil~~[ll][_I~Il~~ 
~~~~~~[21] 
~~~DODD 
15 
17 
19 
II 
15 
~ 2 D 6 s 10 
. .. . . .. D 
•••• - •••• = 
. .. . &..;:;..·~·L--..-~ 
cents 
3 tens 4 ones 
-1 ten 2 ones 
I I tens Iones 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ..... 
20 21 
m 28 128 108 138 ~ 1 2 4 D D D D D D D 
22 23 
~ 22 70 81 96 12 24 42 D D D D D D D 
24 25 
e 18 20 84 180 ~ 18 50 80 1 
D D D D D D D 
26 27 
(J ~ $3.98 $2.89 $2.98 12 13 1 D D D D D 
28 29 
6 7 8 9 93° 55° 70° 4 
\ D D D D D D 
30 31 
10 12 13 15 4 5 6 
D D D D D D D 
32 33 
6 7 8 10 10 15 20 
D D D D D D D 
16 GO ON TO THE NEXT 
34 
A 3 4 
D D 
35 
8 5 6 
D D 
36 
c 1 2 
D D 
37 
D 2 3 
D D 
Ben went to the hardware store. 
He bought nails for 3 cents and screws for 7 cents. 
How much did they all cost? 
I had 6 flowers. 
I picked 5 more flowers. 
How many flowers did I have then? 
The clown had 9 balloons. 
He broke 2 of them. 
How many balloons did he have left? 
Roy had 3 cents in his bank. 
Then he put 5 cents and 2 cents in it. 
How much money did he have in his bank? 
There are 14 children in our club. 
There are 9 boys. 
How many girls are in the .club? 
6 7 8 
D D D 
8 9 10 
D D D 
3 4 5 
D D D 
4 5 6 
D D D 
cents 
flowers 
balloons 
_____ cents 
_____ girls \ 
17 ARITHMETIC (PART A) SCORE ___ _ 
-' TEST 5 _ - ~-
. . .. . .-."' 
1 2 3 
"' 
5 6 
' 
4 2 1 5 4 6 
+1 +2 +3 +1 +5 +2 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
4 
6 7 3 36 11 46 
+8 +3 +2 +33 +65 + 3 
13 1-4 15 16 17 18 
41 
35 $4.25 47 4 6 5 
+24 + 3.13 + 4 -2 -2 -3 
$ 
19 20 21 22 23 2-4 
6 7 9 8 9 14 
-0 -3 -3 -6 -5 - 8 
25 26 27 28 29 30 
16 78 98 95 856 $5.63 
- 9 -23 -40 -28 -403 -2.02 
$ 
18 ARITHMETIC (PART 8) SCORE __ 
Last Name First Name 
GIRL D GRADE __________ TEACHER--------------------------------------------. 
-
___________________________________ DATE OF TESTING----------------:-:---.---------; 
Year Month 
-
______________________________ DATEOFBIRTH ______ ~--------~~--------1 
Year Month 
-
______________________________________ AGt _______ ~--------~~--~ 
Years Months 
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HEARING SOUNDS IN w:>RDS 
Directions for Part ! (Grades One, Two, and Three): 
(Print on the board the letters E £ ~ ~ ~' just as they appear 
on line 1 of the child's paper. Direct the children in the following way.) 
Today we are going to use our eyes and ears to see if we can find the 
right letters in words. You will need to listen and look carefully. Put 
your marker on the first line under the big letter A. (Check to see that 
each child has the right place.) 
I'll say a word and you are to listen to see if you can find the 
letter the word begins with. Listen: top. ~at is the first letter 
in top? Yes, ,! - so you draw a circle around ,! on your paper. (Draw 
a circle around t on the board. Then check to see that each child has 
circled the correct letter.) 
Now move your marker to the next line below. Now I will not help 
any more. Be sure you look and listen carefully. Ready? Draw a circle 
around the first letter in cup. (Repeat the word, if necessary. Wait 
until the children have finished making a circle around the letter. This 
usually takes not more than five seconds. Count five slowly on all later 
words in this test.) 
(Direct in this way for the rest of the words.) 
to number 3. Find the first letter in dog. 
4. garden 9. machine 14. 
5. recess 10. fountain 15. 
6. noise ll. vacation 16. 
7. lemon 12. polish 17. 
B. bacon 1). absent 18. 
Directions for Part _!! (Grades One, Two, and Three): 
(Direct as follows:) 
Move your marker 
handle 
every 
olive 
waste 
supper 
Now move your marker to number 1 under the big letter B. (Write 
on the board the words garrulous pertain warrant). 
Now this time you are to iisten for 
Listen to this word: spoon. Which word 
sound as spoon? Yes, the middle one has 
So we draw a circle around it like this. 
same word on your paper. 
the last sound in the word. 
on the board has the same last 
the same last sound as spoon;-
Now draw a circle around the 
(Continued on next page) 
Directions for Parts A, B, and C: (continued) 288 
Now move your marker down to number 2. Listen for the last sound 
in this word: until. Find the word that has the same sound~the end 
as until. Draw a circle around it. 
-
(Direct in this way for the next four words.) Move your marker 
to number 3. Which word has the same last sound as visit? Draw a circle 
around it. 
3. visit 4. wonder 5. railroad 6. company 
(On number 7 and following, the child listens for the first and last 
sounds. Direct as follows:) 
Now on number 7, you are to listen for both the beginning and ending 
sounds. (write on the board the following words: brethren noblemen 
burlesque). 
Which of these words has the same beginning and ending sounds as 
between? {Wait for answers.) Yes, the first one begins and ends like 
between. So we draw a circle around it. You draw a circle around the 
word on your paper. 
(Direct in this way for the remainder of the words in Part B.} 
Move your marker to number 8. Find the word that begins and ends like 
~eranium. 
9. happen 14. shovel 
10. present 15. break 
ll. cabinet 16. thicken 
12. famous 17. drink 
13. motor 18. child 
Directions for Part Q (For Grades £ and l only): 
(write these letters on the board: ind ! bl x t ing. Then 
direct as follows:) 
Now move your marker down to number 1 under c. Listen to this word: 
blinding. Draw circles around all of the sounds you hear in blinding. 
{Circle ind bl ing on the board.) How many of you circled these sounds? 
{~ite on the board ~ ~ ~ f ~ ng). Now find all of the sounds 
you can in this word: sporadic. Which did you circle? Yes, sp, ~, and ~· 
The other sounds are not on your paper. 
{Concluded on next page) 
Directions for Parts A, B, and C: (concluded) 
(Direct in this way for the rest of the words.) On number 3, 
circle the letters you hear in this word: starlight. 
3. starlight 
4. continuous 
5. fortunate 
6. twinflower 
7. exemplify 
B. indenture 
9. envelopment 
10. elocutionist 
11. benevolent 
12. unqualified 
289 
How to score: PART A-- Count the number correct. Maximum score 17. 
PART B -- Count the number correct. Maximum score 16. 
PART C -- Count the number of parts of words circled 
correctly. Maximum score -- 33. 
Tentative middle-of-year norms: Grade I -- 20, Grade II -- 42, Grade III -- 48. 
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'rest for HEA.RING SOUNI:>5 IN WORm .. GRA::DES 1 ... ] Bosto• University - 1962 
Name Qrade S'chool 
Teacher 
ft. 'R 
1. p b t 'ft. a lo ~lGus · pertain warrat 
2. Q p c d t 2. ·ndlligram swelteriYlg ; shraJmel 
J. d r g v h Jo okemist steri!ogram kydrocarbon 
4. g k v 1 i 4.,. ponderous spectacular military 
5 .. k 1"" b d g 5.,. finesse intended rebuff 
6., 0 s n b t 6.,. linoleum 1!'9riwtinkle eacaphoJty 
7o- y 1 d £ g 7o brethren JloblQI!lel\ burlesque 
8. f t j r b 8.,. premium gypsyism glaucoma 
9 .. C' d k m i 9 .. ltex.ameter generation llydroge• 
101. r v P' h 0 10.,. proficient presumptive dominant 
11 ... 1 v n t u 11. cavalry martinet casti:net 
l2. s q r z p 12. filiform feloll.ious deciduous 
13' .. c m 8J b 0 lJ.,. mea:mder monoteny ra:ncoul!' 
14.,. h m s 9 w 14 .. sheatn.ing shameful collarterail. 
15o m v e r a 15 .. bro:mchl. tis pla:toJrlo breechblock 
16. !1 e h a () 16. tlteoram r eckon thermicn 
17. WI C!l j n a 17o drammock druidism pyrogeJdc 
18. j 1 s t y 18. eroded chisi!led carbo1'1 
cr 
leo ind r bl X t ing 7. tio'ft 9X pl f h an S':e:or9' 
2o a m sp f d ng 8o ure g d sm k in lf. 
3. ar k st 'W igit 1'1 9o op r en a 1 v B 
!l:o eus b s'h th £ com 10o 0 b sp e1 er ist cr 
5. Jl ck for c1 w ate llo at a be c :n' v 
Total 
6.,. in ep (1Wr tw a fl 12o d un gr b qu 1 
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Phonics Test 
Directions: 
'~ite your name at the top of the paper. 
I want to know how well you hear the sounds in the words I say to 
you. Listen very carefully. Sometimes there will be one answer, some-
times more than one. You will circle the words that have the sound I say. 
Place your marker under Row A. (write on board: cane bat say made). 
I shall tell you the sound to listen for, then read the words in the row. 
Circle the words that have the long ! sound as in rain. (Read each word 
and point to it.) Let's check this row together. (Point to each word as 
you say:) Does ~ have long !? Yes, circle it. 
Does bat have long !? No, do not circle it. 
Does say have long !? Yes, circle it. 
Does made have long ! ? Yes, circle it. 
There were three answers in this row: ~, say, made (Point) 
Move your marker down to Row B. {'Write on board: ran have train 
lame). I shall tell you the sound to listen for, then read the words in 
the row. Circle the words that have the short a sound as in fast. (Read 
the words.) Let 1 s check this row . There were two answers. Did you circle 
ran and have? 
Move your marker down to Row 1. I'm not going to give you any more 
help . I shall tell you the sound to listen for, then read the words in 
the row. Circle the words that have the sound I say. 
(Continued on next page) 
Directions: (Page 2) 292 
* Row 1. Circle the words that have the short e sound as in went. 
(Read Row 1.} Move your marker down. 
*Repeat this procedure for Rows 2 to 10, substituting the following: 
Row 2 - long u 
-
cube Row 7 - long i 
-
write 
Row 3 - long a 
-
grade Row 8 - short o - hot 
Row 4- long o 
-
home Row 9 - long e 
-
need 
Row 5 - short i - -r-pl.g Row 10 -short u - run 
Row 6 - short a - sand 
Move your marker down to Row A. (Write on board: ask fast yes is). 
s has different sounds. Circle the words that have the same sound of s 
(s, sound) as in sat. (Read each word and point to it.) Let's check this 
row together. (Point to each word as you say:) Does _____ have the same 
sound of s (s, sound) as in sat? (Circle the answers.) There were three 
answers in that row: ask fast yes (Point) 
Move your marker down to Row B. (Write on board: slow down cow 
throw). 
Circle the words that the same sound of~ (ow, sound} as in~· 
(Read the words.) Let's check this row. Did you circle down and cow? 
(Circle) 
Move your marker down to Row 11. I'm not going to give you any more 
help. I shall tell you the sound to listen for, then read the words in 
the row. Circle the words that have the sound I say. 
* Row 11. Circle the words that have the same sound of oo (oo, sound) 
as in too. (Read Row 11.) Move your marker down. 
*Repeat this procedure for Rows 12 to 17, substituting the following: 
Row 12 - ou - mouse 
Row 13 - z- - ~ 
Row 14 - ~ - snow 
Row 15 - s - has 
Row 16 - g - big 
Row 17 - c - nice 
(Continued on next page) 
Directions: (Page 3) 293 
Turn your paper over. Place your marker under Row A. {Write on 
board: rake rap lake land). I shall tell you the sound to listen for, 
then read the words in the row. Remember, there may be one answer, or 
two or three or four. Circle the words that end in ake as in cake. (Say 
~; do not spell a-k-e). (Read the words.) Let•s check this row together. 
(Point to each word as you say:) Does end in ake like cake? 
---
(Circle the answer. ) There were two answers in this row: rake and lake. 
(Point) 
Move your marker down to Row B. (Write on board: fit mix fill mint). 
Circle the words that end in the ill like bill. (Read the words.) Let•s 
check this row. Did you circle fill? (Circle) 
Move your marker down to Row 18. Circle the words that end in ar 
like far. (Read Row 18.) Move your marker down. 
*Repeat this procedure for Rows 19 to 27, substituting the following: 
Row 19 ump 
-
bump Row 24 ick 
-
trick 
Row 20 eat 
-
heat Row 25 ock 
-
block 
Row 21 - -- Row 26 ill drill ~ - rug -Row 22 ake 
-
shake Row 27 Ot 
-
spot 
Row 23 eep 
-
keep 
Move your marker down to Row A. (Write on board: 1 2 3 4 5). 
Do you know what a syllable is? Yes, a syllable is a word part. Listen 
to this word and count the number of syllables: small-est. How many 
syllables do you hear in smallest? Yes, two. (Circle 2 on the board.) 
Circle 2 on your paper. 
Move your marker down to Row B. Count the number of syllables in 
this word: en-ter-tain. How many syllables in entertain? Yes, 3. 
Circle 3 on your paper. 
(Concluded on next page) 
Directions: (Page 4) 294 
* Move your marker down to Row 28. Circle the number of syllables 
you hear in cooperate. Move your marker down. 
*Repeat this procedure for Rows 29 to 33, substituting the following: 
Row 29 farm 
Row 30 adVenture 
Row 31 person 
Row 32 
Row 33 
refrigerator 
automatic 
Move your marker down to Row A. (Write on board: cab th i net 
un cat). I shall say a word and you listen for the syllables you hear in 
the word& cab i net. Which of these syllabl es did you hear in cabinet? 
(Circl e cab, i, net as you say: cab-i-net.) 
Move your marker down to Row B. (Write on board: say ey play 
tion ful ing). Circle the syllables you hear in play ful. Did you 
circle play-ful? (Circle the syllables on the board.) 
* Move your marker down to Row 34. Circle the syllables you hear in 
looking. Move your marker down. 
*Repeat this procedure for Rows 35 to 401 substituting the following: 
Row 35 her 
Row 36 remember 
Row 37 satisfy 
Row 38 
Row 39 
Row 40 
entertainment 
slower 
information" 
Scoring: The correct answers are circled on the sample test. Each item 
is scored right or wrong and the total of correct responses is the final 
score; the total possible score is 156. 
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cane bat say made 
ran have train lame 
free ~ s c:t5? 
must ~ true duck 
(@) ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ hop 
(§) ® ® ~ 
~ (§) GiJ' 
~ hit ~ 
toad ~ ~ home 
~ @' 
0 (§) mule cute 
~- ·~~-' .. ... ... -- -· ..... _ .. __ 
·- ....... ... ~- ·-- -
ask fast yes is 
slow down cow throw 
look ~ ~ 
~ G.D ~ would 
year fly c§!; 
how s 
~ 
large @ 
color come ® 
......... ·- - - -
Score 
---
A. rake rap lake land 
I B. fit mix fill mint j 
I 18. ® ® ~ ~ I J 
I 19. luck ~ ® jug I 
I 20. met nest not ~ ' 
21. (§:) (§) @ ~ I 
l 22. duck ~ (wake) (§) 
-
lj 23. sheep beat deep feel 
24. ~ ® ~ beak 
8 close climb 
wind @ hide 
25. clown 
27. 0 @ stop ~ 
A. 1 2 3 4 5 
B. 1 2 3 4 5 
2 3 CD 5 
29. CD 2 3 4 5 
2 Q) 4 5 
31. 1 3 4 5 I 
32. 1 2 3 4 ® 
I 33e 1 2 3 ® 5 
--· 
I 
Ao cab th i net un cat 
B. say ey play tion ful ing I 
34. take er 6 an ® ed I 
I 35 .. in ~ ed has est ly 
36. ® cl en ~ ne @ 
37. us @ @ sian ed ® 
I 38. @ ® ® ate ing @ 
39. cV ing ed it (slow bow I 
40. ~ en ne ® ~ · ~ 
--
Score .. 
Total 
Gates Word Pronunciation Test 
Forms I and II 
Directions: 
Ask the child to read the words across the page. Tell him you 
would like him to read some words for you. If he fails in reading a 
word, ask him to try it again. Observe his approach to unknown words. 
Pause for ten seconds. As the words become more difficult, encourage 
him to continue trying. When ten successive words have been missed, 
the test should be terminated. 
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In recording errors, the examiner makes no mark on words correctly 
pronounced at the first attempt. If the child fails on the first trial, 
his mispronunciation should be recorded above the word on the record 
sheet. If he fails on the second trial, a line is drawn through the 
word. If he succeeds on the second ~rial, the word is left unmarked, 
with the mispronunciation of the first trial written above it. The 
point at which the test is ended should be clearly indicated by a line 
drawn across the page. 
Scoring: 
Score 1 point for each word correctly pronounced at the firs t trial, 
l /2 point for each word correctly pronounced at the second trial. For 
purposes of this study, the raw scores were used. 
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2. 3 .. 4 .. 
we is do 
go at or 
not can hen 
may son net 
here ball came 
late east year 
ry about broom child 
er blind climb point 
dow family lonely scratch 
plaster servant frighten 
wander counter shepherd 
chocolate citizen elegant 
te portion mansion brilliant 
brightness guardian restaurant 
construct protection temperature 
profitable reverence astonishment 
schoolmaster revolution unnecessary 
community intelligence national 
illustrious congratulate preparation 
ersti tion affectionate philosopher treacherous 
Score 
------
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GATES WORD PRONUNCIATION TEST - II 
e School Rm. 
2., 3. 4. 
by be on 
or as my 
g day run get 
~0 men ate ill 
ch doll book only 
.ed hold goes word 
·een train other floor 
tild wagon class lonely 
ding temple valley sununon 
"Uel torment fortune muzzle 
enue respect department spirit 
ndscape courage enormous feature 
\.rmony jealous revolt innocent 
didate discontent testimony population 
lebration difficulty confusion respectful 
mprehend performance persecute tributary 
rtificate victorious dignify consequently 
ference conversation inheritance suspicion 
·liar &cquaintance mountainous prosperous 
ganization musician · discipline perpetual 
Score 
.. .. 
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